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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the role of ignorance in the process of early modern
self-fashioning. Renaissance historiography has, by and large, been based on a Cartesiancum-Hegelian understanding of the subject as a subject of knowledge. An individual’s
recognition of her self-motivated agency, her power to act as an independent self, has
been read as the product of the generation of knowledge and epistemologies that assert
human ability to pursue and master knowledge. Critical theories of subjectivity have
challenged the humanist subject and its epistemological foundations, but ignorance and
the unknown have rarely been theorized as anything more than empty spaces to be
invaded and filled by knowledge. Building on recent philosophical and cultural
materialist investigations into knowledge, ignorance, and the subject, my work studies
how ignorance can operate as a positive force in the production of the self and how,
paradoxically, knowledge can erode the epistemological foundations of subjectivity.
Primarily focused on the literature of early modern Europe, this dissertation advances the
study of early modern subjectivity as well as the relationship between epistemology and
the self as perceived in contemporary theory by tracing the hitherto ignored operations of
ignorance and complicating the assumption of a teleological connection between
knowledge and subjectivity. In particular, the major areas of study are: how hegemonic
discourses produce not only knowledge but also ignorance in order to stabilize the
existence and authority of social hierarchies and empowered subject; how the creation
and pursuit of knowledge outside of these demarcations can erode the foundations of
social identity and individual subjectivity by revealing the fiction of cultural “truths”;
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how cultural spaces of ignorance can provide disempowered individuals opportunities for
resistance and self-fashioning against socially prescribed norms; and how submission to
or acknowledgment of one’s own ignorance can become internalized as an essential part
of a subjectivity that does not rely on knowledge as a form of power.
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INTRODUCTION
SUBJECTS OF EPISTEMOLOGY, EPISTEMOLOGIES OF THE SUBJECT
When René Descartes crafted his famous cogito, articulated in the Discourse on
Method and reformulated in the Meditations on First Philosophy, he defined a paradigm
for understanding the nature of the subject in terms that united the ontological and the
epistemological. The oft-quoted statement “I think, therefore I am” figures the individual
as a thinking thing, existing in so far as it is conscious of its own self. This recursive and
tautological epiphany sets the terms of its own truth and provides its own proof: thinking
necessitates being, being necessitates thinking; even the implicit utterance of the cogito
proves its truth. While in its textual context an ontological assertion meant to guarantee
the reality of the human soul, the cogito ties being inextricably to the act of cognition,
making a powerful epistemological claim as well. To be is to know that one is and the
recognition of one’s existence creates as well as acknowledges that being: being is
essentially self-reflexive, and knowledge emerges from and produces the existence of the
subject. And as Steve Fuller points out, the individual in the Cartesian model is “the
paradigm case” of the knower, largely excluding any social aspects either in the
construction of the individual’s self-conception or in the knowledge the individual
possesses or generates. 1
It is this epistemological aspect of the subject that I explore in this work.
Descartes assumes that knowledge, or knowing, is an essential part of the subject; but
what of ignorance, the experience of not knowing? How does the cultural organization of
1

Steve Fuller, introduction to Social Epistemology, 2nd ed. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002),
ix.
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knowledge, including what is excluded from the realm of the knowable, affect the nature
of the subject and its formation? Critical theory has, over the last century and a half,
challenged the ontological stability of the Cartesian subject, arguing against its internal
sufficiency and instead advancing theories of the subject’s construction through external
forces and structures. But the epistemological aspect has been largely ignored, considered
as a separate field by analytical and social epistemologists. Knowledge and ignorance as
they function in the construction of the self are rarely explored as axes of identity in
themselves. Instead, they are usually subsumed within other social markers, such as
gender, race, or class; these identity categories tend to determine such material factors as
an individual’s access to education, the kinds of knowledge one is exposed to and/or
excluded from, and the roles one plays in the creation, distribution, and reception of
knowledge. Furthermore, scholarly studies of subjectivity, especially those situated in a
particular historical moment, generally assume a direct relationship between subjective
agency and the ownership of knowledge: those who create and organize cultural
knowledge possess power both over their own subjective experiences and those of others,
while ignorance is a symptom of subjection to another’s authority.
But both knowledge and ignorance, I argue, operate as forces in the construction
of subjectivity and identity on the individual and social levels. The invisibility of the axis
of knowledge-ignorance leaves us with a rather simple model of the role of the former in
creating the subject, one in which knowledge and agency – that is, the ability to act as a
subject, a first-person “I” – are unified teleologically: subjectivity emerges through the
individual pursuit of and increase in knowledge, and knowledge empowers the subject to
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become more self-aware and independent in action within the larger social setting.
However, this is in fact only a partial reading of modern theories of subjectivity that
overlooks their implicit theorization of the complementary operations of ignorance, a
reading often enacted by the very interlocutors of modern critical theory. Recent trends in
anti-humanist2 criticism have brought to light the inescapable role of ignorance as both a
partner and competitor to knowledge that can, just as can knowledge, support both
hegemonic and transgressive subject formations. My work in this text complicates the
teleological readings of subject formation and advances scholarship that examines the
unseen aspects of modern theory by exploring the epistemological axis of subjectivity. In
particular, the major areas of study are: how hegemonic discourses produce not only
knowledge but also ignorance in order to stabilize the existence and authority of social
hierarchies and empowered subject; how the creation and pursuit of knowledge outside of
these demarcations can erode the foundations of social identity and individual
subjectivity by revealing the fiction of cultural “truths”; how cultural spaces of ignorance
can provide disempowered individuals opportunities for resistance and self-fashioning
against socially prescribed norms; and how submission to or acknowledgment of one’s
own ignorance can become internalized as an essential part of a subjectivity that does not
rely on knowledge as a basis for ontological certainty or power.
While concerned with a prominent issue in critical theory, this study also focuses
on subject formation within the specific historic and cultural context of early modern
England, taking a variety of “literary” and “non-literary” texts as the main objects of
2

I use the term “anti-humanist” to designate the broad field of critical positions that question the “natural”
status of the human being and view it instead as a product of social, material, or psychological pressures.
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study. This focus is partly a result of my academic training and interests; but it also
results from the obsessive scholarly interest in early modern selves, which dates back at
least to Jacob Burckhardt’s study of Renaissance Italy wherein he posits that the period
saw the emergence of the modern individual from beneath the social forces that had
obscured and repressed it. 3 Despite challenges to the process of historical periodization,
such as those raised by Hayden White, 4 and to scholarly assertions of the unique status of
Renaissance selfhood, such as those raised by David Aers, 5 the early modern period
continues to be an important focus for studies of subjectivity. In his influential history of
the modern subject, Charles Taylor acknowledges powerful historical continuities in the
experiences of individual selves but characterizes the “premodern” subject (that is, preEuropean Renaissance subject) as less independent in its formation than the modern
(Renaissance and after) subject. According to this theory, classical and medieval peoples

3

Burckhardt makes the classic statement of early modern exceptionalism, writing that pre-Renaissance
“human consciousness . . . lay dreaming or half awake beneath a common veil” and that the early modern
period saw the uncovering of the modern, self-determined and self-knowing subject (93). See Jacob
Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, trans. S. G. C. Middlemore (New York: Random
House, 2002).
4
In Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1973), Hayden White makes the argument that history is a narrative creation,
generated as much (if not more) by the devices of fiction and linguistics as by empirical evidence. More
recently, Paul Oskar Kristeller has admitted that such sharp delineations between periods are not warranted,
and though he asserts that early modern thought “was more concerned with human problems,” he grants
that the approaches and solutions to those problems were very complex and had roots in earlier traditions.
See his Renaissance Thought and its Sources, ed. Michael Mooney (New York: Columbia University Press,
1979), 168.
5
Aers has powerfully argued that claims of the exceptional status of early modern subjects is highly
problematic and demonstrates through analysis of texts by St. Augustine of Hippo and others the existence
of a sense of inwardness and subjectivity long prior to its supposed emergence ex nihilo with the
Renaissance. See David Aers, “A Whisper in the Ear of Early Modernists; or, Reflections on Literary
Critics Writing the ‘History of the Subject,’” in Culture and History: 1350-1600, ed. David Aers (Detroit:
Wayne State University Press, 1992), 177-202.
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“invoke[d] some larger reality” that gave meaning and solidity to their experiences. 6 This
contrasts with the experience of early modern peoples who felt, in Stephen Greenblatt’s
words, “an increased self-consciousness about the fashioning of human identity as a
manipulable, artful process.” 7 He writes that while “there are always selves,” societal
changes during the Renaissance brought about “an increased self-consciousness about the
fashioning of human identity” in relation to and with institutional powers, even if it did
not necessarily bring more individual autonomy. In his recent survey of the theoretical
study of subjectivity, Donald Hall echoes these sentiments, arguing that
[w]hile we can see [in the Middle Ages] the very beginnings of modern
subjectivity, at the same time, our current notion of self-consciousness, of
being self-made or self-actualized, of assuming a responsibility for
creating oneself out of the raw materials and opportunities provided, and
of interrogating and rejecting some roles while trying on and
individualizing others, was quite foreign …. 8
In other words, the historical narrative advanced by these scholars suggests a gradual
transition from “subject to” to “subject through,” from the individual as an emergent
property of social forces to the individual as a (semi-)conscious manipulator of those
forces, partially creating the self rather than simply being created by them.
Given the scholarly emphasis on early modern subject formation, the period
serves as an especially fecund field of study for examining the epistemological function
6

Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1989), 43.
7
Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1980), 1-2.
8
Donald E. Hall, Subjectivity, The New Critical Idiom (New York: Routledge, 2004), 13.
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of subjectivity and the dialogue between self, its social milieu, knowledge, and ignorance.
I do not assert that interiority or subjectivity did not exist prior to the Renaissance or that
the period marks a sharp break between the constructed academic concepts of
“modernity” and “antiquity.” But I do find in its cultural complexity a wealth of
discourses, historical developments, and textual sources that open a window into the
complex production of the subject. As Hall writes, “[s]o much was happening in Western
Europe and the British Isles around the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that we might say
that the emergence of ‘modern identity’ … was overdetermined during this historical
period.”9 The impossibility of pinning down a single, definitive narrative for either the
period or the development of the subjectivities of those who lived through it allows us to
trace processes that have been ignored or overlooked, such as the epistemological
operations of subjectivity that I study in this work. As such, it is my hope that this project
will prove to be of interest for both scholars of the early modern period and theoreticians
concerned with the nature of the self. I intend for it to provide insight into a variety of
related topics: the nature of human subjectivity and its formation, the historical and
cultural specifics of early modern English self-fashioning, the relationship of knowledge
and ignorance to the human subject, and the cultural work of early modern English
literature as a means for self-fashioning and negotiating the individual’s relationship to
knowledge.
With regards to the modern critical notion of “subjectivity,” the theoretical trends
of the last century and a half, which may be grouped under the general headings of anti-

9

Ibid., 17.
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humanism or constructivism, provide the basis for understanding the subject as a
phenomenon and product rather than a natural “being.” Regenia Gagnier has addressed
the complexity of subjectivity at some length, suggesting also its relation to knowledge as
a social function:
First, the subject is a subject to itself, an “I,” however difficult or even
impossible it may be for others to understand this “I” from its own
viewpoint, within its own experience. Simultaneously, the subject is a
subject to, and of, others; in fact, it is often an “Other” to others, which
also affects its sense of its own subjectivity…. Third, the subject is also a
subject of knowledge, most familiarly perhaps of the discourse of social
institutions that circumscribe its terms of being. Fourth, the subject is a
body that is separate (except in the case of pregnant women) from other
human bodies; and the body, and therefore the subject is closely dependent
upon its physical environment.10
Gagnier introduces the various dimensions that combine to produce subjectivity: its
grammatical/discursive nature, its existence as a function of social and cultural
interactions and institutions, and its materiality and reliance on the interplay of physical
and psychic forces.
The sources of this understanding of the self as an irreducible complex of forces
and interactions can be found in a few major figures and their intellectual descendants
and discontents. Elizabeth Grosz identifies Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche as the primary
10

Regenia Gagnier, Subjectivities: A History of Self-Representation in Britain, 1832-1920 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1991), 8.
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trinity who inaugurated a new way of thinking about individual selves that challenged
humanist traditions that asserted the self-conscious’s ontological reality. 11 To this group
we may add the figure of Ferdinand de Saussure and the multi-disciplinary schools of
structuralist analysis that emerged from his work. Challenging the naturalness of meaning
– of words, of human beliefs, of human nature itself – these theorists and their followers
undermine the status of the subject as a “natural” thing, making the individual
consciousness a phenomenon, an emergent property of the material, social, and psychic
interactions between the human individual, its environment and other humans:
For Nietzsche … consciousness is the consequence of corporeality or
bodily forces, social and survival strategies that have forgotten their own
history and processes of formation …. For Marx, consciousness is the
consequence of a structure of class relations that constitute it as a ‘false
consciousness’ …. For Freud, consciousness and its self-certainty may be
the end-products of unconscious psychical ‘defenses’ … a certain mode of
self-deception.12
And for Saussure, meaning emerges through difference in structure: “A linguistic entity
is not ultimately defined until it is delimited, i.e. separated from whatever there may be
on either side of it in a sequence”; 13 structural anthropologists and others wishing to
study human society have applied apply the synchronic methods of Saussure in a similar

11

Elizabeth Grosz, Jacques Lacan: A Feminist Introduction (New York: Routledge, 1990), 1.
Ibid.
13
Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, eds. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, trans.
Roy Harris (Chicago: Open Court, 2003), 102.
12
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way, like Marx prioritizing social relations in the creation of individual selves but without
prioritizing economic structures. 14
The humanist position which these figures all wrote against (either implicitly or
explicitly) is perhaps best exemplified in modern times by the work of G.W.F. Hegel.
Hegel places subjectivity at the center of his epistemological and metaphysical
investigations, defining it as a transcendent ontological reality that provides meaning to
everything: “he seeks to organize all aspects of human experience within … a paradigm
of the ‘I’ …. conten[ding] that the ‘I,’ the structure of self-consciousness, is the ultimate
paradigm for comprehending the structure of all reality.” 15 Marx in particular writes
explicitly in response to Hegel’s work in order to eliminate what he calls the “religious”
aspects of Hegel’s thinking: the intuition of a human “spirit” that lies behind human
nature and that is the teleological determinant of human history and action. It is this
transcendent, transhistorical human “spirit” that characterizes Hegel’s humanism and
organizes his theory of subject formation, or, more accurately, subjective self-discovery.
According to Hegel, the subject exists, prior to self-consciousness (or selfknowledge), in unrealized potential; it exists in relation to what is other than itself, and in
“being-for-another” it is alienated from the truth of “being-in-itself.” 16 That is, its
existence relies on “the exclusion from itself of everything else,” a negative relationship
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Claude Lévi-Strauss, for example, has written about the role of kinship structures in organizing a society,
with each individual identified by and identifying with their position within the familial group. See
Structural Anthropology, trans. Claire Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest Schoepf (Garden City: Anchor
Books, 1967), 29-79.
15
Robert Bruce Ware, Hegel: The Logic of Self-consciousness and the Legacy of Subjective Freedom
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1999), 34.
16
G.W.F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, ed. J. Hoffmeister, trans. A.V. Miller (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1977), §82. Originally published in 1807. Hereafter cited parenthetically in the text.
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based on separation wherein the self is based not on itself but on its other (Hegel §186).
The consciousness’s discovery of its a priori existence as a subject – its coming to selfconsciousness – occurs in reaction to the threat of non-being by violence at the hands of
another. In submitting itself to the mastery of this other, in effect negating its own claim
to independent existence, the consciousness inadvertently and unknowingly expresses its
desire for pure being-in-itself: “Through his service he rids himself of his attachment to
natural existence in every single detail; and gets rid of it by working on it” (§194). The
self speaks of itself without recognizing its desire for independent being; it is divorced
even from its material essence, which is, in effect, only a symptom or representation of its
true subjective being. Ignorant of its own desire, which is expressed in sublimated form
through laborious servitude, the individual animal-consciousness begins to realize its own
subjectivity by bearing witness to the efficacy of one’s (re)actions upon the external
world: “Through work … the bondsman becomes conscious of what he truly is” (§195).
The “negative” imprint of the self upon the Other – through consumption, destruction,
and alteration in service of a Master – reveals the self; knowing one’s power over the
external, one knows one’s self as actor, as grammatical, psychic and physical subject,
separate and distinct from all others. The alienation of the bondsman from the products of
the labor, produced for the benefit of another, demonstrates his being-for-itself, acting
entirely through one’s own labor, existing in the process of negative creation. In effect,
the negative of the bondsman’s self becomes internalized: the self-conscious absorbs its
other, and “in fashioning the thing, he becomes aware that being-for-self belongs to him,
that he himself exists essentially and actually in his own right” (§196). No longer reliant
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on the external world for its existence, the self-conscious becomes (aware of its)
independent ontological status.
The dialectical emergence of the self-conscious subject is both a model and
synecdoche for Hegel’s larger metaphysical-epistemological system, the goal of which is,
he writes, to reach “the point where knowledge no longer needs to go beyond itself,
where knowledge finds itself” (Hegel §80). For Hegel, the end of the dialectic comes
when the self-conscious subject, the knowledge it possesses, and the world of Truth
become one and the same: “the object [of knowledge] itself does not” exist apart from but
only “for consciousness” (§85). The self is abstracted from its surrounding, becoming a
pure intellect, a thinking thing not unlike the self-generating and self-sustaining “ego” of
the Cartesian cogito. Furthermore, the recognition of the self, on both the individual and
the group level, transforms the world by making it into the product or servant of the selfconscious individual, rather than the determinant context within which it lives. “[T]he
Master,” the worldly figure to which the bondsman initially submitted, “is always
enslaved by the World of which he is the Master,” while “the Slave can transcend the
given World …. transforming the World … and thus creat[ing] the new objective
conditions” within which he lives but to which he is not subject.17 The alienation of the
Slave from the creations of his/her labor secures the bondsman as ontologically
independent, while the Master must always exist in relation to the object of his/her
mastery.

17

Alexandre Kojève, Introduction to the Reading of Hegel: Lectures on the “Phenomenology of Spirit,”
trans. James H. Nichols, Jr., ed. Allan Bloom (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1980), 29.
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The theoretical novelty of figures such as Nietzsche, Freud, Marx, and the
Saussurean-influenced structuralists comes when they question the a priori reality of the
human subject, rewriting the Hegelian dialectic and shattering the syllogism of the
Cartesian cogito. Prioritizing different sorts of interactions and different elements of the
human experience, these theorists make the human subject into a product, undermining
the “naturalness” of the self. And the [ego] sum of Descartes’s formulation can no longer
be taken as a simple statement of fact as the meaning of the “I” becomes more complex,
no longer limited to the individual body or even the individual mind. “I am” is not simply
the grammatical “I” but a coalescence of forces operating internally and externally. And
if “I” no longer “am,” what that “I” thinks is also cast into question. The act of cognition
does not prove the pre-existing reality of the subject, and if the subject is conditioned and
formed through the interplay of forces, then what it thinks must be similarly conditioned.
Rather than thinking one’s self into being, one’s understanding of the “I” and how it
cognizes the world is made or given by something(s) else, with the primary hidden agent
depending on the critical lens one employs. One’s knowledge becomes not a certainty, a
direct contact of the self with the world of truth, but a construction mediated by the
invisible forces that determine the very possibilities of knowledge.
So, the anti-humanism that came to the forefront of philosophy and the human
sciences at the end of the nineteenth century made profound challenges to the notion of
the human self, the conception of “meaning,” and the possibility of knowledge.
Challenging the subject’s natural status as well as the subject’s ability to think ruptures
also the epistemological notion of an available, transcendental truth, and the various
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understandings of the nature of subject formation reveal their epistemological standpoints
on knowledge. In turn, understanding how critical theorists figure knowledge, its
creation, and the nature of knowing demonstrates, albeit usually in a negative way, the
role of ignorance and the culturally constructed unknown in the formation of the self.
And although various schools of thought will emphasize different forces in the
construction of the subject and the production of knowledge, they share certain
commonalities in perspective that provide a basis for a theory of subjectivity that
acknowledges and studies the power of ignorance.
Generally speaking, we can divide the anti-humanists into two trajectories for
ease of analysis: those that emphasize the role of social and cultural force in the
production of both the self and meaning, and those that stress the inter- and intra-personal
operations of the individual mind. Marx serves as the model for the former, Freud for the
latter. While Nietzsche has affinities with (and is often claimed by) adherents of both
fields, I am here grouping him more closely with Marx because of his macrocosmic focus
on culture as a whole and its effects on the formation of individual subjects. Furthermore,
the differences between these critical vectors are often overstated by scholars, in stressing
both their own strengths and the perceived weaknesses of their supposed opponents.
While Freud, for example, may be most famous for his work on the Oedipal drama and
the stages of the individual’s development, his later work evinces a concern with the
relationship between the individual ego and the larger social institutions and examines
how the latter enact on a grand scale the same repressions that occur on the individual
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and domestic levels. 18 In a similar vein, Michel Foucault’s repeated attacks on psychiatry
and psychoanalysis as deployments of normative power mask the similarities between his
understanding of the internalization process by which the individual becomes a subject of
power and psychoanalytic theories of the individual’s identification and subordination to
figures of authority. Other theorists, such as Louis Althusser, have worked to reconcile
materialist and socially oriented theories with psychoanalytic ones, and as I hope to
demonstrate, the under-acknowledged role of ignorance in the various analytical methods
points to useful commonalities that allow us to engage in a multi-faceted analysis of the
epistemology of subject formation.
As noted above, Marx specifically places himself in relation to Hegel, both
drawing upon and correcting his philosophical predecessor. When Marx writes “man is
not an abstract being, squatting outside the world.... Man is the human world, the state,
society,” he inverts the Hegelian dialectic, asserting subjectivity as the product of, not the
cause of, social relations. 19 In this reversal, the subject emerges as phenomenon of the
material interactions between individuals, and the goal is not the discovery of the self but
the understanding and restructuring of material conditions in order to maximize human
potential and freedom: to create a liberated subjectivity, not to find it. Material
interactions are characterized by force, specifically the force of the political economy that
emerges from social division of wealth and the control over labor power. The material
conditions of life, “[t]he way in which men produce their means of subsistence,”
18

See Sigmund Freud, The Future of an Illusion, ed. and trans. James Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton,
1989); and Civilization and Its Discontents, ed. and trans. James Strachey (New York: W.W. Norton,
1989).
19
Karl Marx, “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right: Introduction,” in The MarxEngels Reader, 2nd ed., ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: W.W. Norton, 1978), 53.
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determines the nature of both social and individual humanity, that is, how individuals
exist as individuals and as part of the group: “it is … a definite form of expressing their
life …. As individuals express their life, so they are.” 20 This expression is governed not,
as in the Hegelian model, by the desire of the subject for autonomy and recognition, but
by the force of lived reality and the limitations of the economic order within which the
individual must work in order to survive.
As in Hegel, labor plays a crucial role in the Marxist conception of subject
formation, but as the vehicle to one’s subjection within the system of economic power
relations. In particular, the division of labor determines the hierarchical order and the
distribution of power, thus creating individual and social life; the owners and
beneficiaries of labor sit atop the hierarchy while the workers become alienated from
their own labor power and not, as in the Hegelian model, freed from their attachment to
the natural world. In any system where labor and ownership are divided, each “estranged
labour[er] … views the other in accordance with the standard and the position in which
he finds himself as a worker.”21 That is to say, one’s position within the economic order
determines both one’s subjective self-awareness and social identity. The “truth” of the
world, which Marx calls “ideology,” is created by these material conditions, rather than
the material conditions existing in line with some transcendental truth:
Men are the producers of their conceptions, ideas, etc.—real, active men,
as they are conditioned by a definite development of their productive
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forces …. Consciousness can never be anything else than conscious
existence, and the existence of men is their actual life-process …. [W]e do
not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive, nor from men as
narrated thought of, imagined, conceived, in order to arrive at men in the
flesh. We set out from real, active men, and on the basis of their real lifeprocess we demonstrate the development of the ideological reflexes and
echoes of this life-process. 22
This ideology is bound up in the unequal relations of economic power: “The ideas of the
ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas ….” 23 The conception of reality forged by
the ruling class creates the epistemological framework within which knowledge is
created, and the economically disempowered’s “attitude to these ideas and illusions is
more passive and receptive”; they live within the ideological world of the owners of both
capital and intellectual power. 24
Like Marx, Nietzsche also disputes the notion of a human subject existing outside
of history, and in doing so he also challenges the status of knowledge as truth. Nietzsche
denies the ahistorical understanding of “‘man’ as an eternal verity,” instead viewing the
human subject as the product of the exercise of will within a particular historical
moment.25 Denying Hegel’s position that history proceeds along a plan of which humans
are the central and determining part, he writes, “That my life has no aim is evident even
from the accidental nature of its origin; that I can posit an aim for myself is another
22
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matter .... [W]e alone give [history] this aim or that.” 26 In other words, the force of will,
not some transcendental value system, generates the meaning and direction of human life
and culture. The context within which the individual exists, the “truth” or “reality” of the
world, is, according to Nietzsche, the product of human will exerting its force upon both
itself and its surroundings, making human meaning where none had previously been. He
defines truth as the product of “linguistic legislation” and “abstraction,” the establishment
in human discourse of agreed upon rules that govern social interaction but do not
necessarily correspond to anything more than human will. In answer to the question,
“What, then, is truth?” Nietzsche answers: “A mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, and
anthropomorphisms … truths are illusions about which one has forgotten that this is what
they are ….” 27 Nietzsche’s definition removes human knowledge from the realm of the
natural or the real, making “truth” a human concept rather than an a priori reality.
The individual who lives within this legislated reality manifests her subjectivity
through the exercise of willpower. Like Hegel, Nietzsche employs the terms “Master”
and “Slave” but reverses their significance. The Slave is the one subject to the dead
metaphors of illusory truth, not unlike the alienated laborer in Marxist theory (although
Nietzsche does not focus solely on the realm of economic power as the arena of
domination); the Master, on the other hand, is the individual who can exercise her will to
construct her own truth and generate the meaning of her life through what Nietzsche
often characterizes as an act of ambitious violence or “evil.” In the posthumous fragment
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Homer’s Contest, he describes the “humanity” of the ancient Greeks as emerging from
their “flame of ambition,” 28 while in Human, All-Too-Human, he says that the “spiritual
progress” of humanity relies on the “morally weaker … who make new and manifold
experiments”29 that disrupt, challenge, and ultimately advance the development of
humanity, not in any predetermined direction but in the direction that the “evil” – that is,
the revolutionary and non-normative – choose.
While Nietzsche and Marx have almost diametrically opposed understandings of
the value of force in human society, they both understand the structure of social
organization to be based on illusions that exclude a body of knowledge; societies are, in
other words, based in some way on ignorance and the unknown. Nietzsche uses the
concept of force to figure the will extending beyond the limits of the social and cultural
“legislation” that define the field of acceptable and possible knowledge, while Marx
understands force as the operation of unequal economic status to maintain and reproduce
the status quo. For both, the illusory nature of the social world is restrictive and excludes
what is deemed worthless or immoral. The systems of morality that constrain human
cultures have, for Nietzsche, no necessary ontological basis; the category of “evil”
restricts human will and hides that which is unknown or which threatens the accepted
epistemological field. For Marx, on the other hand, the ideas of the ruling class exclude
the possible knowledge(s) of the subservient classes, who have no real understanding of
their state or capabilities – in fact, who do not know that “they are in reality the active
members” that create value – because of the ideology imposed upon them. The
28
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opportunity for revolutionary action in both systems of thought coincides with the
challenge to dominant epistemological strictures, specifically by those whom the authors
of knowledge exclude; in other words, the pursuit of the unknown, and the revolution of
ignorance and the ignorant.
Michel Foucault builds upon the notion that knowledge is produced by constraint,
moving the generation and locus of this restricting force out of the economic realm to a
more nebulous idea of cultural power that is similar to Nietzsche’s concept of cultural
legislation. In the “Discourse on Language,” Foucault defines knowledge as a social
function produced by the pressures of discourse to circumscribe what is available to
speech; in effect, he identifies the category of “knowledge” as a human realm that exists
as only a product of culture and is distinct from any ontologically pure notion of what is
“true.” The discourse of knowledge is governed, he writes, by “rules of exclusion” that
determine what is considered veridical; the cultural “will to knowledge”
sketche[s] out a schema of possible, observable, measurable and
classifiable objects … impose[s] upon the knowing subject – in some
ways taking precedence over all experience – a certain position, a certain
viewpoint, and a certain function … [and] prescribe[s] … the
technological level at which knowledge could be employed in order to be
verifiable and useful …. 30
Foucault, like Nietzsche, argues against knowledge as a natural, objective reality,
understanding it instead as the product of social forces and institutional power. While he
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uses the words “truth” and “knowledge” interchangeably, Foucault implies the
possibility, at least as a logical proposition, for the existence of some ontological
category of the true that precedes or is not reliant on human existence, unlike Nietzsche
who appears to discard any notion of “truth” that is not socially instantiated.
In conceiving of knowledge as the product of discourse, Foucault echoes both
Marx and Nietzsche in placing it outside of the possession of the individual. Knowledge
is neither data to be stored nor a body of facts to be mastered, but a social field that exists
external to any single individual but operates through the social group and its members.
This field is governed by its own “positive unconsciousness … that eludes the
consciousness” of the individual thinker yet determines what and how she thinks. 31 The
“epistemological acts and thresholds” that exist beyond the individual mind work to
limit, promote, retard, and organize on the level of discourse what can be known and
spoken. 32 Thus, knowledge is only expansive to a certain extent, providing boundaries to
the space within which the mind may function and the individual may think or speak.
Knowledge is also inextricable, in Foucault’s formulation, from its pairing with
power. As a field that controls the discursive possibilities available to individuals,
knowledge is a function of power and acts as its product, agent, and creator. Foucault’s
understanding of power is markedly different from Nietzsche or Marx’s: he liberates
power from reductive and literal understandings of it as a tool employed by a particular
group or institution against another, or as a principle associated with a super-structural
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organization and residing in one social space but not another. Rather, hegemonic
aggregations of power emerge from the accumulated effects of dynamic social relations;
power exists in the spaces between forces and individuals. The microcosmic engagements
on every level between differentiated individuals are not the result of an imposed,
external force but are the actual material and production of power, which link together to
form the dominant structures in which power gathers: the material differences between
individuals determine the nature of social and institutional power, but power is neither
from nor solely the province of these forms. 33 Knowledge exists as the support for and
the reproductive energy of power. Foucault gives the name “power-knowledge” to the
processes that create potential objects of study through the differentiation of social power
relations; the pursuit of knowledge in turn enacts the operation of power through mastery
and discursive control that governs the nature of human relations. In other words,
knowledge develops the social categories for the ordering and naming of the individual,
categories which are themselves the manifestations of power’s operations to differentiate
and control. As such, it is both internal to the individual and a part of the external social
and institutional world with which the individual engages. 34 Categories of sexual
knowledge, for example, emerge through social differentiation; these differentiations sort
individuals into figures controllable by their social identities. And the power-knowledge
that accrues to external forces also operates through its internalization by the individual,
who comes to know herself only as she is known by the discourses of power-
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knowledge. 35 The institutions that “operate” power – whether penal, psychiatric,
educational, governmental, medical, etc. – become naturalized, external structures that
are mirrored within the existence of the subject. Knowledge defines the subject, enabling
it to exist but also determining the nature and limits of its agency. The space of the
unknown, then, is the space that power excludes and in which power does not operate, for
power does not (or refuses to) know it; thus, the subject is alienated from possibilities of
existence that are not recognized as having the ontological status of an object of study.
But as Eve Sedgwick notes, Foucault’s theory includes its own complications that
undermine the notion of power operating solely through knowledge, complications that
Foucault only partly acknowledges. Foucault writes also of silence, the counterpart to
what is spoken and known in discourse: it “functions alongside the things said, with them
and in relation to them…. There is not one but many silences ….” 36 Silences may be
limitations placed on the disempowered, limitations on what they may or may not say in
discourse, or even barriers to their entry into discourse. Silences likewise may be
purposeful exclusions on the part of power, the refusal to acknowledge what may
destabilize power relations by challenging discursive knowledge. Further still, silences
may be acts of resistance, a refusal to grant audience to discourse, a refusal to allow one’s
speech to become an object of knowledge. Or, silences may reflect the internalization of
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discursive limits, the acknowledgement by the subject of power that one’s speech is not
and should not be recognized. In acknowledging the power of silence – in essence, the
power of what is discursively absent and unknown – Foucault opens the space for
theoretical consideration of ignorance as a multiple and potent force.
According to Sedgwick, though, he does not fully explore its implications. She
corrects and complements Foucault by expanding his conception of power beyond just
knowledge: “Knowledge, after all, is not itself power …. Ignorance and opacity collude
or compete with knowledge in mobilizing the flows of energy, desire, goods, meanings,
persons.” 37 This extends Foucault’s critique of the Enlightenment faith in human reason
and the inevitable progress of human knowledge towards complete mastery of nature
through total knowledge. Foucault reveals knowledge as a social construct; Sedgwick
does the same for ignorance, defining it as not “a single Manichaean, aboriginal maw of
darkness from which the heroics of human cognition can occasionally wrestle facts,
insights, freedoms, progress” but rather as that which is “produced by and correspond[s]
to particular knowledges and circulate[s] as part of particular regimes of truth.” 38
Ignorance, as Sedgwick writes it, can serve as a vehicle for power in the same manner as
does knowledge.
Sedgwick offers closeted sexuality as an example of a “speech act of a silence”; 39
as an ignorance, it exists simultaneously within and without discourse: it is both what
remains unspoken but implicit and what marks the limits upon which what is known
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relies. Remaining closeted is a complex power act in that it can be both an oppressive act
of silencing and a rebellious act of self-exclusion; similarly, it can be an act of discursive
self-preservation excluding the destabilizing influence of non-normative sexuality and an
act of fear on the part of the closeted individual to escape from the gaze of power by
appearing to conform. Foucault questions the assumption that “the effort to speak freely
about sex” resists social repression, or rather, he argues that this “resistance” is in fact a
part of “the regime of power-knowledge-pleasure that sustains the discourse on human
sexuality” that acts to enforce authoritative discourses of control.40 The closet for
Sedgwick shows that power can operate not only by insidiously creeping into every
crevice of human experience and bringing it to light, codifying it and regulating it, but by
mandating silence, ignorance, and exclusion from the mainstream of social life.
As a consideration of the nature and effect of ignorance, Sedgwick’s work
effectively expands Foucault’s work, also demonstrating how his theories of knowledgepower have proven influential for scholars in the field of social epistemology, in
particular those from feminist backgrounds. Foucault questions the liberatory power of
knowledge, noting its complicity in all relations of power and force, but as Steve Fuller
and other socially oriented epistemologists note, it can help to redistribute and de-center
power as well by relocating the origins of knowledge and expanding to previously
excluded groups. 41 Feminist epistemologists, despite various differences of methodology,
have taken up the goal of just such a de-centering, focusing specifically on how gender
plays a role in the creation and distribution of knowledge and power. Usually beginning
40
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from the premise, explicated by Sandra Harding, that “gender difference is the most
ancient, most universal, and most powerful origin of many morally valued
conceptualizations of everything else in the world around us,” 42 feminist epistemologists
are concerned with studying multiple issues, which include: how women are excluded
from the production of knowledge; how socially dominant discourses of knowledge
oppress women through unequal construction and constraint; how knowledge from
oppressed groups is denigrated and dismissed; and how epistemic methods can be altered
to reintegrate women into the production and distribution of knowledge and recognize the
unique contributions of those groups that are not a part of the dominant, knowledgeproducing groups. We may say, then, that feminist epistemologists are concerned with
women’s ignorance as well as the socially constructed ignorance about women.
Harding and others usually group feminist epistemologies under three schools:
feminist empiricism, feminist standpoint theory, and feminist postmodernism.43 The first
of these purports to ground itself in traditional scientific methodology, claiming that the
current “empirical” model is perverted by its context within an androcentric culture; a
more strict commitment to true empiricism, one that is gender-neutral, would eliminate
cultural biases that masculinize the production of knowledge. But, as Harding notes,
feminist empiricism in fact “deeply subverts” empirical methodology, as it holds the
contradictory views that the “social identity of the inquirer is … irrelevant” but that
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feminists or women “are more likely to produce unbiased and objective results ….” 44
Joan Scott criticizes such emphasis on “experience” on the basis that it
take[s] as self-evident the identities of those whose experience is being
documented and thus naturalize[s] their difference…. When experience is
taken as the origin of knowledge, the vision of the individual subject …
becomes the bedrock of evidence ….” 45
The subject remains the root of empirical knowledge, but one subject is privileged over
another, more often than not indicating a simple reversal of hierarchy rather than its
elimination.
Feminist standpoint theory responds to this problem by embracing and
foregrounding it; Donna Haraway defines true feminist objectivity as “situated
knowledge” in which the “limited location” and perspective of the viewer is made a
crucial part of knowledge; each knower is responsible and “answerable” for what she
knows. 46 Haraway promotes a form of identity politics as the root claim of all
knowledges wherein “[t]he position[s] of the subjugated …. are preferred because in
principle they are least likely to allow denial of the critical and interpretive core of all
knowledge.” 47 Such positioning removes the claim of transcendent detachment from
knowledge, admitting, in effect, that social identity is central to its creation. Yet this too
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is problematic, as gender is not the only axis of social identity; can one woman’s
experiential knowledge represent those of all women, despite differences of race, class,
religion, and so forth, and if not, what social relation takes priority? 48 In addition, the
notion of epistemic privilege assumes a single center of power from which each social
group is more or less distanced by relations of oppression; instead of recognizing
multiple perspectives and the social variegation that colors all individuals, standpoint
theory can devolve into a contest to determine who is the most oppressed, and in doing so
“the group reinscribes the values and practices used to socially marginalize it ….” 49
Furthermore, women of color and women from non-Western cultures often argue that
feminist standpoint theorists occlude non-white and colonized women, both assuming
that the white Westerner’s vision contains all women’s views and also not considering
the culturally specific forms of oppression that exclude the “standpoints” of Third World
women and women of color. 50 In essence, such criticism argues that standpoint theory
only goes so far in recognizing the plurality of epistemological perspectives, reifying the
identity of “woman” as an essential and universal category.
Once more, the problems of both feminist empiricist and standpoint theories are
embraced by the third movement of feminist postmodernism, which serves as something
of a conceptual if not temporal response to the former two schools. Challenging any
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notion of a grand narrative or single truth, postmodern feminist epistemology
“embrac[es] as a fruitful grounding for inquiry the fractured identities modern life creates
….” 51 As Mary Hawkesworth defines it, partiality and incompleteness are the
watchwords of this epistemic model: “Feminist postmodernists … challenge the
plausibility of claims that any perspective on the world could escape partiality.” 52
Hawkesworth also notes, however, the problems of a postmodern approach, which can
drift into an absolute relativism that reduces very real concerns about the lived
experiences of oppressed groups to texts to be interpreted alongside other equally
valid/invalid texts. 53 These excesses have been largely curtailed, though, as the insights
of the fractured view of postmodernism have been subsumed within standpoint and
empiricist theories as a corrective to the latter two viewpoints’s essentializing tendencies.
Harding promotes this as a method called “strong objectivity” (although “strong
subjectivity” may be a better term). Starting from the notion that “the subject of
liberatory feminist knowledge must also be … the subject of every other liberatory
knowledge project,” Harding advocates for a mobile, shifting, and inclusive
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epistemological model that recognizes both the situated nature of every subject of
knowledge but also attempts to put them into constructive dialogue with one another. 54
What all these figures and schools of thought have in common is a focus on the
social construction of knowledge, which necessarily reveals the limitations of all
knowledges and implicitly points to the production of ignorance. Still, the focus has been
generally on the expansion of and recovery of lost knowledges; feminist epistemologists
of all stripes, for example, are generally concerned with the promotion of knowledge
excluded on the basis of the knower’s social status, as well as with increasing both the
access of the socially marginalized to the centers of power-knowledge and their ability to
distribute their own knowledge. More recently, however, scholars have taken up the work
of studying the cultural production and operation of ignorance suggested by Sedgwick’s
powerful analysis of Foucault’s notion of power-knowledge. The feminist historian of
science Londa Schiebinger, for example, has been among the first to study “the absence
of knowledge … [as] an outcome of cultural and political struggle” rather than as merely
a lacuna waiting to be filled. 55 Schiebinger’s own research concerns how eighteenthcentury society was “structured so that certain knowledges,” specifically the knowledge
of colonized peoples about contraception and abortifacients, “bec[a]me reviled and …
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blocked”; 56 the confluence of gender ideologies, colonial imperatives, and economic
inequality resulted in the active selection of certain knowledge for pursuit and
distribution, while other knowledges were blocked and contained.
Robert N. Proctor has coined the term “agnotology” to name such study of “the
cultural production of ignorance”; like Sedgwick, Proctor looks “to question the
naturalness of ignorance ….” 57 In support of this effort, Proctor creates an initial
taxonomy of ignorances, with the caveat that “[t]here must be as many kinds of ignorance
as of knowledge—perhaps more, given how scant is our knowledge compared to the
vastness of our ignorance.” 58 The most basic form he identifies is “Ignorance as Native
State,” in which ignorance is the originary condition of the human condition, the spur to
knowledge and the resource from which it grows, and the situation from which humanity
seeks to escape.59 The second form is “Ignorance as Lost Realm, or Selective Choice (or
Passive Construct).” This conception defines ignorance as what is not attended to in the
process of inquiry, often a self-perpetuating process that results in continued inattention
through lack of resources or the simple inertia of cultural forgetfulness: “Once lost or
destroyed, a document or a species or a culture does not spring back to life.” 60 Finally,
Proctor lists “Ignorance as Strategic Ploy, or Active Construct.” Ignorance serves to
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protect secrets, in particular the secrets of those in power, such as military and corporate
institutions. 61 When deployed actively in this manner, ignorance is often rhetorically
positioned as virtuous; knowledge and use of new technologies are refused as potentially
dangerous or immoral, or state secrets are kept hidden in order to protect its population
and prevent dangerous knowledge from falling into the wrong hands. 62 Proctor’s
taxonomy is, by his own admission, partial and tentative, each category bleeding into the
other: what is at first forcibly suppressed may later remain in the realm of the unknown
through momentum, and the direction of inquiry determines how the “empty terrain” of
ignorance is colonized. But, like Foucault and Sedgwick, his definitions are associated
with power. Power determines the borders of knowledge and ignorance, codifying and
creating each realm in order to manage discourse and maximize control over it.
I have thus far considered those theories of subjectivity and knowledge that,
despite their differences, emphasize the social construction of the individual self through
the operations of power and its epistemological restrictions upon social relations and the
possibilities of discourse. Psychoanalytic theory forms an important alternate tradition
that focuses instead on the internal and inter-personal construction of the subject, and
which, when read alongside socially oriented theories, provides a more complete
understanding of subject formation. Unlike theories of social construction,
psychoanalytic studies are often ahistorical, which exposes them to criticism for ignoring
temporal and cultural specificities 63 but also enables it to theorize the nature of internal
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psychic operations that escape analysis when one focuses primarily on social interactions.
Additionally, while the line of analysis devolving from Marx, Nietzsche, and Foucault
locates ignorance and the unknown outside of any one individual as the product of
hegemonic or dispersed power and delimitation, psychoanalysis integrates the notion of
the unknown to the individual subject, making it part of the self’s very essence. It is not
purely an imposed or external force but a process internally generated by the operations
of the human mind. And as theorists like Althusser demonstrate, reading psychoanalytic
theories alongside social constructionist theories helps to explicate the dynamic process
of subject formation, in particular how the construction and limitation of bodies of
knowledge works to create subjectivity in terms of both knowledge and ignorance.
In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud sets out to examine why the apparent
psychological truism – that humans behavior is characterized by “an avoidance of
unpleasure or a production of pleasure” 64 – is repeatedly proven false (or at least
incomplete) when individuals regularly repeat unpleasant, painful, even traumatic
experiences. 65 Freud’s explanation for this apparently paradoxical compulsion, which
conflicts with everything the conscious ego would seem to desire, lies in the division of
the self into multiple aspects, each of which pursues its own ends: “unpleasure for one
system … [is] satisfaction for the other.” 66 In particular, the repressed unconscious –
what cannot be admitted to the conscious mind – operates through the process of
traumatic repetition to make itself known. As Freud describes in The Ego and the Id, the
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consciousness is only “a quality of the psychical,” part of a larger, dynamic whole in
which mental processes and energies rise and fall, moving from latency (in which they
are unrecognized and unknown) to conscious perception and back, or are repressed,
coming into view only as distortions. 67 The repressed forms a portion of the unconscious,
but not its entirety, as Freud notes that even “part of the ego … may be Ucs., undoubtedly
in Ucs.” The unconscious, then, is always at least partially unknown, whether through
active repression on behalf of conscious resistance, or through the dynamic movement of
mental energies.
As far back as the seminal The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud observes that
access to the unconscious is always clouded and incomplete because its expressions are
always distorted. The expression of the unconscious through dreams, for example, is
divided into manifest and latent content, the latter masked by the former, which itself is a
construct of a series of processes designed to prevent the unconscious from becoming
fully conscious: “it is in fact never possible to be sure that a dream has been completely
interpreted” because the extent of these distortions cannot be measured. 68 What the
physician (or interpreter) has access to is not the unconscious itself but a “conscious
effect [that] is only a remote psychical result of the unconscious process”; further
complicating issues is the necessary assumption that the unconscious operates even when
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its distorted presence is not apparent.69 Thus, when it appears it is not itself, and when it
does not appear it is still present in the absence of its distorted representations.
What we have from Freud, then, is a picture of an epistemologically complex and
inaccessible (at least in part) self. The consciously known ego is itself partial and
changing, subject to dynamic forces of which it is aware of only in their distorted effects.
The unconscious, also dynamic, remains outside of the unknown and only shows itself
through signs that point to its very inapprehensability; these traces demonstrate the
existence of something unknown. The subject in Freudian theory is in fact the product of
internal epistemological limits, defined as much by self-conscious awareness as by
awareness by the self that the ego does not know.
Following Freud’s lead, Jacques Lacan bases his work on an understanding of the
subject as by definition split, exceeding the grasp of complete knowledge and always
extending beyond the conscious ego. Lacan criticizes practitioners of ego psychology
who attend to “the ego as an object of independent study, with its own arena of activities
worthy of investigation” because they ignore Freud’s insight that the subject is dynamic
and the ego a product of psychic forces as much as an actor.70 “Freud’s discovery,”
writes Lacan, “calls truth into question,” specifically the “truth” of the ego; Freudian
psychoanalysis reveals its connection to the repressed and to the un-conscious, the
unknown part of the self that escapes direct analytic study. 71 Lacan’s work is geared in
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part towards opposing what Bruce Fink calls a “forgetting of the unconscious”;72 Lacan’s
work makes known the unknown of the subject, or rather, makes it known that the
unknown exists within the subject and is unknown to the subject herself.
Lacan’s insistence upon the unknown unconscious as the foundation of the ego
and the essence of subjectivity means that the Lacanian subject is always a fiction, or, in
epistemological terms, a false or mistaken knowledge based on incorrect and misguided
thinking. According to Fink, “the [Lacanian] subject is never more than an assumption on
our part.”73 In his early work on “The Mirror Stage,” Lacan writes that the self comes
about “as an identification”: “the subject … assumes an image” through the operation of
the reflected gaze, which may be the literal observation of the physical body in a mirror,
the observation of and interaction with the mother or caretaker, or some other
sensory/intellectual awareness of separation between the nascent subject and some
other. 74 Seeing this other allows for the individual to generate the idea of the self as both
separate from and imitative of the imaginary wholeness one perceives in the external. But
this idea is always a misrecognition, or meconnaissance; the image of the unified
individual masks the various discontinuities and fragmented energies that make up both
the subject and the object of its imaginative identification, the imago. 75
Both the French term “meconnaissance” and its English translation
“misrecognition” reveal important aspects of Lacan’s theory. The English term can be
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parsed as mis-re-cognition, or incorrect thinking again. The re-petition of the miscognitive act that forms the “I” emphasizes the temporal aspect of subject formation: it is
something always occurring (the self misrecognizes itself over and over), and it is
something that proceeds temporally through reproductions both social and familial (the
child repeats the process of misrecognition of her parents, the woman repeats the
misrecognition of female identity of other women, and so on). The French term, however,
means more literally to misconstrue or mis-know, emphasizing the epistemological
repercussions of Lacan’s theory of subjectivity. The first knowing of the self and the
other is always a mis-knowing. As the foundation of all future conceptions of self and
other, knowledge itself is undermined, redefined as its opposite: knowledge, and the
being upon which it is based, is ontologically fictional, constructed from a mistake. A
name given to what exceeds signification, the subject is the symptom of the contact with
and the attempt to cover, incorporate, and reject what cannot be represented within the
structure of meaning. In other words, the subject is (the mask for the) always ignorant
and always unknown.
While the psychoanalytic and materialist theories of the subject have been
presented here in quasi-opposition, the differences are in many ways less important than
the similarities. Both call into question the ontology of the subject, and despite its focus
on the intimate relations of the family and the internal self-construction of the subject in
relation to the Oedipal drama, psychoanalysis does not sever the individual from the
social. In the same vein, materialist theories do not exclude the possibility of individual
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operation within the field of socially-determined subjectivity, even though they focus
instead on social and structural forces.
Louis Althusser brings together materialist, specifically Marxist, theories of
subjectivity with psychoanalysis to analyze the role of ideology as the fictional
knowledge that forms the order within which subjects exist. Althusser brings the internal
drama of the Oedipal conflict into the field of the individual’s contact with the institution,
demonstrating how Lacan’s re-reading of Freud illuminates the social construction of the
individual. Complicating the dyad of the self-other relation in the mirror stage, Lacan
theorizes that this relationship, in which the primordial animal-being transforms itself
into a human subject through the means of identification, occurs always within a
symbolic order, the order of language that allows the self to speak: “Man thus speaks, but
it is because the symbol has made him man.” 76 This symbolic order is governed by the
Law of the Father, the figure whose name organizes the relations between subjects. 77 As
Lacan makes clear, the term “Father” is metaphoric, a useful image (especially in a
culture organized through the patriarchal nuclear family) for the figure of power to whom
the subject submits, the authority that names the subject and gives it a subjectivity with
which it can identify. 78 In this way, Lacan rewrites Freud’s Oedipal theory as not a literal
interaction within a familial setting but a structural play of power that shapes the
workings of the individuals within its field of influence.
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Building on Lacan’s metaphoric analysis of the Oedipal Father as a symbolic
rather than literal figure, Althusser rewrites the Law of the Father as the “Law of Order”
or the “Law of Culture.” 79 In Lacanian theory, writes Althusser, the Law of the Father
serves as backdrop to the child’s development, giving it meaning and also shaping the
direction and nature of the child’s role within the familial structure. 80 Moving from the
domestic to the cultural, Althusser reintroduces the Freudian/Lacanian notion of Law
within a Marxist framework of ideology. “[I]deology,” he writes, “has no history.” 81 By
this he means not that it transcends history, but rather that, like the Freudian unconscious,
ideology always exists as a necessary aspect of human existence as “the imaginary
relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence”: ideology as a defining
aspect of human experience is “omni-present, trans-historical, and therefore immutable in
form throughout the extent of history … ideology is eternal ….”82 Humans cannot escape
from ideology, which, though a fantasy, always determines the relations between
individuals and the reality of their existence. Specific ideologies exist, and these are
historically divergent and mutable just as the nature of the unconscious may change in
different times and cultures, but humans always exist within a socially shared and
determined fantasy.
As in the Lacanian model, the individual becomes a subject through the law of the
ideological system within which she exists. This comes through the interpellative hail, an
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act of naming wherein the individual becomes a subject to ideology at the same moment
that the individual accepts their subjective identity. Althusser writes that “ideology ‘acts’
or ‘functions’ in such a way that it ‘recruits’ subjects among the individuals … or
‘transforms’ the individuals into subjects … by that very precise operation which I have
called interpellation or hailing … ‘Hey, you there!’” 83 Because individuals are born into
ideology, just as children are born into the patriarchal kinship structure, “individuals are
always-already subjects,” and furthermore the nature of this subjectivity is itself a
fantasy. Ideology refers to reality, representing it in a distorted manner that serves to
reproduce the conditions of production that govern social relations. 84 It thus serves the
system of production and the distribution of power by reproducing itself in the
subjectivity of the individual through the operation of ideological apparatuses – the
media, educational institutions, medical and psychiatric practices, etc. – that establish
normative values, instill within individuals their own self-understanding, and produce the
subjectivities which they take to be their own. 85 Ideology is thus doubly obfuscatory,
producing two levels of ignorance that found the subject: first, ideology obscures the
nature of its fantastical distortion of reality, producing an apparent “truth” that the subject
accepts as natural without true understanding of the operations of power to control and
limit the self; second, the subject is herself ignorant of her own place within that ideology
as a product rather than an independent, fully conscious and self-constituting individual,
necessarily remaining ignorant of her construction in order to maintain the fiction of the
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subject and the fiction of the ideology within which the subject lives, just as the child in
the mirror stage must remain ignorant of her fragmented status in order to accept the
imago as “real.” As Althusser writes, “the individual is interpellated as a (free) subject in
order that he shall submit freely to the commandments of the Subject, i.e. in order that he
shall (freely) accept his subjection ….” 86 In other words, ideology creates the subject
who freely accepts her constraint within the fantasy of ideology in order to exist as a
subject. Hegel’s thesis that the subject desires recognition becomes here not a step in its
ultimate liberation – that is, in its self-recognition as a being in- and for-itself, but as a
tool for its control within a structure of domination. The subject thanks the ideological
apparatus for allowing it to exist as a subject of the apparatus.
As I have attempted to demonstrate, these theorists, whether focusing on social
and material causes or on psychic interactions, implicitly open up the notion that the
unknown plays a critical role in circumscribing the possibilities for human subjectivity.
Something exists beyond the individual’s self-conception. The subject’s selfconsiousness, her conception of herself, is not, as in Hegel, a liberatory phenomenon of
complete knowing but instead a subjugation to forces that delimit knowledge; the subject
is fundamentally a subject of ignorance and misknowing.
Building on this insight, we can consider the work of Alain Badiou as an attempt
to unify the study of both knowledge and ignorance in the formation of subjectivity.
Badiou extends the insights of Lacan to establish a theory of subjectivity that is in fact
premised in many ways on the notions of incompletion and ignorance. Like Lacan,
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Badiou sets as his goal not the buttressing of the ego, which is only a misrecognition of
the self, but the process of recognizing and living through one’s own ignorance. This
process of living through approaches, but does not capture or define, truth by puncturing
a whole in the personal and social ideologies that define the subject as a member of the
status quo, destabilizing and even rejecting knowledge for its constraining and partial
nature.
Badiou differentiates sharply between knowledge and truth in a way that had been
only implicit in the works of his Nietzschean and Foucauldian predecessors. His
definition of knowledge, while lacking obvious reference to social forces in a
Foucauldian vein, anchors its production in the play of social forces:
[Knowledge is] the articulation of the language of the situation over
multiple-being. Forever nominalist, it is the production of the
constructivist orientation of thought. Its operations consist of discernment
(this multiple has such a property) and classification (these multiples have
the same property). These operations result in an encyclopaedia. A
judgement classified within the encyclopaedia is said to be veridical.” 87
Badiou, like Nietzsche, defines knowledge as a process of abstraction, in which
“multiple-being” (the infinite multiplicity of reality) is constructed and constrained into
manageable and thus knowable data; things are named, identified by certain properties
and grouped together. Within the “encyclopaedia” produced by these operations,
something (a statement, an action, etc.) is “veridical” according to whether or not it
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adheres to the articulated constructions – in other words, how well it follows the
conceptual “legislation” Nietzsche describes as the basis for knowledge. This legislation
determines the situation, or the structure of knowledge that determines the veracity of all
things.
Against this idea of constructed, legalistic abstractions, Badiou offers a definition
of truth: “A truth is indiscernible: it does not fall under any determinant of the
encyclopaedia. It bores a hole in knowledge. It is truth of the entire situation, truth of the
being of the situation.”88 Badiou articulates something beyond knowledge, something
beyond the cultural construction of collected and organized data that makes up the
“encyclopaedia” of what is considered “right” or “wrong”; as he writes in Ethics, truth “is
heterogeneous to the instituted knowledges of the situation.”89 This is not, however, a
recourse to a Platonism that asserts a transcendent “true form” shadowed by its earthly,
humanly apprehensible copy. Truth can never be reduced to a single form. Badiou’s
distinction between truth and knowledge can be understood through a number of
theoretical and conceptual analogies: as the slippage between the Saussurean signifier
and signified, as the outside to the structural system, as the Lacanian Real versus the
Symbolic, or as the infinite as opposed to the finite. Truth, for Badiou, is an ontological
force that shatters culturally bound epistemologies, revealing that knowledge obscures
reality as much as it reveals it.
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As a philosopher, Badiou is concerned with uncovering the nature of reality in
order to “expose and make sense of the potential for radical innovation … in every
situation.” 90 His project is a metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical attempt to
maximize humanity’s “positive capability for Good ….” 91 For my work, however, I am
more concerned with the cultural, social, and psychological implications of Badiou’s
theory, the way individuals and groups deal with the division between knowledge and
truth he articulates. For my purposes, then, what Badiou defines as “Truth” corresponds
to what I have called ignorance: it is what is unknown within the hegemonic discourses
of a given social-historical structure, what is in fact unknowable without the shattering
and reconfiguration of the legislation that organizes and makes discourse meaningful. It
is the aspects of the self that elude the individual’s conscious apprehension, the
unconscious that constantly changes and reveals itself only through rupture and
distortion, and when pursued is never fully captured but leads one ever on through a
process of discovery and re-creation.
When we consider Foucauldian and post-Foucauldian notions of powerknowledge(-ignorance) alongside Badiou’s definition of truth, the space outside of
culturally accepted knowledge (or the situational encyclopaedia, as Badiou might call it)
becomes a potential site of resistance and creative destruction. This ignorance/truth can
be considered as that which refuses to be codified into cultural or social discourse,
erupting continually and making itself felt but not “known” through conventional
vocabulary. To remain ignored, or closeted, can also be an act of resistance: it refuses
90
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integration while insisting on presence. Similarly, to remain ignorant refuses to validate
the vocabulary judged veridical by cultural discourse. Ignorance/truth, then, is a site and a
process of rupture at once, simultaneously within the situation but always resistant to it,
remaining differentiated but attached, cleaving to knowledge, becoming a part of it and
rewriting it, but also threatening it. On the other hand, the defiance of social restrictions
through the creation of new knowledge is another way of figuring this process of rupture:
it is the defiance of those strictures that provide stability and manage the anxiety of
dealing with the infinite, again destroying the state of the situation through the exposure
of its fictional nature.
Finally, in Badiou we can find an attempt to integrate the notion of the subject
with the fullness of epistemological positions; that is, to see the subject not just as a
subject of knowledge but as also and fundamentally a subject of ignorance, but not, as in
Althusserian thought, the dominated subject of fantasy and ideology. As noted above,
Badiou’s notion of truth is coterminous with the realm of the unknown and the space of
human ignorance. For Badiou, the human who exists within the structure of the known
exists as its “victim,” a passive bearer of the forces that shape social and cultural
existence. 92 This individual is not a “subject” but is only subjected, lacking agency and
not fulfilling the human subject’s capacity for positive action (which can be analogized
by the grammatical nature of the subject). The subject to truth, however, acts and, as
such, exists, not within and according to the rules of the state or structure but beyond
them, extending into the unknown. “[A] truth-process,” writes Badiou, “is heterogeneous
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to the instituted knowledge of the situation …. It punches a ‘hole’ in these
knowledges.” 93 Following the process of truth – accepting and acting with the unknown,
in accordance not with knowledge but with ignorance – is a liberating experience,
producing a new subject that does not merely reproduce the state but extends beyond it:
“There is not, in fact, one single Subject, but as many subjects as there are truths, and as
many subjective types as there are procedures of truth.”94 As a rewriting of Hegel, then,
we may say that the true subject for Badiou is not a being-in-itself, but a non-being; its
pursuit is neither recognition nor independence, but simply the process of truth, the
engagement with its own ignorance and the cycle of upheaval, self-destruction, and recreation that this entails.
The theoretical positions and the interconnections between them that I have
described provide both the basis for my investigations into early modern subjectivity and
the positions to which I respond. While recent scholarship on early modern selves has
abandoned the Hegelian subject – the universal, humanist self that precedes social and
cultural life – for a model wherein subjectivity is constructed in and by discursive and
material relations, most scholars continue to assume a necessary and direct relationship
between knowledge and subjectivity. Based on the theoretical outline for the
epistemological complexity of subject formation that I have discussed in this
introduction, the following chapters will address the role of both ignorance and
knowledge in creating different forms of subjectivity within and without dominant
cultural discourses.
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Chapter 1 addresses the female body as both an object of knowledge and as a
subject that challenges epistemological certainty, exploring specifically the dramatic
negotiations between ignorance and knowledge in the construction of gendered and sexed
subjects. The female body and female sexuality come into being in early modernity as
objects of knowledge of patriarchal authority; this knowledge seeks to establish certainty,
and with it, control. Yet inquiry into the female body produces ignorance at the same
time as it produces knowledge, restricting femininity to a known, measured quantity;
early modern attempts to categorize and define the nature of woman in fact obscure it
from view by effacing what challenges the patriarchal desire for authoritative subjectivity
over women. This erases female subjectivity by making women strictly the object of the
male gaze and under the control of masculine authority; male subjectivity in turn emerges
as the product of the culturally constrained knowledge, or the intentional ignorance, of
the female. But when women perform their identities in such a way that defies maleenforced categories of knowledge/ignorance – by expressing desire, by revealing new
aspects of the self that go beyond recognized female identities – male subjectivity begins
to fray as social markers of difference collapse and evacuate their meaning. I focus on the
early modern comedy The Roaring Girl and its dramatization of the feminine challenge
to masculine subjectivity and knowledge and the violence that erupts in response. The
play is marked by the masculine exercise of sexual violence that operates to control or
eradicate the dangerous female body in service of the re-creation of patriarchal power and
subjectivity, while at the same time demonstrating the limits of this power and how, by
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necessity, it remains open to the threat of alternate subjectivities that defy its
epistemological categorizations.
Chapter 2 continues the focus on gendered knowledge by examining Aemilia
Lanyer’s self-generation as a female, Christian poet. Lanyer creates multiple levels of
knowledge and ignorance in order to prioritize her own poetic vision as the highest form
of contact with, and knowledge of, the divine. In her poetry, she attempts to resist the
cultural marginalization that faces her as a woman and a member of the lower class. She
expresses the desire for recognition, specifically in the form of the attention and financial
backing of a number of aristocratic female patrons; she wants to make herself known, in
other words. Her desire invokes a divine order that exalts her as a knowing subject
precisely because of her social status as ignored object. She presents herself as possessing
a unique access to Christ and a prophetic understanding of Scripture, her knowledge of
divinity resting upon a variety of markers of difference, most prominently class and
gender. Employing the trope of vision as metaphor for her privileged epistemological
position, she inverts the very cultural relationships of knowledge and ignorance from
which her desire emerges, empowering her self-construction against the discourses that
she manipulates. As a woman, she can see divine truths that the men who executed Christ
could not; as a poet excluded from the aristocracy, she can see into the souls of her
patrons and make them see the beauty of God. Lanyer also performs her own inspiration,
creating the knowledge that she claims to receive from God through the writing of her
poetic vision; her poetry serves as both the operation of divine blessing and its proof. Yet,
Lanyer’s desire for recognition contradicts with her self-construction as the knowing
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poetic authority; in her text, to be known is to be disempowered and subjected. Lanyer
can only exist as the subject she desires to be within her own text, where she can write
into being the patrons who recognize her as a supremely knowledgeable subject. Outside
of the text, she becomes the object of those who can choose to see or not see her.
My final chapter addresses the possibilities for alternative early modern
subjectivities that internalize and engage with, rather than othering and enforcing,
ignorance. Using John Milton’s problematic and much debated closet drama Samson
Agonistes as my central text, I argue that submission to the unknown forms the heart of
Milton’s understanding of human experience. Ignorance in the face of God defines
subjectivity, as all action emerges from the incomplete nature of human knowledge.
Although in his prose polemic Areopagitica, Milton declares that the pursuit of
knowledge expresses the divine impulse in humans, he also defines human knowledge as
forever fragmented and partial, fulfilled only by the intervention of divine grace and the
sanctifying knowledge that comes with it. Concomitant with the pursuit of knowledge,
one must submit the self to the unknown and express ignorance; the recognition of human
ignorance is also the recognition of human insignificance before the divine. The ultimate
inscrutability of Samson, its refusal of straightforward conclusions, challenges attempts at
interpretation. The text offers potential answers to the questions of Samson’s salvation,
his guilt, and his death, but none can fully satisfy the challenges posed by the narrative.
By denying readers definitive answers, Milton stresses instead the process of
interpretation itself, stressing the necessary but ultimately ineffectual operation of human
knowledge without divine grace and the knowledge it brings. The text functions self-
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reflexively, as a challenge to the process of composing answers, prioritizing the exercise
of reason as the experience that cleaves humans and the divine.
My dissertation concludes with a discussion of the ramifications of my work for
the field of early modern studies. Reexamining Descartes in light of notion of ignorance
as a part of subjectivity, I posit that even the Cartesian subject is defined to some extent
by the unknown. Finally, I hope to make a case for the importance of ignorance in
scholarship and the possibilities of scholarly subjectivity and work within a context that
acknowledges and reinterprets epistemological limits not as hurdles or obstructions but as
productive spaces for the exploration of truths.
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CHAPTER 1
THE POWER OF IGNORANCE AND THE ROARING GIRL
First performed in 1611 by Prince Henry’s Men at the Fortune Theatre, Thomas
Middleton and Thomas Dekker’s city comedy The Roaring Girl presents its audience
with a confusing mix of plots and characters, a mirror of the bustling and often chaotic
early modern London from which the play emerged. 1 The central narrative deals with the
generational conflict between the gentleman Sir Alexander Wengrave and his son
Sebastian: Sebastian wishes to wed Mary Fitz-Allard, the daughter of another local
aristocrat, but the father objects on the grounds of a bad financial match. A minor subplot
mirrors this main story: Sir Davy Dapper, a compatriot of Sir Alexander, contrives to
have his rebellious and effeminate son Jack thrown in jail for his debauched ways. Yet
another one of Sir Alexander’s colleagues, a dissolute and penniless gentleman named
Laxton, attempts to con women out of their money and their virginity. At the center of
these various characters and conflicts stands Moll Cutpurse, the titular Roaring Girl.
Based on the notorious historical figure Mary Frith, she wears men’s clothing, wields a
sword, brawls with men, sings bawdy songs, smokes a pipe, and can converse with the
upper crust as well as the rogues of the underworld. Moll connives with Sebastian to
thwart the desires of Sir Alexander, helps Jack escape his father’s plots, and turns the
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tables on the concupiscent Laxton; all plots go through her and are transformed by her
character and actions.
Within the walls of the theatre, Middleton and Dekker represent a London in
which the fault-lines of social identity are laid bare. What is taken to be natural and Godgiven is demonstrated to be carefully constructed through the operations of hierarchical
power structures. Or to put it another way: the fictional nature of the self, normally
hidden from view, is made apparent, and the emergence of this previously ignored
knowledge threatens to cause social and individual upheaval and trauma. Moll functions
as the emblem of this epistemic disruption; through her appearance, behavior, and speech
she reveals the limits of the cultural knowledge about gender, class, and sex upon which
early modern categories of identity were built, demonstrating how they are susceptible to
breakdown when their foundational rules of exclusion are violated. With these categories
undermined, the social order, dependent upon the knowing of one’s place in relation to
others, turns to disorder: fathers are no longer able to control their sons, men are no
longer dominant over women.
The cause of this upheaval, I will argue, is the knowledge Moll forces into view.
The Roaring Girl demonstrates the necessity of ignorance in maintaining social
hierarchies; Moll, a figure of the repressed unknown, violates the epistemological
categories that determine social identity, setting the play in motion through visible
transgressions that reveal that the cultural deployment of power-knowledge is both
arbitrary and unstable, incomplete of necessity and based on negative control and
exclusion as much as on codified traditions. Simultaneously, she opens up a space for
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transgressive performance that punctures the space of hegemonic power, demonstrating
the possibility of new selves fashioned against the dominant and oppressive norm when
existing in the moment and space of rupture.
This argument emerges from a history of epistemologically oriented scholarship
on both the real Mary Frith and her fictional counterpart. Understanding the nature of
Moll/Mary – knowing her – has been a central concern, perhaps because she is so
tantalizingly mysterious. In his study of the historical Mary Frith, Gustav Ungerer
remarks that seventeenth- and eighteenth-century biographers “label[ed] her as a sexual
aberration, a prodigy, a monster. Once dehumanized, she was slotted into different sexual
categories regardless of the fact that some of them were contradictory.” 2 Moll was such a
fascinating object of study because she could be almost anything; thus, in some sense, she
was nothing, reduced to a generic other against which the “natural” could be defined.
This process of naming often has been reproduced in modern criticism of the play.
An early example of the scholarly concern with fixing Moll with a proper label comes
from Patrick Cheney, who, building on T.S. Eliot’s praise for Moll’s character as
forcefully “real” yet also idealized, 3 figures her as a hermaphrodite. 4 Cheney argues that
Middleton and Dekker draw on the Neoplatonic tradition of “the hermaphrodite [a]s a
figure of love representing the union of contraries,” a characterization that explains
Moll’s sometimes contradictory nature – she is both “benign” and “irascible” – and also
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resolves the extremes of the play and its many disparate plots.5 Claiming that she
specifically echoes Spenserian themes and characters (such as Britomart and Venus),
Cheney says that Moll constructs a harmonious “comic society”; she is a “figure of love
representing the complete human identity” that serves to recuperate the play’s narrative
and artistic tensions, subsuming its civic satire within a romantic union that provides the
audience with “a symbol of hope for a regaining of … identity ….” 6 Susan Krantz makes
a similar critical gesture, arguing that “[a]t every opportunity, the playwrights displace
the negative social readings of Moll and replace them with the positive ideal” of the
hermaphrodite who in fact “is not threatening to the culture … [but] support[s]
conventional social values ….”7 While Krantz emphasizes Moll’s initial destabilizing
influence to a greater degree than does Cheney, and she does not rely as heavily on
Neoplatonic characterizations, ultimately both scholars read Moll’s character (and the
play) as recuperative, inducing hermaphroditic images to reinscribe socially constructed
identities.
But such evocations of the hermaphrodite as a figure for union and resolution
ignore the image’s inherent cultural instability. As Kathleen Long demonstrates, the
provenance of the hermaphrodite derived not only from positive Platonic and
Neoplatonic traditions but in fact was imbricated in multiple discourses: the
hermaphrodite in the Aristotelian tradition represented a breakdown of the natural
process of generation, while political texts employed it as a representation of the
5
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breakdown of social order and hierarchy. 8 And while in alchemical texts the
hermaphrodite represents a dialectical “effacement of difference by means of
conjunction,” in early modern Europe the hermaphrodite most powerfully roused “fear of
the other” and “of the dissolution of the self as an individual identity and voice.” 9 So, to
reduce the figure of the hermaphrodite to only one of its facets actually constrains Moll’s
character, relegating important thematic overtones – no doubt known to at least some of
Middleton and Dekker’s audience – to a realm of critical ignorance.
Krantz and Cheney are not alone in reading the play as ultimately recuperative of
social order. Many interpretations of early modern genre state that comedies, unlike
tragedies, culminate in a recuperative action, usually a marriage, that reasserts the status
quo; according to this view, the audience of The Roaring Girl would expect that the
proper distinctions of identity would be reinscribed. New Historicist critics and those
influenced by their methods especially have tended to view theatre as a “safety valve”
where challenges to social order are provoked in order to be contained. 10 Jane Baston, for
example, takes a more politically oriented tack than Cheney and Krantz while arguing for
the same “rehabilitation” of Moll within the social order. 11 Moll’s “deviant behavior,”
writes Baston, is gradually sanitized, delimited, and objectified as a pleasurable diversion
for the agents of social authority in both play and audience. Yet Baston’s interpretation is
based on a questionable reading practice whereby the opinions of the characters are taken
8
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as the final word on Moll’s character and role. For example, Baston says that Laxton’s
lascivious talk about Moll “renders [her] strength into sexual vivaciousness” and
objectifes her as an object of male pleasure. 12 Another character, Goshawk, “enervat[es]
her power and reduc[es] her to an acceptable sterotype.” In order to accept these
interpretations, though, we must grant inordinate weight to a minor character’s reaction
and ignore Laxton’s emasculation at Moll’s hands. Similarly, Baston reads Moll’s own
actions as reactionary: her sexual double entendres “invite the audience to laugh, and
through that laughter to recognize that Moll is no threat to order.” 13 Moll’s performances
throughout the play come “at the expense of her own dignity” and when she refuses the
idea of marriage because of her willfulness, she “fit[s] into the traditional requirements of
marriage rather than seeking to change them.” 14 Baston ignores the possibility that Moll’s
sexuality could be anything but an object of pleasure for her (male) audience – and not,
instead, an expression of her empowered control over her own body’s pleasures – and
that her refusal of marriage is itself a potent critique of the institution’s gender inequality.
To be sure, such arguments are an important corrective to what Deborah Jacobs
refers to as “critical imperialism” in scholarship on The Roaring Girl. 15 Arguing that
politically oriented criticism tends to “romanticize marginality” and “‘find’ everywhere
… [its] own themes of resistance and subversion,” Jacobs challenges those critics who
“historicize context but not an individual subject’s consciousness,” reading the works of
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the past as reflections of modern selves. 16 Mary Beth Rose, for example, challenges the
interpretation of the play’s end as a traditional comic resolution of dangerous tensions. 17
Reading Moll within the context of the changing social position of early modern English
women, Rose argues that Moll remains excluded from the traditional society that is
reiterated with the narrative-ending marriage; remaining “ambiguous, marginal, and
problematic,” Moll’s presence confirms the rigidity of the gendered social order while
also making a powerful statement in favor of disruption and “greater flexibility in sexual
values.” 18 Likewise, Stephen Orgel argues that Moll’s cross-dressing reveals the
uncertainty of gender boundaries, specifically of masculine identity, and their implication
in the construction of social class. 19 Jean Howard too writes that Moll’s status as a crossdresser “protest[s] the hierarchal sex-gender system and the material injustices that it
spawned ….” 20 And as an erotic subject, Moll both excites and frustrates male desire,
revealing how it relies upon “the subordination of the sexual partner” in order for true
fulfillment and in turn occludes the possibility of female desire and its satisfaction.21
So, while critics recognize the play’s (and Moll’s) representation of rupture and
social instability, they have often disagreed about its ultimate purpose: to destabilize or to
recuperate. Shifting from such questions to more meta-epistemological ones, though,
16
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reframes analysis of the text; it allows us to continue to examine its cultural relevance,
but rather than asking “what is the play’s final meaning?” we can ask “how does the play
(and the characters within) produce different meanings?” 22 Heather Hirschfeld’s work
marks an important milestone in this shift.23 According to her argument, the repetitive
acts of defining and redefining that occur within the play with regards to Moll and the
characters’s insistence on the obvious truth of their designations serve to cover
epistemological trauma. Moll’s challenge to the epistemology of gender – mixing male
and female clothes and behaviors – threatens also the ontology of gender by
demonstrating the porosity of the “boundaries of male and female.”24 By confusing how
one knows one gender or another, Moll undermines the very existence of male and
female identities; she transforms the external signifiers of the self, thus opening up the
body itself to transformation, disenabling the categorization of an individual as male or
female, an epistemological placement that determines social position. Disrupting the
ability to know someone, Moll disrupts the very fabric of the social hierarchies that make
a stable identity possible.
As Hirschfield notes, the revulsion directed at Moll by Sir Alexander and others
over her indeterminate gender is matched by a paradoxical insistence on her notoriety and
infamous reputation. While despising what they do not know, the characters
simultaneously insist that they do know Moll, but their assumptions are repeatedly
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proven wrong: Laxton incorrectly reads her boldness as a sign that she is a prostitute,
while Sir Alexander leaves jewels unattended, incorrectly assuming she will steal them
and that he can then have her arrested. Hirschfield argues that this insistence on knowing
Moll, despite her ambiguous identity, reveals a deep anxiety over the fact that they do not
in fact know her at all, and perhaps that they do not know any women at all. 25 And not
only gender and sexuality but also markers of class and criminality become blurred by
Moll’s transgressions. According to Hirschfield, then, Moll threatens epistemic mastery
by eluding the control of cultural knowledge, by exposing it as incomplete and flawed;
and when the Other cannot be identified, the patriarchal self dissolves as well.
While Hirschfeld makes important insights into the epistemological resonances of
the play, I argue that it is more accurate to state that the other characters know too much
about Moll, more knowledge than they can handle. The difference is a subtle one, but it is
important because it enables us to focus on ignorance as productive and powerful, as
something that exists rather than as a negative. This reformulation illuminates the
operations of power more completely, demonstrating how hegemony operates through
multiple repressions: that which if spoken or made visible would threaten the assumption
of power’s “natural” status is repressed and excluded from allowable discourse; at the
same time, the act of repression is itself repressed – even if the unthinkable is thought, it
cannot be symbolized as anything other than nullity. Thus, ignorance must be disowned
at the same time that it is created through the rhetoric of complete knowledge.
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What the characters know about Moll exceeds the categories of knowledge they
possess, making visible what had previously and necessarily been ignored. That is to say,
Moll threatens their ability to name, and thus to know, by forcing herself into their view,
making what had been previously ignored as non-existent powerfully present; in doing
so, she demonstrates that the epistemological categories upon which patriarchal authority
is based – the categories that divide up the world into knowable and controllable ideas
and things – are incomplete of necessity, that they create a space of cultural ignorance
that is as much a form of power as is knowledge. Their repeated misunderstandings and
misrecognitions are essential, almost intentional, for by positioning Moll as a
simultaneously infamous, notoriously “well-known” deviant and an inscrutable figure
that defies explanation, the characters attempt to re-establish her status as a prodigy, to
define her as not-woman or monstrous. For inasmuch as she upsets conventional
definitions of “woman,” she threatens to uncover censored and effaced possibilities of
female agency, to reveal that men’s knowledge of women is in fact a carefully
constructed ignorance – and even more dangerously, that it is known to be an ignorance.
Greenblatt writes, “the prodigious is of interest because it reveals” – or as I would argue,
creates – “the natural.”26 The characters must insist on her inscrutable monstrosity
through their own failure to apprehend her in order to reassert the truth of the
male/female binary. Another way of understanding this is to view the revulsion generated
by Moll’s indeterminacy as productive; like the Freudian game of fort-da, it endlessly
repeats the traumatic contact with the unknown that puts the rigid limits of existing
26
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epistemological categories sharply into view, marking the site of repression repeatedly in
order to reinforce it as “true.”27 Mark Breitenberg calls this “anxious masculinity,” a term
I appropriate here to refer to the paradoxical and dual nature of constructed subjectivities:
in witnessing and reviling the threat to its supposedly “natural” status, the contested
position of patriarchal authority reasserts itself as something to be defended,
reestablishing its ontological stability via its own anxiety over potential dissolution.28 Sir
Alexander and the early modern moralists whose sentiments he parrots express the
cultural anxiety towards what is unknown and uncontrolled; but in doing so, they work to
reinscribe the structural system of identity by highlighting their own ignorance as the
natural status quo.
There are three broad discourses of identity and ignorance that Moll violates,
which we can label gender, sexuality, and class. To divide these axes of identity is
somewhat arbitrary as each is inextricably bound up with the others, and to mark
someone on one axis does not explain the complex totality of their social identity. But by
dividing them, we can examine discrete aspects of early modern culture, examine their
interconnections, and reconstruct them into a more fully comprehendible gestalt. To
divide them also necessitates ordering them, and while I begin by discussing issues of
gender and sex, that is not to prioritize them as more determinative of the self. One’s
economic status, for example, constitutes the nature of one’s femininity just as femininity
marks and divides along class lines. Rather, gender and sex, and ignorance thereof, serve
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as useful starting points because of their heightened visibility in early modern cultural
texts as well as in the scholarship on early modernity.
To speak of early modern “ignorance” of women seems, perhaps, to ignore the
vast amount of ink spilled in pamphlets, conduct books, denunciations, sermons, and a
variety of other texts on the subject of women’s proper behavior. Renaissance debates
about the relative merits of the sexes as well as guides to their proper behavior developed
out of a long tradition that drew from both ancient Greek and Roman writings and Judaic
and early Christian beliefs. 29 These texts, which included origin myths, medical and
scientific treatises, folk tales about evil and demonic seductresses, and comical, often
bawdy stories, among other genres, provided early modern writers with both formal
models and material for their own writings. From these cultural strains, many of the
dominant concepts governing the definition of “woman” emerged: her inferiority to man,
her relation to sensuality and sin, and her inherent physical, moral, and spiritual
inferiority.
The project to define (and in doing so, defame, although more rarely, defend)
women seems to have been a major cultural preoccupation of the West for as long as
there exists a historical record, and the language and concepts of the debate became part
of the very essence of early modern thought, hashed and re-hashed ad infinitum; as Ian
Maclean writes, the pre-modern debates about women were “characterized by
indiscriminate plagiarism and the repetition of stock arguments.” 30 His catalogue of the
29
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vast and diverse textual expressions of the definitions of woman demonstrates the extent
to which every aspect of culture was infused with gendered consideration, categorizing
Renaissance beliefs according to four major categories: “Theology, mystical and occult
writings”; “Medicine, anatomy, physiology”; “Ethics, politics, social writings”; and
“Law.” 31 According to his study, despite the various changes in the intellectual
atmosphere of the early modern period – the supplanting of scholastic thought with
humanist philosophies, the Protestant emphasis on marriage and mutual love between
spouses, the increasing credence given to theories of sexual complementarity between
male and female bodies, etc. – the “notion of woman” as inferior to man remained
relatively static. 32 In fact, the enumerated disciplines that make up Maclean’s study –
which, he notes, were not strictly delineated in the early modern period – worked to
reinforce one another against any meaningful systemic change even while the details of
the discourses that governed and gave meaning to everyday life shifted.
The interplay of these discourses worked to create a dense field of meaning in
which women were objectified in masculine intellectual discourse as a figure to be
defined and debated; regardless of whether the views were positive or negative, woman
was an object of study for men. Nancy Tuana remarks that Western creation stories, for
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example, often placed the creation of women temporally second to that of men, a
narrative that signals their subordinate place in social relations. 33 In the Theogony,
Hesiod describes Pandora – the first woman, created as punishment for Prometheus’ gift
of fire to men – as a “tempting snare,” saying that “From her comes the fair sex; / yes,
wicked womenfolk are her descendants.”34 Tuana argues that the Genesis creation stories
are theoretically more open to interpretation and positive reevaluation. While Hesiod’s
account (as well those in other ancient creation myths, such as Plato’s Timaeus)
unequivocally declares women as inferior and tending to evil and corruption, the Genesis
stories at least allow for the possibility of viewing men and women as equals or
constructing a hierarchical relationship between the two in either direction. 35 In part, this
results from the conflicts between the first and second stories; the first describes the
creation of the sexes as simultaneous – “So God created man in his own image, in the
image of God created he him; male and female created he them” – while the second tells
the familiar story of God crafting woman out of the rib of Adam. 36 Despite the
possibilities for multiple interpretation, though, the dominant tradition in European
Christianity embraced the idea that women were both inferior to and dependent upon
men. 37 Theological beliefs about woman’s subordinate status as a helper created for the
assistance of man in turn colored all other discourses, which likewise fed back into the
general cultural account of women’s inferiority by “proving” that woman’s exclusion
33
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from the public realm and her subjugation to man was “natural,” a result of an innate
unfitness that extended to her very matter and could be seen in all aspects of life.
It can be argued, however, that by the early modern period the misogyny that had
so thoroughly governed the idea of woman was beginning to soften markedly. One
prominent development was the increased interest in and promotion of education for
women. Numerous writings on the subject emerged in the early sixteenth century after a
long dearth of texts dealing with female education.38 Although there certainly were
writers who opposed female education, the fact that the debate existed at all signaled a
change; as Deirdre Rafferty notes, female learning was at least a theoretical possibility. In
addition to humanist-inspired works by scholars such as Thomas More and Desiderius
Erasmus, Protestant doctrine pushed towards greater education for women. As women
were usually the primary caregivers of children, a task that included overseeing their
early education, Protestant women would need at least some understanding of the Bible
in order to teach their children the Word. More importantly, the Protestant emphasis on
the universal priesthood of all faithful Christians 39 existed in tension with the social
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hierarchy of the genders. 40 The priesthood of all believers does not exclude the idea of
order or hierarchy per se, but it does encourage some reevaluation of woman’s
relationship to God. Martin Luther asserted the initial equality of the sexes as images of
God, 41 and while maintaining Eve’s primary guilt in the Fall and the justice of her
subordination to Adam as punishment, he makes a point of holding Adam responsible as
well and emphasizes God’s mercy and the ability of both man and woman to receive
salvation. 42 Such beliefs can be seen as part of what Stevie Davies calls a burgeoning
movement to reintegrate woman “as an essential constituent part of the God-reflecting
universe” and “reincorporate[e] … the feminine in the divine ….” 43 Luther’s work was a
part of and influenced a growing number of thinkers who reinterpreted biblical texts to
soften misogynist attitudes towards women, often by challenging the harsh readings of
the creation story. 44
Yet just as evidence can be found to support a more egalitarian understanding of
the sexes emerging in the early modern period, one can make a case for the era as one of
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increased patriarchal control. Joan Kelly has argued that the Renaissance saw a
constriction in women’s freedom and an increase in gendered subjugation; she bases her
thesis on the literature of love and courtly behavior that, prior to its fall into relative
obscurity during the Renaissance, propounded an ideology of mutuality in sexual roles. 45
However, Kelly’s study is limited to the aristocratic classes, and may have little bearing
on the vast majority of the population; even beyond this objection, Kelly admits that the
relationship between textual sources and social reality is not necessarily direct; the
views [expressed in literary and other texts] may be prescriptive rather
than descriptive; they may describe a situation that no longer prevails; or
they may use the relation of the sexes symbolically and not refer primarily
to women and sex roles at all.46
Still, Kelly’s argument, while it has been criticized and challenged, reminds us to be
aware of the way in which texts and their contextual discourses operate in multiple
directions with complex, often contradictory results.
For example, the new openness to women’s learning was double-edged. Richard
Hyrde gives many of the standard arguments in favor of women’s education in his
preface to A Devout Treatise upon the Pater Noster, an English translation of Erasmus’s
Precatio Dominica. First, he argues against the idea that “it is not only neither necessary
nor profitable, but also very noisome and jeopardous” to educate women in the classics. 47
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Men who affirm such views are either “unlearned,” or they “envy” women’s ability to
learn such difficult subjects. He even suggests that women, often criticized for their
“instability and mutable nature” are in fact “more steadfast and sure to trust unto than”
men:
[I]f both their vices were all open and showed, the man should have much
more that he ought to be ashamed of, saving that he is also in that point
worse than the woman, inasmuch as she is ashamed of her fault, be it
never so small, and he is so far from that virtue, that when he hath done
naught, he rejoiceth of it. 48
Rather than increasing woman’s tendencies to “peevish fantasies,” a classical education
“showeth the image and ways of good living, even right as a mirror showeth the
similitude and proportion of the body.” 49 But neither Hyrde nor most others who
advocated for women’s education believed much in the expansion of a woman’s duties
beyond the household; Hyrde’s defense was motivated instead by a desire to make
women more tractable to the structures of power: “she that will be good, learning shall
cause her to be much the better.” 50 In Hyrde’s opinion, a woman should read and study
rather than have “leisure to muse or delight in other fantasies”; learning serves to bring
women in line, to constrain their minds to dwell only upon what is deemed acceptable.
Education for women, then, was in part an aspect of a continuing but changing
method of social control. Too much education, as Rafferty notes, was thought to deform a
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woman, making her masculine and unfit for her proper roles as wife and mother. 51 Both
Catholic humanists and Protestant reformers largely agreed in the limitations they placed
on most women’s learning, emphasizing its usefulness in developing piety and enabling
women to educate properly their children in Christian morals, not in the pursuit of
academic or intellectual ventures. 52 And while Protestant belief in the universal
priesthood in some ways could have provided for increased agency for women in
spiritual matters, many scholars argue that in fact it extended patriarchal power by
integrating domestic and religious life more fully. Lawrence Stone argues that men
became spiritual as well as legal heads of household, 53 and Ralph Houlbrooke believes
that the Reformation promotion of marriage, while emphasizing mutual love and
compassion, fundamentally relied upon the reinforcement of female subjugation. 54 The
1559 Book of Common Prayer provides a perfect example of the promotion of women,
especially in marriage, within a larger structure of patriarchal control: husbands are told
to treat wives as companions rather than servants: “So men are bounde to love their owne
wyves, as their owne bodies. He that loveth his owne wife loveth hym selfe. For never
did any man hate his owne fleshe, but nourisheth and cherisheth it.” At the same time,
though, the ceremony insists that wives follow the commands of both Peter and Paul to
“submit youre selfes unto youre owne housbandes as unto the Lorde [….] lette the wyves
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also be in subjection unto their owne housbandes in al things.” 55 The implication is that
women are only worthy of love and care insofar as they remain obedient to the will of
their husbands.
For the small but growing number of women involved in the polemical querelle
des femmes, exploiting what we might call the “progressive” aspects of the discourse on
woman’s nature was no doubt of tantamount importance. In her dramatic opening to The
Book of the City of Ladies, Christine de Pisan writes of the profound despair inflicted
upon her by the ubiquitous and never-ending attacks on women’s characters; an English
translation of the work from 1521 reads:
And in conclusyon of all I determyned god made a foule thynge when he
fourmed woman … meruayllynge howe soo worshypfull a werke man
deyned euer to one soo abhomynable werke whiche is the vessell … of al
euyll & of all vyces. Then I beynge in this thought there sprange in me a
grete dyspleasannce & sorowe of courage in dyspraysynge myself & all
womenkynde so as yf yt shoulde be shewed in nature.56
From this psychological nadir, which although it may not represent a real experience on
the author’s part certainly evokes the real suffering many women must have felt, emerges
Christine’s powerful and historically informed defense of women. The English women
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who took part in the pamphlet debate express a similar zeal in their works. 57 Jane Anger
writes of her “choleric vein” and asks with great passion, “Was there ever any so abused,
so slandered, so railed upon, or so wickedly handled undeservedly as are we women?”; 58
Constantia Munda complains that the press publishes “sottish and illiterate Libels stuffed
with all manner of ribaldry and sordid inventions … [wherein] every foul-mouthed
malcontent may disgorge his Lycambean poison”; 59 and Esther Sowernam condemns
Joseph Swetnam by noting that while he has “pleased the humors of some giddy, idle,
conceited persons, [he has but] dyed [him]self in the colors of shame, lying, slandering,
blasphemy, ignorance, and the like.” 60
But even these remarkable texts were limited severely by the discourse in which
they participated, constrained by their rhetorical position as respondents and by their
reliance on the same cultural conventions and values as the misogynist and patriarchal
writers. According to Constance Jordan, although Christine de Pisan valorized powerful
and virtuous women throughout history, she still “situate[d] her feminist city in the
landscape of patriarchy, notably with respect to the wife’s subordination to her husband
….” 61 The women pamphleteers of England, too, were ultimately limited in the scope and
goals of their defenses. Kelly writes that they were “bound by the terms of th[e] dialectic”
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of misogyny versus defense: when anti-woman tracts condemned women’s sexual

voracity, the defenses would argue for women’s innate purity, thus tacitly accepting the
dominant, patriarchal value system and operating within its constraints. Rather than call
for equality or a transformation of social hierarchies, defenders “call[ed] for praise and
gratitude toward women” as mothers and wives and responded with attacks upon the
authors of misogynist tracts and their style as much as with challenges to their content
and logic. 63 These defenses of women are more important, then, in that they opened the
debate on women up to women themselves, rather than for any change in the nature or
content of the discourse.
Because the debate on women was, in many ways, so narrow in scope with the
repetition and reformulation of stock claims between its participants with little new of
substance added, one may question what purpose it really served: was it, in fact, a debate
at all? Indeed, Ian Maclean claims that the medieval and Renaissance querelle des
femmes seems to have been “written to amuse its readers rather than persuade them.” 64
Or, as Ruth Kelso writes, “Vituperation of women … [was] a manly sport.” 65 And this
holds not only for the anti-woman tracts; Kari McBride argues that many male-authored
pro-woman tracts were more about amusing one’s peers through a demonstration of
rhetorical erudition than reflective of a truly positive attitude towards women. 66
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Of course, this is not to say that the humorous tone and intent of some literature
on women signaled its unimportance. The very conventionality of the discourse signals
instead how expected and unquestioned many of the assumptions were, and differences
of opinion were limited by the terms of a debate that asked not what a woman was so
much as how close in value to man a woman could be. The querelle in large part, then,
was a patriarchal phenomenon in line with Heidi Hartmann’s definition of patriarchy as
“relations between men, which have a material base, and which, though hierarchical,
establish or create interdependence and solidarity among men that enable them to
dominate women.”67 The debates, jibes and jokes, to the extent that they took place
between men, express the kind of desire/rivalry Sedgwick defines as a part of the
“homosocial” male bond, a relationship in which men bond, even through competition,
over and against the figure of woman. 68
What this indicates, then, is that the debate on women, the very process of
attempting to define “woman,” was not about the search for and transmission of
knowledge, but about the maintenance of ignorance. That is, the discourse serves to
restrict a sphere for dialogue, within which certain authorized speakers, usually men, are
able to establish their social identities in relation to one another and to fashion their
subjective selves as speakers – knowledgeable experts – about the subject (or more
accurately object) of women. Anything that threatens the safety and sanctity of the
discursive borders, such as new possibilities for the nature of woman that defy the
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knowledge established and controlled by the patriarchal order, must remain unknown,
and the knowledgeable must remain ignorant of it. To put it another way, knowledge of
the world, whether developed through magic and ritual or empirical observation, grants
the power to master it, to possess not only agency to act within the world but also power
to control it. 69 Yet this knowledge itself becomes the center of attention, the figure that
gives all things meaning. In Derridean terms, it becomes the transcendental signifier, the
center whose role is “to orient, balance, and organize the structure … to make sure that
the organizing principle of the structure would limit … the play of the structure.” 70 The
discourse of knowledge is not merely the means of disseminating information and
expressing power relationships but is in fact the very material that constructs and
maintains said information and power, and it operates by negating that which does not
signify within its established parameters.
So, knowledge self-perpetuates and self-polices its boundaries by limiting what
can be admitted to its realm, producing both its own object and the ignorance of that
object that negatively defines it, which is covered by rhetorical position of expertise or
knowledge. When some piece of knowledge is discovered that disrupts the dominant
paradigms, rather than incorporate that knowledge as it is and alter the expression and
nature of the cultural encyclopedia, the discourse molds it to fit in with preexisting
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schemes, or marginalizes it altogether. 71 If knowledge grants power through the means to
name, understand, and control, then ignorance is the necessary corollary that determines
what is excluded, what cannot be named, what must remain outside of the discourse in
order for that discourse to have power to signify and order. But also, as a structure and
institution, knowledge creates the possibility for its own destabilization. Epistemological
disruptions, which shock the discourse and challenge both its knowledge and its
ignorance, reveal the internal contradictions of a discourse and provoke violent reactions
by its speakers to marginalize and exclude. Thus the querelle, while in part a restrictive
sphere, creates the opportunity for resistance. As McBride notes, even though defenses of
women may have been written by men as elaborate japes, “once the joke moved into the
urban world of print … it could no longer be contained.” 72 As knowledge and ignorance
spread, their contexts become more expansive, and any text may be read or, as McBride
writes, misread, leading to the possibility of change and disruption. And the complexity
of the contexts and contradictory possibilities of both authorial and reader’s
understandings of a text means that such change cannot easily be pinned down as either
revolutionary or recuperative.
The comedic plot of The Roaring Girl demonstrates – and, I argue, even
celebrates – just such a play of disruption and reaction. Moll’s role as the play’s narrative
and conceptual center, and the actions and reactions of the characters in relation to her
reveals that their ignorance, and the cultural ignorance that it reflects and models, is not a
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sign of the weakness of early modern social identities but of their strength. Their
ignorance serves as the agnotological strategy for establishing the limits of acceptable
knowledge. The strain Moll forces upon these limits motivates the action of the play,
which bears witness to the traumatic emergence of ignorance into discourse as well as the
attempts to contain it as it ripples outward to encompass all the characters in the play.
Examining how Moll transgresses cultural expectations and ruptures knowledge with the
presence of ignorance, we can explore the function of ignorance as productive force that
can compete with as well as complement power-knowledge, tracing her destabilizing
effect through the plot and action.
In the central plot, Sebastian Wengrave pretends to court Moll, hoping to terrorize
his father Sir Alexander into allowing Sebastian to wed his true love Mary Fitz-Allard
instead. The son counts on his father finding Moll so offensive that he will decide that
Mary, whom he had previously dismissed as a bad match on financial grounds, would be
more suitable for his family and reputation. Early in the play, Alexander explains his
revulsion for Moll to his aristocratic fellows, calling her,
A scurvy woman,
…………………………………………………….
A creature . . . nature hath brought forth
To mock the sex of woman. It is a thing
One knows not how to name: her birth began
Ere she was all made: ‘tis woman more than man,
Man more than woman, and (which to none can hap)
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The sun gives her two shadows to one shape:
Nay more, let this strange thing walk, stand or sit,
No blazing star draws more eyes after it. 73
Alexander describes Moll as a creature outside of all “natural” categories. He calls her
first a “woman,” then a “creature,” a “thing,” a “strange thing,” and finally “it.”
Alexander’s own language slips out from under his control, betraying his inability to find
a proper term to cover just what Moll is. In addition, he claims to be quoting someone
else in his description of Moll, as though he cannot even take possession of his own
words. Of particular note, however, is Sir Alexander’s rhetorical strategy of placing
himself in a position of knowledge, a strategy that covers while expressing his ignorance
of Moll.
According to Alexander, then, Moll defies the God-given patriarchal power,
descended from Adam, to name the world and its inhabitants; she is literally outside of
the realm of divine creation, at least as Alexander and his compatriots see her. 74 Yet it is
because of this very inexpressible deviance that Moll is so (in)famous, not just to
Alexander but to the fictional man who supposedly relates the well-known non-facts of
Moll’s character to him. In addition to her ineffability, Moll is also marked by excess.
She is both excessively female and excessively male; Alexander figures her as an
arithmetic impossibility, with each sex being a greater part of her than the other as she
multiplies beyond the boundaries of the single woman. In possessing two shadows, she
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embodies that which Alexander states as categorically impossible: she cannot happen in
the realm of nature. Her multiplicity is even more remarkable and disturbing given that,
by Alexander’s description, she is only partially formed, born prematurely, suggesting
that birth is a process of excision wherein excess matter is cut away to produce the
properly formed and constrained individual. Ironically, though she “mock[s] the sex of
woman” as a grotesque parody, she reflects in some sense the essence of woman: the first
woman, Eve, was also born before she was made, removed from Adam’s side as just a rib
before being “all made” by the hand of God. And in her duality, possessing
characteristics of both sexes thus eluding any attempt to classify her as one or the other,
Moll also serves as a parody of another marvelous birth, that of Jesus who was dually
human and divine. The most perverse aspect of Moll’s existence, however, is that she
demands attention; as Rose argues, Sir Alexander is most upset by Moll’s
“conspicuousness ….” 75 Every eye is drawn to her, forced to look but unable to know;
her mere existence serves to mock the “natural” and divinely-mandated sexual order that
cannot contain or describe her.
Sir Alexander’s description expresses his revulsion over her challenge to both the
physical body and the name or idea of woman, with neither seeming to take priority over
the other, underscoring Thomas Laqueur’s argument that pre-modern bodies were
sociologically as well as physiologically sexed: “what we call sex and gender were …
explicitly bound up in a circle of meanings from which escape to a supposed biological
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substrate … was impossible.” 76 The “reality” of the physical body is mediated by cultural
preconceptions; being is produced through the conjunction of cultural ideology and
empirical observation, the latter submitting itself to and operating as an enforcer of the
former. The sexual body, then, is as much a component as a determinant of gender
identity.
As a cross-dresser, Moll Cutpurse most obviously violates codes of gendered
behavior and appearance; these transgressions serve as the basis for her destabilizing
influence, which, because of the interconnectedness of various axes of identity, extends
throughout all facets of social organization. For early modern culture, clothing was an
especially important mode of social organization because of its role in managing the
apprehension of others, as well as how one was in turn apprehended: one was known by
attire just as one knows others through their attire. As The Roaring Girl makes clear, it
was of particular importance in the social fashioning of women, displaying them properly
as well as censoring what should not be seen, especially that which threatens to excite
uncontrollable and unfulfillable male desire. Dress is such an important site of
management because of its intimate connection with, and physical proximity to, the body.
It acts as both metaphoric and metonymic representation of what it covers: it becomes a
veil for the body, replacing it in the visible economy, and it reveals what lies beneath the
surface. As such, clothing in early modern England gave a shape and form to the body,
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fashioning it just as it was fashioned to suit it. In turn, defiance of sartorial norms was a
profoundly disturbing challenge to social order and categorization. 77
Richard Brathwait’s 1631 treatise The English Gentlewoman demonstrates the
concern with apparel in early modern England and its epistemologically complex nature.
Brathwait details the proper clothing for a “gentlewoman” in the very first chapter, and
his injunctions on female attire center around the need to manage how woman is known
and apprehended. The need and purpose for clothing, he says, originated in original sin:
“Sin … compelled [Adam] play the artlesse Tayler, and through meere necessity to make
him a Couer.” 78 The body, naked before sin, becomes tainted after, and covering not only
protects the body from the elements, but hides the sin from view. Brathwait notes that
Eve in particular needed “a Vaile to couer her Nakednesse,” but this cover
simultaneously causes man “to recal to minde the prime occasion of these Necessities.” 79
Clothing in Brathwait’s terms serves as a Freudian fetish, “the vehicle both of denying
and of asseverating” the presence of the sinful body beneath, letting us know it but
recognize our own knowledge. 80 When women dress properly, clothing serves as a
cultural symbol that can be read appropriately: it reminds the observer of the sinfulness of
humankind and warns one away from the female body as a site of sin and death, while
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concurrently displaying a woman’s manageability and, paradoxically, her fitness as a
submissive wife mindful of her own mortality and sinful nature.
Despite Brathwait’s stated concern here with the apparel of both genders, there is
no similar chapter devoted exclusively to men’s clothing in The English Gentlemen; he
offers such detailed guidelines for women only. His feminine conduct book is prefaced
with an epistle “To the Gentlewoman Reader,” wherein he personifies his text as the ideal
female: “I Have here presented vnto your view one of your owne Sexe; One, whose
improved Education will bee no blemish but a beautie to her Nation. Peruse her, and I
make little doubt, but you will so approve of her Behaviour, as you shall acknowledge
her right worthy the title of a Sister.” 81 Brathwait encourages his reader to study his
female text, because knowledge of her will cause us to ac-knowledge her, to grant her a
place in society and a name as our “sister”; to know this “woman” is to give her being.
He emphasizes the benefits to come from studying her: “Every Subiect she treats of, you
shall finde so equally tempered with profit and delight; as the one shall no lesse benefit
your minde, than the other solace your Eare.” 82 The reader of Brathwait’s text finds
herself educated and improved by studying the wisdom that Brathwait says lies within.
Yet Brathwait’s book actually serves as a means to create knowledge and restrict
the category of “gentlewoman” to selected criteria, expelling what does not fit its
manufactured cultural ideals. Brathwait creates the category and its attendant
characteristics, empowering readers to judge and classify women according to his
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standards while at the same time subjecting them to those standards. Brathwait describes
his book in the following terms:
She conceives no small delight in Educating the young and unexperienced
Damsels of your sexe: wherein she retaines an excellent faculty and
facility. It shall not be amisse therefore for you who have Daughters, to
recommend them to her direction . . . . Whatsoever she in many yeares
hath learned . . . she is willing to impart; to the end shee may procure her
more servants . . . . For her very Life is a continued line of Direction,
being solely dedicated to a vertuous profession. 83
The rhetoric of restraint and service reveals Brathwait’s project to guide the women of
England, shaping their identities into an appropriate form, making them “servants” of his
book and its customs. Brathwait’s text, then, ignores its readers, instead asking them to
subject themselves to its gender ideology; they can come to know themselves only in so
far as they conform to Brathwait’s idea of a gentlewoman; what does not fit within his
pages is exiled from view. His text inverts the act of interpellation as the “hail” is
internalized and performed by the reader to herself. Braithwait, through his text, does not
call to the reader by the name of “gentlewoman,” thus granting them subjectivity through
acknowledgement and recognition. Instead, the work asks the readers to promulgate and
subject themselves to gender ideology by recognizing themselves and others in the figure
of the feminized book, measuring themselves against the “woman” they come to know in
its pages. The knowledge is internalized, and the reader reproduces the notions and codes
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of what it means to be a proper woman in society herself.
While Brathwait provides a “positive” definition of the good gentlewoman, early
modern England also saw a proliferation of negative portraits that spelled out the moral
and social consequences of violating proper behavioral codes. Puritan moralists and antitheatricalists, two groups that had a large overlap in their membership, were particularly
concerned with issues of sex/gender disruption and were motivated by both religious and
socio-political concerns to protest against any destabilization in identity. As Laura Levine
argues in her study of stage cross-dressing, objections to transvestitism reveal a basic
confusion in early modern English notions of identity between epistemological and
ontological understandings of clothing and other socially performative behaviors. 84 The
epistemological argument made by anti-theatricalists assert that dress serves as a “sign”
of gender, an outward recognition of a physical essence. Clothes are a God-given “sign,”
and to defy that sign is to defy God. Cross-dressing and other forms of improper fashion
mock the names that God has given to all things, a violation of epistemological order.
As a space where people pretended to be what they were not – men dressing as
women, commoners dressing as the elite – the stage was particularly guilty of this sin. 85
Stephen Gosson, in The Schoole of Abuse, writes that “[t]heaters … effeminate the
minde, as pricks vnto vice.” The playhouse itself serves as a den of iniquity: “Romulus
builte his Theater as a horse faire for hores, made Triumphes, & set out his playes to
gather the fayre women togither, that euery one of his souldiers might take where he
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liked, a snatch for his share.” 86 The power of these sites to corrupt citizens and soldiers,
the supposed protectors of the realm, truly earns it, in Gosson’s opinion, the title given by
Maximus Tyrius: “the first cup that poisoned the common wealth.” He blames the theater
and its associated vices for the decline in the nobility of the English people. In the days of
old England, men and women were strong and noble:
The men in valure not yeelding to Scithia, the women in courage passing
the Amazons. The exercise of both was shootyng and darting, running &
wrestling, and trying suche maisteries, as eyther consisted in swiftnesse of
feete, agilitie of body, strength of armes, or Martiall discipline. But the
exercise that is nowe among vs, is banqueting, playing, pipyng, and
dauncing, and all suche delightes as may win vs to pleasure, or rocke vs a
sleepe.87
The pleasures of the stage have caused the dissipation of English virtue, leading instead
to a hedonistic existence wherein delight is the only desired end. “Man,” says Gosson, “is
enriched with reason and knowledge: with knowledge, to serue his maker and gouerne
himselfe; with reason to distinguish good and il, & chose the best.” 88 The pleasure of the
stage causes men to abandon these divine gifts with deadly results: Gosson lists a series
of upheavals in ancient Rome, attributing them all, including the excesses of Caligula and
Nero, to the vices inculcated by the stage. In the theatre, men and women abandon the
knowledge that God has given them, and instead of seeking his truth, they enjoy lies that
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spring not from divine will but from some mysterious, vile place, making what is not real
appear to be something rather than nothing.
While Gosson’s attacks focus on the epistemological transgressions of the stage
that ignore the true symbols God instituted on earth, Levine notes that Gosson’s
accusation of the theatre’s effeminizing effects “implies that things that are like women
are likely to turn into women,” an argument about the ontological properties of clothing
and the body. 89 The cultural fear of the moral and social effects of cross-dressing slides
into a fear that “costume could actually alter the gender beneath”; the outside was
considered not just a covering for or symbol of the inside but its very matter. 90 An
important example of this slippage comes from the moralist Philip Stubbes, who writes,
Our Apparell … was given us as a signe distinctive to discern betwixt sex
and sex, & therefore one to weare the Apparel of another sex is to
participate with the same, and to adulterate the veritie of his own kind.
Wherefore these Women may not improperly be called Hermaphroditi,
that is, Monsters of bothe kindes, half women, half men.91
The alteration of the sign, the defiance of the divine injunction to keep the sexes separate
in attire, breaks down the literal separation between the two, creating monstrosity.
Notably, Stubbes lists abuse of apparel as a prime example of the sin of pride. By
aligning cross-dressing with Lucifer’s disobedience, Stubbes suggests that violating
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sartorial conventions does not merely challenge God’s laws, but it actually corrupts his
creation, turning divine matter into something infernal and self-centered.
This confusion of cause and effect reveals that the relationship between early
modern clothing and bodies was not a Saussurean divide between a signifier and a
signified. As Ann Jones and Peter Stallybrass write, “investiture, [or] the putting on of
clothes … quite literally constituted a person …. giv[ing] a form, a shape, a social
function, a ‘depth.’” 92 The visible covering of the body, clothing was a way of knowing
and making; in covering the body, it revealed as well as constructed the identity of the
wearer. The relationship between the individual and the clothing that it wears is thus not
one of subject and object, of essence and appearance; rather, their contact occurs in an
indeterminate and porous space wherein two unstable but equally potent forces mix to
produce a complex subject. As such, it is a site that is especially susceptible to traumatic
upheaval when body and clothing are revealed as constructed without essence; in other
words, cross-dressing reveals the ultimate ignorance about men and women, that the
difference between them is not truly known but only guessed at through socially
determined practices.
The most famous intertext for The Roaring Girl, the notorious anti-cross-dressing
pamphlet Hic Mulier, illustrates the fears that such upheavals arouse.93 The anonymous
author of the 1620 work names those women that wear their proper attire as “signs
deceitless”; their appearance possesses a simple truth that requires no explanation or
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translation. “[W]omen,” says the author, are “good women, modest women, true
women.” 94 The definition is circular and tautological: to be a woman is to be good and
modest, to be good and modest is to be a woman; signifier and signified are co-equal and
mutually reinforcing. Cross-dressers, though, exceed the bounds of writing and
knowledge. They “are not found in any Antiquary’s study, in any Seaman’s travel, nor in
any Painter’s cunning.” Such women cannot even be named. The author echoes the
sentiments of Sir Alexander by attacking “Masculine women” for being “so much man in
all things that they are neither men nor women, but just good for nothing.” 95 Hic Mulier,
unable to be fit into known categories because of she exceeds the definitions of both
genders, simply becomes a non-entity, a thing that can be neither named nor known; yet
this “nothing” is profoundly present as a disruptive and anxiety-inducing force. By
wearing male attire and acting in masculine fashion, both Moll and the “Mannish
Woman” of the pamphlet threaten to collapse the structural opposition between genders,
destabilizing the totemic properties of clothing and violating a norm central to the
organization of society. They are so monstrous they disrupt language itself, as the
pamphlet’s initial grammatical pun illustrates: “Masculine in their genders … in Number
… in Case … in Mood … in Tense.”96 Without the proper sartorial signifier, the crossdressed woman transforms and disrupts the very means of expressing and disseminating
knowledge. Although they are unknowable, they possess the ability to disrupt the
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epistemological systems that give humans access to God’s creation, undermining its
status as given truth.
The pamphleteer’s anxiety finds its way to the body that clothing covers and
stands in for as metaphor. The distance between the vehicle (clothing) and tenor (body)
collapses, and the clothing shifts metonymically onto the flesh it hides; it becomes both
transparent by revealing the woman’s body and opaque by registering as the site of
explicit contention and controversy. The writer denounces the masculine woman’s
“deformity in apparel” and then goes on to describe how she has changed “the modest
upper parts of a concealing straight gown, to the loose, lascivious civil embracement of a
French doublet, being all unbuttoned to entice, all of one shape to hide deformity, and
extreme short waisted to give a most easy way to every luxurious action.”97 The
deformity of clothing becomes the deformity of the flesh, which is hidden while at the
same time revealed as sexually enticing because of this very deformity. What crossdressing demonstrates, then, is the confused and contradictory relationship between attire
and flesh, that when looking at a woman one always sees not a single thing but multiple
figures: the body and its covering, the sinfulness of the flesh pronounced and repressed,
the woman as managed and unmanageable. When proper conventions are followed, these
contradictions are hidden in plain sight, but the cross-dressed woman violates social and
sexual codes, threatening to arouse the desire of men to perform “luxurious action[s]”
with them.
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It is this issue of sexual desire that drives the pamphleteer’s concern for women’s
fashion. Hic Mulier’s description of the proper woman speaks in the rhetoric of the
closed body, praising honorable women for the closed off nature of their bodies; they
“are Castles impregnable, Rivers unsailable, Seas immovable, infinite treasures, and
invincible armies ….” Later, the author urges women to
hide them [enticing physical features], for shame hide them in the closest
prisons of your strictest government! Shield them with modest and comely
garments … having every window closed with a strong Casement and
every Loophole furnished with such strong Ordinance that no unchaste eye
may come near to assail them, no lascivious tongue woo a forbidden
passage, nor no profane hand touch …. Guard them about with …
impregnable walls of sacred Divinity …. 98
The language of this passages suggests the great value – indeed, the divinity – of
women’s bodies, but only when properly guarded and managed. When free, the female
body becomes valueless even though desired, reduced to a sexually deformed thing. The
author’s main concern appears to be not the female body’s openings or its accoutrements
in and of themselves but over who controls them: “To you therefore that are Fathers,
Husbands, or Sustainers of these new Hermaphrodites belongs the cure of this Impostume
….” 99 The mannish woman’s clothes reveal not only the presence of an active body, but
also that it is in play because of the woman’s agency in choosing her attire. Once she
escapes from the control of social conventions, the cross-dresser threatens to excite
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lascivious desires, and thus to subjugate the superior man to the inferior woman; no
longer in control of her, he loses control also of his sexuality.
This threat of the loss of sexual control is dramatized most viscerally in the
discourse of knowledge surrounding the female body. When it paradoxically becomes
exposed in the act of improperly covering it, the body and the epistemological
conundrum it poses becomes exponentially more vexing. While moralists feared the
potential for clothing to improperly alter the body, the body itself signifies in multiple
ways that challenge the social organization of gendered power. That is to say, crossdressing violates gender codes that empower the man/woman binary; transgressing them
reveals potential for female agency outside of male purview. But the female body was
itself a space for the production of patriarchal knowledge and ignorance that put it under
male authority. The violation of gender codes to reveal the female body’s potential sexual
power also reveals the constructed nature of the body itself, a double exposure of
ignorance that further undermines the binary social organization of men and women.
The particular aspect of the female body at issue here is the reproductive system
and its nature and role in sexual relations. Laqueur describes the early moderns as
conceiving of sex along a spectrum in which the “telos was male”: according to
traditional physiology, women were imperfect men, mirroring them in an underdeveloped
fashion at all levels of existence. 100 As Tuana notes, the foundations for this notion of an
analogous yet unequal relation between the sexes can be found in Aristotle’s ideas about
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the role of heat in the generation of living creatures. 101 In the Generation of Animals,
Aristotle speaks of heat as a fundamental requirement for the full development of matter;
women’s cold nature – as demonstrated by, for example, their inability to purify their
“semen” (that is, menstrual fluid) to the level of a man’s – was responsible for the
numerous aspects of their moral and physical inferiority that Aristotle enumerates in the
History of Animals. 102 Galen adopts this model but complements it by focusing on the
genitals as the primary sign of the distinction between men and women and their different
roles in reproduction.103 He writes, “Consider first whichever ones you please, turn
outward the woman’s, turn inward, so to speak, and fold double the man’s, and you will
find them the same in both in every respect.” 104 This physiological model forms the
essence of what Laqueur terms the “one-sex” model.
Yet a third term, the clitoris, disrupted this homology and the hierarchical
relationships it implied, shattering the one-sex model that Laqueur implies was
monolithic in the period. Greenblatt argues that when “discovered” with the rise of
anatomical studies, the clitoris was simply absorbed by the Galenic model of male-female
homology, becoming just another example of feminine imperfection: an undeveloped
penis. 105 While Gabriele Fallopia, among other early modern anatomists and physicians,
claimed that the clitoris equated homologically to the male penis, Katherine Park’s
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sensitive reading of medical and social texts on the female body demonstrates that the
“(re)discovery” of the clitoris by early modern medical authorities traumatized dominant
views of sex and gender. Initially figured as an “irregular” part, it was loosely associated
with a variety of “abnormal” bodies and practices, such as those of African women,
hermaphrodites, and tribades (women with abnormally large clitorises said to penetrate
other women during sex). 106 According to this logic, the clitoris was supplementary, an
unnatural prosthetic.
But with the emergence and subsequent explosion in popularity of anatomical
studies, more observers asserted that the clitoris, previously associated only with cultural
and racial others, was a natural feature on all women. Into the Galenic model the clitoris
adds something extra to the female body, which is no longer the mirror image of the
man’s. The clitoris becomes supplementary in the Derridean sense, both adding to the
formerly “whole” notion of woman as well as completing it, revealing that “woman” as a
tool of epistemological dominance was always partial and is only full when what was
previously thought to be an add-on becomes an essential component.107 “Woman” now
becomes prosthetically-enhanced by her nature, having not just a mirror of male genitalia
but something else; all women, in effect, become hermaphrodites. 108 The clitoris suggests
that perhaps all women could penetrate and sexually pleasure each other, a problem that
has repercussions for understandings of proper gender relations. If all women are
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potentially tribades, then female sexuality makes possible “the inversion of household
order and the expropriation of the husband’s authority” as well as “the perceived
subversion of the state by female political authority”; all women can become female
sodomites and promiscuous usurpers of masculine power.109
This rediscovery, as Park terms it, helps shed light on the importance of
controlling the female body through knowledge. Park discusses the case of a seventeenthcentury French woman tried for sodomy with another woman. One physician, Jacques
Duval, declared the woman a hermaphrodite, while another, Jean Riolan, declared her a
female with excess physical matter. Yet both believed that courts and medical experts
should legally and surgically determine a person’s gender and classify them accordingly
by removing the offending appendage. The difference between a hermaphrodite and an
excessive woman becomes effaced through the identical responses to both by the agents
of power. Early modern culture was so invested in a male/female gender binary that
clitoridectomy was recommended as a means of effacing bodily irregularity not only by
many doctors, but by some families and even women themselves. 110 It could “erase” the
clitoris and make the body of the woman “read” properly, that is, as the inferior
counterpart to the male body, thus preserving traditional sex/gender relations. Erasing the
clitoris, the ignored body part that disrupts gender and sexual knowledge, forces it back
into obscurity, preserving knowledge by (re)creating ignorance.
This effacement also helps to illuminate Valerie Traub’s argument about the
“(in)significance of lesbian desire” in early modern England, an exploration of the space
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“between signification and significance” occupied by female same-sex relations. 111
Marked as existing but innocuous because of its “essentially nonreproductive” nature that
could not endanger the “reproductive designs of heterosexual marriage,” these
relationships are reintegrated into the patriarchal order, figured as a temporary stage in
the maturation of women to their proper roles as wives and mothers. This
“insignificance” is, Traub argues, “an ideological operation” that indicates not that
“lesbian” relationships did not matter but rather that the lack of a strong negative reaction
in Renaissance England was in fact part of the cultural response against female sexuality,
a way to defuse its potential disruption to the patriarchal sexual order. Within an
epistemological framework, insignificance expresses a desire to not know, to avoid
knowledge that threatens preexisting systems of thought. In order to keep traditional
notions of male/female identity intact, one must turn away from or remove any signs that
suggest that women have and always have had some control over their pleasures and their
bodies and can choose whom they wish to love.
According to my argument, the problem signaled by violating sartorial
conventions or by exposing the clitoris is the newly asserted visibility of what had before
been hidden and intentionally unknown. The revelation of the woman’s sexual body
underneath her clothing or of the complexity and power symbolized in the clitoris – the
appearance of, to paraphrase the speaker of Shakespeare’s sonnets, the one thing added
that is to male purposes nothing – threatens the system of power that had rested upon
enforced ignorance of female agency. The clitoris – which I am using as a trope for
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female agency, not in itself the apparatus or cause of female agency – imposes itself upon
the observers, an empirical puncture through a pre-existing cultural discourse that had
effaced the possibility female agency by insisting on male authority. And while obviously
not shown literally on stage (or in public), it is paradoxically made a spectacle through
the very clothing that covers it, clothing that, because of the violation of gendered
distinctions, reveals what it hides. If the woman’s body exists, if it rests under the control
not of male power but female agency, if it escapes inscribed boundaries of behavior, then
the male/female binary collapses under the weight of its own contradictions: women are
no longer incomplete and imperfect men, as in the homological model descended from
Galen, nor are they the opposite of men, the inferior half in Christian pairing; they are
their own beings of which men have both too much and too little knowledge. The woman
becomes something greater than the sum of her discursively defined parts, something
which the patriarchal eye can see but cannot identify or contain. The woman is shown to
no longer exist for man; the system of both sexual dominance and identity collapses. If a
woman is not a woman, then what (and how) can a man be?
So, the exposure of the woman’s body reveals how the woman evades male
control. The body is both a figure for female willfulness and also a means of expressing
and generating that willfulness through its physical self-fashioning and defiance of male
medical knowledge. The conceit of the headstrong, froward woman in need of discipline
was well known, of course; it appeared in popular literature and broadsides, such as the
anonymous Schoolhouse of women and Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew as well as in
the misogynist tracts of the querelle, most famously Joseph Swetnam’s The Arraignment
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of Lewd, idle, froward, and unconstant women. The concept of a willful woman, then, is
not unknown as an idea, and the misogynist discourse that documents it is a method of
preemptive containment. By raising the specter of the rebellious woman, one justifies the
practices of domination already in place.
But The Roaring Girl dramatizes, and even celebrates, the escape from this
containment and the defiance of the standard narrative where the woman, by her nature,
disobeys but is ultimately brought into line. Improper clothing reveals a female body
potentially out of male control, in need of rectification; the body itself reveals a
polymorphous sexuality, which in turn reads back into even the most meekly clothed
woman, giving the lie to the assumption that any woman can be truly and properly
submissive. Moll’s actions continually escape every method of containment, defying the
expectations of those around her as each transgression suggests another, pointing away
from conventions of social practice towards the will that emerges from an unknowable
space beyond known discourses. The stage is a particularly apt place for the celebration
of such behavior. When Moll takes control of her own attire and engages in other defiant
activities, she intervenes in processes governed by religious doctrine and social
conventions, shaping her existence according to her own will. Likewise, the stage is a
space of endless self-fashioning and play that in its very operation demonstrates the
fictionality of identity. What must ultimately be effaced and ignored, then, are the
excesses of self-fashioning. It operates within discourses of social acceptability, but at the
same time the process itself potentially generates excess energies that cannot fit into the
limits of constructed discourse. Self-fashioning in submission to power necessarily
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includes the possibility of self-fashioning against hegemony, suggesting a subjectivity
beyond social identity that creates and operates according to its own will.
Moll’s agency and its wide social implications are repeatedly emphasized in the
action of the play. Through her willful appropriation of male attire, Moll implicitly
challenges the notion of a stable self, both fashioning herself and changing the way others
may fashion themselves. From the very start, the play announces, focuses upon, and even
celebrates the individual difference that characterizes Moll. The “Prologus” to the play
defines two types of roaring girls with whom the audience might be familiar, the “suburbroarers” and the “civil city-roaring girl” (21, 22). Moll is “[n]one of these”: “she flies /
With wings more lofty” (25-26). She defies the expectations of the audience member who
“brings a play in’s head with him” and “mews” if he finds those beliefs not met (4, 6).
Baston claims these lines “institutionalize” Moll and “reduce her to a stereotype”; 112 yet
they actually do the opposite by denying her similarity to the stereotypical “roarers” they
name. Moll exists outside of all conventional definitions; she is an outsider even to
outsiders, apparently beyond all notions of men and women, transgressing the boundaries
and norms of what can be known. The characters and audience members who “mew”
reveal that they can only react to what they do not know with shock, disgust, and distaste.
One particularly explicit scene encapsulates the reaction that Moll provokes in
those who cannot cope with her difference. Sir Alexander spies on Moll as her tailor
measures her for a new pair of breeches. The tailor underscores her agency in choosing
her dress, telling her, “You change the fashion,” as the “old pattern” from which all other
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clothes are made would not suffice for Moll’s unique nature (2.2.79, 81). Fashion held
two distinct meanings at the time, indicating both the practice of making or creation and
the relentless change of style. 113 In changing the fashion, Moll intervenes in the act of
creation, creating a new mold for herself as well as changing the very operation of
change. Moll and the tailor then make a series of ribald jokes about the need for extra
room in her breeches in order that it can fit “a yard more” that will “stand round and full”
(84, 86). In response to what he sees, Sir Alexander Wengrave bemoans his son’s
engagement to a cross-dresser in a world where both gender and sex roles have been
upended: “What, will he marry a monster with two / trinkets? What age is this? If the
wife go in breeches, the / man must wear long coats like a fool” (2.2.76-78). The strange
image of “two trinkets” echoes Alexander’s earlier condemnation of Moll’s two shadows
and represents strange, multiplying erotic possibilities that offer both pleasure and
danger, a sexual disorder that prevents others from defining her as either male or female.
This disorder causes confusion in the proper hierarchical relationship between men and
women, threatening order and stability by upending society: Moll will turn the world
upside down, turning his son into a wife. The image itself seems to defy any attempt to
pin down a meaning: are the two trinkets a pair of testicles? Two sets of genitals? Just
what is the nature of Moll’s body as Alexander imagines it? In changing the fashion,
Moll becomes a “codpiece-daughter” (91-92), or in Sir Davy Dapper’s words from earlier
in the play, “A monster” (1.2.134). Moll becomes not just a cross-dressed woman, but the
very emblem of mutability, uniting within herself creation and transformation and
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revealing the essential link between the two acts: to make anything is to change, to alter
what was previously known and bring about something new and previously unknown.
So, while Moll’s dress does not reflect the “literal” body underneath – though
ironically it does reflect the body of the actor who plays her – it does reflects the
character’s will. And as the author of Hic Mulier argues, such willfulness, because of its
connection to Eve’s sins (conventionally figured as sins of sexual desire), defies not only
the social order but also the sexual order that subjects women to men and keeps their
sinful desires in check. And in fact Moll’s transgressions are frequently figured as sexual,
most often by her in particular. When she speaks of sex, she places herself in the
dominant position. She tells Laxton that she can “ride a / stone horse,” suggesting that
she can take the male role in sex (2.1.250-51). She later draws her sword on Laxton,
extending the image: perhaps Moll even penetrates her men in sex as she does Laxton in
combat. In addition to taking the male role in heterosexual encounters, Moll also claims
to engage in homosexual practices, telling Sebastian that she is “man enough for a
woman” (2.2.43). She is most in control, though, when she pleasures herself. She does
not marry, she says in the same scene, because she “love[s] to lie o’both sides o’th’bed
myself, and again o’th’other side” (36-37). Later, she holds a viol between her legs and
plays it in a visual spectacle that clearly implies masturbation, a striking moment because
Moll “displays” her clitoris metonymically, fondling herself and inviting her audience to
see what she hides and what the patriarchal sexual discourse demands be effaced. Moll
possesses a self-contained sexuality expansive enough to satisfy her own needs without a
partner in her bed; in a sense, then, she becomes the logical extension of the
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hermaphrodite or tribade: a being containing all sexual organs, exempt from the
heterosexual economy.
In exempting herself from the economy of heterosexual relations, Moll occupies a
space that is both overtly sexual, as demonstrated through her ribald humor, but also
thoroughly unsexed. Theodora Jankowski notes that despite the sexual rhetoric
surrounding and spoken by Moll “there is no textual evidence to show that Moll engages
in any sexual activity with men.” 114 Jankowski understands Moll as not a sexually
lascivious renegade but as a virgin, and “the position occupied by adult virgin women can
be considered as a queer space within the early modern Protestant sex/gender system
….” 115 And while Krantz argues that the play “deemphasize[s] questions of sexuality,” 116
Jankowski’s argument reveals that Moll’s apparent abstinence in fact brings the issue of
sexuality even more forcefully into view. Outside of the dominant sexual order, both
lecherous women and asexual women occupy the same “queer” position, a space that is
other because it cannot signify within the discourse of a male-female sexual hierarchy as
anything except unacceptable; that is, the women within it are not represented by or part
of the gendered social order but are outsiders that are simultaneously present without
being acknowledged as valid. And again, Moll’s agency seems to be the central issue.
She denies Laxton’s assumption that she is a whore, and her playful refusal of marriage,
spoken to Sebastian, seems to repudiate heterosexual intercourse altogether: “marriage is
but a chopping and / changing, where a maiden loses one head and has a worse /
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i’th’place” (2.2.43-45). The pun is almost too obvious; she prefers to keep her
maidenhead rather than exchange it for the head of a man’s penis. But Moll’s joke is not
simply (or perhaps at all) a rejection of heterosexual activity, but instead of the
dominance exerted by men in heterosexual marriage.
By remaining a virgin (or at least, chaste within the confines of the play), Moll
“not only rejects the sexual economy but … essentially opts out of the patriarchy.” 117
Maintaining mastery over her own virginity, she retains her physical independence and
agency over her body, including her sexual organs and pleasure. If the play indicates that
she refuses male to female penetrative vaginal intercourse, it leaves room for her to take
part in what Jankowski refers to as “varieties of nonheterosexual activity,”
“nonreproductive heterosexual activity and nongenital erotic activity,” acts which again
remain outside of the conventionally known signifier of woman. 118 And her virginity is
not in itself transgressive; as the author of Hic Mulier had indicated, virginity and
chastity mark a woman as valuable, but only insofar as that woman can be exchanged
between men and her virginity controlled, or destroyed, by a man. If anything, Moll
fulfills these commandments too well. Her body seems fully impregnable, her
“Loopholes,” as the pamphleteer had called openings to the flesh, all closed,
demonstrating that her violation is not the openness of her sexuality but her retention of
power over it. Moll fashions herself as an autonomous sexual agent that does not need
other bodies for her satisfaction. She holds both erotic agency and independence.
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As noted above, the fields of gender, sexuality, and class cannot be separated out
from one another, and the sexual economy in particular is closely related to the
movement of goods and wealth. Jo Miller argues that it is “Moll’s recognition of the
economic deprivation of women, their total financial subjugation under the laws of
patriarchy [that] makes her such a dangerous character in her world.” 119 When Moll
resists the sexual hierarchy that places women as subordinate to and in service of men,
she also exempts herself from the economic aspect of that world that treats women as
objects of exchange between men. In a society in which women were not supposed to
have independent control over money – instead serving as part of financial deals between
husbands and fathers – Moll’s self-governed body and her refusal to participate in
heterosexual marriage conflicts with the role of sexual unions in underpinning the
structure and economy of early modern society. 120
As a “city comedy,” The Roaring Girl concerns itself with the workings of the
metropolis, in particular with the economic life of the city and its inhabitants. Although
the main plot, described by Cook as “parent-thwarted young lovers succeeding through
resourcefulness,” may at first seem out of place when examined against this comedic
remit, it concerns, like all the plotlines in the play, the trade of women and currency,
perhaps better stated as the trade of women as currency. 121 Indeed, the central conflict
between Sir Alexander and his son Sebastian concerns not romance but wealth; the father
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reckoned up what gold
This marriage would draw from him, at which he swore
To lose so much blood could not grieve him more.
………………………………………………………….
He scorned [Mary’s] dowry of five thousand marks. (1.1.82-84, 87)
This commerce reaches its apotheosis in marriage, in which women and wealth are
exchanged as almost completely identical objects, an act of commodification that effaces
the uniqueness of the woman and reduces her body to a marketable item; Foucault calls
such a system “a deployment of alliance: a system of marriage, of fixation of
development of kinship ties, of transmission of names and possessions …. firmly tied to
the economy due to the role it can play in the transmission or circulation of wealth.” 122
Trade and marriage become mutually supportive acts, working together to maintain a
structure in which men know women as cash and treat them accordingly, and, as Gayle
Rubin argues, this system of sexual/economic circulation relies on the construction of
women as commodities, abstracted from any real individuality into identically figured
and known objects.123
So, Moll’s unique position outside of the sexual economy finds its reflection in
her independence from the cash economy. When rebuffing Laxton, she states, “I scorn to
prostitute myself to a man, / I that can prostitute a man to me” (3.1.110-111). Her
grammatical reversal of direct and indirect object also reverses the movement of sexual
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commerce. Not only does Moll claim erotic power over men, but she also has the money
to buy one, an unthinkable position for a woman to hold. Because of her economic
power, Moll stands in a very different position from the other women in the play, who, as
Jankowski notes, “need to be part of the sexual economy in order to survive.” 124 She even
speaks up for those women less fortunate than her and condemns the unfair system of
male authority that forces women into dire straits and then demonizes them for
responding sexually out of need:
How many of our sex, by such as thou
Have their good thoughts paid with a blasted name
That never deserved loosely or did trip
In path of whoredom beyond cup and lip?
…………………………………………………
Distressed needlewomen and trade-fallen wives,
Fish that must needs bite or themselves be bitten,
Such hungry things as these may soon be took
With a worm fastened on a golden hook:
Those are the lecher’s food …. (3.1.80-83, 94-98)
As Miller writes, she “denounce[es] this social injuction that women stay silent and
indoors … venturing forth … only to offere themselves as a sexual commodity” for
men’s consumption.125 Moll, however, does not require anyone for economic support
anymore than she does for her sexual pleasure; the two signifiers of her uniqueness seem
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to be related not as cause and effect but as mutually reinforcing markers of her status as
outside of the bounds of known gender norms.
The effects of this upheaval ripple outward, affecting not just Moll but all those
around her. Her counterpart and opposite is Mary Fitz-Allard, the daughter of an
aristocrat and a seemingly “normal” and proper woman, rejected by Sir Alexander as a
spouse for his son only because of his own greed. Yet even her identity is altered in the
play’s action. She appears in the opening scene of the play dressed not in her own clothes
but disguised as a sempster in order to gain access to her fiancé Sebastian. Yet he does
not recognize her, the lower-class apparel blinding him and further suggesting the
creative properties of clothing: he sees only a poor working woman, not his aristocratic
love, and when he finally recognizes her he asks “What has transformed my love to this
strange shape?” (1.1.60). At the same time, though, the scene works to undercut the
distinction between women of upper and lower classes by emphasizing their mutual
subjugation to an economy that converts woman’s sex into a commodity. Mary
complains to Sebastian that he has broken “a bond fast sealed, with solemn oaths /… / Is
this bond cancelled, have you forgot me?” (55-58) She speaks of their engagement in
terms of legal contracts, not love, the word “bond” suggesting not only the bonds of
matrimony but also a contract or covenant by which one person is indebted to another.
And Sebastian’s servant Neatfoot puns repeatedly on the sexual implications of
Sebastian’s meeting with the disguised Mary, speaking as though he were a pimp
procuring a prostitute for his master’s pleasure. He plans to “deliver” Sebastian to Mary
once the young master is “erected, that is to say, up” (9). He requests that she “venture
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[her] modesty in the hall” with the “serving-men” (18-19). Finally, he puns on her
disguise, saying that if asked he will say that Sebastian is “busied with a needlewoman,”
needlewoman being a slang term for a whore because of her “expert[ise] with pricks”
(49-50n). As noted above, Moll uses the same word to describe those women forced into
sexual servitude because of an unfair, patriarchal economic system; the use of the word
here similarly suggests Mary’s subordinated economic status as a result of her gender. 126
The cultural logic given explicit voice in the play by Sir Alexander argues for
Moll as a dangerous prodigy that threatens to destabilize all forms of identity, her
influence affecting even the aristocratic Mary. But the narrative logic of the play defies
this as Mary appears onstage and in disguise before Moll does, indeed before she even
knows who Moll is. The conflict between the temporal dimension of the play and the
traditional values espoused by those who despise Moll as unnatural supports the idea that
Moll does not destabilize identity but reveals its inherent instability. Moll is figured
ostensibly as an outsider, an alien that violates what is natural, but in this first scene that
distinction is already undermined before it is made. Sebastian underscores the similarity
between the “normal” Mary and the “monstrous” Moll by calling them both by the same
name: “sweet Moll, I must thy company shun, / I court another Moll,” and he says that
Mary’s “strange disguise / Holds me with fear and wonder,” the same sorts of emotions
his father and others experience when they see Moll in her cross-dressed and in motley
attire (1.1.68-69, 64-65). Just as clothing reveals what it covers and the clitoris exposes
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all women as exceeding their discursively constructed bodies, Moll reveals that all
women are potentially monstrous by conventional standards: they can change their shape
and express their own desires, defying the abilities of men to control and define them.
The effect of these revelations upon male identity is profound. As both Brathwait
and the author of Hic Mulier fear, the exposed female body poses a danger to men by
exciting their lust, its “deformity” and sinfulness provoking the base and sinful side of
men. As the managed woman dissolves, so too does its counterpart and social superior,
man. Sebastian finds his desire for Mary aroused as, under the tutelage of Moll, she
transforms herself. In the opening scene of the play, Sebastian had not recognized Mary
disguised in the feminine clothing of a sempster. In Act IV, the audience sees Sebastian,
Moll, and Mary together for the first time on stage, and Sebastian finally has the
opportunity to express his affection for his intended. The two lovers, Mary disguised as a
page, share a kiss, prompting this exchange:
MOLL. How strange this shows, one man to kiss another.
SEBASTIAN. I’d kiss such men to choose, Moll,
Methinks a woman’s lip tastes well in a doublet. (4.1.45-47)
He finds that Mary’s sexuality is doubled in this form: “every kiss she gives me now / In
this strange form, is worth a pair of two.” (55-56). Again, Moll’s ambiguous sexuality
disrupts traditional notions of femininity, exposing woman’s natural mutability. Mary
even wears Moll’s clothes: “My tailor fitted her, how like you his work?” she asks
Sebastian (69). He, and perhaps also the audience, confuse the two Mary’s; onstage the
women dress in similar if not identical clothing, creating a spectacle that makes concrete
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the predicament surrounding the definition of woman: once it becomes unstable, even
“proper” women are exposed as potentially as lascivious and transgressive as Moll. In
addition, the transformation of Mary into a “hermaphroditic” “pair of two” affects
Sebastian as well, creating a new form of desire within him that “we would now call
homoerotic … it is the potential man within the young woman” who Sebastian wants. 127
But Moll’s encounter with Laxton exemplifies the repercussions to male identity
of Moll’s polymorphous sexuality. A penniless, pretentious fop, Laxton is a figure to be
mocked, a comic fool for the audience to laugh at as he taken down peg after peg
whenever he appears on stage. If Moll is the monstrous parody of woman, Laxton is first
marked as the monstrous parody of man. Sir Alexander introduces him by punning on his
name, saying that Laxton "wants" a "stone," or testicle (1.2.56). The slang “stones” also
related a man’s testicles to the “precious stones” and coins in his purse, 128 so it appears
that Laxton is not only sexually impotent, but lacking wealth as well, as witnessed by his
constant badgering of Mistress Gallipot (a merchant’s wife) for money. 129 Both sexually
impotent and reliant on a woman for financial support, Laxton seems the exact opposite
of the “true” man. Herbert Heller says that “Laxton’s impotency soon suggests a lack of
sexual interest in women,”130 confirmed when the character states that he “will have
nought to do with any woman” (156). So Laxton also appears to be lacking as well the
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appropriate sexual and marital urges that a normal man, such as Sebastian, should have,
his sexual deficiency mirroring his apparently physically deficient body.
Yet Laxton, like Moll, serves also to reveal through his extreme portrayal what is
hidden in masculine nature. His relationship with the married merchant Gallipots
exemplifies the operation of the sexual economy. Despite the implications of his name
and his stated disdain for the opposite sex, Laxton and Mistress Gallipot, an apothecary’s
wife, appear to have some sort of relationship, perhaps sexual in nature. Watching the
two speak, Goshawk says that Laxton “commits venery forty foot deep” (2.1.22-23),
while Gallipot herself puns on pleasuring him “at [her] hands” (77). For his part, Laxton
views the relationship as a “means to keep me in fashion,” taking from her money to
“spend upon other wenches” and other luxuries (80, 81). 131 Asking her for money,
Laxton likens Gallipot herself to wealth:
I protest I’m in extreme want of money: if you can supply
Me now with any means, you do me the greatest pleasure,
Next to the bounty of your love, as ever poor gentleman
tasted. (72-75)
She provides “means” as she provides “love”; her body and her wealth are a source of
sustenance for Laxton, and he equates her sexuality with her function to dole out cash.
Later in the play, Mistress Gallipot receives a letter from Laxton asking for thirty pounds
more. She concocts a scheme to extract the money from her husband, telling him, “before
/ I was to thee contracted, to him I swore [myself in marriage]” (3.2.118-119). Her
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husband, taken in by the ruse, offers to “buy thee of him, stop his mouth with gold”
(137). This exchange of coin for the female body is indicative of a system that, as Rubin
says, treats women as products necessary for the maintenance and reproduction of the
social group. 132 Keeping him in “fashion,” she literally provides the matter for his
existence, demonstrating how male identity is constructed from the commodification of
women.
Laxton is drawn to Moll for similar reasons. When he first sees her, she wears
both male and female clothing, and in his first aside expressing his lust for her, he
remarks upon her plenitude: “sh’as the spirit of four great / parishes, and a voice that will
drown all the city” (2.1.173-174): Moll exceeds where Laxton lacks, her protean quality
demonstrating her “ability to be everything to everyone ….” 133 He desires her, Heller
suggests, thinking that “by mating with her she could supply him with potency.” 134 He
believes that he can buy her like any commodity, betting that “money is that aqua fortis
that eats into … / [her] maidenhead” (180-181). His desire for her increases when she
performs what he cannot but wishes he could do. Watching her brawl with a passerby, he
responds amorously: “Gallantly performed i’faith Moll, and manfully, I love thee /
forever for’t” (243-4). Depending on where the actor pauses, “manfully” could apply to
Moll’s performance – thus Laxton loves her for acting “manfully” – as well as to
Laxton’s response – he loves her in a manly way. 135 Her “manfull” act arouses his desire,
and the “nought” he would do with women before becomes “naught,” as in naughty acts,
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or as Heller puts it, “Laxton acts as if he does ‘nought’ with a woman unless she behaves
manfully.” Just as the adverb floats freely in Laxton’s statement, applying to no single
object, so too does Laxton’s own desire seem unmoored. He wants to possess her
masculinity, hoping it will renew both his own manhood and his wealth, and prove his
own by dominating her sexually; he also desires her because of her masculinity –
emasculated both physically and financially, his own desires have become perverted.
When he praises her ability to “first cuckold the husband / and then make him do as much
for the wife” (211-212), he finds himself aroused by “the double model it provides for his
fantasy life ….” 136 In possessing her, Laxton perhaps imagines that he can possess her
multiple sexualities, both becoming the husband and wife she pleasures as well as gaining
her ability to pleasure both.
This polymorphous desire results in Laxton’s effeminacy being inscribed
violently upon his body. From his own experience Laxton knows certain things about
Moll: he knows of her propensity to transgress fashion conventions; he knows of her
capacity for violence against those whom she feels have wronged her; he knows of her
capability for masculine action. In fact, it is these things that attract him to Moll: he is
attracted to her ability to “ride a stone horse,” that is, to take the masculine role in
intercourse. Yet when he encounters her at their appointed meeting spot, he seems taken
by surprise by her actions. First, he displays inflexibility in his thinking about her,
expecting her to appear just as she had before: “I must look for / a shag ruff, a frieze
jerkin, a short sword, and a saveguard” (3.1.32-33). When she appears “like a man” (35
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s.d.) he does not recognize her, instead mistaking her for “some young barrister” (46). In
her initial appearance on stage, she had been the very figure of transgression and change,
violating known categories, and this had attracted Laxton, but apparently only up to a
certain point. Changing into all male clothes and defying his advances, Moll enacts
visually the instability of the female body and demonstrates her ability to become a man;
the long chain of signifiers from clothing to body to the clitoral supplement collapses as
the hidden addition to the female body manifests itself through the clothing meant to
cover it. Like the author of Hic Mulier, he assumes that a transgressive woman must be
sexually promiscuous and therefore subject to trade and commodification; when first
setting their meeting Laxton paid her “ten angels in fair / gold” (2.1.268-9), presumably
expecting sex in return. “I’ll swear I knew thee not” (3.1.54), he says when he finally
recognizes her, but he is being only partially truthful: he has refused to know her, because
admitting to himself that he loves Moll for acting “manfully” would be to admit of sexual
desires that perhaps do not fit into expected cultural norms of male/female relationships
and to acknowledge his own failure to live up to the norm of manhood.
Faced with an erect Moll brandishing her sword – no mere undeveloped penis but
a fully functioning phallus – Laxton is impotent and unable to “draw,” becoming the
submissive partner in their rendezvous. He is forced to bear witness to her individual
agency, her sword signaling her sexual aggression and making her undesirable to him
because, as McBride writes, “a desiring woman is not desirable” because she threatens
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male dominance.137 Her willfulness manifests in violence done to his being, and the
knowledge of the woman as agent she violently “write[s] … / Upon [his] breast” (107108). He bemoans his defeat at her hands: “sh’has wounded / me gallantly” (125-126),
“gallantly” recalling his response to the earlier, and similar, beating Moll gave to another
man. Moll is dangerous because her desires cannot be contained in the preexisting
notions of proper femininity, and thus she can wound “gallantly” – she fights in a gallant
manner, and she wounds men in their gallantry; the masculinity that makes her desirable
(to some, at least) makes her deadly as well. If Laxton had only lacked metaphoric stones
before, their dialogue suggests he now may be unmanned literally:
LAXTON. I yield both purse and body.
MOLL.

Both are mine,

And now at my disposing. (121-122)
Moll Cutpurse has cut off both his money and his manhood. But while Laxton serves as a
comic figure to be mocked, the irony visited upon the audience is that his fate is
emblematic of the fate of all men. If all women are capable, like Moll, of controlling their
bodies, fashioning themselves according to their own will, and if their bodies defy male
sexual and anatomical knowledge, then what place is left for men? Laxton’s
confrontation enacts all at once the patriarchal nightmares brought to light by a “woman”
like Moll: he can dominate her neither sexually nor economically, and her clitrorally
supplemented body threatens their physical domination as well, as she becomes more
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than a woman, he less than a man. Male status and identity crumbles faced with Moll’s
violent transgression of the acceptable boundaries of the known woman. Without wealth
or manhood, without the ability to draw his sword, Laxton figures as less of a man when
compared to Moll, and his allegorical name becomes literal: he is a figure of lack, of
emptiness and non-existence next to Moll’s plenitude and multiplicity. Similarly, the man
who can neither control a woman’s clothing nor compete with her multiply sexual body
becomes not the measure of physical and moral perfection, but a non-entity. Knowing
Moll dissolves the male identity that had heretofore been founded upon control through
ignorance.
Those critics who stress the recuperative aspects of the play, wherein Moll’s
subversive nature is mitigated or reconciled, emphasize the play’s conclusion, following
the common critical notion that “[t]he marriage scene … in Renaissance drama serves to
reaffirm the existing social order ….” 138 Baston, for example, argues that the light tone of
the ending and Sir Alexander’s acceptance of Moll as a “good wench” indicates “that
Moll’s rejection of marriage is not to be taken as radical critique.” 139 Even those who
stress Moll’s rebellious nature stress that the ending isolates her, removing her as a direct
threat to the social order she has so tormented throughout the play; 140 and as Orgel notes,
Moll is introduced into the play as part of a plot to secure, not disrupt, a marriage. 141
Certainly, the characters within the play attempt to reestablish the system that upholds
their identities, but I want to resist the tendency of critics to view this ending as purely
138
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recuperative; however, we should also resist reading it as wholly mocking its own artifice
in a moment of meta-theatrical self-awareness. Just as the repeated figurations of Moll as
monstrous attempt to separate her out from the “normal” woman, the plot moves towards
resolution by positioning Moll within the conflicts as their cause. In reality, however,
Moll is not the cause but the emblem of the conflicts, the figure that reveals the faults
within the structures of identity and exchange while also being made to serve as their
scapegoat.
The story at the center of the play, the conflict between Sebastian and his father,
symbolizes the breakdown of the social order. The disrupted family has, more than Moll
ever could, traumatized the system and caused upheaval. The internecine conflict stalls
commerce both literal and physical: the men come into conflict over Mary Fitz-Allard
and the role she should play in the system of marital exchange. Sir Alexander’s lust for
gold, above even the five thousand mark dowry offered by Fitz-Allard’s father, prevents
Sebastian from marrying her under threat of disownment: “[He] vowed, if I took thee,
nay more, did swear it, / Save birth, from him I nothing should inherit” (1.1.91-92). Both
marriage and patrilineal inheritance are disrupted prior to the play’s opening, but by
inserting Moll into the conflict, the men disguise their battle as one over her transgressive
nature rather than a fault endemic to the system that treats women as objects of exchange
and puts men in competition with each other over ownership of property and wealth.
Although not literally physical, father and son both conceive of their conflict as violent.
When Sir Alexander relates a story to his friends of a father betrayed by his son,
Sebastian characterizes it as an attack: “How finely, like a fencer, my father fetches his
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by- / blows to hit me, but if I beat you not at your own weapon / of subtlety” (1.2. 110112). His response, dissembling outrage at Sir Alexander’s slander of Moll Cutpurse,
comes like a challenge: “I say that tongue / That dares speak so, but yours, sticks in the
throat / Of a rank villain” (138-140). Convinced by his son’s deception, Sir Alexander
continues the violent metaphor in his own aside: “Is your blood heated? Boils it? Are you
stung? / I’ll pierce you deeper yet” (144-145). The imagery of bloodletting and
swordsmanship reveals the dangerous side of their conflict: it may not be one of physical
violence, but it does contain a form of aggression that threatens to tear apart the social
fabric.
The obstacle to the continued operation of the normal social fabric – in which
men marry, reproduce, and pass their wealth along to their sons to repeat the cycle –
comes not from Moll Cutpurse, who has yet to appear on stage, but from the Wengraves
and particularly from Sir Alexander’s greed and his refusal to part with “what gold / This
marriage would draw from him” (1.1.82-83). But by remaking the argument as one about
Sebastian’s supposed desire for Moll, she is positioned as a prodigious disruption, the
cause of the conflict itself. Similarly, Moll is positioned as the figure who creates
Laxton’s lack, when in truth she only confirms it and reflects it back to him. From the
play’s beginning he is mocked for his impotence, but the letter to Mistress Gallipot
asking for money arrives after his conflict with Moll, as though she were the cause of his
dissolute and unmanly nature.
When Sir Alexander gives Moll “four angels marked with holes,” he attempts to
signal her status as an alien and mark her for punishment (4.1.200).The false currency
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mirrors Moll, who is likewise marked because of her refusal to function as legal tender
between men. Apparently intending to have her arrested for possession of false currency,
Alexander’s act works to transfer his role in the stagnation of the social economy to Moll,
subjecting her to punishment for disruption of the status quo, when in actuality the status
quo has itself collapsed due to its inherent instability. The angels effect a metonymic
transfer of identity to the unidentifiable Moll. Sir Alexander’s avarice in holding out for a
larger dowry and his unwillingness to contribute to his son’s marriage were, just as the
false angels, ultimately unproductive of wealth because they permit no commerce. He
rids himself of the coins, and Moll becomes the site onto which Sir Alexander can
displace the greed that hampered the flow of sexual economic exchange, so that she, not
he, becomes the impediment to be overcome.
Wilber Dunkel’s observation in 1925 that Middleton’s comedies often “end by a
deus ex machina turn,” is provocative because, despite his likely intentions, it
complicates the New Historicist view by encouraging us to question the nature of the
resolution and whether Moll’s disruptive presence has truly been once more repressed. 142
At the play’s end, Moll plays a final trick on Sir Alexander, who thinks his son has been
wed to a proper woman, one, he says, “Just of her pitch was my first wife his mother”
(5.2.132). Alexander watches as Sebastian and his masked bride enter, who is unveiled to
discover Moll. He reacts with horror: “Oh my reviving shame, is’t I must live / To be
struck blind?” (142-143). Moments later, of course, the real bride Mary Fitz-Allard
appears, and Sir Alexander says to her with great relief,
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Forgive me, worthy gentlewoman, ‘twas my blindness
When I rejected thee; I saw thee not,
Sorrow and wilful rashness grew like films
Over the eyes of judgment, now so clear
I see the brightness of thy worth appear. (191-195)
As his language implies a miracle, so too does it seem a miracle that Mary has replaced
Moll. Moll and Mary have barely been differentiated on stage, but now Mary appears for
the first time, and Sir Alexander finds himself suddenly able to recognize her value and
distinguish her from the transgressive Moll. This seems even more unlikely when we
consider that Moll must be dressed, like Mary, in women’s clothing, perhaps even a
wedding gown of some sort. Baston interprets this as a sign of Moll’s rehabilitation, her
clothing symbolizing her acceptance of and into the dominant social order.143 Yet as the
play has repeatedly problematized the stability and readability of clothing as a semiotic
system, Moll’s dress here is perhaps the most disruptive moment of the play: the
prodigious, ineffable monster can appear not only as a man, but as a woman in her most
stereotypical role as a bride-to-be.
Crucially, this bit of trickery is heavily over-determined. Marriage serves as a
transitory state for women, the liminal stage between the transition from a daughter, and
thus property of her father, to wife, and thus property of her husband. The wedding
ceremony serves as a ritual to manage this transition; as Mary Douglas argues, marginal
spaces and moments such as these are fraught with potential for change and disruption,
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and the ritual serves to ensure that this energy is properly routed to keep the social
structure intact. 144 This scene also marks the only time that Moll has appeared onstage in
disguise. Baston assumes that Middleton’s reference to “Venus … pass[ing] through the
play in doublet and breeches, a brave disguise and a safe one” (“To the Comic PlayReaders” 14-15) refers to Moll’s attire throughout the play, despite the fact that Mary
Fitz-Allard also wears men’s clothing, as do all the male characters; furthermore, Baston
offers no suggestion as to what exactly Moll seems to be disguising. 145 But Moll never
attempts to hide who she is, a marked difference from the cross-dressed heroines of
Shakespeare’s comedies who dress as men to escape the strictures place on female
behavior. 146 Moll does not need to disguise herself to act of her own accord, but instead is
always herself. When she appears as a bride, however, she appears not as herself
(although she is also not not-herself), but as all other women. The signs of female identity
are undermined in this transition, releasing the disruptive power of Moll by cloaking it in
the garb of the dutiful wife, demonstrating that it is always already a part of the marital
economy: women are (in) transition whether daughters, wives, mothers, or even bridesto-be.
Twice now Mary and Moll have appeared on stage in identical or near-identical
clothing, but the “true” woman, the one suitable for marriage, is somehow marked as
distinct, at least according to the reactions of the characters, despite the disruptive power
that is the very basis of the marriage scene. The sudden distinction between the two
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women dramatizes the reassertion of ignorance, specifically, ignorance of the possibility
that a “good” woman like Mary (or Alexander’s deceased wife) could be anything like
the monstrous Moll. Returning to the metaphor of the woman’s sexual body, we can say
that the arbitrary distinction between the two women acts out a theatrical clitoridectomy,
but rather than serving a purely recuperative function, the marriage that closes the play
seems to foreground its own artifice in the same moment that it offers a “happy ending.”
The difference between the two women is covered by their similar marital outfits; the
sameness of their surfaces displays their essential nature as difference itself, but in order
for the play to “end” the characters (and audience) must refuse to see what the fetishized
clothes hide/reveal.
Compared to the passion of Sebastian and Mary’s previous encounter, when the
latter had appeared in men’s clothing, the final scene plays out rather bloodlessly; the
newlyweds do not even enter together. Moll, whose presence had so threatened the
stability of social identity, remains an outsider; although her most outspoken opponent
Sir Alexander forgives her for her trickery, she remains a figure of difference that cannot
be integrated. Asked when she’ll marry, she responds,
When you shall hear
Gallants void from sergeants’ fear,
Honesty and truth unslandered,
Woman manned but never pandered,
Cheats booted but not coached
Vessels older ere they’re broached. (5.2.217-222)
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As one observer states, “This sounds like doomsday” (225). Moll’s integration into the
sexual economy is deferred to the apocalypse, and given the extreme characterizations of
Moll throughout the play and the surrounding cultural hysteria over her transgressions, it
is unclear whether Moll’s marriage would be the cause or effect of doomsday. So, Moll
remains an alien and inscrutable figure to be vilified again and again by moralists such as
Sir Alexander: describing her as a monster allows them to displace anxiety over female
bodies and female desires onto Moll, and it renders other women safe. The sexual
economy in crisis at the play’s open has been restored through marriage at the close, but
this resolution is arbitrary and forced, and the fact that Moll and Mary remain essentially
indistinguishable onstage and at the play’s end undercuts the categorical division of the
woman into the good, marriageable female and the dangerous, monstrous outsider. And
Mary, also dressed in the fashion of difference disguised as sameness, does become part
of the marital economy, but whether she is truly integrated remains an unknown,
something that can only be wondered at as the play ends.
But there is one last excess presented on stage. The printed play closes with an
“Epilogus” that announces, “The Roaring Girl herself, some few days hence, / Shall on
this stage give larger recompense” (34-35). In fact, the real Mary Frith did appear on
stage, likely at a performance of this very play, where, according to The Consistory of
London Correction Book, she appeared in male clothing, drank and sang, and “told the
company there present that she thought many of them were of opinion that she was a
man, but if any of them would come to her lodging they should find that she is a
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woman.” 147 Garber writes that the audience is subject to a series of contradictory
apprehensions: that Moll is a woman, but the actor is not; that the characters will be
deceived, but the audience is not; that there is a “real” Moll, but she is not on stage in this
play. 148 And as Krantz notes, the real Moll Frith “essentializes genitalia” as identity in
offering to prove herself a woman but at the same time “forces the audience to juxtapose
her normal sex organs with her ‘abnormal,’ transgressive appearance and behavior.” 149 In
its final moments, the play points outside itself to the woman of Mary Frith. Doubly
highlighting its own artifice, the play suggests that there is something even it cannot
represent, the person who herself defies audience expectations and cultural discourses of
knowledge, appearing as a man but offering to show any bold enough that she could also
be a woman. While ostensibly recuperating and reasserting the primacy of gender
hierarchy through its final marriage, the play signals, even celebrates, the return of the
repressed and effaced knowledge that the reigning discourses cannot recognize to be
enacted by Mary Frith. The constant cycle of rupture and displacement that reifies
masculine identity and authority simultaneously indicates its own limitations, gesturing to
the ignored and unspoken that remains alien but always known in potential.
For this reason I resist making a declaration about just what Moll “is,” and I
would suggest that critics should be wary of attempting too rigid classifications of the
roaring girl and remain aware of the importance and power of ignorance in the work of
scholarship. As mentioned above, Gustav Ungerer’s work demonstrates how the real
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Mary Frith was “dehumanized” by commentators, reduced to known classifications,
cutting off parts of her in order to “know” her not on her own terms, but on theirs. For
example, those who read her as hermaphroditic because of the way she functions as a
third term to disrupt the male/female binary attempt to establish Moll as having one
specific cultural resonance for the audience of Jacobean London, ignoring the figure’s
polysemy. And, as those who support the New Historicist reading of the play as socially
recuperative argue, scholars who read Moll as a subversive proto-feminist or queer
champion do so by ignoring her role in securing Sebastian’s socially acceptable pairing
with Mary Fitz-Allard. 150 And these critics themselves seek to rein in the excesses
suggested by Moll’s character and the play’s narrative by abstracting it to fit within the
common-place notion that all Renaissance comedy must ultimately reinforce the status
quo. All ignore the fact that Middleton and Dekker’s play celebrates her absolute
unnameability. The critical debate over Moll’s function as either a figure of female
empowerment or a means to stabilize the patriarchal culture ignores the fact that Moll is
both, if not more; Orgel captures some of the essential instability of the work when he
writes that she “defeat[s] the patriarchal menace [of Sir Alexander] in favour of the
patriarchal virtues [of marriage].” 151 She resists critical classification just as she resists
the efforts of the characters to control and identify her, and that seems to be Middleton
and Dekker’s point. Moll is multiply figured, depending on one’s perspective. From the
perspective of the status quo, which is (in part) male and aristocratic she is the anxiety
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inducing threat that constantly challenges social identity but is also its inevitable result.
From Moll’s perspective, or rather from a perspective not engaged with the patriarchal
voices of the play, she punctures the state. The play recuperates her, but then the epilogue
and Moll herself negate the recuperation. Neither part can be taken aone, for they exist
only in relation to each other as part of the whole of the play.
Miller writes that “we need to ask if [Moll] … becomes a commodity for us to
consume.”152 The ultimate undecidability of the roaring girl is what gives the play its
power to entertain, and critics must be aware of the ultimately provisional nature of
attempts to define Moll so that we can see her apart from notions of essentialized gender,
sexed, or sexual identities and ensure that our criticism does not cut off Moll’s desire or
efface her existence by refusing to know her and instead recreating her in terms of our
own critical knowledge. Or as Miller puts it, we “expect, paradoxically, a Moll beyond
our expectations …. [and] she asks us to question our own use of her for our
entertainment ….” In demonstrating the range of the play’s disruptions and concurrent
recuperations, I argue that the play is both and neither. This is not to say that meaning
must be abandoned, but rather that meaning must be recognized as fantasy. Fantasy can
be, in an Althusserian sense, a form of ideological domination that keeps us ignorant of
our situation, but it can also be a means of recreation and inspiration, an impetus to
change by seeking out the unknown. Only once we open ourselves up to the vastness of
meaning and the possibilities of fantasy can we begin to see the opportunities for change
and escape from hegemony, and find the possibilities for liberatory interpretation that do
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not reproduce the ideologies we wish to challenge, that do not impose the present upon
the past, and that allow us to read the past, present, and future as dynamic. The duty of
the scholar, then, is to read the play as open and to see Moll as the emblem of the
unknown; this is to allow the play to work, to remain somewhat unknown, to continue the
extension of its operations, and to remain open to the play’s truths.
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CHAPTER 2
THE KNOWING WOMAN: AEMILIA LANYER’S DIVINE KNOWLEDGE
AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE POETIC SUBJECT
The previous chapter addressed the complex operations of ignorance in forming
individual subjectivity. The action of The Roaring Girl illustrates how ignorance serves
as the enforcer of cultural norms in Jacobean England, effacing what cannot fit into the
discourses upon which hegemonic subjectivities and self-knowledge are based.
Specifically, the play shows how patriarchal ignorance of woman, of her possibilities for
self-control and her existence beyond patriarchal knowledges, is necessary for the
maintenance of male subjectivity. When previously excluded knowledge about women
emerges into view, it exposes the exclusionary violence of the dominant discourses of
knowledge and must therefore be characterized as monstrous and simultaneously marked
yet unknowable; knowledge cannot know that it does not know, and its illusory mastery
must remain complete in order to function as the basis upon which identity is built. At the
same time, Moll Cutpurse, who exists within the ignored space within cultural
knowledge, can fashion herself independent of the forces that dominate other women. So,
ignorance can be seen to function in multiple, sometimes complementary and sometimes
contradictory ways: it enforces cultural power when hidden and disrupts cultural power
when its presence is revealed, and it acts as an agent in service of self-fashioning for both
empowered and culturally excluded selves.
In this chapter, I will consider the operations of ignorance and knowledge from
the “inside.” Dekker and Middleton, although they celebrate the power and resilience of
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the unknown, write from a relative position of privilege as educated, bourgeois men in a
patriarchal culture. While I argue that they celebrate the disruptive power of ignorance to
return again and again to challenge cultural discourses that are based on delimiting
knowledge, they do not exist in the same outsider space that a woman like the historical
Mary Frith would have occupied. They can describe the effects of rupture on the status
quo and how the unknown woman is figured in the language of dominant knowledge, but
The Roaring Girl does not delineate the strategies of disruptive self-fashioning
themselves. Now I will examine the way the relations between knowledge and ignorance
are manipulated to construct an individual subjectivity within the poetry of Aemilia
Lanyer, a relatively “unknown” figure living on the margins of early modern society.
Since Aemilia Lanyer’s emergence into literary history in the 1970s, her project
of poetic self-fashioning has fascinated critics of her only known work, Salve Deus Rex
Judaeorum. Scholars have described her variously as a scheming social climber, a devout
Christian, and an outspoken proto-feminist. At the same time, they have been vexed in
attempts to come to terms with the import of a book that was, by all indications,
completely unnoticed in its time, and of a relatively unique woman who, in her pursuit of
a poetic career, fared little better than her verse. Still, whatever their assessments of
Lanyer’s motivations, academics of early modern literature have agreed that Lanyer
demonstrated remarkable and almost unrivaled ambition for a woman of her time;
clearly, Lanyer wanted something, and she wanted to be someone.
This chapter considers Lanyer’s poetic subjectivity in light of the operations of
ignorance and knowledge that permeate Salve Deus and the culture from which it
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emerges. Like many critics, I read Lanyer’s work as the expression of desire, most
particularly the desire to be a poetic subject. That is, Lanyer expresses in her poetry and
her poetry manifests the desire for agency in and mastery over one’s own existence as
well as a desire for that agency to be recognized as distinct, individual, and selfgenerated. I contend that this desire and the subjectivity that Lanyer fashions through her
poem arise from the spaces of cultural ignorance. Not that Lanyer herself was ignorant or
uneducated; clearly, she had proficiency in early modern poetic and rhetorical techniques,
a strong knowledge of the Bible and prominent scriptural and theological issues, and at
least some familiarity with much of the male-authored poetry now considered central to
the canon.1 Rather, her poetry emerges from and in response to the social discourses,
particularly those of gender and class, that objectified her and made her both known, like
all women a measured quantity or object under the controlling gaze of her superiors, and
unknown, effacing her agency and individuality by assigning her to a class of being that
excludes recognition of any action or desire that does not fit within the epistemological
structure constructed by cultural power.
From these spaces wherein she figures as both ignorant and ignored relative to the
agents of power, Lanyer constructs new states of knowledge and ignorance that upset the
social hierarchies that have disempowered her. Central to Lanyer’s work are questions
1
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about human knowledge of the divine: both how one can and should know Christ and the
divine will of God, and how one can come to be known by God as well as other believers
as a faithful Christian worthy of grace. The interactions between humanity and divinity
revolve around these issues of knowledge: those who are blessed by God know him
intimately and personally, usually through the figure of his son Jesus, and in turn he
acknowledges them through the gift of salvation; those who are ignorant of divine truth
remain ignored and unsanctified.
The distinction between the knowledgeable and the ignorant manifests in
differential markers of identity: at the level of the Passion narrative, the poet-narrator
writes of the special knowledge women have of God and the privileged Christian identity
that knowledge grants them, while men are derided as almost universally ignorant of and
disloyal to Christ. This gendered definition of the individual’s relationship to Jesus
extends to the framing elements of the Passion narrative, where Lanyer praises her female
patrons for their special, feminine relationship to their savior. Aligning devotion to God
along the lines of gender inverts the worldly patriarchal order: men, who possess power
over women on earth, are subordinated as the unsanctified, while women, who suffer
under masculine oppression, are exalted through their intimate connection to their savior.
Ann Baynes Coiro says this inversion manifests the spirit of “leveling Christian
radicalism,” but McBride’s reference to the “founding paradox of Christian dogma …
power disguised as humbleness” more accurate characterizes Lanyer’s poetic method:
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Lanyer’s work is infused by a desire not for equality but for power and authority. 2 As
Mary the mother of Christ proclaims of God in the Magnificat, “He hath put downe the
mighty from their seates, and exalted them of lowe degree.”3 The Geneva commentators
gloss the former group as “The mightie and rich men” and the latter as “Such, as none
accompt is made of, and are vile in mens eyes, which are in deede the poore in spirit, that
is, such as chalenge nothing to themselues, in the sight of God.” Lanyer makes the
sentiment expressed in Mary’s prayer the central principle of her work, deploying it along
gendered lines in order to authorize both her poetry and her scriptural interpretations.
Lanyer and her audience are those of “lowe degree” blessed by God’s attention, those
who are not counted in or by worldly society; in other words, the unknown, the ignorant,
and the ignored. Their lowly status on earth marks them as having a privileged
relationship to God, knowing him in a way that the “mightie and rich” cannot. But
Lanyer extends the division between empowered and disempowered beyond the axis of
gender, exalting herself above her female patrons just as she exalts them over men. By
repeatedly effacing herself in declaring her subordination to others, Lanyer ultimately
raises herself to the level of most knowledgeable, turning the social discourses of power
and knowledge/ignorance against themselves.
Sight serves as a prominent poetic and narrative trope for the relationships of
knowledge and ignorance that separate the blessed from the unfaithful. As cultural
metaphors for knowledge and ignorance, vision and blindness describe the spiritual
2
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essence of the figures in Lanyer’s poetry: those who can “see” God possess a form of true
sight wherein one attends to the holy and divine essence, while the ignorant possess only
a corrupt and corrupted sense that attends to earthly appearance. Throughout the
narrative, relations based on vision, or contrarily on blindness and obscurity, allegorize
the devotion of the faithful to Christ and his gift of salvation in response. Those who
devote themselves to God can see his real presence in Jesus, who responds by granting
them salvation. Those who cannot see Christ’s divinity are ignored and doomed to a
sinful and fallen existence.
Yet vision and obscurity function as more than poetic signifiers of the relationship
of the human to the divine; sight or the lack thereof serves also as the literal action of
divine knowledge and earthly ignorance. When Jesus looks upon those who serve him
faithfully, the act of seeing them is the blessing itself as well as the sign of that blessing;
they receive grace because God acknowledges them as saved by casting his eyes upon
them. Being the object of God’s sight and possessing the ability to see God’s presence are
ontological as well as epistemological states, expressions not just of what one knows but
what one is. Similarly, those whom Christ ignores, whom he refuses to see, remain
unblessed, because Christ does not know them; in their inability or unwillingness to
acknowledge the divine truth of Jesus, they separate themselves from the possibility of
salvation, and when he declines to look on them, the repudiation itself is the punishment.
To be unknown to and unseen by God is to be forever separated from him, in a state of
hellish ignorance.
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Lanyer divides the faithful from the sacrilegious through a paradox in which those
most objectified and excluded on earth are the most holy who know God in the most pure
form. From the figure of Eve, the first woman condemned for her ignorant attraction to
the forbidden fruit, thus fixing the position of all women to follow as subordinate to men,
to Lanyer’s primary patron Margaret Clifford, who was ostracized from the social spaces
of power and fame due to her marital and financial difficulties, the women of the poem
have been seen and dismissed, excluded from the centers of culture and objectified as
known and sinful creatures peripheral to the operations of social power. By making these
figures the center of her poem, Lanyer acknowledges their inferior status while
employing it to work its own upheaval as the sign of their salvation: the knower is also
known, not to her temporal society, but rather to God. Those in possession of divine
knowledge remain ostracized to the world. Ignorance, on the other hand, acts as willful
blindness to the divine and an inordinate and idolatrous attachment to the world
accompanied by a concomitant recognition from the world in the form of earthly power
and reward.
The contrast between earthly and divine acknowledgement upon which Lanyer
builds her narrative and the visual relationships within reveals a paradox in the nature of
subjectivity within Lanyer’s text. In the Christian framework of the poem, an individual
only knows herself through the knowledge of God. Seeing God creates the “I” but also
subordinates and effaces the self before God. One must recognize the divine as the
precursor of the self: God is the sine qua non of the “I”, and the self does not exist
without God and exists only in relation to God. One becomes an “I” only by seeing God
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and accepting that there is no self without God, by accepting one’s existence as wholly
contingent. On the other hand, those who refuse to see God do so out of a sense of
solipsistic arrogance. They do not recognize the ontological essence of divinity, instead
judging only appearances in relation to their own existence; the Pharisees and Roman
executioners see Jesus not as the Son of God, but as a poor rabble-rouser. This refusal to
acknowledge divinity is in some sense the ultimate expression of subjectivity,
proclaiming that one’s existence is not predicated upon the divine but upon oneself. But it
is also a profound misrecognition that eradicates the “I” by effacing the necessary
grounding upon which that “I” exists. Those who exalt themselves are shown to be
hollow, while those who acknowledge their nothingness before God in that moment also
establish themselves as ontological realities.
By noting such complications, we can see that Lanyer treads a fine line between
knowledge and ignorance and the expression and denial of self. And while she most
vocally employs the paradox of power in humbleness in the upheaval of gendered
hierarchies, her subversion of worldly authority acts also to aggrandize her own status.
She invokes her own unique connection to God through her poetic and prophetic
understanding of divine truth, which she has received as a gift from God. Lanyer defines
her subjectivity through the inspiration she receives from God despite her unworthy
ignorance; as women have been humbled on earth before men and thus received God’s
blessing, she humbles herself further, becoming the empty and unworthy vehicle for the
divine Word. Her special knowledge prioritizes Lanyer as a Christian subject not only
above ignorant men but above even her female aristocratic addressees, who receive
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through Lanyer the grace of God. Lanyer even goes so far as to craft within her poem the
justification for her exaltation. She figures God and Jesus (as poetic characters) in such a
way that validates the nature of the subjectivity and authorial persona she wishes to
claim. Lanyer (that is, the fictional Lanyer-figure of the narrator) states that she receives
her poetic gifts from God, but the text and her particular interventions in scripture and
scriptural interpretation create the divine order and her knowledge of it in order to fashion
herself as a poet; Lanyer writes the God that blesses her and makes her his poet into
being. Lanyer not only upends gender hierarchies by granting women a special
relationship to their savior, but also by elevating her poetic vision to the status of
prophecy and even theurgy, she raises herself above those aristocratic women to whom
she applies for patronage, violating not only gender hierarchies but class ones as well.
She writes into existence the divinity that will recognize her and grant her special
knowledge in order to validate her proclaimed poetic self, creating it based on her
interpretations from a position of social and cultural inferiority so that it will reverse
those very conditions and exalt her through her suffering. Thus, the divine order Lanyer
creates in her text relies upon the social discourse to which it responds; knowledge and
ignorance are reversed, yet the binary relationship between the two must remain intact in
order to construct the empowered subjectivity Lanyer desires. Lanyer’s knowledge, her
cogito-like implication that “I know God, therefore I am someone,” is not simply a
positive expression, but a self-generating one that relies upon the construction and
existence of those who do not know.
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As a result, Lanyer’s project is in some sense fundamentally self-contradictory. In
Salve Deus, individuals exist within a hierarchy of knowledge. To be known is to be
disempowered and subjected, even if such subjection is in the form of salvation from and
submission to God, while to be the source of knowledge is to be a free subject. In
subverting the hierarchies of knowledge, Lanyer reinscribes their inverse; the spiritually
ignorant yet temporally empowered must remain so in order to validate her position as
epistemologically blessed and excluded from worldly power. Yet Lanyer’s text seems, at
least in part, to be motivated by her desire to be known to her patrons (and perhaps to a
wider society, including those figures of masculine power she denigrates), a desire that is
the product of the social and economic inferiority she acknowledges through her request
for patronage but rejects in her claims to poetic and prophetic authority. Lanyer can only
exist as the subject she desires to be within her own text, where she can write into being
the patrons who recognize her as a supremely knowledgeable subject; to be
acknowledged by them would both raise her status and lower it, the rewards she seeks
being the very sign of her debasement at the hands of the aristocratic women. Thus
Lanyer must efface herself repeatedly throughout the text, humbling herself before her
patrons in order to rise above them. Her book displaces her, becoming the mirror for
patrons to see themselves in as well as the carrier of divine grace. The poetry becomes
the sign and matter of salvation; reading and recognizing its truth graces and
demonstrates grace. But outside of the text, where Lanyer has remained unknown for
nearly 400 years, she becomes the object of those who can choose to see or not see her. In
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some sense, then, she exercises authority and becomes a subject insofar as she remains
unknown and unseen, only a ghostly figure behind the poetry, unacknowledged. 4
In an early modern context, sight serves as a particularly powerful trope for the
operations of knowledge and ignorance because of its centrality to questions of
epistemology and religion as well as its importance as a vector of power and desire. As
Ernest Gilman notes, early modern poets considered their work closely related to visual
representation in terms of techniques, subjects, and goals: “the poet could imagine his
own activity as a kind of painting, and his works as somehow constituting visual
artifacts.”5 For example, Sir Philip Sidney states in his Defense of Poesy that the poet
crafts a “speaking picture” of the world. 6 Sidney believes that poetry can recreate the
world in language, provoking within the reader an image of the described reality that
transcends the mere denotation of the words. George Puttenham also makes an explicit
connection between the poetic and visual arts, writing, “when we liken a human person to
another … it is not called bare Resemblance but Resemblance by Imagery or Portrait,
alluding to the painter’s term, who yieldeth to the eye a visible representation of the thing
he describes and painteth in his table.”7 Both characterize poetry as a form of knowing
analogous and in some sense identical in its operation to the knowledge created when one
4
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looks at a painting or image. One takes possession of a thing, intellectually speaking, by
seeing and knowing it.
Yet vision, while a central epistemological agent in the early modern period, was
also subject to extreme levels of skepticism, most powerfully demonstrated in the
iconoclastic energies generated by the Reformation. Reformation views on imagery were
of particular importance for English poets in the later sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries. Reformation leaders felt not only “an overt hostility to ‘images’ in worship but
[also] a deep suspicion of the idolatrous potential of the fallen mind and its fallen
language ….” 8 Within an iconoclastic culture, relating poetry to vision acts to undermine,
not strengthen, the epistemological claims of poetry, aligning it with the idolatrous and
the fallen. Lanyer’s gendered distinction between the visions of men and women holds
special significance because it touches directly on the culturally sensitive question of the
individual’s relation to the divine through sensory apprehension: when looking at an
image (visual or verbal), does one see the divine essence or merely one’s own desire? In
representing the ineffable divine, does one create an idol, a means of expressing power
over God, or does one submit oneself to the power of God that operates through the
individual?
Such questions and the difficult, often paradoxical answers they provoke sit at the
heart of the iconoclastic impulses and the focus on individual belief of the Protestant
Reformers. These developments not only transformed Christian Europe’s spiritual
practices but also had profound effects on the epistemology of the divine. The anxieties
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over the use of images in worship, the attempt of humans to reproduce the visual form of
God and the relationship between these images and the individual believer, reveal the
convoluted and contradictory nature of vision as understood in the early modern period.
For Luther, images could serve an important purpose in Christian life, but they had to be
stripped of their power. Joseph Leo Koerner refers to this as the “tragedy” of Lutheran
art, for it created images “built to signal the fact of their impotence”; art revealed the
truth of its fictional status as mere signifier, arbitrary symbol for a real, and divine,
signified. 9 For Luther and other Protestants, religious art was a powerful force that could
spur the weak to misunderstanding, drawing their desire away from God towards false
images. A religious idol, as the iconoclasts conceived it, was “a blank and blind signifier
preempting the manifestation of the sought-after divinity, replacing a revealed otherness
with a palpably human creation ….” 10 To avoid the sin of idolatry, one had to be
educated in the true faith through apprehending God’s divine Word; images must be
made to adhere to scripture, supporting the work of the Word but never replacing or
replicating it, and the individual’s will had to be eradicated before God’s truth. 11 While
Luther wished that he could “have the whole Bible painted inside and out … for everyone
to see,” he understood art as purely didactic, a means of instructing the viewer in the
mysteries of the faith, but not as a tool for religious experience itself. The Word, which
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was the direct presence of God’s voice and not, like images, mere human thought, was
the only means of knowing and “seeing” the divine. 12
Luther’s comparatively lenient attitude towards imagery exposes the complexity
of the iconoclastic debate when seen alongside the attitudes of more virulently
iconoclastic theologians of the time. For reformers such as Karlstadt and Calvin, the use
of imagery in worship was one of the prime aspects of the Roman Church’s wrongheadedness and devotion to false idols rather than true faith. 13 Calvin explicitly opposed
any artistic attempt to represent God as a threat to the manifestation of divine glory. 14 He
believed that “God is spirit and should thus be worshipped spiritually,” as Christopher
Joby writes, and thought that art could hamper the proper form of devotion because it
focused the individual on the physical world. 15 In his commentary on Psalm 25, Calvin
writes of worldly things as “adversities … like mists which darken the eyes.” 16 The sight
of the soul, which could apprehend God in his “absolute transcendence … and his total
‘otherness’ in relation to [worldly and physical] man”17 is blinded by the fallen, earthly
sight of the flesh. The light of God, which Calvin says in the commentary on Psalm 27
“is used in Scripture to denote joy, or the perfection of happiness,” is obscured by the
physicality of the world and its images. 18 Any art, whether visual or verbal, that
foregrounds the sublunary over the divine is idolatrous and sinful according to Calvin’s
12
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thought.
The iconoclasm spurred by reformers on the Continent quickly spread to England,
but it was not until Edward VI’s ascension to power that the most violent policies of
iconoclasm were enacted. 19 Eamon Duffy writes that “[a]t the heart of the Edwardine
reform was the necessity of destroying …. the monuments of popery, so that the doctrines
they embodied might be forgotten,” although he also notes that its enactment was far
from universally approved and often times motivated by the joy of destruction rather than
true belief in reform.20 Still, Edwardine iconoclasm was widespread and largely effective
in purging religious imagery and icons from the island. According to Richard Marks, the
radical policies of Edward VI placed all images under attack, with explicit orders to
destroy any that could tempt abuse, even those that were in private homes, and “all
externalized gestures of devotion … were proscribed.”21 Despite Mary I’s efforts to
reinstate Roman practices, religious art was largely excised from English culture by the
reign of Elizabeth I. Certainly Elizabeth trod a middle ground less extreme than her
younger brother Edward, even retaining a crucifix for her private chapel, much to the
19
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chagrin of the more puritanical members of her government. But she also ordered the
removal of all parish roods early in her reign, apparently drawing a distinction between
her personal practice and what was proper for the country at large. Elizabeth, it seems,
knew how to properly exercise her vision, while her subjects needed the proper guidance.
But regardless of her relative leniency, the iconoclasm unleashed by the Reformation in
England had turned much of England against painting and religious art, and the Tudor
monarchs’ “fail[ure] to engage in active artistic patronage” ensured that generations in
England would pass without strong development in the visual arts.22
The English “sacrament of forgetfulness,” as Duffy terms it, ironically reveals the
power of images and the spiritual danger posed by earthly vision as well as the confusion
in iconoclastic understandings of vision. The potentially idolatrous image, in and of itself,
is held to be without power; it is, after all, an imitation of God, not the actual figure of the
divine. The individual imbues it with power by looking at it. Yet the physical presence of
the image possesses some power to draw the individual away from the divine. While the
language of the religious injunctions is often directed at the individual believer’s actions
in relation to imagery, the energy expended on the destruction of icons unwittingly
invests the objects themselves with power; the violence unleashed upon icons functions
as the exact reversal of their seductive and idolatrous operation on the spirit. Thus, even
the most iconoclastic tendencies appear as not the negation but the inversion of preReformation devotional practices that employed visual art as a key element of religious
experience: the individual reaches the divine through vision, either through meditating
22
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upon a visual object as a sign of communion or through destroying the object as a
hindrance to that communion and thus expressing a sight beyond sight through the
elimination of the worldly things that blind the viewer to heavenly light.
The paradox of iconoclasm results from contradicting impulses inherent in the
nature of vision: does one trust the immediate apprehension of the world or believe in an
organizing power beyond the visible? Is this power knowable through interpretation of
the evidence of the invisible in the visible, and if so, how? Or is the visible always a
barrier to true knowledge? The difficulty in accepting one understanding of vision over
another comes from the operation of sight itself. By its nature vision complicates notions
of agency; according to early modern thought, sight is inherently duplicitous.
Seventeenth-century scholar and cleric Robert Burton waffles on the sense’s nature,
claiming in the First Partition of Anatomy of Melancholy that the eye – here serving
metonymically for its sensory function – is “active or passive; active in sight, the eye sees
the colour; passive when it is hurt by his object, as the eye by the sunbeams.” 23 The use
of the noncommittal “or” reveals an unwillingness, perhaps an inability, to insist on any
one description of the eye. In the Third Partition of his study, Burton returns to the eye
when speaking of “love melancholy,” the cause of which comes “[b]y sight: the eye
betrays the soul, and is both active and passive in this business; it wounds and is
wounded, is an especial cause and instrument, both in the subject and in the object.” 24
The lover acts and is acted upon by the loved object/subject, while the loved thing
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displays itself to be seen, and in that display affects those who look upon it.
Such ambivalence has its roots in the classical world, and the genealogies of
visual theories as either active or passive reveal the fundamental confusion at the heart of
vision that allows Lanyer to create a complicated and dynamic negotiation between states
of knowledge and ignorance. The theories of sight that informed Reformation theologians
and other thinkers of the early modern period date back to the Greeks, primarily Plato and
Aristotle. 25 While related, the Platonic and Aristotelian doctrines of vision often
contradicted one another, especially on the fundamental question of the activity or
passivity of the eye in vision; as such, Renaissance and early modern theories of vision
were a complex and sometimes confusing mix of discourses and conceptions. Plato laid
out his concept of vision most thoroughly in the Timaeus, and according to Sergei
Lobanov-Rostovsky, this text was the primary source for Renaissance conceptions of
vision. 26 His visual theory can be broadly categorized as both active and extramissive;
that is, Plato makes the viewing subject active in the operation of sight, and the
mechanics of sight involve the emission of visual rays from the eye. In Timaeus, Plato
states that vision is the prime sense because it was the first created by the gods.
According to Francis Cornford, sight can lead the individual to the intellectual and
spiritual perception of the true, non-material essence of the universe, the universe of
25
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Forms of which the human world is a shadow, because it is the sense that most reveals
the harmony of the created world. 27 So, the mechanism of sight, in which inner and outer
“fires” meet and reach an equilibrium,28 not only reveals how the physical world is
apprehended by the individual viewer but also carry a metaphysical significance about
the relationship of the individual to reality. Vision involves multiple forces that must act
in concert in order for sight to occur, and thus in order for the metaphoric and
metaphysical capabilities of light to be realized: one cannot perceive the reality of
creation if one cannot even bear witness to its physical manifestation. The individual
viewer must play some part in creating this harmony, as she must interact and connect
with “the light of the sun, and the light emitted from external objects.” 29 In the Platonic
system sight reveals the divine essence which underlies all creation; the human has
something of godly nature within, and vision is the recognition of and action caused by
the equivalency between inner and outer worlds.
Galen of Pergamum, whose theories dominated medieval and early modern
medicine, elaborated on Plato’s theories; following his Greek predecessor as well as
numerous Stoic philosophers, Galen believed sight to be an active process on the part of
the viewer. Galen held that an invisible material emitted by the eye, called pneuma, 30
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does not just interact with the external world but actually affects it. The extromitted
pneuma creates a continuous body between the individual and the seen object. As it
emerges from the brain, travels through the optic nerve and finally out through eye, the
pneuma “is united at the first impact with the surrounding air and alters the air to its own
peculiar nature”; 31 the air, in other words, becomes an extension of the viewing subject:
“it becomes for the eye the same kind of instrument … as the nerve is for the brain.” 32 As
Lobanov-Rostovsky notes, this formulation genders the act of seeing, making it a sexual
and penetrative act; vision in Galenic theory “is both sovereign and implicitly male.” 33
The pneuma impregnates the air, making it visible to the observer. In a sense, sight
“creates” the world around the viewer; or rather, it transforms the world around the
viewer, making it visible through its union with the perceptive powers of the individual’s
soul. Whereas for Plato sight reveals the correspondence between the internal and
external through the collaboration of the subject’s perceptive power with the light of
creation, Galen posits that the subject acts on the world, making it more like the subject
and thus visible to the subject.
While both Plato and Galen carve a space for the role of the observer, the
Aristotelian tradition reverses agency in sight, making the eye “a matrix, in which light
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implants its substance.” 34 Aristotle writes of sense perception as a phenomenon in which
the viewing subject is “moved and affected … [in] a type of alteration.”35 Unlike the
Platonic theory, where the subject acts in concert with external light, or the Galenic
theory, where the subject acts on the external world, the viewing subject of Aristotle’s
writings is the object of the external world’s active motion. If the Galenic eye is male, the
Aristotelian eye, according to Lobanov-Rostovsky, is female and passive, “a womb of
light, conceiving the world within itself in passive acceptance of its forms.” 36 This almost
exact opposition between Aristotle and Galen can be seen when Aristotle writes, “[t]he
perceiver is potentially what the perceptible object actually is already …. When it is
being affected, then, it is unlike the object; but when it has been affected it has been made
like the object and has acquired its quality.” 37 Instead of the pneuma making the external
air like the viewer, the eye becomes the object rather than the subject of vision, with sight
being inflicted upon the individual, who receives but has no active role in meeting or
creating the external light.
Lindberg argues that these theories, here placed in opposition, have more
important elements in common, most specifically their agreement on the idea that the
viewer becomes part of a “chain capable of transmitting motions … to the intellect of the
observer.” 38 But the issue of activity and passivity in sight, despite Lindberg’s dismissal
of it as a secondary concern, is of critical importance for early modern theories of vision,
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especially in the context of Reformist debates over the idolatrous power of imagery and
the role of the individual (or lack thereof) in achieving salvation. For Aristotle, the
process of sight imposes knowledge of the external world and its order upon the
individual, a doctrine fitting with the proto-empiricist mentality evinced in his
philosophy. He writes, “the intellect is in a way potentially the objects of intellect, but
before it understands them, it is none of them actually. Its potentiality is that of a writing
tablet with nothing actually written on it – which is also true of the intellect.”39 The
subject becomes like that thing which imposes itself upon the intellect through sense
apprehension, and in this becoming the subject becomes knowledgeable. Plato’s theories
offer more potential confusion because the subject’s relationship to knowledge is
complicated by the problem of the individual’s will in the act of seeing. Knowledge of
truth – of the reality of the Forms and the lesser reality of the physical – can be lost
because the vehicle for gaining this knowledge, sight, can also be the vehicle for
obscuring it. The poets and artists banned from Plato’s republic confuse their own ideas
of reality, gleaned through their sensory apprehensions, with truth; 40 one must understand
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worldly knowledge as the vehicle and not the tenor of the truth, seeing past sight to the
immaterial reality of pure Form and Idea.
The classical lineage of visual epistemology helps to expose the conflicting ideas
within early modern and specifically Protestant understandings of the operation of sight.
For the Reformers as for Plato, sight is as epistemologically suspect as it is necessary.
The belief in a Godly truth beyond the visible bears significant resemblance to Plato’s
notion of the material realm as an inadequate shadow of reality, and Protestant fear of the
seductiveness of earthly sin to the person who sees its pleasures echoes Plato’s mistrust
of human sight, as in the example of the artists who exalt their own vision above reality.
The sinful human who attends to the earthly rather than the divine places his own desires
above God, in some sense choosing to see false appearances instead of the truth. Yet, as
demonstrated by Calvin’s Psalm commentaries, Reformers also echoed the Aristotelian
view of the eye (and the believer) as passive, a conceptualization that fit with
predestination-minded doctrines that held that the fallen human could never reach God
without his freely-given grace. Each individual must rely upon the free gift of God’s light
to bring happiness and true vision, while in contrast the fallen world acts upon the eye of
the sinful believer, creating harmful images that tempt one’s mind as the physical realm
darkens and blinds the eyes of those not elected to salvation.
As tropes for different conceptions of the individual’s relationship to the divine,
passive and active sight represent the paradoxical Protestant notion of free submission, of
giving up one’s self to the greater power of God. Gilman argues that early modern poetry
reveals “a consciousness of the image-debate that reflects on the process of their own
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composition.” 41 In other words, the question of agency in vision, and thus in one’s
perception and reception of divine creation, confronted poets of the period with a difficult
conflict between the artistic impetus to remake the visual world in language – words that
could then reproduce those visions within the mind of the reader – and the Protestant
imperative to eschew the idolatry of the human-made image in favor of divine truth as
received through Scripture. Poets (and, no doubt, other artists) found themselves split
between a desire to express as an individual believer the truth of God’s creation as
revealed directly to the inner soul – to “look in thy heart, and write” as Sidney said in
another context – and the danger that the revealed truth may simply be the individual’s
idolatrous and subjective imagination, that one may be confusing mental representation
for divine truth.
When considered as a process involved in the formation of the self, this
ambivalence about the nature of vision has profound implications for subjectivity. John
Berger writes that vision is central to the recognition of one’s place in the world; quite
literally, “[s]eeing comes before words” – one first witnesses the external world and only
later comes to express and understand it conceptually and verbally. 42 Vision, then, must
be dual: “We never look at just one thing; we are always looking at the relation between
things and ourselves.”43 Vision gives one a sense of both isolation and connection, an
understanding of one’s position as a subject-viewer within yet also apart from the world
seen. Vision, as an epistemological agent, thus encourages the ontological assumption of
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the reality of one’s self as well as the reality of the external object of the self’s gaze – the
self and other become real through the process of sight.
Yet as Jacques Lacan observes, the relationship between sight and language is not
simply causal. Like Berger, Lacan asserts the role of the gaze in the division of the self
from the Other or the external world; seeing the Other allows for the individual to
generate the idea of the self as both separate from and imitative of the imaginary
wholeness one perceives in the external. 44 But this division and the self that emerges are
based on a fundamental misrecognition, one that is unbridgeable through and expressed
by language. Words attempt to reproduce the Other, recreating for the self what one no
longer possesses or is a part of: the external world. Yet language, as the very matter of
self-expression and the ontological proof of the subject’s existence, limits the process of
this verbal reproduction through the arbitrary nature of the sign and the opacity of the
signifier. One says what one can see, but lexical boundaries constrain the recreation of
the external and, in turn, the very act of sight itself: one can only see what one can say.
Thus, the vocabulary that enables the “I” to describe the external also enforces their
separation.
So, at the same time that vision serves as a ground of knowledge, as expressed in
and symbolized by language, it also creates possibilities for ignorance, for
misrecognition, for anti-knowledge or ignorance. The dialectical complexities that exist
in the relationships between sight, self, knowledge, error, and language described by
Berger and Lacan – complexities that are irreducible to simple narratives of cause and
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effect – enable, or perhaps force, us to ask certain questions about vision, questions that I
contend are central to Lanyer’s work and early modern culture: what is the nature of the
relationship between the subject-viewer and the object seen? What are the vectors of
power in vision; that is, who controls sight? What guarantees the veracity of the
subjective gaze? What does sight reveal about the natures of both the viewer and the
viewed? And, most importantly, does one see God’s reality or one’s own, and how is it
possible to tell the difference? When considering Lanyer’s statement in her postscript “To
the doubtfull Reader” that the poem was “delivered unto [her] in sleepe,” a contemporary
reader must have wondered, even if only on some perhaps unconscious or
unacknowledged level, how Lanyer negotiated this problem: how did she know that the
message was holy and not the idolatrous product of her own fallen mind or a demonic
seduction, a true dream or a false one?45
Lanyer takes advantage of the multi-faceted and confused discourse on sight in
order to authorize her writing as divinely inspired. Lanyer’s poetry explores the
complicated question of agency in the act of seeing, the vagaries of divine inspiration,
and the relation of word to image, of image to reality, and of the scriptural Word to the
reality of the divine flesh. Her experimentation with the epistemological possibilities of
vision allows her to write a self-justifying devotional text, in which she constructs God’s
divine nature in such a way that it recognizes and authorizes her poetic voice; she
constructs herself as known, and blessed, by God, but also as knowing God. Lanyer
45
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collapses the distance between her own perspective and that of God’s, making her eye
one with God’s through the simultaneous eradication of her own presence – as ignorant
and unworthy – and the solipsistic declaration that her word must be the same as God’s.
In centering on vision as the primary poetic and epistemological trope in Lanyer’s selfconstruction, I extend the work of other critics who have noted the importance of sight in
Salve Deus but have not explored its connections to knowledge, ignorance, and
subjectivity. One of the first discussions of Lanyer’s narrative and theological use of sight
comes from Janel Mueller, who comments on its importance in the relationship of the
individual to the divine: the Mount of Olives, for example, serves as a space of darkness
where the “spiritual blindness” of men “darkens into willful misconstrual and perjury”
towards Christ, while the women in the poem are able to truly see and comprehend his
divine nature.46 As this scene demonstrates, Lanyer employs sight as the metaphor for
and enactment of one’s privileged relationship to Christ. In the particular scenes within
the Passion itself, women have greater knowledge of Jesus, and thus are closer to him;
this includes both the biblical women present at Christ’s torture and death and the women
to whom Lanyer writes. But in the construction of her poem, Lanyer aggrandizes her own
position, placing herself even above those women to whom she sues for patronage.
Elizabeth Hodgson has referred to the Salve Deus as “a chaotic text”
incorporating a variety of “styles, subjects, voices, and moods,” 47 and certainly Lanyer’s
troping of vision is no more orderly; more important for her than expressing a consistent
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or pure definition of the act of vision is the poetic power unleashed by tapping into vast
and contestatory cultural discourses. In part this reflects the already discussed
complicated nature of discourses about vision circulating in sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Europe, something to which writers male and female were subjected; yet it also
reveals a reality of the situation of early modern women writers who “borrowed from a
variety of cultural sources to produce a ‘bundled’ result: a text that reflects their process
of cultural negotiation.”48 Early modern women writers, as Margaret Ferguson argues,
had neither a literal nor a conceptual “room of their own,” and as such they had to fashion
their voices across rather than within social discourses. 49 As figurations of vision also
crossed discursive boundaries, it was perhaps a natural subject toward which Lanyer
would gravitate in her own such process of “negotiation” as a useful trope for her
strategies of “self-authorization.” 50 She generates a unique and powerful persona as a
female, Christian poet capable of containing multiple perspectives within her poetic
vision, which then stands apart as a site of “truth”; for she, like God, can see many things
at once and drive to the heart of them in her verse. She rewrites poetic traditions, locating
within herself the epistemological foundation for the composition of her holy and divine
poem, as ultimately the complicated and often contradictory discourses around divine
vision and individual agency prove impossible to disentangle and can only be understood
by recourse to the poet’s authority, which stands as the supreme arbiter of what it means
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to see and to be seen, and thus, to be at all.
To construct this subjectivity, then, Lanyer must write a position of speaking
authority for herself within a society that is stratified across multiple axes of identity and
which explicitly silences the disempowered. As Nancy J. Vickers has noted, within
Petrarchan discourse male subjectivity emerges through the scopophilic knowledge and
dismemberment of the female object, which defuses the power of female beauty over the
male viewer through epistemological violence. The woman’s body is changed from a
“visible totality into scattered words, the body into signs.” 51 This verbal dismemberment
empowers the poet to recreate the loved object by re-incarnating her, or re-verbalizing
her, in verse; in contrast, the loved object has no power or voice in the poet’s created
world. 52 The male poet’s subjectivity emerges from the women’s dismembered body and
the poet’s masterful knowledge of it, displayed in virtuosic, piecemeal description.53
This verbal and epistemological dismemberment also illustrates the production
and productivity of ignorance that accompanies any act of knowledge. The Actaeon myth
that Vickers identifies as emblematic of Petrarchan sexual violence tells of forbidden
knowledge: seeing and thus knowing what he should not – the beautiful body of Diana –
Actaeon is doomed to destruction by a desire that cannot be fulfilled and that reveals the
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fragmentary nature of the subject, that it must lack since it desires. The dismemberment
of the female body manifests knowledge of it in parts but effaces knowledge of its
totality; the (perceived) wholeness of the desired object – it is what will complete the
man by fulfilling his wants – is sacrificed so that the desiring man can construct a
fictional, poetic “I” that is itself complete. The Petrarchan poet prevents himself from
seeing and knowing what he should not, instead constructing and containing the female
body within an epistemological framework that dismembers and compartmentalizes it in
discrete objects to be apprehended and enjoyed by the male viewer.
Lanyer writes, then, within a culture that often employs vision specifically to
objectify the female body, and does so within a poetic sphere dominated by a tradition
that was founded upon, as Wendy Wall writes, “forms and figures that alienated [women]
from the position of speaking subject.” 54 In early modern English poetry, women are to
be seen and not heard, but the dismembering epistemology of Petrarchan discourse
ensures that women actually are neither seen nor heard as women. As Lacan would say,
“There’s no such thing as Woman because … she is not-whole”; 55 she becomes instead
“the place onto which lack is projected … a ‘symptom’ for the man.” 56 Only her silent
parts appear, and they provoke the voice of the male subject, who in speaking affirms his
ontic and epistemic reality.
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Much scholarship has addressed Lanyer’s project to re-construct woman from her
objectified, silenced position in order to generate a viable position of female agency in
opposition to patriarchal cultural discourse. Many critics have defined her as a protofeminist, a sort of Virginia Woolf avant la lettre building a room of her own from which
the voices of women could speak. The prose preface “To the Vertuous Reader,” wherein
Lanyer writes that she has “written this small volume, or little booke, for the generall use
of all virtuous Ladies and Gentlewomen of this kingdome” (5-7), becomes one of the
central texts of such readings as the purest expression of Lanyer’s goal, as Barbara
Lewalski asserts, to portray virtuous women as a counter to widespread and accepted
cultural misogyny. 57 By defending women against “evill disposed men” (19), Lanyer
“confront[s] misogyny and the injustices of male domination and prerogative in their
writings,” writes Mueller, “working to counter these with alternative, women-centered
constructions.”58 And Tina Krontiris argues that by addressing her work to women and
women patrons exclusively, Lanyer rejects masculine power in favor of female
solidarity. 59
For these critics, Lanyer’s self-fashioned subjectivity emerges from the space of
the newly empowered female social identity centered on and written in her poetry. For
some, the nature of this femininity was largely secular. Lewalski views Lanyer as sincere
in her faith, but calls Lanyer “a woman of her times, and her imagination is governed by
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its terms”: Lanyer wants to defend women, but has only the vocabulary of faith in which
to do so. 60 Betty Travitsky also argues that Lanyer’s poetry is “social rather than religious
in purpose,” more concerned with creating female community than expressing
devotion. 61 Krontiris claims that Lanyer’s religious subject matter makes Lanyer’s other
tactics “more convincing”: “For women authors, religion was a general licence [sic] that
they used, consciously or unconsciously, to do a number of things which could not easily
be done otherwise.” 62 According to this argument, religion allows Lanyer to cross the
social barrier that separates her from her patrons and unite with them in shared female
suffering under the cover of their union in Christianity.
Yet to separate the social from the devotional ignores the absolute saturation of
every aspect of early modern life with religious discourse. Lanyer is not merely
“governed” by the language of her time, but rather only through the conceptual
vocabulary of faith can she express any of her poetic desires, including the attempt to
create female community. The language of spirituality was the very matter of the social
identities, such as gender, that organized and hierarchized human relations. As the same
preface “To the Vertuous Reader” indicates, the “evill disposed men” against whom
women must arm themselves are identical to “they that dishonoured Christ” (25). In order
to justify the defense of women, Lanyer must identify their enemies with those inscribed
as villains by her culture, and thus by her faith. Male oppression of women can only be
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conceived of as wrong if it can be modeled on the oppression of Christ. In making this
link, Lanyer reveals her work to be a part of what Elaine Beilin describes as “an early
modern tradition of women’s writing” organized around the glorification of female piety
that took ownership of the traditional models of feminine virtue as signs of spiritual and
Christian transcendence; in other words, “chastity and humility are not merely the
attributes of a weak [and properly socialized/dominated] woman, but more precisely,
those of a good Christian.”63As Wall explains, Lanyer’s personal/poetic ambitions and
the pro-womanly and spiritual aspects of her work are inextricably linked, as she argues
that “Lanyer grounds her poetic authority in her divine subject”;64 in other words, Lanyer
emerges as a writing subject because she writes of God and Christ, and she can only
defend women in so far as she allies them with Christ and Christian belief.
Still, whether foregrounding Lanyer’s material or religious motivations, the goal
of critics who stress Lanyer’s feminism is to place Lanyer in what Janet Clare describes
as a female “alternative culture which ran alongside the dominant [male] culture ….” 65
Clare identifies Lanyer as a “woman writer,” the product of the material conditions and
gender ideologies that determined the experiences of women, in particular the “sense of
feminine literary decorum and the limits placed upon female education” that limited
women’s access to print. 66 Lanyer’s published verse attests, in Clare’s reading, to the
poet’s desire to fashion for herself a female subjectivity in contravention of her social
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construction as an object of male power. 67 In addition, historicizing Lanyer as a
“feminist” challenges Constance Jordan’s assertion that “feminism” in the Renaissance
was “individualist” rather than “relational”; that is, that early modern feminists were not
concerned so much with defining women as a class with an identity and experiences
different from men (and working to liberate this class as a whole from male oppression)
but were concerned instead with the individual woman’s autonomy. 68 Lynette McGrath
reads Lanyer as an emblem for early modern women: recognizing the tenuous situation of
all who relied upon men for their identities and material survival, she “expresses her
consciousness of a difference articulated on gender that works against the interests of
women as a group … [and] asserts the value of a female community, of women’s history,
and of women’s intellectual, virtuous, and writerly potential.” 69
Lanyer writes this female community into being from the first pages of her
collection in the various dedicatory poems that precede the Passion narrative itself. But it
is within the “Salve Deus” proper that the theological foundations of Lanyer’s defense of
women, as well as her own self-fashioning and self-promotion, can be found. In a radical
move, Lanyer reinterprets the story of Christ’s death and suffering as a trial engaged in
not by Jesus and his various followers, but by Jesus and women. Men are present as
bystanders, betrayers, or murderers; the Apostles, from the scene in the Garden to the
Resurrection are at best impotent observers, at worse traitors to their master and God;
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women, on the other hand, possess a special first-hand knowledge of Christ’s experience
of which men are, on the whole, ignorant. For McGrath, this re-conception of the Passion
is both cause and effect of Lanyer’s feminist motivations. Placing women at the center of
the Passion narrative, Lanyer creates a spiritual “sisterhood” that provides an alternative
to women who were forced to rely upon men for their social identity and material
survival. 70 Her poetic reinterpretation results from her desire to challenge patriarchal
authority, but at the same time, the spiritual valorization of women that her Passion poem
enacts retroactively justifies Lanyer’s very writing of the text by proving the worth of
women as well as giving them a scriptural basis for both the holiness of their community
and their grievances against male oppression. Her rereading of the Passion provides a
biblical foundation for women’s special knowledge of and relationship to God, while also
establishing men’s spiritual ignorance and outsider status.
Within her rewritten narrative, Lanyer challenges the discursive containment of
women as objects of male sight and knowledge by reevaluating the preeminent cultural
source of male authority, the original dangerous woman who threatens male subjectivity:
Eve. In one of her most unusual and powerful additions to the Passion, “Eves Apologie,”
Lanyer inverts the story of Eve’s “seduction” of Adam in order to craft a biblical, even
mythical foundation for women’s subjectivity. She not only puts women at the center of
the Passion, but also, by turning back within this defining moment of Christian history to
the first woman she places women at the center of human experience. The redemption of
Eve also exemplifies the role of epistemology in Lanyer’s rehabilitation of female
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agency, as her defense relies upon a complicated understanding of the dialectic between
knowledge and ignorance at operation in the act of vision. Lanyer reverses male
dominance by explicating Eve’s “sin” in such a way that the first woman is exonerated
made not a figure of innate evil but a victim of the limitations on human knowledge.
Lanyer places the apology in the mouth of the wife of Pontius Pilate, who is
mentioned only in passing in Matthew’s Gospel when she warns her husband to have
nothing to do with Jesus because of a dream she had presaging trouble. The distinction of
voices is problematic, as W. Gardner Campbell notes; while Pilate’s wife (known in
some Christian traditions as Claudia Procula or Procula Claudia) is the most proximate
speaker, her voice blends with the narrator’s, leading to the sense that she is a mouthpiece
for Lanyer’s “dramatic and complex argument for equal rights for women” and the
exoneration of Eve. 71 By employing Procula as a voice for the defense of Eve and as her
own proxy, not only does Lanyer make a claim for female equality, but also she enters
boldly into the realm of scriptural interpretation, adding to both Christian and Hebrew
Testaments. By expanding so greatly on a minor and unnamed figure from Scripture,
Lanyer suggests that the excision of Procula from the Passion narrative represents another
act of male oppression and sign of male religious ignorance that her poem seeks to
rectify.
Lanyer also suggests the priority of feminine interpretations of Scripture –
feminine both in that they are exercised from the point of view of the socially oppressed
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woman and also in their focus on female characters and virtues. Exercising her ability to
interpret the Bible, while in some sense authorized under Protestant beliefs of the
priesthood of all believers, was a highly transgressive move that violated social
hierarchies of gender and long-held Christian traditions.72 While devotional discourse
was one of the few arenas open to women’s voices, conduct books and other texts
commanded women to transcribe and translate, not interpret, as Brenda Powell notes. 73
By claiming divine inspiration, Lanyer “defies Pauls prohibition against women’s
speaking publicly about religion” and insists upon her ability and authority to reread the
Bible in order to expose the “discontinuity between Christ’s teachings and those of his
disciples,” the former emphasizing gender and social equality, the latter (in particular the
texts by Paul and Peter) perverting Christ’s teaching for their own purposes. 74 Lanyer
forcefully asserts women’s right to be included in the universal priesthood, promoting a
feminine mode of approaching the Bible and Christian belief that is truer to God’s word
because of the very weakness of the female vessel; men, on the other hand, are liable to
hubristic misinterpretation through the powers of their masculine – and worldly –
strength and reason. 75 And within the context of Jacobean England, Lanyer subverts
James I’s patriarchal religious and political institutions and anticipates much of the
female Protestant radicalism that emerged during the tumultuous period mid-century.
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Positioning herself as a divinely inspired poet-prophet, Lanyer reads and, through
the voice of Procula, writes Pilate’s judgment on Christ as a blasphemous act that echoes
male tyranny over women. Thus, she can understand it as freeing women from masculine
authority, giving them the full right to self-judgment and self-rule. 76 Yet the very
difficulty of separating voices as Lanyer’s narrative position melts into the words of
Pilate’s wife demonstrates Lanyer’s practice of paradoxically effacing her own presence
at the moments when she seems most forceful. The poet-narrator writes a biblical
interpretation fundamental to the operation of her text, but puts it in the voice of one of
her characters, making it appear to be not simply her opinion but part of the divine truth
that she merely reports; her interpretation is not, in fact, interpretation but part of the
divine Word itself.
The “Apologie” demonstrates the paradoxical operations of knowledge and
ignorance through the numerous ambiguities and dualities in the passage and its narrative
setting. Although a minor character in Matthew’s Gospel, 77 Procula garnered a not
insignificant amount of attention in early Christian tradition and became something of an
ambivalent figure. In the English mystery plays, she often was portrayed as a vain tool of
the devil, who tries to use her to prevent Christ’s sacrifice and thus humanity’s salvation.
For example, in the York mystery pageant now known as “Christ Before Pilate I: The
Dream of Pilate’s Wife,” the Devil fears that if “He [Jesus] be slone oure solace will sese,
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/ He will save man saule fro oure sonde ….” 78 He plants the dream in Procula, who
attempts to convince her husband to avoid Jesus through her sexual wiles. However, in
texts by Agrippa and others, including many early Christian texts, she is portrayed as a
sensible, just woman who sees the obvious criminality of Jesus’ torture and execution and
wishes to prevent it. 79 After condemning Peter for denying Christ, Agrippa writes that
“Also the very wyfe of Pylate, an hethen woman, went aboute, and laboured more to saue
Iesus than any ma[n], yea any of these men, that beleued in hym.” 80 Choosing Pilate’s
wife as Christ’s (and Eve’s) defender, Lanyer draws upon Procula’s ambiguous status as
both foolish and wise; she resonates with the paradox and mystery of Christ’s death, “a
unique and sanctioned crime, the result and reversal of sin,” an event both horrific and
salvific. 81
Lanyer’s defense of Eve also relies upon paradox, contradictorily asserting both
Eve’s ignorance and her knowledge against Adam’s through a comparison of what each
could see. Eve, says Lanyer, was “simply good, and had no powre to see, / The aftercoming harme” of eating the forbidden fruit (“Salve Deus,” 765-6). Because of her
“undiscerning Ignorance,” the serpent can deceive her (769). “[H]ad she knowne” the
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repercussions of her actions and the evil intent behind them, she would have refused the
serpent (771). Lanyer relies upon the traditional understanding of Eve’s weakness as her
defense, but it is a particular kind of weakness. Eve knows only God, and only good; the
concepts of evil, deception, and betrayal are alien to her. Her action, then, while
technically a sin, can be forgiven because its intent, implies Lanyer, was not sinful. In
fact, Lanyer suggests that Eve takes the forbidden fruit out of a desire not to betray God
but to come closer to him: “For she alleadg’d Gods word, which [the serpent] denies, /
That they should die, but even as Gods, be wise” (775-6). The serpent tricks her by
saying that they will not die but become more like God, and she succumbs because her
desire is for God, not for hubristic power. Eve’s error “was for knowledge sake,” writes
Lanyer, and knowledge specifically of God (797). Because she is ignorant of the
serpent’s deceit, she believes him when he says that eating of the fruit will make her and
Adam “as Gods,” and as God generates all goodness, to be like him and to know him
better seems, to Eve, an unequivocal good. She is motivated by a simple devotion to truth
and faith, which, as Achsah Guibbory says, exonerates Eve’s credulity as “the reverse
side of the faith that sustains” true believers. 82
While defending Eve on the basis of her pure ignorance, Procula (as the voice of
the narrator) condemns Adam for the opposite reason: his strength and knowledge.
Unlike Eve, Adam errs not because he thinks he will gain knowledge; rather, “The fruit
beeing faire perswaded him to fall” (798; my emphasis). Adam acts based only on
appearance and succumbs not to a misguided desire to know God better but simply to a
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desire for something beautiful. Eve, not knowing the word of God directly, falls victim to
a lie because she cannot conceive of deception; Adam, though, should have known better
because of his direct and intimate apprehension of “Gods holy word” (782). She sees
beyond the fruit to what she thinks, because of the serpent’s deceit, that it signifies, while
Adam can see only the physical manifestation of it. Thus, the argument relies on a central
paradox: Eve acted out of a pure ignorance, wanting to efface herself before God and
become more like him, while Adam sinned knowingly and acted out of a desire for his
own pleasure in possessing a beautiful thing. The irony is deepened in the couplet that
remarks, “Yet Men will boast of Knowledge, which he tooke / From Eves faire hand, as
from a learned Booke” (807-808). Women, the sources of knowledge, are consigned to a
state of submission and ignorance for bringing that knowledge to men, who in turn use it
as the sign of their superiority. But in failing to recognize their own complicity, indeed,
as Procula declares, their greater fault in the origin of sin, men reveal themselves as
spiritually ignorant and worldly wise, the opposite of those women who connect to God
through the purity of their emotions and devotions.
That Procula fails to sway her husband demonstrates both the longevity of
unequal gender relations and their horrid perversity. As a dutiful spouse, Pilate’s wife
possesses some right (at least from the perspective of early modern English culture) to
speak openly to her husband and warn him of the moral and ethical danger he risks by
executing Jesus. 83 Just as Eve’s supposed seduction of Adam is reread by Lanyer as an
act of “too much love,” Procula speaks out of devotion to goodness, not disobedience
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(801). And just as Eve can be forgiven for her sin because of her pure yet ignorant
intentions, so too can Procula be excused because she speaks from a place of imperfect
knowledge. Of course, Christ must die in order for human salvation and God’s plan to be
effected; Lanyer and her readers know this because they know Christ in a way that
Procula does not. After the fact, they know the true nature of his sacrifice and the salvific
happiness it will bring to humanity. However, even though the acts of Pilate and the men
who betray and murder Jesus result in the possibility of redemption, these men are not
justified in their acts because they act out of ignorance, jealousy, and hate. Procula, and
the other women who suffer with Christ, possess imperfect but still true knowledge: they
recognize the horrific nature of Christ’s death, the murder of the most perfectly innocent
man. Their knowledge thus brings into relief the complete unworthiness of humanity’s
salvation; it is given to humans in spite of and through their sinful acts. This also supports
the defense of Eve, who is described as sinning out of a desire for knowledge – the very
knowledge of the difference between good and evil that enables Pilate’s wife to warn him
against killing Jesus – while Adam’s sin is out of desire for the fruit, which is only the
symbol or outer garb of knowledge, just as Pilate and others kill Jesus because they only
see his outer garb, that of a poor man who threatens their power.
Lanyer condemns men – both the specific abusers of Christ and, by extension, all
men – for their inability to see Jesus as the Savior, while she praises women for their
close relationship with him. Speaking to men, she calls the Crucifixion “[t]his sinne of
yours,” abjuring all female responsibility for it (823). According to Micheline White,
Lanyer contrasts men and women’s roles in Christ’s death in order to “suggest that
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women, rather than men, served as followers and images of Christ.” 84 Although Christ’s
“false accusers” offer him “great disgrace” and “scoffes,” none “[c]an draw an answer
from the Holy One … He neither cares, nor feares his owne ill case” (882-5). In his
silence, Christ offers a model for resistance to domination. He refuses to be interpellated
into the ideology of his male captors, instead remaining above their petty level. When
asked by Caiaphas
To tell if Christ the Sonne of God he be,
…………………………………………
doth he answere give,
That thou has said, what thou desir’st to know …. (703-6)
In this “transparent … tautology,” as Mueller terms it,85 Jesus reveals himself to the
Pharisee and his other tormentors, but ironically, even though “He speaketh truth …
[they] will not beleeve, / Nor canst [they] apprehend it to be so” (709-10). The narrator
berates Caiaphas, writing, “Though [Jesus] expresse his Glory unto thee, / Thy Owly eies
are blind, and cannot see” (711-2), and she has similar words for Pontius Pilate: “Open
thine eies, that thou the truth mai’st see” (755). Again, the men repeatedly misunderstand,
while the women, and in particular Lanyer, are able to understand “what and who Jesus
is. … because he is thoroughly feminized in demeanor and language” – that is, Christ and
the women who see him (and read about him) share the same social position and are able
thus to identify (with) him. 86 In her attempt to redeem Eve and make her innocent of the
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many sins laid at her feet by male religious authorities, Lanyer connects her and all
women to Christ, who was also punished unjustly. She asserts a special bond between
Christ and women, one of mutual knowledge and recognition. Just as Eve has been
silenced by the masculine biblical tradition that has placed the blame for all sin upon her,
Christ remains silent before his judges, refusing to defend himself as Eve is unable to
defend herself. 87 By connecting Christ with Eve, Lanyer asserts the holiness of female
suffering, making it the earthly echo of Jesus’ divine suffering, and suggests that his
death was specifically for the redemption of women, who had suffered so long, and so
unjustly, since Eve’s transgression.
As the first woman to pursue divine knowledge, Eve establishes the basis for the
privileged relationship women have with God and Jesus; according to Marie Loughlin,
Lanyer employs a feminist typology to establish contemporary women, including her
aristocratic dedicatees, as the anti-typical culmination of the female figures presented in
the Old and New Testaments. 88 Eve’s action, although sinful, predicates the female desire
to know and to be known to God, in contradistinction to the male desire for power and
their refusal to acknowledge Jesus’s divinity. In the section entitled “The teares of the
daughters of Jerusalem,” Lanyer praises the “blessed” women who wept at Christ’s
suffering and
Who found such favour in your Saviors sight,
To turne his face when you did pitie him;
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Your tearefull eyes, beheld his eies more bright;
Your Faith and Love unto such grace did clime,
To have reflection from this Heav’nly Light:
Your Eagles eyes did gaze against this Sunne,
Your hearts did thinke, he dead, the world were done. (986-92)
By focusing on the daughters’ grief, Lanyer writes against the contemporary opinion that
open displays of grief are excessive, weak, and effeminate – improper for men, yet
natural to women and a sign of their inherent inferiority. 89 One reason for this negative
interpretation of grieving concerns its public and open nature. The weeping woman
exposes herself and allows her emotions to triumph over her reason, a triumph manifested
in the breaching of the interior/exterior boundary by tears. 90 She offers her internal state
up to be seen and known by others, and as the object of another’s knowing gaze, the
woman becomes subjected to its power. But Lanyer’s reinterpretation of grief adds a
layer of irony to this discourse; women are condemned for offering themselves to public
view, but the men who chastise such women do not interpret correctly what they see.
They think grief betrays weakness, when it is in fact a sign of Christian devotion. Only
Jesus (and Lanyer) sees the true nature of the holy and inspired sorrow shown by these
women.
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When the grieving women and Jesus lock eyes upon one another, Lanyer
overturns the traditional dismissals of women’s grief and instead valorizes the crying
Daughters of Jerusalem as Christ-like; the women “share Christ’s suffering” and through
this they “become ‘images’ of Christ.” 91 Paradoxically, though his suffering is on
display, Christ’s refusal to look upon the men who torture him – he would not “lift his
eyes / Unto proud Pilate, no nor Herod” (977-78) – once more emphasizes their
exclusion from a relationship with and salvation from Jesus. These men witness the
physical signifier of suffering in Christ’s body and the women’s eyes, yet they cannot see
the grace that it signifies, instead remaining ignorant of the divine blessing Christ grants
to these women. To the political patriarchs and tormentors of Jesus, suffering appears as a
flaw, and their power to inflict it seems a sign of strength; in fact, it is precisely the
opposite. This scene bears witness to Guibbory’s comment that “women [are] the only
ones to recognize Christ’s innocence, remain constant in their devotion, and be moved by
compassion”;92 the marker of spiritual distinction aligns on the axis of gender identity.
By not looking at the men, Jesus ensures that they will not truly see him, while the
women take part in his visual dialogue; each is seen and known by the other, while the
men who look on remain ignorant of Christ’s true nature and the importance of his
suffering. As outsiders, the men provide the darkened backdrop of otherness/ignorance
against which the women’s pity, manifested in their tears, is magnified by the Son’s
brighter eyes, blessing them; the suffering daughters are raised up by meeting Christ’s
eyes and emulating his suffering. And the women take part in their own salvation;
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Christ’s sacrifice for all humanity seems particularly directed at women. Eve’s pure but
deceived eyes have been blamed for the birth of sin, while now women are the only ones
to bear witness to the holy tragedy playing out in the Passion, signaling the holy
redemption of the gender through the reconstruction and sanctification of their sense of
sight.
As the literal and figurative bond of true sight finds expression first in Eve’s
innocent but flawed desire for divine knowledge and then in the Daughters’ sorrow at the
horrific necessity of Jesus’s death, the image of the “Eagles eyes” links the Daughters
with Lanyer’s patron, Margaret Clifford, the Countess Dowager of Cumberland, who is
described as also possessing “Eagle eyes” (“Salve Deus” 25). Thus, a transhistorical
community of women emerges through the feminine mode of knowing Christ. Given
Margaret’s centrality to the narrative as Lanyer’s primary dedicatee, she seems to be the
high-water mark of female devotion; Catherine Keohane writes that “Lanyer constitutes
within the space of the Countess’s breast a new church, a church of which the Countess
will be the head, and for which Lanyer will provide the foundational text.” 93 This holy
community, suggests Keohane, may be an indirect response to the eradication of female
religious figures, including saints and nuns, that accompanied the Reformation’s excision
of Roman practices. 94 Not to say, that is, that Lanyer was a crypto-Catholic, but that the
Protestant banishment of holy women into the realm of the intentionally ignored, effacing
them from “proper” English, Christian belief and knowledge, established a particular
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form of patriarchy that could cause a backlash within Protestantism itself; again, the
discourse of power that effaces holy women as a threat to the masculine authority of the
Protestant faith creates, in the space of ignorance, the grounds for resistance.
In the opening stanzas of “Salve Deus,” Lanyer constructs the relationship
between Lady Margaret and Christ across the act of sight and the mutual knowledge that
it entails, establishing immediately vision’s power to connect the human and the divine
and placing Margaret in a holy lineage that dates back to Eve (although the latter is, as
noted above, not introduced to the narrative until much later). Given that Lanyer intends
to write a book “for the generall use of all virtuous Ladies,” it is significant that this first
visual relationship is one that traverses gender, signaling woman’s privileged connection
to God (“To the Vertuous Reader” 6). God reveals himself to Margaret through “the
glorious Sunne,” a common pun emphasizing the visual and spiritual beauty of Christ: the
Son of God shines as does the sun (“Salve Deus” 25). 95
By exuding divine light, Christ makes himself known to Margaret “[w]hose Eagle
eyes behold” him, just as the Daughters of Jerusalem would later (textually speaking) see
him with their “Eagles eyes.” Although Jesus’ light creates the sense impression, the
speaker uses the active transitive verb behold to signify that the aristocratic woman plays
a part in the visual interaction.96 As a believer, Margaret’s subjectivity emerges along the
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lines of sight and knowledge in this relationship, as God grants her knowledge of himself,
and Margaret responds by perceiving and accepting that knowledge, signifying the reality
of her being as a faithful Christian. In addition, Lanyer prophesies a happy ending to
Margaret’s earthly trials. In the course of the narrative of Christ’s Passion, the suffering
of Eve will be redeemed by Christ’s sacrifice, and the Daughters of Jerusalem will find
themselves among the blessed when Jesus acknowledges their compassion. Lanyer
implies that similarly Margaret ultimately will be blessed by her trials through her
connection with Christ. The suffering caused by her legal conflicts over land and
inheritance mirrors Christ’s agony, and, like the daughters, she will be brought to “grace”
for it. 97
Margaret and the daughters behold Christ, emphasizing their active part in
worshipping and knowing Jesus, but the word carries a significant alternate meaning,
suggesting an intransitive command: even though Margaret is the subject to the verb,
actively seeing Christ, she seems subtly compelled to do so by his divine power, as
prophets and other figures throughout the Bible are made to behold God’s glory. 98 So, in
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this scene of Margaret and Christ’s mutual witnessing, the narrator expresses a complex
understanding of the nature of vision as something both active and passive. Repeating
behold to emphasize the meeting of God’s light and the eye of Lady Margaret that creates
the vision of the Son, the narrator suggests Margaret and the daughters’ special status as
those to whom God chooses to reveal his glory: “thou (deere Ladie) by his speciall grace,
/ In these his creatures dost behold his face” (31-32). The phrase is almost a command,
telling Margaret that she should and will see evidence of the divine in the world around
her, marking her as different from those men whom Lanyer condemns for their inability
to see beyond the surface. The meeting of God’s grace as the “blessed beames” (27) of
light with Margaret’s eyes creates the image of the creator in the created, and creates the
believer as subject of and to her God by granting her sight of her maker. Margaret can see
the beauty of God because he grants her light, interacting with her in the same way, for
example, that the outer and inner “fires” interact in Plato’s visual theory, and her ability
to witness this vision is a blessing in itself, allowing her to see the divine in the earthly.
The true knowledge of Christ’s real nature becomes accessible through sight when
sensory experience engenders the viewer to construct a “corresponding order” that
transcends the world one inhabits, a concept that recurs in “Salve Deus” where the holy
woman’s vision is directed not towards worldly but spiritual knowledge.
At the same time, God’s agency in the relationship suggests an affinity within
Lanyer’s text with predestinarian theology. Margaret and the Daughters of Jerusalem
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become that which is beheld by Christ; they are drawn to him from the free gift of his
blessing rather than their own purely free will. Reading the women as objects of Christ’s
grace emphasizes his active role in blessing them through his gaze, as well as
underscoring the exclusion of Pilate, Herod, and the other ignorant men who do not
recognize his divinity; the men think they hold power through their command of Christ’s
physical body, subjected to the torture of their whips and of their misjudging eyes, but in
fact they are ignored by Christ, who thus confirms their spiritual ignorance. Christ
impresses himself upon the minds of the women who are passive witnesses of his
divinity, but not upon the men. The latter, in their active attack upon Jesus, become the
passive recipients of his punishment in the form of their exclusion from salvation,
helpless to do anything to redeem themselves. Thus Lanyer combines both active and
passive notions of vision: Christ impresses himself upon the women’s sight, who,
because of their purity of spirit, can work with him to access divine knowledge.
As I have discussed, Lanyer writes against the visual poetics of Petrarchanism
that objectify women in the male gaze, instead revealing the irony that the male subject
constructed through visual – and in the case of their torture of Christ, physical –
dismemberment is spiritually powerless, silenced in the heavenly world as women are
silenced on earth. Yet Lanyer does not simply counter the Petrarchan mode but employs
an inverted notion of the focus on beauty in constructing female subjects. Beilin is surely
correct to point out that although the task of creating a female subjectivity necessitates a
new feminine poetic style, Lanyer’s style does not emerge ex nihilo. In fact, Lanyer
creates a complex generic and lexical mélange in her pursuit of an authoritative female
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voice, building it upon the very poetic discourses that objectify and reduce her because of
her gender. As Beilin writes, “her poem, although it diverges from masculine conventions
of praise, cannot reject all precedents. Instead, mixing form and genre, Lanyer forges a
new context and direction for poetry about women.” 99 This complex manipulation,
involving the adoption and inversion of poetic modes of thought, makes most clear
Lanyer’s establishment of female subjectivity through the construction of new relations
of knowledge and ignorance and her reliance on sight as the primary vehicle for these
epistemological structures.
Adopting the Petrarchan focus on visual knowledge, one strategy Lanyer employs
is the redefinition and inversion of the poetic gaze. Like her male predecessors, writes
Beilin, Lanyer praises the women in her poem (and those to whom she addresses her
poem) for their beauty. But Lanyer distinguishes herself by attending to not physical but
spiritual beauty. 100 In other words, Lanyer’s poetic vision extends beyond the sublunary
realm into a transcendent realm, and by rejecting physical beauty as the basis for female
praise, Lanyer announces her possession of a different kind of sight. Woods compares
Lanyer’s definition of beauty to Edmund Spenser’s, who may have served as potential
antecedent to Lanyer; three of the dedicatory poems to The Faerie Queene were
addressed to women (not including the work itself), and Spenser dedicated works to
women an additional seven times in his career, which may have provided Lanyer with an
example of poetic address to specifically female patrons.101 Lanyer departs from Spenser,
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though, in her focus on virtue rather than physical beauty as the prime subject of praise
for her female dedicatees. According to Woods, Lanyer plays intentionally on the
religious implications of the word “virtue”: “the beauty of virtue is never a function of
outward appearance but of inner spiritual force.”102 While Spenser puts his female
dedicatees on display, Lanyer conceives of virtue as arising “from retirement and the
deliberate rejection of self-display.” 103 Feminine virtue, then, is unseen by men, because
it involves the spiritual rejection of worldly appearances.
Lanyer’s focus on the inner, spiritual virtues of women rather than their physical
beauty allows her to exalt women as more than simply objects of male desire. Theresa
DiPasquale comments that Lanyer’s “Invective against outward beuty” does not condemn
women but the physical splendor that turns them into “objects and victims of corrupt
masculine desire.” 104 Perhaps a more precise interpretation would be that Lanyer places
blame at the feet of those who cannot see and cannot know the truth of inner beauty
because they are blinded by the flesh: once more, the same men who misrecognized Jesus
now torment women’s bodies through sexual domination as they had tormented Christ
through the Passion. Repeatedly in the “Invective,” Lanyer personifies physical “beuty”
as a masculine actor that punishes women. She calls it the “pride of Nature” and “the
thred, that weaves their web of Care” (“Salve Deus,” 201, 203). The women are not to
blame, though, because “greatest perills do attende the faire” (205). Even those women
who have traditionally been vilified as seductresses are here presented as passive victims.
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For example, Helen remains blameless in the fall of Ilium; rather, “Beautie bred in Troy
the ten years strife, / And carried Hellen from her lawfull Lord” (209-210). In this
example the personified figure of Beauty takes the place of Paris. The former
metonymically replaces the latter, becoming the actor in the rape of Helen, suggesting
that the “beuty unaccompanied with virtue” is not the woman’s but the man’s, or rather,
the beauty the man sees in his mind’s eye instead of the woman’s true worth. It expresses
male desire and not a recognition of another’s virtue. In contrast, the women who escape
such fates are granted special blessings from God that help them remain virtuous and,
more importantly, free from male domination; in fact, the one necessarily implies the
other. For example, Lanyer writes of Matilda who was blessed with “heavenly grace” to
die nobly rather than be dishonored by King John’s lust (245).The virtue that
accompanies them is the presence of divine salvation, which is absent from the selfish
minds of those who pursue women as physical objects.
Lanyer writes Margaret Clifford as a perfect example of someone who can see
beyond the worldly to the divine, inverting the masculine lust of Petrarchanism for the
holy desire provoked and fulfilled by knowing God. The sight of God’s “all-reviving
beautie” distances Margaret from earthly concerns, instead putting her in mind of the
“joyes” that come from God’s appearance: “wordly pleasures seemes to thee as toyes, /
Onely thou seek’st Eternitie to know” (“Salve Deus,” 33, 35-36; my emphasis). Visual
knowledge of God blinds her, in a sense, to the physical world, and it also fortifies her
“well-staid mind” from “the infinite annoyes / That Satan … can show” (37-38). The
narrator figures the world as inferior and corrupting compared to the beauty of God, an
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idea that, as noted above, Calvin articulates in his commentary on Psalm 25: “Nothing is
more inconsistent with true and sincere prayer to God, than to waver and gaze about as
the heathen do, for some help from the world.” 105 To look upon the earth brings no help,
nor does it bring salvation; only when the believer sees God does she gain true, spiritual
knowledge, which exists beyond the mere spectacle of the material world. The Protestant
desire to focus on the signified rather than signifier finds an expression here in Lanyer’s
emphasis on Lady Margaret’s ability to see beyond the physical and access the divine
knowledge that is invisible to the “heathens” of Calvin’s commentary – heathens who,
given Lanyer’s stress of women’s special relationship with Christ, are consistently
gendered male in the poem. Margaret’s special blessing here also suggest that she will be
saved, like Matilda before her, from the cruel oppression of men; ironically, though, such
oppression is particularly worldly in Margaret’s situation, given her legal conflicts over
land and wealth.
Again, the female viewer is presented as a partner in vision, with the object of
Margaret’s holy sight, Christ, imposing himself upon her: Lady Margaret’s mind is “by
[her] Maker fram’d” (41). She sees God because he impresses himself upon her mind,
structuring and perfecting it as a holy receptacle for his grace. This visual inspiration
becomes eroticized as a form of sexual (but non-physical) reproduction; Lanyer tells
Margaret that “With his sweet love, thou art so much inflam’d” (43), suggesting divine
penetration and ensuing pregnancy. 106 When she sees God, Margaret becomes his object;
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he enters her, and she is inflamed and filled by and with his spirit. Lanyer’s writing here
seems closer in pedigree to the ideas attributed to Aristotle rather than those of Plato or
Galen; the believer’s mind becomes a womb for God’s image to fill, a womb that is
mirrored in the viewer’s mind and soul. From a theological perspective, this
understanding of the relationship between believer and God echoes the Calvinist belief in
sola gratia. In Institutes of the Christian Religion, Calvin explains that
our salvation is gratuitous because the beginning of goodness is from
the second creation which is obtained in Christ. If any, even the
minutest, ability were in ourselves, there would also be some merit. But
to show our utter destitution, [St. Paul] argues that we merit nothing,
because we are created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God has
prepared; again intimating by these words, that all the fruits of good
works are originally and immediately from God. 107
Good can be found not in but “out[side] of man,” and grace “is the free gift of God, [so]
it follows, that when men, who are with their whole soul naturally prone to evil, begin to
have a good will, it is owing to mere grace.” 108 When God’s vision frames her mind,
Margaret is re-created in his image, both as his image and as the vehicle for its
reproduction, and her act of seeing God actually submits her will to his, a notion in line
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with Reformation ideas of salvation.109 In addition, the visual relationship so constructed
and its spiritual ramifications suggest a feminized Neoplatonism wherein the viewer is
called to see the divine by submitting her will to its calling, resulting in a paradoxical
exaltation through debasement, the hallmark of the Christianizing influence of
Neoplatonic philosophers on classical thought. 110
Lanyer here ties the Son’s might to his masculinity, which appears in his flesh but
also transcends it, operating even on the level of the soul. In the same way, Margaret’s
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ability to perceive God and to conceive Christ within her mind arises from her feminine
nature, her ability to be penetrated and impregnated in spirit. Lanyer invokes two
traditional females roles at once, mother and wife, drawing on their cultural capital to
elevate Margaret’s status; as dual wife and mother to God, like the Virgin Mary, she is
freed from subservience to men as a tool for the patrilineal transmission of property and
is instead linked with the divine so that the positions of her social and familial inferiority
on earth are the signs of her heavenly redemption. 111 According to Naomi Miller, by
employing motherhood as a position of special blessing Lanyer reclaims maternal
authority for women; as reproductive vessels for men, maternal identity could be figured
as passive, but Lanyer, like those women writing mother’s advice books, uses maternal
authority as a license to speak and “to define the ‘otherness’ of female subjectivity not
simply in contrast to men, but also among women.” 112 That is, Lanyer’s mothers can
speak not just as mothers to men within a male-dominated space, but as mothers to other
women within a discursive realm that recognizes the multiple possibilities of female
subjectivity and the various relations women can have to each other. Lanyer evokes
maternity as connected to divine authority by “emphasizing the necessity of a woman’s
presence for Christ’s conception and birth ….” 113 And as Mary was the source of Christ’s
nourishment and humanity, so too are women mothers to men, both physically and
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intellectually: all men owe their knowledge to Eve, the first mother. 114
Free from male domination, Mary exists as a mother apart from earthly
patriarchy, and thus serves as a particularly powerful model upon which to base female
subjectivity. Through reference to her, Lanyer creates a maternal sphere that exists in
relation to God rather than worldly (male) authority; women can connect to each other
and to God through religious sentiment. Again, Margaret’s relation to the divine depends
on the multifaceted nature of sight and the knowledge that it grants: just as the Lady
gazes on her Maker, so too does he gaze back. He “behold[s] thy inward cares, / And will
regard the sorrowes of thy Soule” (49-50). Lanyer emphasizes that the gaze of God “thy
Minde prepares” for salvation (53). God possesses special knowledge of Margaret that is
invisible to the rest of the world; like Christ, this invisibility protects Margaret from the
male authorities who persecute her, raising her to a higher status, while opening her up to
God’s blessing. When the Lady looks upon God, she mirrors his act of seeing, and as
such she mirrors his glory: she “as the Sunne shalt shine; or much more cleare” (56).
Through the mutual act of seeing, Margaret becomes sanctified and protected by the
Lord, receiving his grace and blessing in the form of true knowledge of him. Her
femininity stands as the crucial characteristic that allows her to be visually impregnated
and glorified by God. Again, a divine irony operates, for what keeps Margaret subjugated
in her worldly life – her female body – grants her spiritual sanctification and direct,
personal knowledge of God. So too with Mary: God “magnified” her by “look[ing]
downe upon [her] meane estate” (1033-34). In being seen by the Lord, Mary unites with
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him and becomes blessed: “He is with thee, behold thy happy case” (1043). Again, the
ambiguity of behold reveals the complicated relations of knowledge and vision: Mary is
beheld by God, and in being the object of his sight and his holy impregnation, she is
made happy and made to behold her own happiness in him by being granted a vision of
the Lord through his angelic servant. Just as the Daughters of Jerusalem had been
comforted by divine grace when Christ returned their pitying stares – grace granted by
their recognition of the tremendous gift given to humanity in Christ’s sacrifice – so too is
Mary comforted: God “cheeres [her] troubled soule” by granting her a vision of her
destiny to bear the Messiah (1057). In effect, Mary comes to know herself most fully by
knowing God and knowing that by his acknowledgement of her as worthy of grace, she
becomes the vehicle for salvation and, in a transformation of Eve’s role as the bringer of
tainted knowledge, the woman who gives knowledge of heaven to humanity.
God’s prediction of Mary’s future happiness at the birth of the Son is inserted into
the poem at, ironically, the narration of her greatest suffering: it interrupts her grief as she
watches the torture and death of “Her Sonne, her Husband, Father, Saviour, King”
(1023). The juxtaposition here and in the preceding passage on the Daughters of
Jerusalem of tremendous suffering with divine glory demonstrates one of the paradoxes
at the heart of Christian faith: that the most divine Son of God would suffer the most
ignominious death possible. This mystery is crucial to Lanyer’s poem and her faith, and it
is made uniquely accessible through the trope of vision, itself theorized as a paradoxical
phenomenon. The epistemological conundrum at the heart of Christianity – how could
one so divine suffer so horribly? – finds an echo in the epistemological uncertainty of
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vision – who is seeing whom? As John Ulreich and Kari McBride note, the narrator’s
meditation on the pain of Jesus’ death becomes a call for women’s liberty and a challenge
to contemporary hierarchies of gender, as Lanyer asserts that the male-ordered execution
of the Messiah more than equals Eve’s initial transgression in the Garden. 115 This pairing
strengthens the parallel between the situations of Christ and of women who are oppressed
by men; the least become the greatest, and those who suffer most are most exalted by
God. And the violence done to Jesus becomes specifically aligned with male violence
against women, as they murder not only the savior but a woman’s child.
The typological connection to Mary’s suffering also reflects specifically on Lady
Margaret. By comparing Margaret to Mary through their shared femininity and
potentially divine maternity, the speaker also urges the former to persevere in her own
trials. Lanyer casts Lady Margaret’s struggles in an apocalyptic lens, so that Mary’s
glorification and the resurrection and ascension of Christ point to Margaret’s eventual
triumph in her financial contests. In doing so, she magnifies the importance of Margaret’s
hardships from mere legal wrangling to a profoundly spiritual conflict, a symbolic battle
that stands for women’s struggles against male oppression and parallels Christ’s
suffering. As White asserts, the parallels and typological connections that Lanyer makes
between her patron and Biblical figures ultimately claim for women the status of “true
disciples and founders of Christ’s healing Church.” 116 It is women who suffer as Christ
suffered, and women who will ultimately unite with him. 117 There is, in Guibbory’s view,
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something profoundly radical about this moment: “writing in seventeenth-century
England and protesting the continued subjection of women [Lanyer] suggests that
Christ’s redemption, which should have changed the social order, has yet to be enacted
on earth.”118 And Mueller reads the speech by Pilate’s wife, which contains “Eves
Apologie,” as a claim not just for women’s spiritual superiority and freedom but also for
social and political liberation as well. 119
Lanyer enacts this revolutionary movement through the exaltation of women’s
vision not just as a counter to but a reversal of Petrarchan knowledge. Not content to only
remove women from the dismembering gaze of the poet, Lanyer invests women’s sight
with the power of Petrarchan vision to consume the object of desire. Christ too is on
display, his Passion a physical manifestation of the suffering caused by human sin.
Instead of making the body of Margaret Clifford the beautiful object of description and
sign of her virtue, which would then subjugate Clifford to a masculine economy of
discourse, Lanyer challenges “men’s capacity to ‘see and know’ or to interpret the text of
sacred history offered to them by the face of God in persecuted man fails by comparison
with the capacity of politically disadvantaged women.” 120 The women of the poem
recognize God as an implacable truth, an Archimedean point; their ability to properly
interpret God/Christ is stated as “mutual reflection” in which women see Christ through
their own compassion, a reflection of the ultimate truth of his compassion, the
organizational principle of human history.
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Poetic technique and spiritual reflection on Christ’s nature become fused as,
according to Wall, Lanyer uses the Petrarchan blazon to present Christ’s beauty to her
female readers, a move that allows women to desire an acceptable object and also
“deconstructs … [the] relationship between subject and object” by placing Christ in the
feminine position as the object of the poetic gaze. As she associates Christ with women,
Lanyer also subjects him to the same poetic dismemberment that women face in the
Petrarchan tradition. By reversing the normal male-female dynamic that Vickers
describes and taking up a position in the text as the dismembering, active viewer, Lanyer
associates Christ with the feminine, strengthening the relationship between the suffering
Son and contemporary women. Lanyer makes Christ the object upon which female
subjectivity is based, but also, as Clare notes, Lanyer makes him a spiritual ally to women
and her open critique of men for their oppression of women and their betrayal of Christ.
Keohane also remarks upon Lanyer’s figuration of Christ as bridegroom, a metaphor that
has its roots in Christian tradition and the Song of Songs. As Wall and others have
argued, Lanyer makes Christ into the object of women’s desire, reversing Petrarchan
conventions that treated women as objects for the pleasure of men, and in doing so also
makes Christ the faithful husband who replaces and supersedes all other male
companions. 121 Keohane suggests also that Lanyer’s creation of a female holy
community – one in which the women, like nuns, are married to Christ – may be a
response to Protestant patriarchy, “an attempt not only to re-include the women saints
banished along with Catholicism, but also more simply to include women in religious
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dialogue.” 122 The women, when they gaze upon Lanyer’s feminized Christ, also find the
mirror of themselves, seeing in him the true holiness of their feminine virtues that have
been ignored or suppressed by men. 123
The proximity of women to the divine is elaborately metaphorized in Lanyer’s
discussion of the sacred, marital love between Christ and his female followers, a love that
supplants earthly love and liberates Christian women from male oppression. 124 Lanyer
portrays Jesus as the object of Petrarchan love poetry in an extended blazon that recalls
the dismembered female body of which Vickers writes:
This is that Bridegroome that appeares so faire,
So sweet, so lovely in his Spouses sight,
That unto Snowe we may his face compare,
His cheekes like skarlet, and his eyes so bright
As purest Doves that in the rivers are,
Washed with milke, to give the more delight;
His head is likened to the finest gold,
His curled lockes so beauteous to behold …. (“Salve Deus” 130512)
She goes on to describe his lips as “skarlet threeds” and “Lillies” and his cheeks as
“flowers sweet” (1314, 18-19). These stanzas emphasize Christ’s physical beauty and
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draw what Lanyer calls “His perfect picture,” although it is one in parts (1326). In
depicting Christ as a feminized, dismembered series of body parts for the visual,
epistemological consumption of her audience, Lanyer (de)constructs him as both a mirror
of and savior to the early modern female condition. The women witness their own
cultural dismemberment visited upon Christ’s body, thus recognizing in him their own
status as marginalized figures subject to unjust epistemological violence. Yet they also
see him taking their punishment for them, becoming a specifically female messiah so that
they may remain whole. Just as the male Petrarchan poets create their subjectivity upon
the body of the dismembered woman, their desire simultaneously expressed and fulfilled
in consuming her body parts through their eyes and words, so too do the women emerge
as subjects, freed from their marginalization by Christ’s desirable body.
While Lanyer’s work thus displays a strong pro-woman sentiment in her creation
of a female spiritual community and her powerful rebuke to male social and religious
authority, Lanyer does not base her own subjectivity on sorority with her readers. In fact,
just as Lanyer creates a space for women to emerge as subjects through their difference
from men, she creates her own position by exploiting and promoting her own difference
from her female, aristocratic audience, just as they are differentiated from spiritually
ignorant men. Those critics who have stressed her proto-feminist stance have been
responding in a large part to the chauvinism and cynicism evident in A.L. Rowse’s
“discovery” of Lanyer. In the first modern edition of Lanyer’s work, Rowse describes the
poet as a scheming social climber, ready to use her body as a means of personal
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advancement. 125 Rowse finds in Salve Deus and the few known details of Lanyer’s life
ample proof of her egoism, calling her “aggressive and clamorous, independent, restless
and tough,” “forever discontented with her lot,” and “extraordinary.” 126 This focus on her
ambitions results in an unshakeable cynicism. Of her visits to Forman he says that “she
really wanted [to know] whether she shall be a lady,” and he describes the prose address
“To the Vertuous Reader” as a unique (for its time) “piece of rampant feminism”
provoked by her personal anger at her portrayal in Shakespeare’s recently published
sonnet sequence.127 Her encomia to women’s virtue and chastity are, in Rowse’s view,
merely a reaction to the wanton ways of her past, perhaps spurred by growing age and
degenerating looks; the spirituality of the poem is a cover for her desire for both renown
and wealth. While he forgives her for what he sees as a rather unpleasant man-eating
personality and loose sexuality – saying, essentially, she had little choice to be or do
otherwise as an ambitious woman in a repressive, patriarchal culture – Rowse’s
understands Lanyer as solely after worldly rewards. Even Lanyer’s pro-woman
motivations are secondary to her desire for personal gain.
Those responses that prioritize Lanyer’s feminist motivations make the feminist
acts of Lanyer’s text the key to unlocking her desire. Rather than reading her poetry as
the expression of desire for crude and worldly status, these critics see the poetic
resistance to patriarchy as indicative of the object of her desire, in turn revealing the
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nature of the subjectivity that she wishes to craft for herself as one of “woman-poet.”
However, such assertions are problematic. In adopting Lanyer as an emblem of women’s
solidarity, these critics have, ironically, reproduced the objectifying gaze of early modern
patriarchy, homogenizing Lanyer’s individuality by making her only a Woman poet,
defined by and exclusively focused on her socially constructed gender identity, flattening
it out to exclude other forms of difference.
Ultimately, many of these critics come across as perhaps too earnest in their
evaluation of Lanyer, which Lisa Schnell interprets as part of a feminist critical desire to
reclaim history and assert female solidarity in the face of patriarchal oppression and to
reconstruct an exclusively female, and feminine, literary tradition. 128 Although clearly
Lanyer’s poetry arises from a society divided along gender lines, and the frequent
defenses of women as a group (and the concomitant attacks on men as a group) attest to a
pro-woman agenda within her work, interpretations that stress Lanyer’s feminist
“solidarity” have significant limitations. In pinning down Lanyer’s desire, they reduce
and simplify it, fitting it into a narrow dimension and thus limiting the nature of her
fashioned subjectivity to one that can be known and codified in modern political terms.
Defining Lanyer as a “woman poet” or a “poet for women” reinscribes the early modern
discourse that reduced all individuals of a particular gender to an abstract concept, eliding
difference – making it unknown, we might say – and fixing them as objects of
knowledge. Most importantly, these interpretations elide the difference of social and
economic class. While critics have noted repeatedly the tension between male poets and
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their aristocratic patrons – manifested in false flattery, savvy self-promotion, and bitter
complaints – many assert that gender identity bridges all differences in the case of Lanyer
and her patrons, as though they united under their common female experiences without
other forms of difference troubling their relationships. 129 For example, Beilin never
questions the sincerity of Lanyer’s praise for her female patrons, differentiating it from
the works of authors like Donne and Jonson because it “evolves from a quintessentially
feminine poetic consciousness …. specifically to praise women ….” 130 Such arguments
assume that an essentially feminine, and naturally sincere, consciousness already exists
and that Lanyer and the women she addresses were united by virtue of their gender alone.
Beilin and others, like Clare and McGrath, thus advance the idea that femininity exists
prior to the construction of gender in society and culture, or at the very least that gender
is the primary axis of identity that trumps all others.
Louise Schleiner’s analysis of the aristocratic lady-serving woman relationship
between Lanyer and Margaret Clifford as empowering exemplifies the sorts of
interpretations Schnell challenges. 131 Schleiner, like Beilin and others, reads the
dedicatory poems as utterly sincere, arguing that Lanyer’s poetic subjectivity emerges
from her relationship to Margaret Clifford, from whom she receives inspiration and
motivation to write.132 Such a reading ignores class as a possible marker of difference
and site of tension between Lanyer and the women to whom she sues for financial
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support. Lanyer’s project is reduced into an expression of the desire for a woman’s
subjectivity, and she and her work become the property of the critics interpreting it.
Certainly, one cannot deny that Lanyer was aware of herself as a member of the
disadvantaged gender of her society, and her poem contains many moments of explicitly
gendered polemic. Yet to read only a single discourse as structuring her work is to ignore
the complexities of both the position from which Lanyer speaks – the disempowered
social status she writes from and against – and the agency as a speaking subject she crafts
in her work.
The biographical foundations of such criticism demonstrate its weaknesses. Many
of these readings rely on conjecture and circularity: the poem is assumed to grant insights
into Lanyer’s life, about which speculations are then read back into the poem to explicate
it and support their own creation. In particular, Lanyer’s supposed relationships with her
patrons have formed the matter of many arguments that claim Salve Deus as a work
promoting female community. Many critics have followed Lewalski’s assumption that
the prefatory poems “reveal something about Lanyer’s actual associations; though
hyperbolical like most of their kind, they would fail of their purpose if they were to
falsify too outrageously the terms of a relationship.” 133 Benson speculates that Lanyer
probably spent much of her youth with her Italian relatives, who would have given her
extensive musical training. 134 As a musician, writes Benson, she may have been
employed by Susan Bertie, and later Margaret Clifford, as a musical teacher or
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accompanist; she even suggests that Lanyer may have been connected to Elizabeth I,
whom Lanyer mentions as having favored her in her youth, through Lanyer’s father, who
could possibly have taught Elizabeth music in 1552. 135 Like Benson, Woods takes
Lanyer’s statements of her personal connections to her aristocratic patrons as essentially
truthful. She argues that the poem to Susan Bertie proves that Lanyer served and was
educated under the dowager countess of Kent. She then claims that because Bertie’s
household believed in the education of women, Lanyer would have received an extensive
humanist education. 136 Similarly, Woods takes “The Description of Cooke-ham” as at
least partially autobiographical, telling of a real period in Lanyer’s life when she served
in the Clifford household and maintained a somewhat intimate relationship with Margaret
and Anne that could have extended even later into her life.137
Ironically, such scholarship, which is partially an attempt to counter Rowse’s
salacious readings, relies on speculation based similarly on little evidence and a
willingness to read literature as biography, to assume that the poem allows us to know
and possess Lanyer completely. The biographical readings of Lanyer have been critiqued
both as factually flimsy and as simplistic, flattening out the complexity of Lanyer’s
writing in service of fitting it into a model of feminist community. Leeds Barroll’s
research complicates biographical interpretations by examining the historical possibilities
for her interaction with the noblewomen she addresses in her dedications. 138 While not
deeming it impossible, Barroll finds no concrete evidence to support the idea that Lanyer
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served in Bertie’s household besides the former’s own very vague testimony, as the lives
and movements of the two women had little opportunity for overlap. 139 However, Barroll
does state that despite, or perhaps because of, the various difficulties Lanyer faced in
developing relationships with her patrons or other nobles, we should regard her work and
her attempts (and possible successes) at developing these powerful relationships with
even more appreciation.
In response to such eager feminist interpretation, some scholars have complicated
the notion of female solidarity by examining Salve Deus as a critique of social categories,
including not only gender but class as well. By challenging the notion of an
unproblematic relationship between Lanyer and her patrons, one opens Salve Deus to
more nuanced readings of Lanyer’s project of self-fashioning and the desire motivating it.
Instead of flattening out the relationships between Lanyer and her aristocratic patrons,
Ann Coiro incorporates the axis of class identity to her analysis, arguing that gender
cannot be cordoned off from other forms of social relation. 140 In doing so, Coiro reveals
that Lanyer’s desire, and the subjectivity it provokes into being, is multifaceted, emerging
not just from a lack of recognition as a woman but also from her subjugated status as an
object of economic and political power relations. Comparing Lanyer with Ben Jonson,
Coiro makes the case that Lanyer’s work criticizes not only gender hierarchies but
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economic ones as well. Coiro finds within the prefatory poems a multi-layered irony:
“criticism of the aristocratic ladies studded with inestimable wealth, promotion of a
leveling Christian radicalism, and, at the same time, a wonderful degree of selfpromotion.”141 Lanyer, says Coiro, implicitly censures the aristocratic ladies whom she
serves by emphasizing the class differences between them, differences that defy Lanyer’s
understanding of Christian community; this critique becomes most visible in the poem
addressed to Anne Clifford, where she explicitly questions worldly notions of aristocracy
as violations of God’s natural order. Lanyer also “reject[s] … her private role as a woman
of service within a matriarchy” by publishing her poems, which, according to Coiro,
enacts a movement from the aristocratic and increasingly feminized world of manuscript
to the masculine world of print that was associated with non-aristocratic social
mobility. 142 By entering into the public world of print Lanyer takes control symbolically
of her work and her poetic subjectivity; while still reliant on patronage for a living,
Lanyer announces herself as a professional poet, a writing subject with ambition and the
power to create and with a poetic knowledge previously unacknowledged in the
discourses of her society.
In a sense, Coiro’s reading (and the readings of those who follow her) inaugurates
a return to Rowse’s interpretation of Lanyer’s motives, sans cynicism. Rowse implies
that worldly desires are not befitting of a true poet; thus, Lanyer’s impressive ambition
and abilities – for a woman – must be discounted for their failure to reach the
transcendent level of a real (read: male) poet. But by attending to the class discourse that
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takes part in the creation of Lanyer’s poetry and her poetic subjectivity, we recognize that
literature by necessity relates to its economic context, that professional poets are by
definition participants in the social operation of class and that their work in some sense
always emerges from a desire motivated and articulated by economic distinctions.
Schnell reads “The Description of Cooke-ham” as particularly demonstrative of Lanyer’s
ambitions and the frustrations caused by her class status: she desires the exclusive status
of the aristocracy that she once had been near as Hunsdon’s mistress, but recognizes the
insurmountable difference between her station and that of her patrons. This frustration is
made even more biting by the paradoxical fact that in order to gain any access to the elite
women, she must openly acknowledge her lowly station in comparison to theirs. Schnell
describes Lanyer’s poem as an “act of subservience necessary for her even to be noticed
.... [an] unresolvable irony that she is excluded by the very exclusivity she covets.” 143
While Woods and many others hang their biographical and interpretative hats on this
poem, Schnell suggests that Lanyer’s “Cooke-ham” poem could be entirely fictional. If
Lanyer never actually spent time at the estate with the Cliffords, her country-house poem
becomes a form of “wish-fulfillment,” but one that recognizes and acknowledges openly
its status as fictional. 144 Ultimately, only through her status as a poet can Lanyer claim
any access to these women, and even then, perhaps only within the world of her poetry,
where she can construct the relationships she does not have and critique the differences
that prevent them from existing. Thus, in presenting her poetry to these patrons, Lanyer
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enacts her poetic power over them, subjecting them to her poetic vision and rewriting
what they know about their own status and their relationship to her.
Schnell reveals, then, that Lanyer’s poetic project enacts not just an attempt to
fashion a female subjectivity that countermands the discourses of gender that objectify
and subjugate her as a woman, but also a move to write a self that exists not just as the
object of aristocratic patronage, wherein acknowledgement of her as a poet reinscribes
her dependence as object of the pitying favor of the wealthy subjects or worse yet as the
ignored object not worthy of the attention of her addressees. By opening Lanyer’s work
to more nuanced interpretation and exposing the class tensions that exist alongside its
proto-feminist and spiritual agendas, Schnell and others have revealed the complexity of
strategies, including poetic and authorial tactics, the poet employs in order to fashion
herself as a commanding speaker.
Lanyer differentiates herself from her patrons in the same way that she
differentiates women from men: by reading worldly status as an inverted signifier of
heavenly blessing. By accentuating her own humility before her female audience, Lanyer
asserts her spiritual superiority under the cover of and through service. Her self-effacing
humility relies upon her invocation of the “Biblical commonplace that the weaker the
vessel used for divine purposes, the more is God glorified.” 145 However, such a move is
paradoxical: explicitly, Lanyer disowns her subjective agency as subordinate or perhaps
non-existent in the face of God’s power, but she also exalts herself as an instrument of
God’s will and a sharer in God’s glory; spiritually, it erases the subject, while poetically,
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it valorizes and authorizes her. As Guibbory notes, Lanyer places herself in the “gospel
tradition of subverting worldly authority,” claiming the status of the poet-prophet who
possesses special knowledge from God specifically because she is inferior in worldly
circles, and through this knowledge she overthrows the fallen powers of the earth. 146 And
as prophets are often persecuted by those who fear or do not understand their message,
Lanyer directs her words at the only people in her culture capable of knowing the truth
expressed in her poem: women.
While some critics have seen the Salve Deus as a fragmented text expressing
different, even contradictory styles and purposes – the boldness of the central narrative as
compared with the almost embarrassing deference displayed on the surface of the
dedicatory poems being a particular point of contention – the spiritual and textual
operations of the prefatory materials mirror those of the Passion narrative itself. Through
them, Lanyer connects to her aristocratic female audience and takes ownership of the
story she will tell. In taking ownership, writes Keohane, Lanyer “position[s] herself not
just as ‘poet-priest,’ but as God-like” through her ability to deliver Christ to her readers in
the book in a Eucharistic “feast.” 147 In part, this feasting relationship is one of
communion with women coming together on their own terms, rather than through the
mediation of their patriarchally-defined roles. According to Miller, Lanyer “explores the
implications of such socially acceptable roles for women as those of mother and
daughter, and exposes the inadequacy of that cocoon of social acceptability for women
who must learn to define themselves not simply according to patriarchal constructs, but
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both through and against one another as well.”148 These multiple subjectivities of women
center around Christ, who is both their object of desire, the subject of their worship, and
the figure who frees women from “earthly heterosexual relations” and allows them “to
connect … in spiritual homosocial bonding.” 149 These mothers are not just domestic
figures but social and political ones as well. Queen Anne, for example, is identified in the
text as the “Most gratious Mother of succeeding Kings” (“To the Queenes most Excellent
Majestie,” 2); like Mary, she is a source of kingly authority. 150 As Lanyer praises her
female patrons, she repeatedly emphasizes the mother-daughter bond as the source of
women’s power to speak as well as one of the loci of female community. 151 Of the
“feast” of her words that Lanyer offers to her patrons, Miller says that “Lanyer’s writing
voice has been transformed both by and for the benefit of her fellow women. …
establishing in the process the enabling powers of her mother tongue for other
women.” 152 Thus Lanyer takes up a complex position relative to her patrons: they both
give her the authority, as spiritual and social mothers, to speak, and she, as a mother,
speaks for them and to them, nourishing them with her inspired words and example.
Lanyer provokes this reversal by creating a dialectical author-patron relation: the
patrons, because of their virtuous femininity, serve as inspiration for Lanyer’s poem, but
within the text they are able to read purified and perfected versions of themselves, new
selves that are made holy by their proximity to Christ. 153 She employs the discourse of
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hospitality, a discourse in which generosity is simultaneously an assertion of authority,
but does so in a manner that reverses the normal class relationship, as she generously
feeds her aristocratic patrons, rather than vice versa. 154 Thus, woman and Christ come
together in the textual space of Lanyer’s poem; the women fulfill their promise of
goodness by their presence as the poetic characters they inspire, becoming sanctified by
encouraging Lanyer to write of sanctification.
This establishes a change in Lanyer’s relationships with her patrons, contrasting
their worldly power over her with their textual, spiritual service to her. Lanyer
fundamentally changes the nature of patron-client relationships, inverting the social
hierarchy by contextualizing her connection to her patrons through religion and making
herself the spiritual superior.155 In claiming priority as author, Lanyer positions her
patrons as passive observers: Lanyer has the power to write the Passion as well as the
power to portray their beauty, while they must merely witness these remarkable things in
Lanyer’s verse. 156 They may possess a deep spiritual knowledge of God, but it comes
from Lanyer, who crafts their spiritual existence in her poem. Their attention to her poem
and acceptance of the “feast” laid before them becomes attendance upon her within the
new power relations crafted in her poetry. In fact, Lanyer goes so far as to challenge the
social system that elevates these women, such as in her poem to Anne Clifford, “a lecture
on the vanity … of earthly honors.” 157 Lanyer promotes instead a hierarchy based on
virtue, virtue that Anne may or may not possess and that can only be proven should Anne
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understand the holy virtue poetry presented to her and act accordingly – through
patronage of Lanyer, of course. 158 Ultimately, a woman’s virtue depends on her reaction
to Lanyer’s poetry: “Eyes of perfect understanding will see the true worth of Lanyer’s
work; only flawed vision will detect flaws, just as the truly virtuous who hold title in the
heavenly realm can see divinity in the humbled Jesus.” 159 Lanyer places herself as the
arbiter of what it means to be virtuous and to declare the virtues of women, marking
herself as the possessor of true knowledge of an individual’s value to God.
Lanyer also makes use of the power motivated within the action of Petrarchan
dismemberment in order to assert her authority relative to her patrons. She replicates the
simultaneous actions of the Petrarchan poet to praise and silence his beloved in order,
argues McBride, to construct a female poetic lineage from which she can speak. 160 As
Lanyer’s text avows the primacy and virtue of women, she must choose a female model
to establish a vocational heritage, and Mary Sidney serves as the literary “corpse” for
Lanyer to eulogize. Reaching back to the Ur-lyricist Orpheus, she constructs Mary
Sidney (in the prefatory dream vision addressed to the Countess herself) as both her
female Orphic predecessor as well as the already deceased (and thus, no longer
competing) mentor, the dismembered corpse that provokes Lanyer’s voice, just as, for
example, Milton constructs his poetic self upon the body of Edward King, whose death
knells Milton must sing. 161 Lanyer both praises and silences Mary Sidney, employing the
pastoral’s dual elegiac and encomiastic modes to place the aristocratic woman “in a
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mythic heavenly landscape” and link her to her deceased brother, Philip Sidney; Mary is,
like her brother, to be revered, but also at the end of her poetic career.162 Lanyer also
alters the traditional construction of poetic subjectivity in which male identity is built on
the dismembered and objectified female body; instead, the deceased female body
becomes the sign of an already existing poetic subjectivity and lineage that Lanyer can
transfer to herself. 163 But even while she praises Sidney, Lanyer exerts the power of the
poetic gaze in order to control Sidney and build her own selfhood.
Lanyer’s appropriation of literary authority from the figure of Mary Sidney’s
silenced and “dead” body supports the claims of those scholars who wish to complicate
Lanyer’s relationship to her female patrons. The poem becomes less purely “feminist” in
that it engages in some of the same moves as male poets who, following the model
established by Petrarch, write themselves into being upon the bodies of their objectified
lady loves. Despite her stated concern with the situation of virtuous women in a maledominated world, Lanyer often appears to concern herself more with valorizing her own
abilities than improving the lot of all women, although she does manipulate poetic
tradition by invoking a female master poet so that she can create a definitively female
voice.
Lanyer’s voice emerges with particular intensity within the poet’s relationship to
her chief patron Lady Margaret, specifically the power of Lanyer’s poetic vision, which
becomes the primary vehicle of Margaret’s grace. Keohane argues that Lanyer writes
Margaret Clifford as the woman with the strongest relationship to Christ. She becomes
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Christ’s most faithful follower within the text, and in her retelling of the Passion “Lanyer
constitutes within the space of the Countess’s breast a new church, a church of which the
Countess will be the head, and for which Lanyer will provide the foundational text.” 164
Yet Lanyer goes beyond this, even making the Countess a Christ-like figure who
resembles, and perhaps even exceeds, Christ’s power to grace others. 165 This
characterization, though, reflects back obliquely upon Lanyer, who was the one bold
enough to so praise the Countess; her empowerment of Clifford is concomitantly an
empowerment of her own poetic voice.166
Lanyer’s goes beyond merely hunting for patronage when she claims the power to
visualize and verbalize Margaret’s beauty. Repeatedly, Lanyer elevates her writing to
near scriptural status while at the same time couching it in traditional expressions of
humble inadequacy. 167 Her poem, she seems to say, can depict what no other can because
she, as poet, can see and record what no other can see. She opens “Salve Deus” with a
brief encomium to the deceased Elizabeth I, who has departed to “[t]hat glorious place
that cannot be exprest / By any wight clad in mortalitie” (3-4). A few lines later,
however, Lanyer does briefly describe Elizabeth’s place in heaven: “Where Saints and
Angells do attend her Throne, / And she gives glorie unto God alone” (7-8). Within a
mere two lines, Lanyer has subtly established her ability to express what no other mortal
can express: the glories of God, of which her poetic vision gives her unique and
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privileged knowledge. In fact, through these lines Lanyer transcends her own physical
mortality and claims almost divine status. The phrase “wight clad in mortalitie” compares
the mortal flesh of the body to clothing, a metaphor Lanyer will repeat later when writing
of Christ, who traded “his snow-white Weed for ours in change / Our mortall garment in
a skarlet Die” (1110-11). If Christ descends into mortality by wearing the “Weed” of
mortal flesh, then Lanyer’s verse enables her to cast off such garments and ascend to a
divine status where she can see and know what exists beyond the earthly realm and into
heaven.
Two stanzas after she writes of Elizabeth in Heaven, Lanyer again expresses her
unique abilities to imagine and to represent paradise, this time an earthly one, in poetry.
She affirms her will to choose her own subject, in defiance of Margaret’s wishes: “I do
not write … of that delightful place [Cooke-ham] / As you commaunded me” (17-19).
Yet she immediately goes on to describe the country “Paradice” that “Phoebe gave [as]
so great a grace, / Presenting [it] … to your sweet sight”; the land, she writes, contains
“pleasant groves, hills, walks and stately trees” (20-21, 23). Her announcement to write
about a subject, the Passion, counter to Margaret’s commands proclaims the primacy of
Lanyer’s poetic vision over the authority or desire of her aristocratic patron, upending the
social hierarchy between the two just as she has upended gender hierarchies. Her move to
then describe Cooke-ham despite her previous statement asserts her poetic willfulness;
Lanyer has denied the force of Margaret’s order and so describes the country house here
(and again at the conclusion of the volume) to fulfill her own desires, not those of the
Countess. In addition, Lanyer places herself in the station of Phoebe, the moon-goddess
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and a common figure for Elizabeth I. By calling Cooke-ham a “Paradice,” she refers
back to the first stanza that describes Elizabeth’s place in heaven, reinforcing the idea
that no mortal except herself can describe the divine, and her words create the
corresponding order of the estate in her verse. Lanyer not only steps into the place of
deity and royalty, but also she accrues to herself the power to reveal beauty and mystery
to Lady Margaret. She becomes the moon, the counterpart to the Sunne/Son, that reveals
the pastoral setting to the Countess’ eyes through the divine light it takes from the
brighter star. When one considers that “grace” can mean “salvation,” then it appears once
more that Lanyer grants herself the power to bless Lady Margaret: the poem presents “so
great a grace … to [her] sweet sight.” Lanyer’s verse, then, impresses itself upon
Margaret’s mind, the act of reading it becoming akin to seeing and being seen by God;
Lanyer possesses the power to grant divine knowledge, and her poetry becomes the
vehicle to transmit that knowledge to whom she decides.
Lanyer continues to expand her visual powers as the poem progresses, and as she
does so, she claims greater authority for herself as a poet. The complicated discourses of
vision upon which she draws problematize a strict delineation between the subject and
object of vision, and the poet follows suit by assuming not only the power to show what
cannot be shown by humans, but also the ability to see what only the blessed can see. The
speaker wishes for Margaret’s soul to “Long … be pleasing in [God’s] sight” (66); this
line rhymes with another blessing: “Long mai’st thou set on him thy whole delight” (68).
The pairing of “sight” and “delight” through both aural and eye rhyme conflates the two
concepts, emphasizing their inseparability: to be in God’s sight is necessarily to be
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delighted. The lines also play on the word “de-light,” for to be in God’s sight is to be in
his light, to be exposed to the shining rays of the Sunne and granted the ability to see
one’s savior. Again, Lanyer emphasizes a mutuality of vision as to be seen (by God) is
also to see (his light), though she gives primacy to God’s power to objectify the believer
in his sight; his action predicates the mirrored response by Margaret. Yet Lanyer reserves
to herself the power to bestow this blessing, although she does so in oblique fashion. As
poet, she has the ability to render Lady Margaret “pleasing in his sight” through her
words; her words are more than simply descriptive – they (re)create Margaret as beautiful
to God. Lanyer describes this task in the opening lines of her poem: she intends “to write
thy [Margaret’s] never dying fame” (10). The true viewer, then, with the power to
objectify and render Margaret beautiful, and therefore blessed, is Lanyer, not God,
because it is the former who creates her beauty and fame through the process of seeing it,
either in the body or in her mind’s eye, and writing it.
The speaker goes on to describe the beauty of Christ in visually abstract terms:
“With Majestie and Honour is He clad, / And deck’d with light, as with a garment faire”
(73-74). In doing so, she creates a vision for her patron, but she also elevates herself to
Margaret’s status; she had previously referred to Margaret as a blessed woman because of
her spiritual proximity to Jesus, saying that she “[w]ho sees this Bridegroome, never can
be sad” (77). Through her poem Lanyer becomes the bride to the bridegroom, and she
enters into a direct relationship with Jesus, “seeing” him in her words and becoming the
mediator who presents him to Margaret. In fact, Lanyer’s bond with Christ outstrips
Margaret’s, for the poet can articulate it verbally, putting her visual knowledge of Christ,
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and Christ’s vision and concomitant blessing of her, into words, and her words reach
beyond the page into the reader Margaret’s soul, granting her eternal happiness. Again,
Lanyer expresses a unique access to knowledge of God’s plans, her apocalyptic
prediction of the eventual triumph of Margaret over her trials – and by extension, of
women over the unfair oppression of men – echoing the prophetic voices of the Bible.
For Lanyer, the power of her words and their ability to suggest a reality beyond
their textual presentation is crucial to fulfilling her theurgic intention to “present … our
Lord Jesus himselfe” (“To the Ladie Margaret Countesse Dowager of Cumberland” 7).
Her goal extends beyond the mere representation of Christ; she wishes to write him into
being, presenting him in a way that one can know him intimately. Guibbory suggests that
Lanyer’s textual portrayal of Christ morphs into a claim for the actual presence of Christ
in the text itself, making literal the metaphor of the “feast” used in the prefatory poems as
the book becomes the Eucharist. 168 In writing the poem and crafting through language the
relationship between God and Lady Margaret, Lanyer, not the Lord, becomes the one
who blesses Margaret. Not works but words, and specifically the poet’s words, become
the vehicle of salvation; Lanyer implicitly claims divine authority for herself repeatedly
throughout the text. Her poetic vision, then, creates an order that contains both Margaret
and Christ; in doing so, she transforms her poem from mere signifier or narrative into
divine signified, the story of Christ becoming Christ. Lanyer’s lionizing of poetic
inspiration echoes Sidney’s literary theory, which emphasizes the power of the poet to
imitate the world and, surpassing mere repetition, to remake nature according to his own
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abilities. The poet’s words carry power beyond mere denotation by which they can affect
an audience not only intellectually but metaphysically as well:
[F]or whatsoever the philosopher saith should be done, [the poet is
superior because] he giveth a perfect picture of it …. A perfect picture I
say, for he yieldeth to the powers of the mind an image of that whereof the
philosopher bestoweth but a wordish description, which doth neither
strike, pierce, nor possess the sight of the soul so much as that other
doth. 169
The poet’s words extend beyond their literal substance, connecting directly with the
divine essence within the reader, and the images that the poet creates can “teach and
delight” in a way that exceeds any other discipline.170 Plato’s “corresponding order” in
the observer’s mind echoes within Sidney’s description of an ideal poetry that recreates
the epistemological power of vision in words, as the reader sees within poetry a truth that
exceeds perceivable reality or mere verbal description. Yet there is also a trace of
Aristotle’s passive construction of sight, as the poet in Sidney’s text “possess[es] the
sight of the soul”; poetry is the active agent in the relationship between reader and text,
impregnating the reader’s mind. In Sidney one can find another of the sources for
Lanyer’s odd combination of active and passive notions of sight, as the poet creates
visions for others to see and through those visions exerts influence upon the reader, a
multi-faceted approach to the nature of vision that eradicates a simple binary opposition
between viewer and object. For Sidney, textual worlds possess an even greater
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authenticity and import than base human “reality”; words become images that readers
actually experience when they read, and these experiences affect not just the physical but
the spiritual being of the reader. The text contains the power to create that which it
portrays in words; the poet becomes, as in Sidney’s term, “a maker.” 171
When Lanyer digresses for numerous stanzas on the dangers of physical beauty
“unaccompanied with virtue” (185n), she fulfills Sidney’s injunction that the poet should
not merely reproduce what is but “mak[e] things … better than nature bringeth forth.” 172
She declares “[t]hat outward Beautie which the world commends, / Is not the subject I
will write upon” (185-186); instead she praises Lady Margaret for her “faire Virtues”
(189). In order to see these virtues, though, Lanyer must be possessed of the same kind of
visual powers as God, who “doth behold thy inward cares … [and] regard the sorrowes of
thy Soule” (49-50). Such acts of seeing look beyond the worldly surface to the spiritual
essence beneath and beyond sublunary existence. Lanyer’s poetic vision, the power of her
“lowely Muse” (265), is what sees the inner virtues of Margaret; in fact, in recording
them in her poem, Lanyer recreates Margaret, becoming her new “maker” by
constructing her as a virtuous, spiritually blessed woman. Whereas before Margaret had
been “by [her] Maker fram’d,” she is now framed by Lanyer. Sidney writes that the poet
is “only reined with learned discretion, into the divine consideration of what may be and
should be.” 173 Lanyer’s literary abilities allow her to see beyond the physical realm and
into the divine, and it also gives her the power to present an alternative, more perfect
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portrait of Margaret – presenting her as she “should be” – by attending to her virtues
rather than her physical beauty, which a male poet would likely take as his primary
subject.
Lady Margaret has been blessed with the same virtue, graced to see God’s glory
and in turn have her virtues seen by him:
This Grace great Lady, doth possesse thy Soule,
And makes thee pleasing in thy Makers sight;
This Grace doth all imperfect Thoughts controule,
Directing thee to serve thy God aright;
Still reckoning him, the Husband of thy Soule,
Which is most pretious in his glorious sight …. (249-254)
With the use here of the term “Maker,” Lanyer plays on the similarity between God as
divine maker and the Sidneyian poet as his earthly counterpart. Margaret’s grace is just as
much a gift from Lanyer as it is from God, if not more so. She writes the virtue of
Margaret and presents it to God and to Margaret herself, offering up her patron for
blessing and preserving her virtue in verse. The phrase “possesse thy Soule” also echoes
Sidney’s description of the power of poetry to “possess the sight of the soul,” reinforcing
the suggestion that Margaret’s true “Maker” is the poet-maker Lanyer; by writing about
Margaret’s virtues, she imbues the Countess with them, making her worthy of salvation.
The imputation of possible imperfections in thought that are controlled by Lanyer’s
poetic grace again harkens back to Sidney’s Defense and the power of the writer to
remake the world “better than nature bringeth forth”: Lanyer’s poetry has remade Lady
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Margaret into a virtuous soul deserving of God’s love. Thus, Lanyer gives knowledge to
both Margaret and God through her poetry, serving as the source of virtue and its
reception.
In the same way that she embodies her patron in words, so too does Lanyer
capture the essence of God in her poem. By the light given to her by the Spirit, Lanyer
“unfold[s]” the story of Christ’s sacrifice; this poetic act seems to draw on both active
and passive understandings of sight: Lanyer functions as the object of divine light, but
along with her reception of this light she possesses the ability to recreate the Passion, just
as Plato speaks of the mind recreating the universe through vision. She seeks “To shew
[Christ’s] Love” and claims that she is guided in her composition by divine inspiration:
“Yea in these Lines I may no further stray, / Than his most holy Spirit shall give me
Light” (292, 301-2). She “behold[s the story of the Passion] with the eye of Faith” and
creates a textual mirror of it, a mirror Lanyer hopes will take the place of the Passion in
the souls of her readers (318). Lanyer claims that she receives her verse from God: he
“illuminate[s] my Spirit, / And give[s] me Wisdom from his holy Hill, / That I may
Write” (321-3). In these lines she claims a dual role as both subject and object to God’s
light, both writer of the Passion and amanuensis recording what the Spirit dictates to her:
she repeatedly protests her “barren skill” and inability to tell of Christ’s glory even with
divine assistance (313). In Guibbory’s opinion, Lanyer’s employment of the humilitas
topos enables her speaking voice, as her poetic and gendered inferiority allows “God’s
glory [to] shine more fully….” 174 In addition, Lanyer’s protestations of her own
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weakness and status as a vessel for God’s illumination align her typologically with Mary,
a similarly lowly woman who was raised to hallowed status through God’s grace. Lanyer,
then, replaces her patron as the true and complete antitype to Mary, and she aligns her
own creation, the story of Christ, with the body of Christ birthed by the Virgin. Wall
suggests that this enacts a “conflation” of “Christ [and] the poorly-dressed book—
suggest[ing] the Divinity within her own work.” 175 Lanyer herself can rightfully speak
because she adapts poetic tradition to create a female subject that, while somewhat
transgressive of the public/private divide, ultimately still resides within the position of
humble, chaste female desirous of Christ’s love.
Lanyer also asserts the primacy of her poetic vision to anatomize and objectify
her narrative subject in service to the creation of her text. She describes him as a “rich
Jewell” that she “present[s] (deare Lady) to your view” (1263, 1265). The reification of
Christ as a precious stone not only places him under Lanyer’s power, but also makes
Lady Margaret subject to the poet’s generosity, as in the Eucharistic “feast” of the
dedicatory poems; she must wait for Lanyer to give her a view of Christ. Lanyer’s patron
may possess greater worldly wealth, but the poet holds a far greater spiritual gift. 176 The
power of her own description, suggests Lanyer, is that it transcends the text and, as in
Sidney’s Defense, actually remakes the divine: she has drawn this picture and placed it
within Margaret:
Ah! Give me leave (good Lady) now to leave
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This taske of Beauty which I tooke in hand
.....................................
Therefore (good Madame) in your heart I leave
His perfect picture, where it still shall stand,
Deepely engraved in that holy shrine,
Environed with Love and Thoughts divine.

There may you reade his true and perfect storie,
His bleeding body there you may embrace,
And kisse his dying cheekes with teares of sorrow,
With joyfull griefe you may intreat for grace…. (1321-34)
The “perfect storie,” Lanyer’s poem becomes a textual Christ as the verbs in this stanza
become increasingly physical: from the abstract and intellectual “reade” the poem moves
to the bodily “embrace” and “kisse.” Finally it shifts to the deferent “intreat,” and Lady
Margaret can pray to the poem as she would to Christ, because, in fact, the poem now
shares a place with God, becoming indistinguishable from him. The poem transcends its
own text, the ekphrastic references to “pictures” becoming more than poetic flourishes as
the verbal image of Christ becomes, for Margaret, the body of Christ, giving her true
contact with the divine. And Margaret, reading the poem, “sees” herself communing with
it, or community with Christ in/as the poem. Lanyer thus makes her poem “the ‘real
presence’ of Christ, a gift superseding anything her patrons might offer her.” 177 Whereas
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she had written at the poem’s opening of God’s spiritual penetration and impregnation of
Margaret, now Lanyer becomes her patron’s sexual partner, inseminating Margaret’s soul
with knowledge of the divine Christ.
While Lanyer plays upon her relationship to Margaret in order to promote the
superiority of her own poetic and spiritual knowledge, she demonstrates this superiority
by interjecting herself into the Passion narrative, speaking at times directly to the
participants, thus proclaiming her direct and personal knowledge of biblical truth.178 She
describes Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane as he shares himself with his disciples:
To [Peter, James and John] good Jesus opened all his woe,
..................
Beeing sorowfull, and overcharg’d with griefe,
He told it them, yet look’d for no reliefe. (371, 75-76)
In retelling this scene, Lanyer makes herself one of the Apostles trusted to bear witness to
Christ’s grief, while at the same time she remains outside the narrative, watching it
unfold and recording God’s Word; she makes herself both active viewer of divine
revelation and passive object of that revelation’s deliverance. Lanyer also places herself
in opposition to Christ’s persecutors and to those followers who ultimately fail him, all of
whom are male, and all of whom have an inferior quality of relationship with Christ and
do not know him as she does. Unlike her, they cannot see their Lord: the Apostles “shut
those Eies what should their Maker see” (420). They have taken themselves out of the
transactional relationship between God and human by closing the eyes that should look
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upon God while being looked into by God. By doing so, these apostles become complicit
with the “Monsters” who come to arrest Jesus; both fail to truly “see” Christ as Lanyer
does, with the “eye of Faith” (318). Of the agents of Caiphas, the speaker states, “They
could not know him, whom their eyes did see. / How blinde were they [who] could not
discerne the Light!” (504-5). Despite the fact that Christ “[p]resents himself, that they
might take a view; / And what they doubted they might cleerely see,” these men do not
see Christ as savior (515-16). They recall those who, in the Commentary on Psalm 25,
Calvin condemns as untrue to God because they “waver and gaze about as the heathen
do….” 179 Again, Lanyer emphasizes that male ignorance of Christ manifests in their
inability to look beyond the surface, while her own vision can see his suffering and know
him intimately.
And again, while emphasizing woman’s close connection to Christ, Lanyer
prioritizes herself above all others. In the prose address “To the Vertuous Reader” that
precedes the main text of “Salve Deus,” Lanyer details the many ways in which Christ
was connected to women: he was “begotten of a woman, borne of a woman, nourished of
a woman, obedient to a woman … he healed woman, pardoned women, comforted
women … in the last houre of his deathe, took care to dispose of a woman: after his
resurrection, appeared first to a woman, sent a woman to declare his most glorious
resurrection to the rest of his Disciples” (43-50; my emphasis). Lanyer explicitly
mentions that the first to see the risen Christ was Mary Magdalene; this Mary’s visual
perception of Christ grants her the authority to tell the story of – to witness, in both visual
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and proselytical senses – his resurrection, and it echoes the other scenes of Christ locking
eyes with women: his procession to Calvary, witnessed by the Daughters of Jerusalem,
and the Virgin Mary’s watch over “his bleeding body” when bathes him with her tears,
experiencing viscerally the loss that Lanyer’s text replicates for the reader (1012). Once
more, Lanyer’s status as poet allows her to assume a position of authority: “declar[ing]
his most glorious resurrection,” she becomes the woman who first saw his resurrected
body; writing of Christ’s suffering, she becomes his mother and the other women who
weep as he dies. The act of writing becomes the verbalization of Lanyer’s religious and
poetic vision, and in the world of the poet, that also equates to an act of creating.
From where does Lanyer derive the ability and authority to create the divine in
her poem? As noted above, she repeatedly asks for divine guidance in crafting her
narrative. Such moves are paradoxical, however, given that they come in the midst of that
very narrative. In contrast to such claims of humility, the motivating force of the poet’s
will undergirds the poem. In the preamble Lanyer announces, “His Death and Passion I
desire to write, / And thee to reade, the blessed Soules delight” (271-2, my emphasis). As
in the earlier moment in the poem when Lanyer describes Cooke-ham of her own accord,
without concern for Lady Margaret’s wishes, her desire to write of Christ is internally
generated; there is almost a sense that her poetic will exists in competition with or is
more important than her heavenly mandate. The repetition of the word “delight” recalls
its use in line 68 as a verbal play on the power of God’s light to bless the soul. Now Lady
Margaret’s delight, and that of the Christian woman in general, is found not in God but in
the poem, as Lanyer’s verse about Christ becomes Christ, or rather, becomes a second or
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different Christ, a poetic messiah as opposed to a heavenly one. Throughout this passage
Lanyer invokes the notion of her poem as logos, God recreated as the Word. She also
recalls Sidney’s claim that the poet improves upon what which she represents, for in her
poem “his great Glory may appeare more bright” (300; my emphasis). Within her words
God and human find beauty and salvation:
In other Phrases than may well agree
With his pure Doctrine, and most holy Writ,
That Heavens cleare eye, and all the World may see,
I seeke his Glory. (305-8)
Lanyer announces that she looks for God in her own text, not in creation or in the
Gospels. She holds her poem up as the site of Christ’s incarnation (or rather,
verbalization) and offers it to the gaze of both humanity and divinity. In doing so, she
makes a bold claim about her ability as a poet to (re)create divinity in her writing, while
at the same time protesting her humility as “unworthy” of addressing her divine subject
matter.
These invocations are both circular and performative. By writing the poem,
“present[ing] this pure unspotted Lambe” (319), Lanyer answers her own prayers; she
performs her own inspiration in the text, which becomes the record of God’s divine light.
“If he vouchsafe to guide my Hand and Quill,” she says, setting up a logical proposition,
“Then will I tell of that sad blacke fac’d Night” (324, 327). Two lines later, she begins
the Passion, “That very Night …”; the poem itself proves that she has received
inspiration, yet the poem is, in a sense, the very inspiration she seeks. Appended to her
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collection, Lanyer includes a message “To the doubtfull Reader,” ostensibly to justify her
work and its title. She claims that the name of her poem “was delivered unto [her] in
sleepe many yeares before” and that she was “appointed to performe this Worke” through
divine inspiration (2-3, 7-8). At the end of her work she announces the holy imperative
that she claims occurred before she wrote it; thus she retroactively invents her own
inspiration, justifying herself and granting herself the divine knowledge upon which her
vocational subjectivity as a poet is founded. Hodgson says that “she speaks first and
receives permission to do so later,” but Lanyer’s presumption is even greater, as she
creates her own justification for writing. 180 Lanyer appears to have tapped into one of the
fundamental paradoxes of Protestant theories of divine grace. The reception of grace
becomes tautological; one has glory because one is given glory, one is given glory
because one has been predestined to be glorified, and to be predestined to something is,
in effect, to already exist in that state. For Lanyer’s text, the act of composing the text
becomes the inspiration for the composition of the text, and she proves her salvation by
writing her relationship with Christ into being. She attests to her insignificance and states
that God creates her as a poetic subject, but within her poem – the matter of her poetic
subjectivity – she creates the divine force that authorizes her to speak as a poet and
prophet. Lanyer interpellates herself by performing and writing her own divine
inspiration; she calls to herself, verbalizing her own vocation and ventriloquizing God’s
interpellative call to her to be his spokeswoman and the vehicle-cum-creator of his Word.
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The circular relationship between text and inspiration reflects and amplifies the
complicated troping of vision throughout the poem. The apparently simultaneous
inspiration and production of the poem that confuses attempts to locate the source of the
text and the birth of the poet’s subjectivity echoes the mysterious visual relationship
between seer and seen. At some points in the text, Lanyer frames the visual connection
between believer and Lord as one of equality, both taking part in the act of salvation; at
other points, she describes it as an unequal relationship of subject and object, yet even
that is not a stable formulation, as sometimes God is the object of sight, at other times the
subject. 181
Lanyer ends the poem with a final note of praise to her patroness: “I must
commend / You that appeare so faire in all mens sight” (1836-37). An ostensibly
flattering remark and a conventional move in the epideictic poetry of the era, this simple
statement epitomizes the overarching philosophy of vision in Lanyer’s text. She grants
visual powers both to Lady Margaret and to God, upsetting the standard subject-object
dichotomy by drawing on rich classical traditions of sight. She also follows, at times, the
Calvinist doctrine of the ineffectuality of human will that places salvation in the hands
and eyes of God to bestow upon humans as/who he sees fit. Ultimately, Lanyer’s poem
traces its own idea of vision most from Sidney’s Defense: the poet is the visionary,
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creating a textual world that supplants the physical and perhaps even the spiritual, as its
words when read become what they represent. Lady Margaret’s fair appearance rests
neither in the sight of men nor in the body of Margaret but in the eyes, and words, of
Lanyer. Within the world of “Salve Deus” and its accompanying dedicatory poems, only
Lanyer has the ability to paint Margaret as beautiful with words that will outlast the
vicissitudes of time. As poet-maker, Lanyer is the god of her imaginative world, and she
has the power to grant her patron the grace of everlasting life through poetry. In fact, she
gives immortal life to Christ as well, her poetry of praise containing and preserving both
Margaret and Jesus’ beauty. Her task, “to write thy never dying fame,” becomes not an
obsequious act of fawning for pecuniary rewards but instead an act of will, a display of
authorial power, and a bold statement about Lanyer’s extraordinary vision, which
encompasses both her earthly and divine patrons.
As a marginal literary figure only recently exposed to scholarly attention,
Lanyer’s work provides an interesting case for thinking about the possibilities of selffashioning in the early modern period as she sits paradoxically at the margins and at the
center of early modern English culture. An educated woman on the edges of the courtly
world, discarded mistress of Henry Carey, Lord Hunsdon, and servant to Margaret
Clifford and other prominent early modern English women, Aemilia Lanyer was
concerned throughout her life with establishing a place within the privileged class of her
time; her poetic career stands as perhaps her most bold and innovative attempt to make a
name for herself within the circles of power. Thwarted by her financial status and her
gender, Lanyer’s pursuit of fame and advancement may seem quixotic given her death in
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relative obscurity and seeming invisibility to the English literary and scholarly world for
nearly four hundred years, but Lanyer’s importance as a poet and religious thinker is
recognized now by more and more critics. Her work demonstrates new possibilities for
understanding the relationship between epistemology and subjectivity and suggests ways
to rethink other more traditionally “canonical” texts within the history of early modern
subject.
Through the construction of visual relationships of mutual recognition, Lanyer
creates a holy feminine community that displaces men from the position of chosen
followers of Christ, othering men as spiritually blind and ignorant. This community is
historically located in the women of Lanyer’s time, most especially those aristocratic
women to whom she dedicates her poetry, and it is also transhistorical, connecting the
heroines of the Old and New Testaments and female Christian martyrs with her female
contemporaries. However, while the poet apparently prostrates herself, figuratively
speaking, before her Lady, she in the same moment declares the supremacy of her poetic
abilities, which are the key to Margaret’s salvation and her connection to Jesus as well as
to Jesus’ own act of sacrificial salvation. In doing so, Lanyer places both Christ and her
patron within the field of her poetic “vision,” assuming authority to construct them as she
sees fit and claiming access to divinity through her artistic inspiration. Lanyer’s intimate
knowledge both of Margaret and of the divine order blesses Margaret by making her
virtues and making her virtues known and at the same time re-presenting Christ to an
audience of faithful women.
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By drawing on complex and contradictory discourses about vision, Lanyer can
disempower and condemn men as idolatrous while subjecting her patrons to her own
poetic vision, which both sees and thus creates their virtues and also allows them to see
Christ and thus receive his, and by extension Lanyer’s, grace. Lanyer’s deployment of
visual tropes reveals the radical nature of her strategy of self-authorization, a strategy in
which God becomes an object of her poetic vision to be constructed – to be seen and
known – in a manner that serves to promote Lanyer’s authorial subjectivity. In addition,
Lanyer’s visual poetics emphasize both her pro-woman sentiments as well as her
complex relations with her aristocratic, female patrons. Lanyer’s manipulation of vision
as a poetic device and a religious, epistemological tool allows her to upset traditional
hierarchies of class and gender and to make a bold statement about the construction of
divinity as a poetic fiction.
Despite the almost blasphemous nature of Lanyer’s poem as it has been explicated
here, I do not mean to suggest that she was insincere in her faith. In her biography of
Lanyer, Woods suggests that Lanyer’s upbringing was “radical[ly] Protestant,” and I
have no reason to suggest that Lanyer intended to express any form of atheistic or
solipsistic belief.182 Perhaps one reason for her expression of such outspoken poetic will
can be found in her biography while not being limited to the literal experiences of her
own life. In “The Description of Cooke-ham” Lanyer expresses a deep sorrow for a lost
and paradisal female community, a sorrow probably informed and deepened by her
difficult marriage and the legal and financial struggles she faced after her husband’s
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death. Her powerful assertion of her artistic subjectivity was perhaps a reaction to a world
that did not have room for strong-willed women as well as, like “Cooke-ham,” a wish for
something better. Her poem also attests to a central difficulty of religious faith, which by
definition exists beyond and without earthly confirmation. Certainly the Reformation’s
disregarding of good works as salvific put additional strain on the psyches of English
Christians, a strain that Lanyer may have been attempting to overcome forcefully. Thus,
Lanyer’s poetry reflects not only her life, the details of which remain mysterious, but the
results of a variety of religious, social, and gendered forces crystallized through the
poetic voice of a single individual.
The struggle between faith and doubt, certainty and uncertainty, and Lanyer’s
circular and self-fulfilling response to the ineffability of divine will seems to me to be at
the heart of the Judeo-Christian tradition. When Moses asks God how he can be sure that
he is capable of leading the Hebrews out of Egypt, God responds, “Certainely I will be
with thee: and this shall be a token vnto thee, that I haue sent thee, After yt thou hast
brought the people out of Egypt, ye shall serue God vpon this Mountaine.”183 In other
words, Moses will know he has been chosen to perform this deed because he will do it;
his proof will come upon the completion of the act. Lanyer deals with a similar paradox:
she knows her poem has been divinely inspired because she believes it to be. The more
insistently she declares the scriptural truth of her work, the more she at the same time
declares her own abilities as a poet, leading to a fundamental conflict between divine and
human will. Her supreme confidence in her work makes it perhaps all the more tragic that
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it went largely unnoticed, although it is perhaps also to her benefit, for a woman speaking
in such a powerful voice risked severe persecution in the patriarchal society of Stuart
England, persecution that would have brought her even closer to the Christ about whom
she wrote and with whom she identified.
For Lanyer, the desire for Christ’s real presence is fulfilled textually by the poem
that expresses this very desire. Lanyer desires knowledge of the certainty of her
subjective position; in a sense, she desire knowledge of her knowledge. In the
composition of her text, she constructs God in such a way that provides them with the
epistemological foundation that not only guarantees their existence but also certainty in
their own abilities to be knowing subjects. Lanyer’s God knows her to be a faithful
believer, as proven by his intimacy with women, to the exclusion of ignorant men, and
manifested in the real presence of Christ in the text of “Salve Deus”; the poem’s
existence as a holy devotion proves its inspired status and Lanyer’s blessing from God,
the God whom she writes into being in the poem. Lanyer excises ignorance, casting it in
gendered form as the un-Christ-like acts of oppressive men. For her, then, ignorance
serves as the necessary counterpart to her own knowledgeable subjectivity.
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CHAPTER 3
MILTON’S SUBMISSION TO IGNORANCE IN SAMSON AGONISTES
In the preceding chapters I have discussed the operations of ignorance and
knowledge as they condition the existence of the individual in a social setting. In chapter
1, I discussed ignorance as a culturally established force that excludes the socially
unacceptable from view. In doing so, it establishes the necessary discursive limits for the
existence of dominant subjects and their identity-status within a hierarchy. At the same
time, though, it creates the potential for rupture by opening a space for the unknown and
effaced to emerge, destabilizing the very knowledge-structure upon which ignorance is
based. In chapter 2, I demonstrated just such an action, reading Aemilia Lanyer’s poetry
as an attempt to reverse the dynamics of social power by inverting worldly knowledge
into a sign of spiritual ignorance, and vice versa. While Lanyer’s strategic self-fashioning
as a poetic and empowered Christian subject relies upon the maintenance of a
knowledge-ignorance binary, she takes advantage of the contradictions between various
social discourses in order to rewrite the binary to her own advantage.
In this final chapter, I will address the nature of the subject who internalizes and
engages with ignorance as an essential element of the human self. The primary focus will
be the works of John Milton, in particular his problematic and much debated closet drama
Samson Agonistes. Using this as the central text, I argue that submission to the unknown
forms the heart of Milton’s understanding of human experience. Ignorance in the face of
God defines Miltonic subjectivity, as all action emerges from the incomplete nature of
human knowledge. Although in his prose polemic Areopagitica, Milton declares that the
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pursuit of knowledge expresses the divine impulse in humans, he also defines human
knowledge as forever fragmented and partial, fulfilled only by the intervention of divine
grace and the sanctifying knowledge that comes with it. Concomitant with the pursuit of
knowledge, one must submit the self to the unknown and express ignorance; the
recognition of human ignorance is also the recognition of human insignificance before
the divine. The ultimate inscrutability of Samson, its refusal of straightforward
conclusions, challenges attempts at interpretation. The text offers potential answers to the
questions of Samson’s salvation, his guilt, and his death, but none can fully satisfy the
challenges posed by the narrative. By denying readers definitive answers, Milton stresses
instead the process of interpretation itself, stressing the necessary but ultimately
ineffectual operation of human knowledge without divine grace and the knowledge it
brings. The text functions self-reflexively, as a challenge to the process of composing
answers, prioritizing the exercise of reason as the experience that cleaves humans and the
divine.
In prioritizing the role of ignorance in Milton’s thought and works, I am taking
part in what Peter Herman identifies as a paradigm shift in Milton studies. 1 Whereas the
dominant critical tradition has sought to interpret Milton’s works as a unified, coherent
whole – a unified field of Miltonic meaning, as it were – more recent scholarship has
focused instead on the contradictions, ambiguities, and unresolvable aporias across and
within the texts that make up Milton’s oeuvre. Herman explores what he calls Milton’s
“poetics of incertitude,” arguing that Paradise Lost (as well as other texts, including
1
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Samson Agonistes) “confronts the author’s and his culture’s deepest anxieties without
ultimately confirming that the principles guiding the past remain valid.” 2 He argues that
Milton’s “critical sensibility … [and] wholesale questioning” of all beliefs led him to a
place of radical incertitude, the inability to come to a conclusion about the truth or
validity of not only the beliefs of the masses but his own as well. Placing Samson
Agonistes at the apex of this poetic philosophy, as the chief example of Miltonic
incertitude, my work will clarify Herman’s argument on one point and depart from it on
another. First, incertitude and inconclusivity do not necessitate paralysis or non-action; in
fact, I argue that Samson Agonistes dramatizes what Milton takes to be the universal
human experience of acting with imperfect, perhaps even deceptive, knowledge. Second,
while Herman identifies Milton’s uncertainty as largely the result of his political and
personal disillusionment in the wake of the English Revolution’s failure, I argue that
these historical events only heightened Milton’s long-standing epistemic anxiety, and that
we can find in his earliest works traces of the same belief in the instability of all beliefs.
In contributing to a comprehensive interpretation of Milton’s works, then, I find that at
the heart of Miltonic thought is the recognition of the inescapably anxious nature of
human existence and action.
Readings that argue for Miltonic certainty make a number of epistemological
claims. Herman enumerates the three unwritten laws of traditional Milton studies:
“Milton is a poet of absolute, unqualified certainty; Paradise Lost [and other Miltonic
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works] coheres; [t]he critic’s task is to make the poem cohere.”3 These “propositions”
hold that Milton’s work expresses a unified meaning, the product of an intentional
program of creative action, and furthermore that this meaning can be, if not recovered, at
least approached with ever greater precision as each textual and historical detail is
subsumed into the overarching structure of Milton’s project. To use the vocabulary of this
dissertation, they assert the existence of definite knowledge: that Milton possessed a
complete and perfect knowledge of his intended project and shaped his work accordingly,
and that critics can and should pursue the recovery of this knowledge as their chief goal:
their subjective existence as “Miltonists” relies upon their enacting of this goal. Anything
that escapes the larger structure of meaning is either suppressed or made to resolve when
understood in the “correct” manner. 4
There is perhaps no better example of this critical insistence on certain knowledge
and certain interpretation than the work of Stanley Fish, although in making his claims he
often follows in the scholarly footsteps of Miltonists before him. As he notes in the
preface to the second edition of Surprised by Sin, his work initially grew out of two
camps:
For one party God and his only begotten son are the obvious co-heroes of
the epic; for the other, the poem’s true energy resides in the figures of
Satan and … Eve … whose actions would seem to exemplify Milton’s
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declared preference in his Areopagitica for a virtue that is active rather
than “fugitive and cloister’d.” 5
The former view is championed by figures such as C.S. Lewis and E.M.W. Tillyard, the
latter by critics such as William Empson who are influenced by the Romantic vision of
Milton as rebel. 6 Fish’s study purports to be a dialectical overcoming of the conflict
between the two camps, demonstrating that each has only a partial understanding of a
greater meaning. That meaning is, in Fish’s words, Milton’s intention to “re-create in the
mind of the reader … the drama of the Fall, to make him [sic] fall again exactly as Adam
did and with Adam’s troubled clarity, that is to say, ‘not deceived.’” 7 By asserting a
definite meaning and intention, Fish resolves any potential tensions in Paradise Lost
about Milton’s portrayal of God by subsuming them within a larger interpretation: the
reader feels distaste for Milton’s God because the reader is already fallen. Once the
reader realizes her impaired moral sense and sinful nature, the distance between the self
and God is breached; the reader understands that her interpretation of God is incorrect,
that God is good, that Milton’s poem is not morally ambiguous but posits a very certain,
stable moral center in God.
To be fair to Fish, he has appeared to nuance his approach to Milton’s works. In
his writings advocating reader-response theory, Fish moves the locus of meaning from
text and author to the reader’s interpretive acts, writing that “rather than [authorial]
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intention and its formal realization producing interpretation … interpretation creates
intention and its formal realization by creating the conditions in which it becomes
possible to pick them out.”8 The certainty of the text no longer resides at the ontological
level of Milton’s intention but rather in the actions of the readers; in a moment of critical
humility, Fish offers his interpretation of Paradise Lost (and by extension Milton’s other
works) as one choice among others:
read it this way — within the assumption that the poem’s method is to
involve you in its plot by confronting you with interpretive crises — and
see if this way of reading makes better sense of the poem than the way of
reading … within which you were proceeding before. 9
Yet Fish ultimately seems to extend a tyrannical interpretive hand over the reader at the
same time that he withdraws it from Milton’s text. Taking the figure of Jesus in Paradise
Regained as the example of the perfect reader, Fish promotes what he calls the “politics
of long joy,” a refusal of “the politics of empirical urgency” that takes as its guiding
principles the temporary and contingent situation of the world for “an already-in-place
pledge of allegiance that … orders those fluctuations and makes them signify in a prechosen direction.” 10 Rejecting politicized criticism of Milton as, essentially, Satanic, Fish
returns to a rigid insistence on the text’s meaning; his politics of long joy “is what
follows from [Milton’s] monism ….” 11 So, the “reader-response” that Fish advocates is
essentially circular: the reader can choose which interpretative lens to employ to make
8
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sense of Milton’s work, but the only one that makes sense is Fish’s, because it is puts the
reader in the right mind to interpret the text to match Milton’s true intentions. Perhaps
even more interesting, Fish’s interpretive move makes him Milton’s counterpart in
modernity: by discovering both “the structure of [Milton’s] consciousness” and therefore
“the structure of his prose and poetry,” Fish teaches and intangles readers just as Milton
does; rejecting the critic’s “solution” reveals one’s fallen nature in the same way as does
rejecting the poet’s God. 12
Fish stands, therefore, as the prime example both of the critical narrative of
Miltonic certitude and the critical effect of Miltonic certitude: not only is Milton’s work
taken as the more-or-less confident expression of a definitive meaning, but also the
critic’s work is taken as the more-or-less accurate expression of a definitive
interpretation; certainty begets certainty, and the reader becomes contained within the
sphere of meaning defined by poet and scholar together. More importantly, the meaning
generated is one of absolute knowledge (of God’s plan, of God’s goodness, of God
himself) tied to absolute faith (in God’s covenant, in Christ’s return, in God himself):
Milton asserts the eventual fulfillment of God’s promise of reunion and redemption. Even
though “everlasting bliss can only be ours in God’s good time,” the promise and the
eventual (but distant) moment of its fulfillment elide in the certainty of faith. 13
But Fish is not, however, alone in his positivist understanding of Milton as a poet
of truth and certainty, as Herman notes. Michael Lieb posits a similar interpretation that
focuses on Milton’s dialectical method of experiencing and then containing-cum12
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resolving Satanic temptation. Again reading Paradise Lost, Lieb writes of the poem as a
“drama” that “tempt[s] man to side with the devil and re-enact his fall”:
That the drama may succeed, Satanic devices will be made as attractive as
the upper portions of Sin. The repulsive and vilified underportions of Sin,
however, will also be latent in each Satanic image and in each Satanic
statement. A failure or unwillingness on our part to recognize these
“underportions” at every instance will result in our failure to read the
poem properly. 14
Like Fish, Lieb puts the onus of correct interpretation on the reader, assuming an almost
didactic certainty on the part of Milton of his intentions (to praise God and demonstrate
his goodness) and a completely successful implementation of them in the poem.
Many critics who have moved away from the reader-oriented methods of Fish and
Lieb come to similar conclusions about the poem’s unity in purpose and action. Dennis
Danielson studies Paradise Lost as a theodicy, not only taking Milton at his word that he
will “justify the ways of God to man” but also setting about to prove that Milton did so
successfully. Danielson argues that “the oft-trumpeted disjunction between Milton’s
poetry and Milton’s theology must be rejected” and that apparent contradictions between
Milton’s poetic expression and his expressed or implied beliefs can be resolved. 15 Regina
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Schwartz, on the other hand, foregrounds the tensions in Milton’s work, tensions that are
continually made to exert their presence in Paradise Lost through its repetitive, ritualistic
narrative structure: she argues that Milton follows a biblical “model of repeated
beginnings” in which “a recurring pattern of chaos/order (fall/creation) describes an
ongoing process of re-creation.” 16 Yet the tensions between opposites “break down in the
face of the continual struggle between oppositions.” 17 Using Areopagitica to establish the
Miltonic notion of paired oppositions as a basis for her analysis, Schwartz argues that
while Milton does not resolve the tensions between oppositions in his poem, he
ultimately resolves the issue of opposition itself as a fundamental part of divine creation.
In other words, the difficulties posed by, for example, the existence of free will and the
choices between sin and obedience faced by humankind are not a cause for epistemic or
theological anxiety in Milton but instead are accepted as part of existence, and the ritual,
repetitive nature of existence (as embodied in Paradise Lost) becomes the means for
dialectically transcending the fallen nature of humanity through re-creation. And placing
Milton in the context of seventeenth-century philosophy, Stephen Fallon highlights the
poet’s monism 18 as the foundation of his “rigorous ontological consistency” in
understanding the nature of spirit and matter. 19
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These texts are just some of the examples of the long-standing critical paradigm
of Miltonic stability that postulates Milton as the creator and speaker of a unified, certain
theology with a wholly and unquestioningly positive assessment of God. In many ways,
these can be seen as descendents of C.S. Lewis’s reading, in which Lewis attempts to
reduce the potential “heresies” of Milton’s epic to “something very small and rather
ambiguous.” 20 Insisting on reading Milton’s poem as an expression of “[h]ierarchical
doctrine,” 21 Lewis makes any inconsistencies between the supposedly mainstream
Christian theology informing Paradise Lost and its actual expression, especially its
unpleasant rendering of God, stylistic faults rather than insights into Milton’s beliefs or
confusions. 22 But whereas Lewis disavows Milton’s other writings as an appropriate
context for understanding Paradise Lost, 23 other critics use them extensively to prove the
author’s consistency of belief and intention. Danielson, for example, relies on De
Doctrina Christiana (which Lewis takes pains to exclude because of its heretical nature)
as a proof-text to analyze Paradise Lost’s heterodox unity of purpose, while other critics
marshal a host of other Miltonic works to support their argument. Thus, the assertion of a
unified intention in a Miltonic work leads to, and in turn relies upon, a unified Milton, the
action of what Foucault calls the “author function,” the retroactive and fictional creation
of “relationships of homogeneity, filiation, reciprocal explanation, [and] common
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utilization” between texts. 24 Certainly, Milton’s works can and should be read against
each other in order to develop insight, but by reading a body of disparate works into a
single interpretation, critics flatten out the differences between the texts as well as any
ambiguities within the text, not to mention homogenizing the character of Milton over the
course of his entire life.
While early critics who have challenged the idea of a purely God-fearing Milton
have argued similarly for a certainty and unity of Milton’s beliefs and intentions, their
work, in emphasizing tensions, has opened up the field of scholarship a great deal. The
Romantics and critics like William Empson appropriate Milton to their own cause by
reading him as a revolutionary against conventional morality and traditional Christian
ideas of God, interpretations as reductive in their own way those that resolve the tensions
in his work as ultimately supporting complete subordination to God. 25 But by challenging
the stability of God as a figure of ultimate truth to be worshipped unconditionally, they
open the door to readings that can address the tensions, contradictions, and ambiguities in
Milton’s works without asserting, like earlier critics, that he is either wholly of God’s or
the Devil’s party. In other words, the dialectical result of those critics who see Milton
rejecting God (as evidenced by theological or narrative tensions in the work) and those
who see Milton worshipping him unconditionally (as a resolution of those same tensions)
is the revelation of an unstable Milton oscillating between these two extremes.
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As Herman notes, the belief in a devout and quasi-orthodox Milton, perhaps in a
response to the Romantics and their followers, dominated Milton criticism during the
mid-twentieth century, while its last two decades saw the paradigm of Miltonic
incertitude gaining traction. This is perhaps nowhere more evident in scholarship on the
notoriously problematic Samson Agonistes, but Milton’s entire career has begun to be
reassessed as not the unified expression of a definite set of principles, or even of the
steady development of a coherent set of theological and political beliefs, but as an
uneven, shifting, and sometimes chaotic philosophical and theological exploration full of
contradictions and ambiguities. In his study of the conflicts between “subjective pathos
and the didactic authority of impersonal narrative” in the poetry of Spenser and Milton,
David Mikics argues that, pace Fish, Paradise Lost is ultimately a tragic narrative
defined by a loss that is not reconciled through Christian faith in God’s providence. 26
This and other works in Milton’s oeuvre present a contingent, fallen world not finally
redeemed for believers because Christian faith proves insufficient to combat human
despair; the poet and his work remain torn between subjective experience and
authoritative belief. Anthony Low comes to a similar conclusion: Milton faces a paradox,
believing that “if man is to realize his nature fully, he must be free; yet … he must also
obey.” 27 The nature of human existence was a struggle to find freedom in the face of
God’s omnipotence while at the same time seeking God’s grace through the individual
conscience, resulting in a life characterized primarily by alienation and doubt.
26
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Other critics specifically challenged the Miltonic author function. In Barbarous
Dissonance, Elizabeth Sauer examines the poly-vocality of Milton’s epics, arguing that
the narrator does not dominate the text or give it a unified, authoritative voice. Rather, the
various cultural, political, and theological contexts within which Milton wrote, those very
contexts excluded by Lewis, infect the work of his poem, interweaving their (often
contradictory) voices with the poet’s own, usually against what may appear to be his
stated intention or even the knowledge displayed by the “primary” narrative voice. 28
Similarly, John Rumrich refers to the Milton of Fish and the dominant critical paradigm
that “provokes an emotional response … and then, having established fallen engagement,
dominates it” as a literary and critical fiction: the “invented” Milton, constructed out of
scholarly interpretation and covering, perhaps even effacing, the “real” Milton.29 The
critical creation, that is, becomes the object of study, rather than the Milton who eludes
any definitive interpretive stamp.
Many critics have challenged the orthodox Milton by drawing upon Milton’s faith
itself as the sign of his uncertainty. David Gay finds the cause for the instability in
Milton’s texts in the central text of Christianity: the Bible itself. Milton’s Protestant belief
in individual scriptural interpretation places the text within a series of “hermeneutic
conflicts”; Milton’s own understanding of the Bible as a “revolutionary” and “dynamic”
text destabilizes it as an authoritative, fixed source because it speaks not with a single
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voice but rather with all the voices of the internal scriptures of its interpreters. 30 In a
similar vein, Noam Reisner argues that Protestant theology internalized divine
ineffability within the heart of every believer. Prior to the Reformation, the ineffable
divine was external to humans, the characteristic of God that defined human relations to
him: he is inexpressible except in partial, conditioned human terms that only approximate
or shadow his existence.31 Luther, however, in subjecting the Word to human
interpretation, makes “its scriptural record … subject to the indeterminacy of fallible
linguistic signification.”32 Salvation through right interpretation itself becomes the
ineffable space of anxious unknowing: “The core Reformation principles … demand that
Christians read the Bible and read it right, because otherwise there is only … madness,
despair, and ultimate reprobation.”33 Faith itself becomes the result of as well as the
cover for ineffability and the unknowability of God and salvation, the assertion that in
fact God is known and that salvation is reached.
In following this line of criticism, I argue that one finds in Milton’s work (both in
its individual manifestations and as a diachronic body) a profound sense of incertitude
that results in an anxious submission to ignorance: a recognition and acknowledgement of
limits and of the radical contingency of all human knowledge. This is not to say that
Milton was a closet atheist who doubted the existence of a transcendent God, or that he
discounted the search for knowledge. Rather, his rigorous pursuit of truth and
commitment to the exercise of reason led him to confront the limitations of human
30
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knowledge and the ambiguities and difficulties that emerge when the individual
interpretive will is exercised freely and without any pre-ordained, delimiting criterion. So
rather than attempt to flatten out Milton’s career and direct it towards a monolithic and
monologic interpretation in order to demonstrate the writer’s fixity of motive, I want to
demonstrate instead a recurrent pattern of instability and anxiety that characterizes his
work.
In order to understand Milton’s relationship to ignorance, we must examine his
relationship to knowledge and his understanding of the epistemic nature of human
existence, which is stated nowhere more thoroughly than in Areopagitica. A response to
Parliament’s Licensing Order of 1643, Areopagitica is a central text in the critical
discussion about Milton’s ideals of freedom and revolution. An older tradition views
Areopagitica as an expression of political and social liberalism, a proto-Enlightenment
assertion of the individual’s right to unmitigated intellectual freedom. 34 More recent
criticism, however, has been more circumspect, following John Illo’s observation that
earlier readings of Areopagitica incorrectly interpret it within a modern historical context
34
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as foundational text for liberal individuality rather than attending to its contradictions or
its own contexts. 35 Francis Barker, for example, reads Areopagitica as an act of
internalized political disciplining a la the operations described by Foucault in Discipline
and Punish. 36 Enacting a “fresh form of control,” Milton’s text calls for “self-discipline”
in order to transform the state from “unmediated and overt violence … to a more indirect
ideological control implanted” within the political subject.37
As Abbe Blum notes, a fact not unimportant to these reconsiderations is Milton’s
service only a few years after writing and publishing Areopagitica as Cromwell’s
licenser, a biographical note that Masson and others attempt to reconcile with the idea of
Milton as the voice of freedom. 38 The apparent contradiction between his published
views in Areopagitica and his later activities as Parliamentary licenser must be seen,
argues Blum, in light of the deeper issue of Milton’s positioning of an author’s autonomy
against the authority of the government. According to Blum, critics in the past have
attempted to reconcile these apparently contradictory phases of Milton’s career under one
of two conceptions: that Milton was a champion of freedom, working as a licenser to
advance his belief in free publication from the inside, or that Milton’s Areopagitica is
less “progressive” than previously thought and that his work as a censor was part of his
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conservative Puritan agenda. 39 In contrast, Blum says that both phases demonstrate that
Milton’s “ideal of authorial independence … [is] inseparable from the perception of
threats to that ideal.” That is, Milton’s conception of the independent author arises only in
response to the power of state regulation, and in turn evolves through that power to
constitute itself. 40 Milton positions himself as a bold figure speaking as the author-owner
of the text against the state government that seeks to minimize authorial power.41 The
authorial name and the text are conflated into a single, monumental figure for whom
Milton writes in defense. Against this name, Milton characterizes the Licensing Act as an
attack on the author through his product, erasing the author’s name and being through the
slaughter of the text that is his embodiment. 42 While Milton appears to violate the
ostensible principles of Areopagitica as a licenser by, for example, invading the private
thoughts of other authors by reviewing and supporting Parliamentary reprisals against
their works, 43 his actions make more sense in light of his view that “authors have full
control of and responsibility for their work.” 44 Blum thus seeks to make sense both of
Areopagitica’s limited conceptions of freedom and Milton’s apparently contradictory
actions as censor, not by resolving them as uncontradictory but by demonstrating that
they both rely on a deeper principle that makes sense of both situations.
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But while noting the contradictory impulses in Milton’s work – that Milton must
assume the position of (justifiably) authorized author against the (unjustly) empowered
censor in order to authorize his trangressive act of unlicensed speech – Blum ultimately
reconciles contradictions to make Milton into a single, though complex, figure rather than
a human subject to differing motivations. Stephen Dobranski, on the other hand, argues
that that Milton’s career must be seen as inconsistent with regard to the issue of free
speech. 45 In considering the historical circumstances within which Milton wrote and
worked, Dobranski writes that Milton acted at odds with some of Areopagitica’s
premises; in fact, as Dobranski notes, the arguments within the text are not entirely
coherent in themselves. 46 Critics who stress Milton’s consistency and his authorial
autonomy ignore the historical contexts within which he lived and worked: as a licenser,
Milton worked not independently but as part of a “cooperative process” with other civil
employees. Thus, assuming that Milton had the final say in all acts and opinions
published by his office promotes the fictional authorial persona that Milton attempted to
forge in his work at the cost of examining the full historical moment.47 A more
productive reading of Milton, according to Dobranski, would understand him as a real
human who was subject to the changes of time and inconsistencies in motive and ideal,
rather than remove him from history and assign retroactively a unified meaning to his
entire corpus. 48
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The root these tensions, both in Milton’s life and in his works, is the complex
epistemology of Areopagitica, an understanding of the mutual coexistence and necessity
of both knowledge and ignorance, contending forces that martial as well as limit human
power within divine creation. Fish makes an important insight into Milton’s
epistemology, although it is, as I will argue later, incomplete. According to Fish, Milton’s
concern in Areopagitica is not really freedom of the press, but the iconoclastic pursuit of
divine truth. He demonstrates the indeterminate nature of truth through the selfcontradictory operations of Areopagitica, in effect undermining the superficial argument
in order to enact his latent goals. 49 For example, Fish argues that Milton’s personification
of books as reasonable actors is “decidedly unMiltonic” because of its almost idolatrous
assignment of human and transcendent characteristics to an inanimate object. 50 He goes
on to state that when Milton argues that “men and not books are the source of sin” and so
licensing and censorship would be ineffectual in the elimination of vice, Milton negates
the earlier description of books: of necessity, Milton must now grant that “men and not
books are the source of virtue … [and] virtue will not be protected by preserving its
external representation.”51 Books are in fact, says Fish, in the category of indifferent
things that have no independent effect on humans but are (or can be) a part of the trial in
which the impure human is purified and virtue is created. 52
In moving from the claim that books are living beings to the argument that books
are only potential accessories to the exercise of judgment through which the human spirit
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moves toward God and virtue, Areopagitica “continually comments on its own inability
to capture the truth that informs it” while also “fashioning … the heart of the reader, who
is the direct beneficiary” of its demonstration of the indeterminate and remote nature of
truth. 53 By making Areopagitica the very model, through its own limitations, of the
operations of the human mind, Milton undercuts the text’s authority as an expression of
“truth” but instantiates it as “a strategy that can have no end ….” 54 The mental operations
the reader performs in reading the text are a microcosm of the process of “reading” the
world, and while it may appear that in constructing a never-ending quest for truth is a
depressing prospect, the “goal is not the clarification of truth, but the making of us into
members of her incorporate body ….” 55 Man brings “the impurity of difference” – that is,
difference from God – into the world, but at the same time that difference must be
embraced and multiplied, because it is only through the pursuit of difference does one
escape the temptation to idolatry or the “surrender … to the totalizing claims of some
ephemeral agenda ….” 56
Lana Cable builds upon Fish’s argument, examining how the metaphors of
Areopagitica act to elude the “imaginative grasp” of the reader in order to enact the
creative transformation that is essential to the Miltonic pursuit of truth.57 Cable’s reading
is founded upon her theory of metaphor as an act of “creative iconoclasm” that does not
point from a linguistic vehicle to a “real” object but rather evokes an affective response
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and “witness” through the irresolvable tension in the bringing together of difference. 58
Metaphor destroys the reified idea by gesturing to something beyond the conventional
modes of human thought, acting to unsettle and change the mind of the reader.59 Cable’s
reading of Areopagitica echoes Fish’s in that she also argues that the metaphors Milton
employs do not capture the “truth” of the nature of books, virtue, or reason, but instead
through their insufficiency “gesture toward truth ….” 60 The prime example is the image
of reason as not the image of God (which is man) but as the image of God in the eye, a
metaphor that is ultimately beyond either linguistic or visual comprehension.61 These
metaphors – in being essentially irrelevant to “truth,” linguistically inarticulable, and
beyond human cognitive and sensory experience – thus do not capture or communicate
truth as a reified thing but rather the process of the search for truth, which is, writes
Cable, “a mode of discovery.” 62 Milton’s attack on all ideologies as idolatrous and
destructive of truth – which, claims Cable, is exemplified in his attack on Popery –
instead denies the institutionalizing of truth that motivates progressivists such as, for
example, John Stuart Mill, who believs in the possibility of perfection. 63 This means, as
Cable notes, that Areopagitica serves not as the portrait of the only correct path to truth,
but rather as an exemplum of one path (out of many possible) that is created, uniquely
and individually by each person, through the creative iconoclasm exemplified by the
58
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metaphors of the text. 64
Fish and Cable are persuasive, and they capture in part the epistemological
instability that is at the heart of Areopagitica and provides its motive force: that the
essence of human experience is the pursuit of difference, the exercise of judgment, the
shattering of old forms and the endless recognition of the limits of one’s access to truth.
But at the same time, they are unsatisfying because of the assumptions that motivate them
and that they ultimately act to reinforce. Fish presumes that the epistemological
“intention” as expressed in Areopagitica is entirely unproblematic to Milton himself, that
Milton’s contradictions in the text are all in service of a larger goal that is consciously
determined. Milton is reified as the Great Man, which conflicts with the essential
uncertainty that Fish argues as defining the position of Areopagitica. And, as James
Rovira has noted, both Fish and Cable take Milton out of history. Acknowledging that
Milton does not make the case for unfettered free speech and that his arguments for
publication are limited in their outlook, Rovira writes that Fish and Cable overstate their
case in arguing that free speech and free press are actually red herrings within Milton’s
argument. 65 They ignore Milton’s monism, in which “the physical and spiritual [are]
different parts of an indivisible whole.” 66 The personification of books is an extension of
Milton’s monism from humanity to books, which, like humans “have a dual nature … a
corporeal and incorporeal” aspect that are indivisible and “make up an organic whole.”
Milton draws on an intellectual history which considers reason to be the faculty that
64
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humanity shares with the divine; as constructs of language – “the arena in which reason”
operates – books are humanity’s “most valuable expression ….” 67 Fish ignores, then,
both the distinction and the unity of the physical and the intellectual: the corporeal aspect
of books is not where Milton locates their value, but just as a human soul exists in unity
with a body, so too does the intellectual aspect of the book exist within its pages; the two
cannot be separated, and the destruction of one is the destruction of the other.
Also, in making Milton’s stated position in fact irrelevant to what his supposedly
“true” argument is, Fish and Cable make Milton into a figure not unlike the God of
Paradise Lost as Empson and others see him: capricious and unapproachable, almost
taunting in his presentation of a fictional argument which only the truly knowledgeable
and faithful can see through. Milton’s imputed character, then, becomes the guarantee of
the truth of such interpretation; just as the rejection of Paradise Lost’s God demonstrates
one’s fallen state, so too does the rejection of the argument that Milton is really making
about settled knowledge in favor of the false appearance of an argument for free speech
demonstrate one’s failure to pursue the Miltonic imperative. Fish argues that if, as Milton
says, banning books will not eliminate vice, then promoting books must be irrelevant of
promoting virtue. However, Rovira says this is an overextension that ignores Milton’s
logic. Yes, an evil book does nothing meaningful to spread evil, and a good book can be
misused by a lustful person, but books, which like humans have a “special status” in that
they contain the operations of human reasoning, offer people “an important opportunity
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to exercise their reason.” 68 To eliminate them is to eliminate the reasoning powers of
humans, thus to destroy what humans share with God. Rovira seeks to reclaim a portion
of Milton’s liberalism by placing him within both the political context of Areopagitica’s
composition and the intellectual history from which it emerges. While Milton advocates
for a circumscribed freedom of speech, within the context of the period, in which a “well
worded tract could easily instigate a riot,” such qualifications are necessary. 69 Milton
addresses a group that was already in favor of censorship, thus his rhetorical stance has to
meet them at least part way. While Fish and others argue that Areopagitica’s
contradictions reveal that Milton actually has no real concern for free speech or
publication but was using the occasion as an opportunity to make a spiritual-moral
argument, Rovira says that the text is better understood, in the context of its address to a
pro-censorship audience, “as the plea of an individual fighting an ideological battle he
knows he will lose … [but hoping] to gain some little ground ….” 70
The image of fighting a losing battle serves as a useful metaphor for not only
Milton’s policy goals but also his understanding of humanity’s pursuit to God’s truth. For
Milton, the goal of human life is to “know God aright, and out of that knowledge to love
him … being united to the heavenly grace of faith”; the vehicle for this knowledge is the
process of learning, the accrual and exercise of knowledge. 71 But for this process to
occur, one must face and interact with the unknown, what is outside the realm of one’s
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own experience, a potent force that appears only in the negative to the individual searcher
but which has a profound effect upon her. The tool given to humanity for this pursuit of
knowledge for the sake of following God is reason, which Fish figures as “reading” and
Cable as the “creative iconoclasm” of experiencing and interpreting metaphor. Whether
Milton is or is not truly concerned with defending the freedom of the press in
Areopagitica, he obviously writes to defend the free exercise of divinely-given power of
reason as essential to being a “true warfaring Christian” who follows God not out of
obligation but out of the ability to see and know goodness independently. 72
Reason enables the human to seek out and follow God’s will; it is the means by
which we can “repair the ruins of our first parents by regaining to know God aright” (Of
Education 227). While in Of Education Milton deems this process to be the defining
characteristic of post-lapsarian humanity, in Areopagitica he makes clear that learning
and the pursuit of knowledge have been an essential component of human life since
creation. Against those who complain of Adam’s ability to transgress against God’s law,
Milton writes that “he had been else a mere artificial Adam, such an Adam as he is in the
motions” (Areopagitica 252). Adam’s essence, his very being, is bound up with his
ability to make choices about his actions; without this choice, he would have been a
puppet, a hollow imitation of a person controlled by another. Essential to the operation of
human reason is the freedom of choice, the freedom to make the decision to act in
accordance with God’s divine will or to defy it. This ability to choose is, according to
Milton, the root of reason (“reason is but choosing”), which is itself the sign of the divine
72
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presence in humanity: “that ethereal and fifth essence … an immortality” (240). In other
words, Adam had to face and know evil in order to make his worship of God true and
authentic.
Good and evil must be known together because they “grow up together almost
inseparably …. [W]hat wisdom can there be to choose, what continence to forbear,
without the knowledge of evil?” (Areopagitica 247)The pursuit of knowledge of things
both good and evil enables the individual to choose goodness freely, which is to praise
God most fully by choosing to be like him, to follow in the image of divinity implanted in
human nature. The search for the truth of good and evil and the ability to distinguish
between the two through the exercise of reason is, for Milton, the prime directive of
human existence as knowledge provides the approach to truth, the former being the
earthly manifestation of the divine latter. Reasoned learning rejuvenates the soul, “casting
off the old and wrinkled skin of corruption … [and] entering the glorious ways of truth
and prosperous virtue” (267). The process of this rejuvenation comes not through passive
reception, though, but the active creation of knowledge through, as Milton refers to it,
“trial.” Trial purifies because it forces one to engage with creation, and from the conflicts
and contests produced between truth-seekers, knowledge will emerge: “Where there is
much desire to learn, there of necessity will be much arguing, much writing, many
opinions; for opinion in good men is but knowledge in the making” (265). Reason, thus,
extends beyond the individual and is, or should be, part of human experience on the
social level as well as the personal.
This freedom of intellectual commerce is paramount in Milton’s mind. “Truth and
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understanding,” he writes, “are not such wares to be monopolized and traded …. We
must not think to make a staple commodity of all the knowledge” (Areopagitica 257).
Such commodification counters the very process of reason that is central to the pursuit of
knowledge and truth by containing and limiting it. The free trade of knowledge is
hindered, rather than advanced, when truth is made into a thing rather than the process
itself of interaction, debate, contest, and learning. The process is clearly central to
Milton’s understanding of learning; it is something enacted by humans, not something
gathered or possessed. His tract abounds with the language of action: God leaves humans
to “the dieting and repasting of our minds” and each “ha[s] to exercise his own leading
capacity” (247); “Truth … opens herself faster than the pace of method and discourse can
overtake her” (250); books “serve … to discover, to confute, to forewarn and to
illustrate” (246); and truth “grapple[s]” with falsehood (269). Knowledge acts rather than
is, and one can only pursue it through the constant exercise of reason, its rejuvenating
nature nowhere better figured than in Milton’s image of truth as “a streaming fountain; if
her waters flow not in perpetual progression, they sicken into a muddy pool of
conformity and tradition” (260-261). Only when knowledge is constantly changing is it
true knowledge. This is how someone may become “a heretic in the truth,” by believing
only one thing by the authority of another, rather than through the constant and everchanging exercise of the divinely given power of reason.
While Milton thus lionizes the pursuit of knowledge, he also carefully marks the
limits of the human powers of reason. In this process of learning, one constantly pushes
against the boundaries of human knowledge: “The light which we have gained was given
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us, not to be ever staring on, but by it to discover onward things more remote from our
knowledge” (Areopagitica 264). The nature of the human pursuit of truth is one of
reaching, exceeding, and then reaching again limits; it is a constant engagement with the
unknown, with human ignorance in the form of what lies “remote” from the commodified
wares that make up stagnant conformity and tradition. Adam was Adam because he had
the freedom to choose and the freedom to fail; through failing, he learned the truth of
God’s will and his power, as well as learning what he had not known before: the
experience of loss and the nature of evil. The test was inevitable: Adam had to choose to
follow or not follow the divine imperative. Evil existed, of course, only in potential prior
to the Fall, yet it still exerted a negative force as the ignorance beyond Adam’s direct
experience of God, the answer to the question, “What if I do not follow God?” In a sense,
the fall made Adam truly human, for through making a choice (even though it was the
wrong one) he acted according to the essence of human nature: exercising his reason.
And from the perspective of the fallen world, Adam’s error was fortunate, for it serves as
a model, a lesson to be learned: now fallen humanity knows that to follow God is to be
with him and in paradise, while to disobey is to suffer loss. Now directly experiencing
God’s power through its manifestation in the suffering caused by evil, knowing
(negatively) his presence through his absence in the fallen world, humanity is set along a
path towards reunion with God through the pursuit of perfect knowledge about him.
Yet just as Adam was, to some extent, defined by his ignorance, so are all humans
ultimately ignorant, never attaining perfect knowledge. Certainly, Milton was frustrated
by the repeated failures of his contemporaries to fulfill the divine injunction to seek truth:
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in his Sonnet 12 he calls those who rejected his writings on divorce “owls and cuckoos,
asses, apes and dogs” (4) content to wear the “clogs” of tyranny and ignorance, and he
rails against the Presbyterian authorities who reenacted the repressive policies of the
ousted episcopalian prelates in “On the New Forcers of Conscience.” 73 But what upsets
Milton in these instances is not so much the rejection of his views but his opponents’s
refusal to allow them open consideration, the same kind of repressive censorship against
which Areopagitica contends. As he writes in that work, absolute truth and perfect
knowledge are beyond human reach: they are like “the mangled body of Osiris,” which,
despite our best efforts to piece together, will not be complete until Christ “shall bring
together every joint and member, and shall mould them into an immortal feature of
loveliness and perfection” (Areopagitica 263). The process that I describe above – that of
reaching and exceeding and reaching boundaries once more – is endless, by Milton’s
definition both inexhaustible and unconquerable. Humanity exists within this parabolic
approach to truth, an epistemological Zeno’s paradox where the distance to perfection is
both retreating and expanding. The space of this distance is occupied by Christ, thus
revealing the operation of divine power on humanity: it is that which limits and exceeds
human reach, forever approachable but never reached.
In fact, what separates Milton from the progressivists such as Mill is the place of
Christ as this unknowable, unreachable completion in the former’s philosophy. Christ is
the last piece of Osiris, and he must come to the individual seeker; one can never truly
find or attain his presence through the operation of reason, yet one cannot stop the search.
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Failure is guaranteed in either case, but the search also suggests the possibility of success,
but a non-success to which the search is in fact irrelevant. Cable writes of “ontological
longing,” the desire for a truth that simultaneously recognizes truth’s status as a “thing
beyond language,” beyond what can be truly apprehended by human thought and towards
which metaphor’s ineffability gestures. 74 Milton’s Christ, as figured in Areopagitica,
embodies this longing for the full apprehension of truth and the settled being that comes
with it, naming the unnameable beyond human experience that mathematically completes
the body of Osiris-truth. Christ is not Christ, then, but the sublimated expression of a
desire, kept always out of reach to preserve the motivating force of desire which is also
the non-guarantee of its eventual fulfillment through means completely beyond the
understanding of the desiring Christian.
The seeker after truth, then, maintains an awkward and anxious position. One
must constantly pursue something that one knows is unattainable; the search for
knowledge is divinely mandated but also doomed to disappointment, and any success or
new milestone in the pursuit of truth is only temporary and does not necessarily bring one
any closer to God. We may ask, in fact, if it is ever possible to not be a heretic in the truth
or to be ever not truly in a state of complete desire. Milton’s statements in support of
religious diversity and tolerance, when read in this light, betray a certain insecurity. He
argues that truth “may have more shapes than one,” and that in the case of “things
indifferent … truth may be on this side, or on the other, without being unlike herself”
(Areopagitica 269). Cable argues that Milton’s tolerance breaks down when it comes to
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“Popery, and open superstition” because they represent to him the absolute control of and
intolerance towards the liberty and self-possessed reason for which Areopagitica
argues. 75 But by reading Milton’s anti-Catholicism idealistically, Cable takes him out of
history and makes his texts the expression of a programmatic certainty.
What Cable leaves out, but which seems essential both to her argument and to a
more full experience of Milton’s text, is the definition of the “things indifferent,” which
is left open in Areopagitica. For all his authorial confidence, Milton’s own arguments
about the infinite, scattered pieces of truth undermine any attempt to settle or fix doctrinal
matters. “Things indifferent” could include not only the examples Milton gives – “he who
eats or eats not, regards a day or regards it not” (270) – or even those about which he has
written, such as divorce, but also other matters which Milton himself cannot possibly
anticipate. The “things indifferent” take on tremendous import under Cable’s theory of
metaphoric iconoclasm, encompassing not just the oft-assumed field of minor and
superficial doctrinal debates, but also the entirety of human endeavor; the examples
Milton gives are, in fact, only metaphors that cannot measure the true extent of what can
be debated in the search for truth. In the constant movement of reason, is any evidence
ever sufficient to hold a belief? Even Milton’s own evidence for his argument about
Reason, then, becomes insufficient, his own belief “heretical” in that sense.
For my purposes, the expansion of “things indifferent” beyond Milton’s
enumerated examples provides an analogy for the power relationship between human and
divine knowledge. Just as the human must always operate freely and through reason,
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taking responsibility for one’s actions, she does so within a larger context of divine
power-knowledge; similarly, the author must act boldly and freely, but must also take
responsibility for the consequences of her speech within the context of state power. The
difference, though, is that within the state context, the matter of “things indifferent” are
debated and settled by public men – the gathering, we may say, of the shattered pieces of
truth approachable by human reason; but even there, the ultimate truth of them is only
partial. So, while the knowledge of the community to debate and determine the validity
and/or truth of the published work of the individual author exercises some power over the
author, even it is incomplete within a divine context. All things become indifferent, then;
the pursuit of truth is not really the goal of human experience, because it is not a goal that
can ever be achieved. Rather, the pursuit of knowledge simply defines the existence of
man in an always contingent state, acting, being acted upon, and reacting.
This difficult position, poised between the desire to seek God’s truth while also
believing it to be always out of reach, seems to be part of the troubling sense of failure
and purposelessness that marks some of his earlier sonnets. Despite their apparent
resolutions, both “How soon hath time” and “When I consider how my light is spent” are
touched by a sense of melancholy over the difficult position in which the speaker finds
himself, feeling a desire to achieve of his own accord and the helplessness he feels in the
face of the divine will. 76 This tension between doing and knowing and between doing and
not knowing – not knowing God’s plans, not knowing the extent of one’s own abilities –
is at the heart of early modern Protestant belief, nowhere more visible than in the core
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doctrine of salvation through faith. The Reformation understanding of grace states that it
comes through faith alone; human works are unimportant, for to presume that one’s
actions could influence God is to challenge his absolute freedom and power. Within this
broad Protestant view, however, are many variations. The Calvinist notions of
predestination that influenced the English Puritans (and were expressed in the
Westminster Confession of 1647) took this doctrine even further: faith itself is given
freely by God to those whom he has predestined for salvation; those who are not given
faith are doomed to eternal torment. Essentially, the Calvinist doctrine denies the
existence of free will with regards to the ultimate disposition of the soul; one is saved or
doomed from the beginning of time, with no choice in the matter. Perfect knowledge of
God’s will is always beyond human perception, fostering a deep anxiety regarding one’s
relation to God and the afterlife. Yet at the same time, this anxiety seeks its own
resolution: the classic discussion of this apparent paradox comes from Max Weber, who
writes that “the Calvinist, as it is sometimes put, himself creates his own salvation, or, as
would be more correct, the conviction of it.” 77 Contending with the idea that human
actions are ineffectual in matters of salvation is the belief that they are, at the same time,
essential signifiers of salvation, that is, demonstrations that God has given one the grace
to perform these good acts.
We know that Milton rejected Calvinist predestination because it conflicted with
his belief in God’s insistence on human freedom of action. He writes at length in De
Doctrina Christiana to distinguish between God’s foreknowledge of human actions and
77
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the freedom of humans to pursue those acts. There, as in so many of his works, Milton
emphasizes the freedom given to rational creatures to seek out truth or to fall into
depravity, and believed that it was the duty of all those gifted with the divine spark of
reason to actively choose faith and seek out God’s truth. His belief in the proper exercise
of human life and reason here echoes his words in Areopagitica. Milton argues against
any scriptural basis for the belief that humans are designated for salvation or destruction
prior to their own lives. What Calvin and others call predestination, writes Milton, is truly
election, and the former “seems often to be used instead of the latter term.”78 Milton’s
definition of election, however, is slippery and seems to be not the determination before
time of select individuals to salvation but rather the predetermined offer of grace to those
who, of their own free will, remain faithful to God. Knowing that humans would sin of
their own accord, God establishes already before their sin the possibility of redemption as
a sign “of the glory of his mercy, grace, and wisdom” (43). Milton objects to Calvinist
doctrines of predestination because they conflict with the notion of a merciful and wholly
good God. If, says Milton, God has predestined some to eternal punishment, then he
would have set “reprobation … a thing in itself ungrateful and odious … as an end” (46).
However, such action would be both unjust and evil, showing God to take pleasure in
death and suffering, which, according to Milton, is contradicted by the whole of scripture.
Milton’s rejection of predestinarian theology relies upon reconciling God’s
foreknowledge with human free will. In order for God to be consistent and not contradict
himself, an apparently unsolvable paradox by Milton’s understanding of Calvinist
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predestination, “We must conclude, therefore, that God decreed nothing absolutely,
which he left in the power of free agents” (Christian Doctrine 31). Otherwise, all human
ability and desire to do good would be stripped of its meaning, the same argument Milton
makes in Areopagitica about the moral inadvisability of censorship:
If God have at all events decreed my salvation, however I may act, I shall
not perish. But God has also decreed as the means of salvation that you
should act rightly. I cannot, therefore, but act rightly at some time or other,
since God has so decreed—in the mean time I will do as I please; if I
never act rightly, it will be seen that I was never predestinated to salvation,
and that whatever good I might have done would have been to no purpose.
(33)
For God to predestine someone to salvation would be to predestine their works, making
his command to act rightly both incompatible with predestination and irrelevant to human
existence, not to mention making faith and good works hollow. Additionally, God would
be made a party to human sin, rather than it being an operation of free will and human
failure, another inconsistency in the nature of God that Milton cannot allow (37-38).
Again, as Weber writes, Calvinist theology creates a profound anxiety over one’s
relationship with God, but it also produces a potential, if difficult, resolution to this
anxiety. Milton’s theology, on the other hand, creates a profound sense of the distance
between human and divine, a space where human action operates in a sphere of
knowledge accessible only to God. For the believer in predestination, “however useless
good works might be as a means of attaining salvation … they are indispensable as a sign
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of election.”79 According to Weber, a unified system, a method of life that builds good
works into a structure signaling one’s pre-election, became the Puritan’s means of
diffusing the anxiety produced by God’s unknowable doom for humanity. For Milton,
however, such a system can never be constructed. The constant engagement with the
unknown that characterizes human action always takes place within a mysterious space
wherein one’s salvation is sought but never quite grasped. The pursuit of salvific
knowledge of God and truth can only be confirmed after the fact of redemption, in the
apocalyptic unveiling of Christ’s return that gives final, settled meaning to the acts of
humankind, marking the absolute difference between virtue and vice and giving meaning
to all that has formerly been indifferent.
The space between human knowledge and divine truth is bridged only by faith,
which Milton defines as what “we believe, on the sole authority of the promise itself, that
whatsoever things he has promised in Christ are ours, and especially the grace of eternal
life” (Christian Doctrine 337). Epistemologically, such faith functions in two directions:
it acknowledges human ignorance while also reveling in it. Human ignorance, asserts
Miltonic faith, is neither empty nor a sign of failure or weakness. Milton interprets
ignorance as the grounds of belief, an absence that must assert a transcendent presence
symbolized by a form of credulous un-knowledge – faith – that acknowledges the
existence of divinity and salvation precisely because of their invisibility and
inaccessibility.
Yet this faith, while expressing a positive belief and a seemingly settled
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conviction in the inevitability of God’s grace, cannot help but be haunted by its
epistemologically hollow and paradoxical nature. It is, ultimately, a counter-intuitive
state of mind that draws opposing conclusions from the apparent situation of humanity.
While it can be professed, living according to it is more difficult, requiring an immense
amount of emotional and intellectual energy as well as a steadfastness in the face of
adversity and despair that would task anyone’s psyche. It is a measure of the difficulty of
holding Miltonic faith that I find in the problematic resolutions of some of his works, as
noted above.
Perhaps no poem evokes the troubles of faith more powerfully and personally
than “Methought I saw my late espousèd saint.” In the final lines of the poem, the speaker
wakes from the dream of his deceased wife, who disappears almost simultaneously: “But
O as to embrace me she inclined / I waked, she fled, and day brought back my night” (1314). 80 A series of four actions occurs: the ghostly wife inclining, the speaker waking, the
wife fleeing, and the paradoxical return of day bringing with it the darkness of night. But
the actors’s motivations and the causal relationships between the acts are left mysterious.
Does the wife’s movement toward the speaker cause him to awake out of fear, or is it
perhaps a spiritual premature ejaculation, an expression of the speaker’s extreme desire to
make the dream visitor’s presence real? Furthermore, the poem’s narrative suggests that
the wife departs after the speaker wakes; her existence, then, is not entirely imagined, but
not entirely real either, and she seems to exist both independent of the speaker’s mind as
well as within it. The impossible conjoining of day and night, normally mutually
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exclusive opposites who nevertheless rely on each other for their existence, further
undermines the speaker’s sense of reality and highlights his dislocation. Day, the time of
light when God’s creation can be seen, brings to him night, the time of blindness, fantasy
and dreams; the distinction between what is real and what is imagined is blurred not only
throughout the poem, where the seemingly impossible occurs, but also after it ends. The
undecidability of this moment and the relation each act has on the others read as an
admission of the limits of even Milton’s quest for contact with the transcendent and the
unknown. He retreats from the unknown, otherworldly experiences his wife figures while
at the same time desiring them intently, as though the desire for them itself is frightening.
And his artistic representation of them within the conventional form of the sonnet denies
its fictional status by questioning the reality of its context, suggesting that neither art nor
life is any closer to truth.
The epistemological tensions that I have traced in Milton’s works are, in my
opinion, central to the meanings and operations of Samson Agonistes. As a work of
poetry, a statement on faith, a scriptural interpretation, and a personal drama of the
individual’s contact with God, Samson continually voyages into realms of the unknown,
testing both its own and its readers limits in dealing with ambiguity and highlighting the
constitutive role of ignorance in shaping human experience and the relationship between
human and divine. Of its interpretive challenges, John Ulreich writes that “the essential
difficulty of the play, its stubborn refusal to yield a ‘self-satisfying solution,’ reflects
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Milton’s persistent iconoclasm. He declines to allow any mere image to stand as true.” 81
Milton’s “iconoclasm,” his persistence in undermining human assumptions of knowledge
and pushing beyond them to a transcendent divine that exists in the realm of human
ignorance, is ultimately self-eradicating. The only truth that can be asserted is one of
uncertainty, just as Mutabilitie reigns at the close of The Faerie Queene, the magnum
opus of Milton’s avowed literary predecessor Edmund Spenser. Samson Agonistes is, by
my argument, the most complete statement of Milton’s submission to ignorance and his
paradoxical faith in anxiety. Because uncertainty and ignorance are central in Samson
Agonistes, any interpretive approach to the text must abandon any pretenses to a complete
and settled hermeneutic and instead focus on the ways in which the poem is
“unsatisfying” and the effect of asserting that the poem’s refusal of a definite meaning is
the absent center – the non-meaning – of the text.
The epistemological problem at the center of the dramatic poem is one, I argue, of
self-knowledge, which, according to Albert Fields, was both a central question in
Renaissance thought in general and in Milton’s thought in particular.82 Fields reads
Milton as an anti-Hobbesian who believes in the ability of the divine spark of rationality
to overcome the depravity and baseness of the human animal that Hobbes views as
ultimately determinative of human nature. But Samson Agonistes is far less optimistic of
such an outcome than Fields claims, instead depicting the terrible difficulty of the attempt
to overcome this animalism and the cost it exacts upon the individual. The title of the
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poem immediately signals this by proclaiming that agon, conflict, will be at the center of
the text; in fact, struggle and conflict defines not only the poem but also its central
character: Samson is one who struggles, existing only insofar as he is in conflict. The
poem recounts the many conflicts in which Samson engages: with Dalila and the
Philistines, with Harapha the giant, with his father Manoa and his people, with his faith
and with God, and with his own guilt. The poem and its central character, therefore, are
defined from the outset by tension and uncertainty: what is the nature of these struggles?
Is Samson victorious? What would victory or defeat in fact mean? This narrative
uncertainty acts as the vehicle for the text’s epistemological concerns: it is always in a
state of flux and conflict, struggling from one direction to the next without recourse to a
state of rest and completion. We have here, then, a dark counterpart to Areopagitica,
stressing, like its predecessor, the necessity to “exercise” and “breath” one’s virtue, to
“sall[y] out” to seek “trial … by what is contrary” (Areopagitica 247-248). But the
general tone of hopefulness that accompanies the process of truth-seeking in
Areopagitica is darkened by the tragedy of the later text; whereas the prose pamphlet
asserts that Christ will return, making whole what is now incomplete, the dramatic poem,
set even before Christ’s first appearance among the living, emphasizes the human
experience of loss and disorientation, the abstract and distant nature of a covenant of
salvation that may or may not come.
This temporal setting is crucial to the epistemological tensions that Milton brings
to the fore in Samson Agonistes. Milton draws upon a variety of narrative, structural, and
philosophical traditions in interpreting this Jewish story from the Hebrew Testament,
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citing within his prefatory note both Aristotle and the Apostle Paul and referring to the
theater of the Greeks and the Romans. 83 Ulreich stresses both the Hebraic and Christian
sources, reading the play as emerging from the mold of Hebraic prophecy as well as
Pauline typology, a meeting wherein Milton synthesizes the traditions as the Old
Testament prophecy finds its reincarnation and fulfillment through Christian typology. 84
Joseph Wittreich argues at times for the importance of the Hebraic element – writing that
Milton favors “the implications of the Judges story and … reject[s] … contemporary
formulations concerning the same story” 85 – while Timothy Burbery stresses the
influence of classical and early modern theater on Milton’s writing. 86 But as Jeffrey
Shoulson argues, “Samson directly thematizes the challenge of maintaining a religiously,
ethnically, and culturally specific identity in the face of considerable influences and
pressures.” 87 The sources for the text exist in tension with one another precisely because
they are, in fact, internally in tension with themselves. That is, no one strain of influence
is entirely consistent even within itself, as Jewish, Christian, and classical traditions are
largely fictional constructs defined by degrees of difference and that name a diversity of
conflicting and cooperating ideas.
Just as the Christian, Hebraic, and classical voices within the poem are nearly
impossible to disentangle, so too does the play dramatize the difficulty of defining and
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situating oneself within a complex world of competing influences. As I discuss in more
detail below, Samson’s epistemological situation is marked by anxiety and uncertainty
both in his “lived” moment and within the context of Hebrew as well as Christian
theologies. The Hebrew Testament ends uncertainly, with the destiny and destination of
the chosen people deferred beyond the text’s knowledge; Samson, like them, is chosen,
but for what exactly is left mysterious. The Christian context promises a certain yet still
mysterious apocalyptic regeneration, yet this is a context that Samson cannot by his very
nature know. And he can only be figured typologically in retrospect, from a position
beyond his time and within an entirely new covenant with God, and the meaning of that
typological relationship – between Samson and Christ, between Milton’s Samson and the
biblical Samson – is difficult, if not impossible, to define.88 So in choosing a preChristian story for the subject of his work, Milton emphasizes Samson and his world’s
distance and difference from his own time with regards to salvation and the final
knowledge thereof, but he at the same time points to a continuity between the Hebraic
and Christian experiences of the mysteries of the apocalypse.
The formal features of the poem work to bring the reader into these tensions,
foregrounding the experience of anxiety and conflict. By structuring his poem as a drama,
Milton makes literal the spaces between the characters as individuals who struggle with
each other. That is to say, a drama, normally enacted upon a stage, represents visually
and physically the interactions between characters through dialogue and action as one
sees actual people on stage talking, fighting, and so forth. And as a closet drama, never
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intended for the stage, the text encourages the reader to focus not only visual action but
also on ideas and interactions, debates, and conflicts between characters – struggles that,
although not physically represented, are no less real and have just as profound an impact.
Burbery argues for the importance of spectacle in the very language of the poem: “poet
and skeuopoios [Aristotle’s term for the costumer who arranges the visual spectacle as a
function of the drama’s action] merge, and the dialogue bodies forth visual effects that
register in the mind’s eye.” 89 Distinguishing Samson from closet drama by other
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writers (including Fulke Greville, Samuel Daniel, and
Elizabeth Cary), Burbery draws attention to the relatively unique features of Milton’s
text: its opening stage direction indicating the play’s setting and the frequent and detailed
descriptions of movement, appearance, and action indicated in both Milton’s prefatory
argument and in speech. For example, Samson’s first lines indicate that he is being led in
from “off-stage” by a guide, the Chorus details Samson’s clothing and posture, and the
Messenger’s report of Samson’s demise
replace[s] the scene of the Messenger standing before the Chorus with the
one he so precisely describes …. We see the temple through his
perspective, which is that of an audience member arriving at a theater and
looking around, then watching a performance. 90
Although Milton follows the conventions of ancient Greek drama and keeps all action off
the page, so to speak, the dialogue itself evokes the visual elements of the play,
attempting to involve the reader with the creation of Samson’s world and the tensions
89
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within.
By employing the closet drama form, then, Milton engages his readers in a
particular way in order to emphasize the personal experience of reading the poem. As
John Shawcross observes, Milton draws on the experiences of drama but alters them by
merging dramatic structure with a poetic style that does not conform strictly to the
expectations of dramatic narrative. The poem “engages a closer reading than only a visual
presentation [would] …. Involve[ing] the reader in [the] exercise of imagination ….” 91
Samson Agonistes puts us in the mind of Samson: the experience of reading is one of
isolation, encouraging an imaginative recreation of Samson’s situation as alone, blinded,
cast out by his people, separated from his feeling of divine selection, and at the lowest
point of despair. This mirroring of experiences is central to the work of the poem and is
reinforced by the prefatory material, wherein Milton explains, by reference to classical
and Christian authorities, how his poem functions for the reader: “Tragedy,” he writes,
“rais[es] pity and fear, or terror, to purge the mind of those and such-like passions, that is
to temper and reduce them to just measure with a kind of delight” (671). More than
simply rehearsing the Aristotelian notion of catharsis, though, Milton’s discussion of
poetry as a form of psychological experience that “purges the mind” of destructive
passions is central to his moral philosophy as enumerated in Areopagitica. For the
“discreet and judicious reader” literature that stirs the passions can “serve . . . to discover,
to confute, to forewarn and to illustrate” (Areopagitica 246). As we watch Samson with
our minds’ eyes, we experience his trials.
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The nature of this experience, however, has been much debated by critics. 92 In
part this is because of the difficulty in understanding exactly how Milton understands
Aristotle’s poetics, a problem made even more challenging by the diverse readings and
misreadings Aristotle has been subjected to before and since Milton’s time. 93 For
example, Derek Wood argues that Aristotelian catharsis occurs “in the spectators at a
dramatic representation of events, not in the participants in the tragic events themselves,”
yet both before and after Milton’s time the term has slipped occasionally to meaning both
an extra-textual readerly affect and an intra-textual moral or spiritual “regeneration” of
the characters. 94 The critical assumption over whether or not Milton’s understanding of
catharsis engages in this slippage (Wood says it does not) can affect what is one of the
most prominent topics of debate: the poem’s moral outcome. If Samson’s actions are not
regenerative and cathartic in the way the reader’s are intended to be, can Samson
Agonistes tell the story of redemption, or is it not a sort of divine comedy but a tragedy?
Does Milton’s play end on a note of optimism, wherein the title character’s vengeance
upon his Philistine captors is seen as a triumph against tyranny, or is it an ultimately
empty gesture that does not advance the cause of freedom? And is Samson himself a hero
to be admired inspired by God, or a vicious thug following Satanic impulses?
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The debate over the morality of Samson and the ultimate end of the play has been
perhaps the dominant aspect of scholarship on Samson since its publication.95 According
to Wittreich, by the late twentieth century the primary area of contention concerned the
possibility of Samson’s redemption, but its primary failing was its focus not on the
literary text and its traditions but on the critical community’s interpretations themselves.
The regenerist-oriented critics, arguing for Samson as a saint-figure, base their arguments
on a partial examination of the evidence, assuming that the Hebraic figure was entirely
uncontroversial in Milton’s time despite a wealth of evidence that he became even more
troubling to theologians in the seventeenth century. 96 In doing so, these critics in part
reflect modern biblical interpretations back upon Milton’s work and then place
themselves in continuity with it. On the other hand, those who challenge critical
commonplaces “pursue a line of inquiry that raises historical questions anew …. [and]
root out commonplaces which have come to figure uncritically in writing about Milton’s
tragedy.” 97 To return to the discussion of Milton criticism at large, the debate between
those who see Milton as orthodox place themselves within that orthodoxy, while the
champions of Milton the revolutionary figure themselves as rebelling against scholarly
constraints.
In recent years, these opposed interpretations have remained in vogue, but
according to Wittreich they have become subsumed and their opposition mitigated by the
influence of a new interest in reading Milton’s poems with his prose, finding the politics
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of the latter expressed also in the former. 98 The poem’s ambiguity and its self-generated
challenges to interpretation have become an essential part of all critical evaluations of the
poem as Milton’s political and theological iconoclasm have become foundational to
scholarship; the debate now concerns the intensity of the ambiguity and subversivity of
the text: just how far does Milton go in critiquing orthodoxy, and does Samson fully
undermine itself or does it allow the reader to find meaning? 99 Shawcross provides an
example of an attempt to support the paradigm of Miltonic certitude while
acknowledging the deep ambiguity of the poem. Like Milton’s other works, Shawcross
writes, the text ultimately expresses faith that “God is omnipotent, God is merciful, God
will save His true servants.” 100 While relying on an essential assumption of an underlying
orthodoxy in Milton’s thought, Shawcross’s methodology is not wholly unsatisfactory: as
in other works, he argues, Milton yokes together opposites. Where I depart from
Shawcross is the interpretation that one belief – in God’s mercy – ultimately trumps the
other, instead seeing Samson Agonistes as a profoundly anxious work, defined by its
tension rather than its resolution.
Much of the nuance in recent critical debate – the willingness to recognize the
poem’s orthodoxies, anxieties, and subversive gestures – comes from an attentiveness to
Samson’s character. Despite his obvious centrality to the story, readers have long found
the Samson of Milton’s poem as well as the Samson of the book of Judges to be morally
and theologically problematic, if not repellant. He is a man seemingly driven by raw
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emotions: lust for pagan women, rage, arrogant pride in his strength, self-pity. Prophesied
to lead the ancient Israelites to freedom, he becomes enslaved and dies leaving his
countrymen little better off than they were before his birth. While his plight – captured,
blinded, and enslaved by the Philistines – evokes sympathy, throughout the poem Samson
lacks the introspective ability to understand the repercussions of his own actions and
often blames others for his faults, even going so far as to lament that God created him
only to suffer: “Why was my breeding ordered and prescribed / . . . / if I must die /
Betrayed, captived, and both my eyes put out . . . ?” (Samson Agonistes 30-36) Such selfpitying denials of responsibility echo Satan and the post-fall Adam of Paradise Lost, who
shift the blame for their own failures onto others and signal their fallen nature by
doubting the wisdom of divine creation. Samson’s questionable end also proves
troubling; throughout the poem he longs for his own death, and the biblical Samson prays
to God, “Let me die with the Philistines.”101 In the poem’s prefatory “Argument,” Milton
writes that Samson killed himself “by accident,” but his meaning here is unclear. He
could mean that Samson’s death was an unintended and unforeseen consequence of the
Philistine temple’s destruction, but given the Aristotelian tone of Milton’s preface it
seems more likely that he means the philosophical sense: an accident is not the substance
or ontological being of a thing but is still a quality of it. By this definition, Samson’s
death would be something that happens as part of the temple’s destruction but is not
essential to the action; the question of motivation, though, remains unanswered.
Whatever the meaning of “accident,” if Samson has committed suicide then he has
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rejected God and life, destroying what God has created. For his squandering of his Godgiven strength, his sexual desires for foreign women, and his despairing rejection of the
life and mission granted him, Samson seems less a hero than, at best, a rather unlikeable
central figure.
As Wood argues, Milton’s portrayal of Samson as a profoundly troubling
protagonist is surely intentional. While Wood asserts that Samson is “a hero of faith,” he
notes the importance of the temporal setting of the play: “Milton’s text, for all its
indirection, does not obscure what in [Hebraic] morality is ugly and un-Christian.
Samson too was denied the promise” of redemption through Christ. 102 John Rogers
makes a similar argument, writing that “Milton’s Samson is [not] to be condemned for
falling short … of Christ”; instead, his humanity and fallen morality are what enable him
to be a model of human, and thus imperfect, action in faith.103 Others, however, have
found Samson to be reprehensible, with the extreme position voiced by John Carey, who,
in response to Fish’s description of Samson’s slaughter of the Philistines as
“praiseworthy,” 104 calls Samson a terrorist and a figure to be reviled on moral grounds. 105
Similarly, Balachandra Rajan reads “Samson’s death … as an act of war carrying with it
the insensitivity to civilian havoc that war has increasingly come to embody.” 106 Such
interpretations, though, are profoundly ahistorical and thus are problematic in a historicist
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context. As David Loewenstein argues, Carey distorts Milton’s poem by applying
modern standards of morality to it, noting that within the context of seventeenth-century
theology God was a God of terror and violence.107 In his response to Carey, Fish rightly
separates his interpretation of Samson’s actions from approval of them and, like
Loewenstein, faults Carey for “presuppose[ing] as obvious and unchallengeable the
liberal world view” of modern culture. 108 To return to Fish’s original argument regarding
Samson, his actions are “an expression … of his reading of divine will …. No other
standard for evaluating it exists ….”109
My understanding of Samson follows in part the interpretation of Shawcross,
Wood, Loewenstein, Fish, and those who see Samson as more than a merely negative
example or villain while at the same time recognizing the profound ambiguity of the text
and its title character. But these critics all ultimately support the regenerationist position,
even while acknowledging that we as readers cannot know for sure, just as Samson
appears not to know his own final fate. They evince a faith in faith, reading the text as
within a theology that raises doubt but finally counters it with faith. My position,
however, reads faith as unfaithful and anxious. Milton in this text and others does in
some sense offer faith as an alternative to uncertainty, but this faith does not fully answer
the doubts at the heart of the human experience. As Maggie Kilgour notes, “the divisions
the poem opens up in critical debates prevent the kind of resolution that Milton …
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suggests drives contradictions deeper.” 110 In other words, faith in a set conclusion or
meaning must always produce its opposite and so is, at root, anxious.
Still, given the nature of his story and the epistemological context within which he
lives and acts, I will argue that Samson incarnates of the only true possibility for human,
Miltonic heroism, with special emphasis on the word possibility. However, this does not
mean the sort of heroism that Manoa invokes when he praises his son’s end, saying,
Samson hath quit himself
Like Samson, and heroically hath finished
A life heroic, on his enemies
Fully revenged, hath left them years of mourning,
And lamentation to the sons of Caphtor
Through all Philistian bounds. To Israel
Honour hath left, and freedom, let but them
Find courage to lay hold on this occasion,
To himself and father’s house eternal fame;
And which is best and happiest yet, all this
With God not parted from him, as was feared,
But favouring and assisting to the end. (Samson Agonistes 1710-20)
Manoa’s ideal of heroism is one defined by violence and retribution within the political
situation of an Israel in bondage; Samson’s identity as a hero – his identity as Samson –
emerges through the brutal exercise of his strength upon his enemies and for the benefit
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of his people. Manoa’s context is ultimately a human context, even a selfish and
solipsistic one: God’s actions and intentions are known by their manifestation through
human action. Manoa sees in Samson’s death the sign of his election, and human
perception threatens to overturn the causal relationship between God and man: Samson
acquits himself of his duties, and God’s role is made to seem almost secondary; “God
helps those who help themselves.” 111 Manoa judges Samson’s life by human standards –
what he has done for his family, for his country, to his enemies – but these standards are
incomplete and ephemeral; only the divine standard, which can be approached but not
apprehended until the end of time, will fully make sense of and judge finally Samson’s
heroism.
But while Manoa’s criteria are partial and based on a blinkered understanding of
the world, they are not wrong so much as irrelevant; they are standards which have little
to do with divine reality, only human perception and imperfect knowledge, the real
grounds upon which heroism can be determined are unknown. Rather than through the
forceful expression of individual will through revenge and murder, I argue that for
Milton, the possibility of Samson’s heroism comes through the possibility of his selfabandonment and self-abasement. Samson rejects, or at least he appears to reject, the very
notion of Samson the Jewish Champion, and in this rejection he becomes a model of a
form of personal revelation that can transcend the self. Samson cannot be defined as hero
or villain, protagonist or anti-hero, in any permanent way because the full context of his
actions is known to none but God and Christ. Instead, Samson is heroic in potentia to the
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extent that he can be understood to reject his own identity and willpower, to abandon
himself to what he believes to be higher, divine authority.
In the same way, he is, perhaps, villain in potentia, but such an interpretation, I
think, violates Miltonic principles of reading. Samson may remind us of the advice in
Areopagitica that we can learn through the examples of evil or foolish people how not to
act: “the knowledge and survey of vice is … necessary to the constituting of virtue …
how can we more safely [learn vice] … than by reading[?]” (Areopagitica 248). Yet
Samson is not merely a negative example, a character we learn not to imitate.
Experiencing his struggles through the process of reading is, for Milton, a process of
experiencing them vicariously. In Comus, for example, the audience experiences the
temptation of Comus through the Lady’s story but is spared the actual dangers of such a
trial, as is the Lady herself, the daughter of the Earl of Bridgewater who gets to play at
being tempted and practice resisting seduction. Part of our task as readers is to observe
and understand Samson’s agon while we also participate in it, not merely to judge it, for
partisan judging – taking the moral power of God into one’s hands – is exactly what
Milton argues against in Areopagitica and, arguably, what has been the root of Samson’s
suffering; he has become a Judge that governs not by God’s law but by his own. So, at
the same time as the poem’s form places us in the space of Samson, we are put also in the
space of those “who come to stare / At [his] affliction” (Samson Agonistes 112-13), his
friends and enemies who try to understand this violent man whose passions and actions
have defied comprehension by those around him.
This attempt to understand becomes so difficult for us as readers because even
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Samson seems to have trouble understanding himself. He does not know what it means to
“quit himself like Samson.” When he first complains of the injustice of his existence –
that he was born after a heavenly annunciation and destined for glory, only to fall into the
hands of his enemies – he expresses the trouble in his mind when he thinks on “what
once I was, and what am now” (Samson Agonistes 22). Samson is faced with a self he
does not recognize. Time has changed him from one thing to another, and the disparity
between his former greatness and his current abasement is one of the core reasons for
Samson’s suffering. This alienation from himself is a kind of death, and he feels himself
“liv[ing] a life half dead, a living death” (100). When others come to see Samson, they
also remark on the change within him that seems to defy explanation: “O change beyond
report, thought, or belief!” cries the Chorus, “Can this be he, / That heroic, that
renowned, / Irresistible Samson?” (117, 124-126). The Chorus’ exclamation emphasizes
the almost supernatural transformation that Samson has undergone, suggesting that the
distance between what Samson is and what he was is unthinkable, unrepresentable by
language or in human understanding. Even Samson’s own father finds him alien, echoing
the Chorus when he cries, “O miserable change! Is this the man, / That invincible Samson
… ?” (340-1). Both the Chorus and Manoa ask rhetorical questions in order to emphasize
how different Samson is now from what he was before and the profound loss of identity
he has experienced. They ask questions that cannot be answered: Is this really the same
person? Can one be the same after such trials? By asking “Is this really Samson?” the
Chorus and Manoa encourage the readers to grapple with unanswerable questions, not in
order to find solutions but to realize that the struggle to find the answers is the only
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option available in a fallen world infinitely removed from final, divine truth.
Samson believes the radical change in his very essence and the eradication of his
identity comes from a new spiritual distance from the divine; he calls himself “a person
separate to God” (Samson Agonistes 31). This separation is literalized in Samson’s
blindness; without sight he believes himself cut off from divine creation. He curses his
blindness as the worst of his ills because “Light the prime work of God to me is extinct”
(70). Light is, in the Judeo-Christian tradition, the primary metaphor for divinity and
divine power; if we think to Genesis, God is said to have initiated creation with the
words, “Let there be light.” So, light functions as the very essence of reality, and Samson
finds himself without it. The Chorus reiterates the immense suffering caused by
blindness, which is a far worse enslavement than laboring for the Philistines; Samson has
become
The dungeon of [him]self; [his] soul
...........................
Imprisoned now indeed,
In real darkness of the body dwells,
Shut up from outward light
To incorporate with gloomy night . . . . (156-161)
The Chorus provides an important insight into Samson’s dilemma. His blindness traps his
soul within his body; Samson is unable to think beyond his own experience. If he is not
bemoaning his state, he is blaming someone else for his failings, such as when he imputes
his tragic lust for foreign women to an “intimate impulse” from God. Even when he takes
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the blame for his own failings, he does so only to wallow further in self-centered despair.
After he blames God for his downfall, he hesitates, asking, “what if all foretold [the
prophecy that he would free Israel] / Had been fulfilled but through mine own default …
?” (44-45). Samson does admit that he has caused his own downfall, but imputes to
himself the ability to break God’s divine plan, an almost blasphemous declaration of
individual power. Samson is also unable to think metaphorically, to think about “light” as
anything but the sensory experience of vision. He cannot understand light as something
divine or transcendental, something beyond what he experiences through his eyes, now
gone.
The problem is one of knowledge. Samson cannot distinguish between his own
impulses and those of God, between what he wants and what God wants. Nor can he
distinguish between his body and the larger world, finding only in his physical being the
evidence for God’s work in the world. If he cannot see, then God is gone; he does not
admit of the possibility that God’s power and existence is beyond the understanding and
apprehension of his flesh and senses. Thus we see that Samson’s problem is his focus on
the “I”: the loss of his eyes is inseparable from his loss of self, his loss of the pronoun
“I.” Not just his desire for women but even his guilt is narcissistic; when he rejects his
father’s offer to buy his freedom from the Philistines, Manoa chides him for rejecting the
proffered salvation by being “over-just, and self-displeased / For self-offence, more than
for God offended” (Samson Agonistes 514-5). Samson cares more about his own
suffering than his offense toward God. Samson is more upset that he has failed the ideal
of Samson than he has failed the ideal of God, and his “self-offence” and masochistic
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desire to be punished is, in effect, a way of re-exerting control over himself. He can
demonstrate once more his will and power as Samson: if he cannot direct it at his
enemies, he can direct it at himself.
Samson’s guilt and his repeated longing for death reflect and deepen his despair
over his separation from God. But is he truly separate from God, and what could be the
cause of this division? The Chorus declares,
Just are the ways of God,
And justifiable to men;
Unless there be who think not God at all,
If any be, they walk obscure;
For of such doctrine never was there school,
But the heart of the fool,
And no man therein doctor but himself. (Samson Agonistes 293-9)
They argue the one who doubts God or his justice causes the division, becoming, like
Samson, trapped within and subject to one’s own foolish notions; God’s justice, however,
still holds, even if that person refuses to see it. This echoes Calvin’s view that humans are
always in God’s sight; it is we who turn away from him. Samson’s physical blindness,
then, is just and part of the divine plan, but his spiritual blindness is self-imposed as a
result of his struggle to comprehend and accept not only his own role in his failings, but
the essential rightness of them. He walks “obscure” because he refuses to see God, and he
as such becomes a fool, submitting himself only to his own tortured thoughts, not to the
will of the divine. The implication, then, is that Samson can choose to accept the justice
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of God’s ways, can choose to be a willing participant in God’s order, and can thus in
some sense choose to be among the saved.
But such faith is, essentially, the positive inversion of Samson’s despair; the
Chorus asserts that there is a divine plan and a final meaning, but that assertion has no
more force behind it than Samson’s anguish. And for Samson, the pursuit of God’s truth,
or what he is told or believes to be God’s truth, is tremendously frightening and difficult
precisely because it comes with no guarantee of salvation. Following the impulses that he
has attributed to God has led him to enslavement and suffering; the divine prophecy that
spoke of him as Israel’s champion seems to have been little more than a cruel joke. Even
knowing the insurmountable gap between the fallen human’s experience and the final,
perfect divine knowledge, how can one continue to have faith when all experience seems
to defy the notion of heavenly justice? As the Chorus says, in his spectacular fall from
grace Samson serves as “mirror of our fickle state” (Samson Agonistes 164). The crisis of
faith he faces replicates in the extreme the problem faced by any suffering, fallen mortal
– all must face the challenge of recognizing the failures of life, the impossibility of
perfection, the inescapability of suffering, and the unreachable nature of paradise; how
then can one maintain faith in the divine in the face of such challenges? Living in the
midst of living death as he does is actually in many ways much easier because it allows
Samson to be and not be at the same time. In bemoaning his guilt and simultaneously
declaiming against God for his suffering, Samson enacts a masochistic self-annihilation
that is never completed; he is punished and punishes himself, making himself a dutiful
victim of God’s rejection by holding tightly to his guilt. The psychoanalytic metaphor of
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the repetition of trauma serves as a useful analogue: Samson plays a game of fort-da with
God, re-enacting the divine departure from his life over and over again by wallowing in
his blindness, blaming God for “How slight the gift [of strength] was” while “not
quarrel[ling] with the will / Of highest dispensation” (59-61).
But I contend that Milton does offer a pathway from this point, even if it is not a
true or final resolution. The “solution,” such as it is, comes through the very despair that
also causes Samson’s self-centered, self-destructive attitude: the suffering that one
experiences provides the gateway to a theoretical reconciliation with God. In Milton’s
early poem, “L’Allegro,” the speaker dismisses “loathèd Melancholy,” the self-devouring
obsession with one’s own sad experiences (1). 112 This despair, “Of Cerberus, and
blackest Midnight born,” broods in the dark, consuming itself as the mythical guardian of
Hades consumes trespassers and as the night eradicates daylight (2). It is barren and selfdestructive, the exact opposite of the lively pastoral setting brought on by “heart-easing
Mirth” (13). The companion poem, “Il Penseroso,” recasts Melancholy as the “divinest”
emotion because it does not “delude” as do the joys of Mirth (1, 12). The delights brought
on by joy create nothing real, simply filling the “idle brain” with “fancies fond” (5-6).
The first version of melancholy is, as is Samson, trapped within itself, focused on the self
and its pleasures or lack thereof. Divine Melancholy, however, brings “something like
prophetic strain” to its followers (174). It too is inward-turning, the incestuous child of
Saturn and his own daughter Vesta; yet in this self-consumption something new is
created. Out of the unity of sameness something different comes, and the Melancholic
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realizes the inner darkness reflects not the absence of God but the fallen nature of
humanity; the lack of a sign of God’s presence becomes itself the guarantor of His
existence. That is to say, because one cannot be sure of God’s presence, because one
cannot be sure of God’s will, one is given proof of one’s own fallibility and imperfection,
thus guaranteeing, in a way, that there is a God who is infinitely more perfect. In “Il
Penseroro,” the melancholic “commerc[es] with the skies . . . Forget[ing] [her]self to
marble” – the contemplation of God’s unknowability transforming the self into
something more than human, a statue or a work of art, as the speaker abandons earthly
identity and merges with God. In essence, the challenge of faith, the impossibility of
knowing truth as human, becomes itself proof of divine truth but only when one can give
up the self that needs that faith. The abandonment of sublunary knowledge and the self
that possesses it, the plunge into nothingness, becomes the mode of union with God. This
is not just a subsuming of the self into a larger reality, but the complete loss of self; the
anxiety of faith can only be quelled when one no longer needs to believe, one simply acts.
For Milton, I argue, Samson performs this plunge, or at least he appears to, and
the possibility of Samson’s heroic melancholy is ultimately of most importance. At the
poem’s beginning, Samson and those around him are obsessed with rediscovering his
identity, with finding Samson. When Samson is called to the Philistines’s hall to entertain
them, he at first refuses to “prostitute[e] holy things to idols” (Samson Agonistes 1358).
He defines himself still as a “Nazarite,” and refuses to subject himself to such
humiliation. In essence, Samson does not want to betray God because he does not want to
bear the blame of the betrayal and carry the label of idolater. He makes a curiously
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contradictory statement, asserting that if he does as the Philistines demand, he will “do it
freely” (1373). Yet he at the same moment says that God “may dispense with me or thee”
as he wishes (1377). He then “begin[s] to feel / Some rousing motions . . . which dispose
/ To something extraordinary [his] thoughts” (1381-3). Following these inward feelings,
Samson follows the messenger “off-stage,” going to what the reader knows to be his
death.
What Samson truly feels is unknown to us. David Urban says that Samson’s
actions “are all motivated by the same overarching leading of God’s Spirit …. [and] his
resignation to the sovereign will of God.” 113And Loewenstein argues that in
“suppress[ing] Samson’s crucial prayer” for death, Milton “makes Samson Agonistes
more of a drama about divine (rather than personal) vengeance ….” 114 Yet Milton’s
omissions of the problematic portions of the biblical text may do exactly the opposite of
what Loewenstein argues; rather than rehabilitiating the Old Testament Samson, the
suppressions can in fact make the negative aspects of the Judge even more prominent
through their glaring absence from such a well-known story. In asserting that Samson’s
motives remain mysterious or that the possibility exists that he mistakes his own hatred
for the “rousing motions” of divine will (as he may have mistaken his lust for divine
will), I am not arguing from a reductive version of a psychoanalytic position; that is, I do
not mean to argue that some unconscious motivation is taking control of Samson that a
modern audience would recognize as “really” Samson’s own desires masked as God’s.
113
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Rather, I am arguing that his actions are more important than his stated or unstated
motivations; and neither have any final meaning until the apocalypse, a time which is, as
noted above, doubly deferred for a pre-Christian figure.
Samson appears to give himself over to what he believes to be the divine, the
extraordinary thoughts signaling something beyond his own experiences, and he does this
despite the suffering such impulses have led him to in the past. Regardless of the truth of
his statement and the nature of the “motions,” Samson acts. Regardless of whether he is
following his own will or God’s, and whether or not he is doing so knowingly, Samson’s
actions may seem foolish given his past experiences; neither his own desires nor those he
has imputed to God have proved fruitful for him. But to repeat what Milton said in
Areopagitica, humanity’s duty is to pursue what is “remote from our knowledge,” to go
beyond our experiences and what we know. It is this difficulty and ambiguity that is the
very point of the poem. As many have noted, the Messenger who reports Samson’s death
speaks in conditionals: Samson asked his handlers to guide him to the pillars “As overtired to let him lean awhile” (Samson Agonistes 1632; my emphasis); before he destroyed
the hall, he stood “with head a while inclined, / And eyes fast fixed . . . as one who
prayed” (1636-7; my emphasis). The use of simile here emphasizes that while Samson
may be acting as though he is tired, we do not know if he really is tired; while he may
appear to pray, we can only see his exterior, not his interior, actions.
As readers, we do not know what Samson does, whether he is in communion with
God or not. But the unknowability of the final moment and our inability to peer into
Samson’s mind is the central argument of the poem; it dramatizes the human experience
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of not knowing the divine and reenacts Samson’s moment of not knowing the truth of his
impulses. That is, we are left without a satisfactory conclusion or answer as to the
morality of Samson’s actions, just as we do not know what really goes on in the mind of
God. And despite our attempts to parse these together from contexts and signs, the final
meaning remains deferred. The unsatisfying ending then can be read in some sense as
productive, and it reflects the Protestant notion that the individual must search for the
personal revelation of divine truth. In this reading, Milton encourages his readers to open
themselves up to what they do not know, to recognize and accept their inability to master
the world and know all things because they are, in fact, merely human, and not divine.
And the text encourages us to accept the will of the divine despite how painful it may be.
This may also suggest that we read the play as a dramatization of Milton’s personal
religious struggles and those that he saw enacted through the religious disputes and wars
of his life: Samson rejects his father, his country, his wife, until finally he is left alone; in
that moment must make a decision about whether or not the voice he hears is God and if
he knows the truth of his life’s plan, and he makes that decision. Samson must find his
own truth, and whether or not he has found it, we cannot know.
But at the same time, if Samson achieves any closure he does so in death, hardly
the most satisfactory of ends or the most imitable of models. And it seems perverse to
suggest that Milton believed in the efficacy of action without proper motivation; in fact,
such a belief embodies the nature of the “heretic in the truth” whom Milton condemns in
Areopagitica. What I argue, though, is that Milton is not exonerating Samson (or anyone
else) for their motivations and absolving them from their responsibility for sin, but in fact
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he is demonstrating that those motivations are unknown even to the person whom they
animate. The blind Samson, not exactly an introspective thinker of Hamlet-like
proportions, is as ignorant of what is really going on in his head as we are. Even if he
thinks that he is lying about the “rousing motions” and is truly seeking vengeance (a part
of the biblical text that, as Loewenstein notes, Milton specifically omits from his
poem 115) is he correct? Can God work through those who defy him as well as those who
follow him? Certainly, the God of Paradise Lost can, as he demonstrates through the
infernal characters whose actions ultimately serve to glorify God and his creation. In
death, Samson’s life and actions are subject to numerous interpretations both within and
without the text, and as Gerald Snare observes, Manoa and the Chorus seem to read
Samson’s death as not a real event but as the expected conclusion to a heroic tragedy, as
though they too are part of the extra-textual audience, outside of Samson’s world. 116 In
collapsing the distance between the readers and the characters within the play, Milton
indicates that our interpretations are as fictional, partial, and incomplete as those of the
fictional figures who give them their first voice. Even in death, Samson’s meaning is not
known; the endpoint that gives it reference is distant from him because of his preChristian existence, and it is distant too from us as readers; in a post-Restoration world,
the final act, so to speak, must have seemed even further away to Milton, who had seen
his hopes for a Christian republic dashed. In our failure to come to grips with Samson’s
actions, we, like him, find ourselves blind, suffering, but with no choice to act without
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our full knowledge.
Certainly such a reading is excruciatingly bleak, but it may be made into
something positive. What Milton may want for us, or, at least, what the poem allows us to
do, is to not merely condemn Samson or displace our guilt onto him, but to see our own
struggles played out in him, and to watch him struggle and to realize that in that final
moment between the pillars, we cannot know what he is thinking or experiencing unless
we have such a moment ourselves. Such a moment will come, but we will never know it
nor will those around us until the moment when Christ completes the shattered body of
truth and gives it final meaning. Samson believed that “This day will be remarkable in
my life / By some great act, or of my days the last,” but neither option can truly capture
what happens (Samson Agonistes 1388-9). The personal experience of Samson’s agon by
the reader also causes us to reconsider the prefatory material and the Aristotelian notion
of purgation through reading. Certainly, one can find Samson a reproachable character,
but in despising Samson, the reader reiterates the very actions that have demonstrated
Samson’s failure: refusing to accept blame for one’s faults and passing the guilt on to
others. Whether or not Samson has made the right decision or “won” in his struggles is
less important than the fact that he has gone through it: his virtue has been tested rather
than remaining “fugitive and cloistered.” This becomes more powerful when we
remember that this play was published with Paradise Regained. That text tells of Jesus’
triumph over temptation, his struggle with Satan and almost anti-climactic triumph in that
contest. But Jesus is not merely human, but divine as well; he has access to ultimate truth.
Samson gives us the other side of the coin, the painful and human struggle to leap over
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the insurmountable gap of human knowledge through the process of faith that every
believer must experience.
In the play’s opening lines, Samson directs his guide to go “a little further on; For
yonder bank hath choice of sun or shade” (Samson Agonistes 2-3). While Manoa claims
that “God [had] not parted from him,” Samson’s final resting place is left mysterious to
us (1719). Paired with Paradise Regained, Samson Agonistes displays the human
condition in its bleakest moments while, by its proximity to the redemptive epic,
promising a distant redemption that is ultimately unapproachable. The two texts cannot, I
think, be reconciled in a dialectical movement that makes them accord with each other or
with a unified Miltonic text. They can, however, both be asserted as equally true. Christ’s
perfection exists, and Christ exists in and as perfect knowledge; humanity is perfectly
flawed and perfectly ignorant, existing in a state of radical contingency where all things
are indifferent, all believers are heretics in the truth, all die in mystery – until, that is, they
are not. For Milton, then, two infinities face one another: the infinite incompletion of the
human seeker who approaches truth while never truly getting closer, a gap that can never
be bridged on human terms or in human time; and the infinite completion of Christ, the
one that will make the infinite nothingness of human knowledge signify, but in a way and
time beyond human conception. The solution that Milton offers in Samson Agonistes is a
choice between living death, a suffering that goes nowhere but preserves some sense of
the self, even if it is a debased and tortured self, or the submission to one’s ignorance and
a path through that suffering to a non-existence that may reach God, if God and Christ
choose to recreate the self anew as something that, like the melancholic thinker of “Il
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Penseroso,” is other to itself. For readers of Milton, we can choose to determine the
ending through interpretation, or we can choose to read promiscuously, engaging with the
text over and over again, each time, like Samson, hoping to find something different,
something unknown, out of the familiar sameness.
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CONCLUSION
CARTESIAN IGNORANCE AND CRITICAL SUBJECTIVITY
In his survey of subjectivity as a theoretical concept and analytical category,
Donald Hall asks, “How does our understanding of knowledge relate to, impact, and/or
constrain our understanding of our own existence?” and “Is our social and individual
existence determined by the ways that we collectively organize knowledge?” 1 Hall
explicitly connects subjectivity and epistemology, questioning what, as I state at the
beginning of this study, is implicit in Descartes’s cogito: what we know (or think we
know) determines our understanding of our selves and our ability to act as a subject, and
at the same time our self-conception of our agency determines what and how we know
(or allow ourselves to know). And as I argue throughout this work, epistemological
questions only cover one part of human experience; they must also be complemented by
agnotological questions, or questions of ignorance. Rephrasing Hall, we may ask, “how
does what we do not know define our understanding of our own existence?” and “Is our
social and individual existence determined by the ways that we collectively exclude
knowledge?” Just as what is permitted within cultural discourse establishes the
vocabulary for expressing and experiencing subjectivity, so too does what is omitted –
and how we speak about what is omitted – affect that subjectivity.
At the beginning of this study, I cite the cogito as the locus classicus of the theory
of subjectivity that links knowledge to being; this theory, as I attempt to show in the
introduction, extends beyond its early modern context and continues to inflect modern
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theories of subjectivity. But despite the epistemologically positivist nature of the cogito,
Descartes’s work serves as useful capstone for this study and its attempt to open a wedge
in the teleological link between knowing and self. This is not because he is the first
person to experience a sense of an interior self or to be cognizant of his own mental
operations as a thinking individual, but rather because he narrates his discovery in a
particular way that had and continues to have repercussions for the way Western culture
understands the self as a subject of knowledge. Additionally, he stands at the cusp of
historical eras, linking the early modern and Enlightenment periods, and can serve in
some ways as a synecdochal figure for his time. That is, to discover within Descartes, one
of the historical paradigms for the knowing subject, a space for ignorance is to intervene
in the history of subjectivity and demonstrate the foundational role of ignorance from the
very birth of the “modern” subject as articulated in the theory of the last five hundred
years.
I have placed Descartes last in this study also because a reading of his work
benefits from first looking at other writers and texts and searching within them for the
operations of ignorance. In particular, both Lanyer and Milton provide excellent points of
comparison. Like Lanyer, Descartes’s God is largely subordinate to the subject, serving
to support its self-fashioning rather than being the prime mover and cause of its
existence. For both, God is causally secondary but, because of either authorial cognitive
dissonance or a desire to appear orthodox, is asserted to be causally and temporally
primary. As I discuss in Chapter 3, Milton figures God in the space of the unknown, with
ignorance as the defining characteristic of human experience: God exists where humanity
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does not think. In psychoanalytic terms, one might say that God serves as a kind of
external unconscious for Milton, the great Other against which humanity exists and
which, by its very nature, is alien to humanity. So too does Descartes consign God to the
realm of the unknown, but what for Milton is a cause for fundamental anxiety is for
Descartes a means to subjective certainty. Carrying these notions into a reading of
Descartes can help us to find the traces of ignorance’s productive role in his philosophy
through a comparative analysis.
When Descartes works to establish the foundation for the soul, he describes very
specific relationships between the individual and God and between the individual and the
external world that are defined by a particular mode of knowing and being. In his most
famous treatise on metaphysics and epistemology, Meditations on First Philosophy,
Descartes seeks to establish the absolute certainty of “two topics – namely God and the
soul” – the soul being, for Descartes, the essence of the “I” – and by doing so provide an
answer to skepticism and establish a place within the world for the knowing self, the self
that could know the external world without doubt. 2 For Descartes, establishing the soul’s
ability to know is central to establishing its existence, and vice versa; in the depths of his
most despairing doubt, only the awareness of his own existence survives, and only his
existence protects him from a radically abject ignorance. In other words, knowing allows
him to be, and being allows him to know.
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These two phenomena are interdependent, their operations in essence being
different perspectives of the same thing. In fact, Descartes establishes the link between
subjectivity and knowledge through his focus on process over product: being and
knowing are motions rather than states. In each section of the prefatory material, he
emphasizes the process, or narrative, of his Meditations; that is, he stresses that they do
something, not that they are something or that they mean something. As L. Aryeh
Kosman writes, “there is no detachable product in which a meditation results that could
be acquired …. For a meditation just is a praxis, and not the making of some alienable
product.”3 Amélie Rorty similarly states that one must examine the text as a unified
whole “rather than as a treatise composed of a series of arguments.”4 The text is a unity,
not a list of propositions, and the unifying aspect of the six Meditations is the journey
from doubt to certainty. As a narrative, the work follows a mental path towards
transformation and enlightenment, and the journey is at least as important as, if not more
than, the destination, for it is only through the particular path that the truths he seeks to
find can be proven and that the “I” that discovers it can enact its existence.
This emphasis on process is an important aspect of Descartes’s entire body of
work; Hiram Caton notes that for Descartes order and wisdom are inextricably linked and
that “[t]he principle of order is the path of the acquisition of wisdom.” 5 The content of
knowledge is secondary to the process of cognizing that knowledge, which the individual
carries out. And reason is not, in the Cartesian system, an abstract entity or a universal
3
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thing, but instead a personal, subjective, and internal action.6 Caton writes that Descartes
“reinterprets reason as ‘I think.’” 7 The emphasis here is equally on both terms: the
subject as an ontological (and grammatical) being and the action it carries out. Attaining
knowledge requires a methodology of ordered analysis, an idea that Descartes
recapitulates in many texts. In Rules for the Direction of the Mind, he begins with a grand
statement of the work of the philosopher, work that his rules are designed to enable:
“[t]he aim of our studies should be to direct the mind with a view to forming true and
sound judgements about whatever comes before it.” 8 With this first Rule, Descartes
emphasizes that methodology is central to the pursuit of truth; one must follow a specific
process in order to arrive at what is true. In the first part of the Discourse on the Method,
he makes a similar statement, writing that “it is not enough to have a good mind; the main
thing is to apply it well.” 9 Without this application, without the direction needed to guide
the mind toward truthful knowing, the mind, in essence, does not exist, for it does not
perform the very act that defines it as a mind: thinking. And although narrated in the first
person, the subjective nature of the Meditations is in fact part of their intended universal
appeal: anyone can use them as a guide, and as Rorty writes, “[w]hen these topics are
treated attentively in a proper sequence with an appropriate regimen … the self comes
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into its proper inheritance, its proper mode of existence”: 10 the self exists as a reasoning
mind, or more precisely, a self-consciously reasoning mind.
In the “Synopsis of the Following Six Meditations,” Descartes lays out in a simple
statement the narrative of the process of rational thought that can discover truth. He
writes that his work begins with the most extreme skepticism he can muster: “its greatest
benefit lies in freeing us from all our preconceived opinions, and providing the easiest
route by which the mind may be led away from the senses…. mak[ing] it impossible for
us to have any further doubts about what we subsequently discover to be true.”11 The
story of the Meditations moves from doubt to doubtlessness, from absolute uncertainty –
or total ignorance – to fixed truth, thus embedding a certain irony into the text: one
mental situation leads to its opposite. In the Principles of Philosophy, written shortly after
the Meditations and recapitulating much of its content, Descartes also puts doubt at the
foundation of human knowledge and the beginning of his story, stating that such radical
skepticism is essential for “[t]he seeker after truth ….” 12 This doubt works as part of
Descartes’s overall philosophical goal, which Caton defines as “to set forth wisdom or
knowledge of all things derived from ‘true principles.’” 13 According Proctor’s taxonomy,
Descartes operates within a conceptual framework that defines ignorance as an originary,
empty space, to be filled through the orderly attainment of knowledge. What Descartes
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does not state explicitly at this moment in these text, but which lurks beneath the surface
of his words, are the ramifications of this doubt for the nature of the knowledge and truth
that he will find: the radical doubt severs the mind from all else, making it solely a selfreflexive entity. The subject’s own thought becomes the conceptual object of itself,
reifying the mind as an ontological thing and the foundation of all knowledge through
self-reflexivity and the self-generation of itself as an object for its own self-cognition. 14
In effect, Descartes premises all knowledge on the existence of the subjective
mind and subjectivity on the process of reasoning/cognizing knowledge. In the
Discourse, perhaps recalling the moments he would later narrate in the Meditations,
Descartes writes that in his search for truth, he “resolved one day to undertake studies
within [him]self,” the result being a liberation from all potentially false opinions: “I was
completely free to converse with myself about my own thoughts.” 15 The spatial metaphor
of inwardness and the statement of individual ownership of thoughts both emphasize that
the individual’s own subjectivity provides the foundation for all knowledge; it is his
thoughts, the thoughts he possesses absolute control over rather than those sparked within
him by external forces, that form the content of his meditation. And the notion of
conversing with oneself foreshadows the work of the Meditations, where truth must be
found through the isolation of the individual from all else. Descartes begins this
separation in the first Meditation by realizing “the large number of falsehoods that [he]
had accepted as true … [and] the highly doubtful nature of the whole edifice [of
14
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knowledge] that [he] had subsequently based on them.”16 Finding himself faced with
“knowledge” built on potentially false premises, he decides to tear down the entire
structure, discarding anything that could possibly be doubted. 17 He does so by attacking
not any specific body of knowledge but the means through which such knowledge is
attained; thus, his doubt is fundamentally a crisis of epistemological method, rather than
doubt directed towards any particular fact. He attacks the senses as potentially
duplicitous, challenges the distinction between sleep and waking, and even discards his
belief in the Christian god. 18 In doing so, he challenges human knowledge from two
directions: the senses are the empirical and the earthly, the vehicle of bodily knowledge
attained through the individual’s interaction with the external world; God is the
transcendental and the spiritual, the guarantor of Truth as a concept, the fixed point from
which all meaning flows.
The unstated reason for this extreme doubt is not only to get to irreducible
principles (or “simples”), but also to demonstrate subjective reasoning as the supreme
method for arriving at knowledge. In the second Rule, Descartes identifies only two ways
of attaining knowledge, “through experience and through deduction”; by the former he
means experience of the physical world, and by the latter he means the operation of
individual reason. He differentiates between these two paths, saying
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that while our experiences of things are often deceptive, the deduction or
pure inference of one thing from another can never be performed wrongly
by an intellect which is in the least degree rational …. In fact none of the
errors to which men …. are liable is ever due to faulty inference; they are
due only to the fact that men take for granted certain poorly understood
observations, or lay down rash and groundless judgements. 19
Error comes through false assumption or observation; the method of reasoning is perfect,
but the experiential and material data upon which it is based can, and does, cause error.
Thus, empirical doubt severs content from process, centering Descartes and his readers
upon the operations of reason that, in and of themselves, are infallible.
The theological doubt, on the other hand, severs Descartes from the very concept
of Truth, which figures initially for Descartes as mathematics. “[A]rithmetic, geometry
and other subjects of this kind,” he says, “deal only with the simplest and most general
things, [and] regardless of whether they really exist in nature or not, contain something
certain and indubitable.” 20 The introduction of the theological doubt – which suggests,
progressively, that a) God allows Descartes to be deceived; b) there may not be a God;
and c) there is an evil force bent on deceiving Descartes – challenges any last possibility
of certainty about anything. The “evil genius” or deceptive god represents the most
extreme form of skepticism that Descartes can muster, establishing doubt and non-truth
as the only truth. As Descartes writes at the opening of the second Meditation, “what
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remains true? Perhaps just the one fact that nothing is certain.”21 Only once he has
reached this point can Descartes emerge with the statement of the cogito, in which the
only thing he knows is his own existence, and knowing and being exist as mutually
reinforcing of one another. 22
It is important that what Descartes posits as the supreme challenge to his certainty
of truth is not the non-existence of God but the existence of a “malicious demon of the
utmost power and cunning [that] has employed all his energies in order to deceive me.” 23
The existence of a demonic trickster force has very different implications than would an
atheistical view. The latter would, in Descartes’s philosophy, suggest the non-existence
of Truth or complete relativism; it also makes Descartes’s existence as a subject
essentially meaningless. The former, however, suggests that Truth is a possibility, but
that the evil genius works incessantly to obscure that Truth. It also puts the “I” at the
center of this struggle between Truth and the evil genius’s machinations. Descartes, the
target of the deceptions, becomes the subject whose knowledge and apprehension of
Truth is central; the deception of this “I” obscures and destroys Truth, but his knowledge
insures its existence. Thus, within the very challenge to knowledge posed by the
deceptive force is embedded the subjectivity that will triumph over uncertainty.
From the epistemological crisis in the first Meditation, the subject emerges in the
second. Descartes the narrator, plagued by the conclusions of his previous thoughts,
devolves into an almost hysterical fit:
21
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Is there not a God, or whatever I may call him, who puts into me the
thoughts I am now having? But why do I think this, since I myself may
perhaps be the author of these thoughts? In that case am not I, at least,
something? But I have just said that I have no senses and no body. This is
the sticking point: What follows from this? Am I not so bound up with a
body and with senses that I cannot exist without them?24
The series of rhetorical questions demonstrates and enacts the thinker’s doubt; with each
one the narrator becomes more confused and less certain of not only his knowledge but
his very existence. Yet this process, this mental action of doubting, becomes itself the
guarantee of his existence as a subject. “[I]f I convinced myself of something then I
certainly existed,” he writes, the “something” in this case being the very epistemological
crisis to which his doubts have brought him. 25 The evil genius, despite whatever
deceptions it may impose upon the narrator’s senses or mind, “will never bring it about
that [he is] nothing so long as [he] shall think that [he is] something.” As the object of
deception, Descartes becomes a subject, even if only a subject of doubt. Ironically, his
doubt has led to doubtlessness, doubtlessness about his existence as a subject: “it must
finally be established that this pronouncement ‘I am, I exist’ is necessarily true every
time I utter it or conceive it in my mind.” Subjectivity – the quality of being and
possessing an “I” – exists as the operation of the subject, which is in this case both
grammatical and operational; that is, the “I” is process- and action-based, a thing that
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mentally acts by conceiving of itself as existing. And this existence is bound up
inextricably with knowledge, in particular self-knowledge.
Descartes continues this line of reasoning, exploring what his breakthrough means
for the nature of existence. Having already discounted the existence of all physical things,
including his own body, he comes to a conclusion about the nature of reality and his
nature: “thought; this alone is inseparable from me. I am, I exist – that is certain. But for
how long? For as long as I am thinking.” 26 Descartes here suggests a chain of reasoning
that explicates the nature of human existence: the self is identical to and coterminous with
thought; thought exists only in action, as thinking; thus, the self is “nothing but a thinking
thing; that is, a mind, or intellect, or understanding, or reason ….” The mind, the “I”, is
the actual operation of thinking; it is not a being but a phenomenon, an action that exists
so long as, as noted above, it recognizes itself as a thinking thing. The self, then,
guarantees its own existence. Descartes goes on to discuss all the things that this “I” can
do: it can understand, will, sense, or imagine. But foundational to its existence is the act
of doubting, the act of challenging the existence of all things but itself and contemplating
nothing but itself. The subject is, at its root, an inward-turning and isolated, independent
thinking thing.
In fact, in this sense the operation of the Meditations parallels or reproduces on
the page the nature of the Cartesian mind, which is a thinking thing, or, as I have argued,
the process of thinking. Kosman writes that “the text demands to be read not simply as an
account of Cartesian meditation but as in some sense the locus of that meditation and its
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vehicle…. as though [the] meditation actually were the narrative account being given of
it.” 27 To return to Rorty’s statement about considering the Meditations as a unified
textual object, we can see that, as the textual mirror of, and perhaps the textual vehicle
for, the self coming to self-consciousness, Descartes’s work operates in two different
temporal modes. It functions as a process over time as well as a reflection of the mind in
its reformed state. Rorty writes that “[t]he mediating skeptical asepsis, the cleansing of
error, is continuously required, even after the self is transformed, fully realized.” 28 That
is, the story of the Meditations is one that collapses the being and acting of the mind into
one; the mind must continually enact self-conscious thought in order to exist, and that
self-conscious thought reveals that the mind is the process of thinking. The Meditations
as a text represents the self as a unified whole, an object, that is within itself a process
always fully present yet also in progress.
As Caton points out, Descartes’s argument here has shifted its methodology:
“[h]is tak [sic] is not to refute a proposition, but to change an attitude. The Cogito can
effect the change because it is a material truth about the reasoner.” 29 Descartes has
shifted the search for truth from an external to an internal one. The measure of truth is no
longer the accuracy of the subject’s knowledge of external reality, but the subject’s
knowledge of its own internal reality and existence as a thinking, knowing thing.
Descartes has, with the cogito, asserted and exerted the primacy of the “I” beyond the
power of the external evil genius. The “I” becomes the limit of falsity, the stopping point
27
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of deception, and the supremely provable truth. In essence, Descartes’s epistemology
rests upon “self-consciousness as a first principle,”30 or, more accurately, selfconsciousness as the first principle, the first thing that can be known and the foundation
of all knowledge. Thus, subjectivity is the foundation of his epistemology, something he
demonstrates in the famous discussion of the wax. His observation and analysis is
performed, ultimately, “solely by the faculty of judgement which is in [his] mind.” 31 As
such, it serves most importantly not to establish the ontology of the wax itself or any of
its attributes, but to reify the observing “I”: “when I see, or think I see (I am not here
distinguishing the two), it is simply not possible that I who am now thinking am not
something.” 32 He defines the self as the foundation of all knowledge; in fact, knowledge
of other things is, in effect, the pursuit of knowledge about the self. If all knowledge of
objects “derives not from their being touched or seen but from their being understood,”
then the easiest thing to perceive in its entirety is one’s own mind, for it is perceived
immediately and, as the process of the first two days of meditation has shown, this
perception is immanent in all actions of the mind. Therefore, the perception within the
mind of other things is also and fundamentally the perception of the mind’s own reality
as a thinking thing. Kosman states that “[w]hat is discovered in the Second Meditation, in
other words, is the existence of the subject for which the world is an object, but which is
itself no object,” 33 but a better formulation might be to say that the “I” is simultaneously
subject and object, an object of itself that exists only as an object perceived by its own
30
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subjectivity. The simultaneity of the self as subject and object demonstrates how it
transcends thing-ness and becomes a process of self-experience. The “I” is, in effect, the
process of knowing.
By crafting his text in such a way that it reproduces and in some sense equates to
the phenomenon of the res cogitans, Descartes attempts to overcome the difficulties
posed by written language. Hasan Melehy argues that Descartes struggled with language
because in translating internal thought to external verbalization, the reality of the thought
disappears; the expression of thought becomes mere representation in a medium
incapable of fully accessing the reality of his mental operations. 34 Like the problem of
sensory representation, the relationship between the signifiers and signifieds of language
is inherently problematic and unstable, subject to the same truth-challenges – such as the
deceivability of the mind or the onslaught of the evil genius – as any representation. 35
The cogito allows him to puncture the space between signifier and signified, assuring that
the two can become one. Melehy writes, “[t]he Cogito is the truth of representation: it is
the representation of thought to itself, the correspondence of image and object that
initiates all subsequent correspondence.”36 Its reflexivity assures that there is no
difference between signifier and signified, unifying the represented and its representation
into one truth and becoming both the first truth and the foundation for the possibility of
truth. By defying the evil genius’s attempts to sever appearance from reality – the
ultimate nature of deception – the cogito assures Descartes that he can know and can fix
34
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that knowledge through the operation of the intellect; and writing the cogito, in Melehy’s
view, fixes language as more than a simply arbitrary system of signs but as a
epistemologically trustworthy form of communication and representation. 37
On the third “day” of meditation, Descartes plunges fully into this philosophical
narcissism, but ironically, through this discovers the existence of God. Having
established that his own existence as a thinking thing is the first cause of knowledge and
that all knowledge, in effect, reinforces his existence, he says, “I will converse with
myself and scrutinize myself more deeply into myself; and in this way I will attempt to
achieve … a more intimate knowledge of myself.” 38 Building from the discussion of the
wax, in which he concluded that the wax, regardless of its ontological status outside of
the mind of the observer, existed as an idea inside the mind, Descartes discusses the
nature of such ideas. Again, he finds in the mind of the observer the foundation for
notions of truth and falsity, stating that insofar as an idea is a signifier divorced from any
external referent it cannot be false. That is, as an idea that exists solely within the mind of
the observer, it has a certain existential truth to it: “even though the objects of my sensory
experience and imagination may have no existence outside me … [but] in so far as they
are simply modes of thinking, [they] do exist within me ….” 39 The very act of conjuring
in the mind the perception of the wax gives it some sort of ontological status, at least
within the mind of the perceiver if not externally. 40
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This notion of the “reality” of perceived objects as internal ideas is crucial, for it
gives Descartes first the ideas of truth and falsity and second the foundation for his proof
of the existence of God. By severing his existence from that of all other things and
determining the reality of his own mind, Descartes creates a standard for truth: existence
within the internal ontology of his subjective “I.” At the same time, the extreme
skepticism that has caused him to doubt the existence of all things except his own mind
creates a standard for falsity: that which is not “I,” insofar as it cannot be conceived of
within the thinking mind. So, while he can grant the existence of the idea of the wax (or
any other such ostensibly “external” object), the self-willed enforcement of a radically
solipsistic skepticism forces him to deny credence to the notion that his ideas may have
external reality. Ideas, then, become signifiers severed from a signified, symbols of
nothing, or more correctly, symbols of the action of the Cartesian mind, true and real
inasmuch as they are of the mind, and therefore they are the mind. At this point, the mind
itself is the only thing that is both an idea and a substance.
However, when Descartes grants ideas ontological status, he opens the door to
acknowledging the existence of both God and the external world. The narrator’s
definition of subjective existence rests upon the notion of the conscious will of the “I”
asserting its reality, yet he recognizes that the ideas he perceives often come within his
mental “sight” regardless of his will.41 This realization threatens the solipsism of the
subject that has reigned thus far in the Meditations; something exists besides the selfconscious “I.” While he grants that such ideas may have no relation to their causes – that
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is, that the idea that Descartes perceives may be completely arbitrary and false as a
representation of whatever caused it – he does recognize that they must be caused by
something with the same “objective reality.” While all other ideas could in fact be
conjured up by the action of his own mind, one idea remains beyond the ken of his
subjectivity: that of “a supreme God, eternal, infinite, immutable, omniscient, omnipotent
and the creator of all things that exist apart from him ….” 42 This idea remains beyond
him:
It is true that I have the idea of a substance in me in virtue of the fact that I
am a substance; but this would not account for my having the idea of an
infinite substance, when I am finite, unless this idea proceeded from some
substance which really was infinite. 43
Something truly infinite must have caused Descartes’s idea of the infinite; something
omnipotent, the idea of the omnipotent.
In fact, as Descartes’s frames it, the idea of God seems to necessitate the existence
of God. He recognizes that the idea of God “certainly has in it more objective reality than
the ideas that represent finite substances,” and therefore there must be a cause equal to
the reality of the effect of the idea of God; the representation of God in the thinking mind
points to the real thing causing the idea. 44 But the narrator’s perception upsets notions of
causality and temporality. He says that the real, external God must have caused the idea
of God, but the narrator perceives cause and effect to work in the opposite direction: his
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idea of God must mean that God exists. Descartes attempts to solve this by asserting an a
priori knowledge of God:
I clearly understand that there is more reality in an infinite substance than
in a finite one, and hence that my perception of the infinite, that is God, is
in some way prior to my perception of the finite, that is myself. For how
could I understand that I doubted or desired – that is, lacked something –
and that I was not wholly perfect, unless there were in me some idea of a
ore perfect being which enabled me to recognize my own defects by
comparison?45
Yet this contradicts the entire course of the Mediations thus far, which have asserted the
primacy of the individual’s knowledge of himself as the foundation of all other
knowledge.
Before coming to the conclusion of the necessary, prior existence of God,
Descartes runs through a number of possibilities to explain the existence of ideas that
seem to force themselves upon his perception without his express will. Among these
possible explanations is what we might call the operation of a Freudian unconscious. He
states, “although these ideas do not depend upon my will, it does not follow that they
must come from things located outside me…. [T]here may be some other faculty not yet
fully known to me, which produces these ideas ….” 46 Descartes abandons this
explanation without expressly refuting it; presumably, his realization of the necessity of
God’s existence supersedes the idea of an unknown part of the self as a potential cause of
45
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ideas. But must these ideas be at odds, and can they not, in fact, be compatible, despite
Descartes’s stated conclusions? As demonstrated above, the causal relation between the
idea of God and God him/itself is confused in Descartes’s account; he experiences it in
one direction but then asserts that it occurs in the opposite direction. Since the possibility
already has already been offered that some part of his mind exists beyond his conscious
awareness, perhaps the knowledge of God that he states has been always already extant
within him comes from this unknown portion. In fact, this can explain what is otherwise a
philosophical and epistemological deus ex machina: he has always known something that
he has never before mentioned, so it must have been an unconscious – or unknown –
knowledge.
This solution, though, raises another problem for Descartes’s understanding of the
nature of an infinite God, revealing contradictions within his definitions. He compares
himself to God, noting the finitude of his own substance versus the infinitude of God, yet
he denies that his conception of God is merely the negation of the idea of finite limits,
saying that he perceives the “idea of a supremely perfect and infinite being … [as] true in
the highest degree ….” 47 As he describes the nature of this difference, though, his
definitions begin to break down:
[T]hough it is true that there is a gradual increase in my knowledge, and
that I have many potentialities which are not yet actual, this is all quite
irrelevant to the idea of God, which contains absolutely nothing that is
potential; indeed, this gradual increase in knowledge is itself the surest
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sign of imperfection. What is more, even if my knowledge always
increases more and more, 48 I recognize that it will never actually be
infinite, since it will never reach the point where it is not capable of
further increase; God, on the other hand, I take to be actually infinite, so
that nothing can be added to his perfection. 49
The difficulty of fully accepting this comparison emerges when one realizes the
contradictions within Descartes’s definition of infinity. He defines the thing to which
nothing can be added as infinite, but in another sense it is limited for it has reached a
boundary; another way to say this would be that God is infinite in actuality, but finite in
potential. The human mind, which will never reach this state of perfection, possesses no
such boundary, and thus is, in some sense, infinite; or again, finite in actuality, but
infinite in potential.
We can resolve this contradiction, though, if we return to the notion of the
unknown self within the conscious “I.” More than being just the space wherein God
implants the idea of the infinite, perhaps a better way to read that as it functions within
the Meditations is as itself the space of God. If the “I” is the delineated subject, the
limited and finite conscious mind, the unknown self posited and abandoned by Descartes
is the space of the unbounded and infinite; it is the space of God, the infinite being that is
not delimited by subjectivity as Descartes is. It is also the space of increasing knowledge,
the area into which the “I” encroaches as it reaches toward perfection through increasing
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its knowledge. It is, though, infinite; as the space between perfection and imperfection, it
can never be fully traversed. It functions as the difference between the human and God.
Coming to understand and recognize the existence of the self necessarily means that God
exists, because in that understanding one will also have to acknowledge the negative of
subjectivity and selfhood, which is God. The knowledge of the self and the knowledge of
God become dialectically related, each necessarily implying the other and, at the same
time, eliding one into the other.
This also suggests that perhaps God is or is at least intimately tied up with the
operation of the doubt that severs the self from the external world, negating everything
that is not the self and bringing Descartes to the realization of the existence of the
conscious “I.” Rorty writes,
[T]he meditator has been shown to be fallible, finite, and imperfect. He
could not therefore himself have produced a principle by which the
rationality of inferences is tested. A fallible being could not have invented
or created a criterion for identifying confused or dubitable ideas. 50
The Cartesian narrator’s doubt instantiates and admits this fallibility: it acknowledges
that he could be wrong about things. Yet, the very rationality that leads to this doubt is “a
criterion for identifying confused or dubitable ideas.” As a fallible being, he could not
have created such a perfect criterion since perfection cannot arise from imperfection, so,
as Rorty notes, a more powerful, perfect being must be the basis for his capacity to
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recognize the potential for and identify error. 51 God is, in this sense, the rational
functioning of doubt. God as doubt exists in opposition and complementarity to the self
as the negation of the “I,” as all things that extend beyond the limitations of the self and
beyond the grasp of the subject’s knowledge. This explains the paradoxical nature of
Descartes’s understanding of God and the subject because it demonstrates how the mind
can be both finite – as opposed to the infinite space of potentiality that is the unknown
self and/or God – and infinite – related to this infinite space and ever encroaching into it
but never filling it. It also demonstrates God’s infinity as everything that is not the
subject, and his finitude as something limited only by the perception of the subject to
whom God is opposed.
At the same time, one’s subjectivity functions in some sense as a limit upon the
power of God. Annette Baier suggests that at the moment when the narrator recognizes
the necessary existence of the self as a thinking thing, Descartes reaches a contradiction.
If (the deceiving) God is all powerful, then theoretically he could make all self-evident
ideas false, including the thinker’s realization of self-evident self-consciousness;
however, such power would be self-contradictory: how can God make something that
does not exist think that it does exist?52 Descartes’s recognition of his own subjectivity
also limits the evil genius’s powers of deception: the deceiver cannot be all powerful or
fully successful in his goals if the object and victim of his actions possesses the means to,
at least in the case of one salient fact, defy deception. Whether God is good or evil,
Descartes’s subjectivity functions as the endpoint of God’s powers, a certain realm into
51
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which God’s abilities can only go so far. Thus, when the narrator asserts his independent
existence despite the machinations of an evil force bent on his deception, he also
alienates himself from the Christian God; neither can rob the self of its self-perception,
and in fact both function secondarily as proofs of the subject’s existence as the external
Other against which the self exists.
The relationship between human and God that emerges from Descartes’s work
also has potentially profound theological ramifications. Some scholars argue that
Descartes’s Meditations contain a fundamental level of dissimulation, that his professed
piety and specifically his appeal to the divine as the guarantor of truth and the actual
existence of the external world are fictions designed to keep him in the good graces of the
Catholic Church and spare him from the same excoriation he had witnessed visited upon
Galileo. 53 In some sense, my argument supports the “dissimulation hypothesis,” as I
argue, echoing Louis Loeb, that for Descartes “reason is epistemologically prior to senseperception, and indeed epistemologically basic”; that is, subjective reason is, in Cartesian
epistemology, the most important arbiter of truth and the most perfect means available to
humanity in the search for knowledge. 54
Yet the heresy that Descartes perhaps feared he would risk had he not stated
explicitly God’s role as the epistemological center and foundation of human knowledge is
perhaps no less radical than the theological implications suggested by the nature of the
human-God relationship his work constructs. In a sense, we can see Descartes’s work in
53
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the light of both Lanyer and Milton. Like Lanyer, Descartes’s narrator constructs God
from his own self-perception, figuring God in such a way that confirms the subject’s
existence as a knowing subject and then asserting from that subject position the
supposedly a priori existence of the divine. And like Milton, the divine exists infinitely
distant from the individual and infinitely other from it. Descartes employs the spatial
metaphor of inwardness to describe the self and of externality to figure the location of
God; in the topography of the cogito, God is where the “I” is not because it is where the
“I” does not think. The inverse of the cogito bears some similarity to Freud’s famous
statement Wo Es war, soll Ich werden – “Where It was, shall I be.” But while Freud’s
conception of the subject necessitates a spatial overlap of “it” and “I” despite the latter’s
ignorance of the former, the cogito and its inverse exist eternally apart, like Milton’s
searching Christian believer and the body-logos of Christ that completes truth.
In tone, though, I would posit that Descartes’s work, insofar as it is a theological
or spiritual work, is closer to the self-assertive confidence of Lanyer than the deep
anxiety of Milton. The choice of the spiritual meditation genre was an important and
conscious choice for Descartes; as both Rorty and Kosman have argued, the spiritual
meditation, intended within the religious tradition to bring the individual into personal
communion with God, emphasizes Descartes’s concern with individual reason. Rorty also
notes what she calls “Descartes’ embarrassing, presumptuous echo of the six days of
Creation in the six stages of the Meditations.” 55 Kosman refers in passing to the treatise
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as “an essay on epistemological salvation.” 56 Yet if we take these ideas seriously, if we
assume the possibility that the Meditations could be read not only as a philosophical text
but as a theological one, the notion of epistemological salvation takes on great
significance, as does Descartes’s allegorical modeling of his text after the story of
Creation. Kosman argues that the superficial story of the text, in which the doubting man
finds certainty through the God, is deceptive, and that in fact God does not provide
certainty but, through his trustworthiness, frees man from the need for absolute certainty:
“belief in the real, ‘formal’ being of the world … is restored by meditation on the basic
trustworthiness of God and therefore of our consciousness.” 57 Or to put it in another way,
God frees Descartes from the need for the radical doubt to which he has subjected all of
his beliefs; the trustworthiness of God allows Descartes to be confident in the powers of
reason that God has granted him, freeing him from the need to worry about error and
instead allowing him to use his powers of reason to search for knowledge.
This notion helps to explain more fully the operation of dialectical relationship
between the subject and God. The trustworthiness of God reassures the trustworthiness of
human reason. Yet the workings of the intellect that led to the recognition of one’s
subjectivity had also been the gateway to Descartes’s knowledge of God. In a sense, then,
the subject creates its own epistemological certainty through the recognition of the
existence of a divine and veracious God. The narrator’s “presumption” to echo creation
now seems more than a simple allegory, instead functioning as a bold statement about the
thinker’s ability to self-will knowledge and establish through the workings of his own
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mind an Archimedean point against which to measure truth. Descartes becomes the
Father of his own knowledge and serves as his own epistemological savior, but God
serves as the sacrificial lamb to the unknown. As the figure of the infinite that is beyond
the ken of the human mind and tied up with the operation of doubt, God exists as the
supreme knower in the realm of unknowability, the figure of a perfection that the human
mind cannot reach. But, as Caton argues, Descartes is not concerned with perfect
knowledge, but only with the best possible operation of human reason:
[I]f there were some unknowable cause operative in the world, explanation
of the phenomena it influenced would be impossible; consequently, the
utility of the investigation of what the mind is able to know presupposes
that it is able to know all there is to know. 58
By placing the ultimately incomprehensible God (incomprehensible, at least, in its
totality) in this position, Descartes effectively removes the problem of absolute
knowledge or certainty, leaving the narrator to his powers of reason; error in knowledge
is no longer sign of an epistemological breakdown but simply a mistake to be overcome
through the proper operation of the subject’s reasoning. As the unknown, God is
sacrificed so that Descartes can be epistemologically saved, epistemologically sure.
For Baier, the subject’s relationship to God is also based on desire:
The not quite perfect desiring and striving thinker has, in himself, in his
very defective but defect-overcoming nature, the idea of what it would be
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to lack those defects…. [T]o say that God has knowledge is thereby to say
that one wants knowledge. God has become the being defined by the
content of human desires. 59
As the unreachable limit of human possibility, according to Baier, God is defined as the
ultimate, unfulfillable desire of the Cartesian thinker. Melehy echoes this claim, writing
that the subject of the Cogito experiences itself as the lack of divine, epistemological
perfection: “that which I lack is embodied in the image of God; in myself, as image of
God, I perceive my own lack. Cogito is a desire and so a lack.” 60 But at the same time
that this desire is experienced, it is also obviated. By alienating the subject from God and
making the self the foundation and measure of all knowledge, Descartes acknowledges
the existence of the unknown while essentially undermining its importance. The human
mind’s abilities to reason will, with time, enable it to learn all that it can learn; anything
that remains unknowable beyond that exists as wholly other to the human self. The
knowing subject may be temporarily ignorant but will reach eventually a point of
“complete” knowledge by its own standards, which are the only truly important standards
for they are the ones that prove and enact the subject’s existence.
In this reading of Descartes, subjectivity unites epistemology and ontology: being
and knowing become one through a dialectical process of doubt, a process that eventually
frees the subject from doubting either its reality or its knowledge, exiling the unknown to
the space of the divine (and the divine to the space of the unknown), something apart
from human reality and essential only as a figure of its limit. In many ways, Descartes
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serves as a contrast to the Enlightenment models of human existence that would follow
him. According to Ware, these
efforts to explain human behavior … worked from the assumption that
self-knowledge is derived indirectly. We begin with an ostensibly reliable
knowledge of nature from which we attempt to construct a model of
consciousness. Our efforts to understand what we are begin with what we
are not.61
Clearly, Descartes’s epistemology, which proceeds from a foundation of self-knowledge
and proceeds outward, is the inverse of the model of philosophers such as David Hume
and Immanuel Kant who did not believe in the ontological status of subjectivity. They
work from a distinction and hierarchical relationship between the “subjective” and the
“objective,” the former emerging from the latter. The former is understood to mean
“pertaining or peculiar to an individual subject or his mental operations; depending upon
one's individuality or idiosyncrasy; personal, individual”; or, in its more extreme forms,
“existing in the mind only, without anything real to correspond to it; illusory, fanciful.” 62
The latter, on the other hand, means “external to or independent of the mind,” or, when
speaking of an individual, “not influenced by personal feelings or opinions in considering
and representing facts; impartial, detached.” 63 Descartes defines the objective only to
discard it; he does begin with what we are not, but only to progressively enlarge the
notion of the subject to include all “objective” knowledge by figuring God as both the
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guarantor of certainty and the certain yet unknowable Other that can be ignored. While
the idea of the individual self presupposes certain epistemological considerations, or
more particularly, epistemological constraints, and the production and delimitation of
knowledge assumes a self, Descartes makes knowledge and the self identical, thus
eliminating the need to include the unknown within the self or its purview; but at the
same time the unknown is always present as the self’s negative, almost more of a logical
proposition or idea than a thing. And as an idea, it exists within the mind of the thinker,
but as an idea of the not-self; if every idea is, in the Cartesian system, truly reflective of
the self, then the idea of the unknown is self-contradictory: something within the thinker
that represents what is always of necessity outside and in opposition to the thinker’s
reality and self-perception. It becomes a signifier that by definition has no signifier, a
blank name that names nothing.
One of the undercurrents of my study is a critique of scholarly enactments of this
sort of exclusionary divisions between the known and the unknown, divisions that rely on
an ontological binary that denies the reality of the latter as nothing more than an
impossible and self-contradictory concept. I have challenged those critics who propose to
“know” something: to figure Moll Cutpurse finally as a hermaphrodite or a lesbian, a
rebellious character or a recuperative one; to define the death of Samson as redemptive or
tragic, heroic or villainous. Certainly, to argue for the undecidability of a text is not
necessarily original and follows the well-trodden paths lain by deconstructionist and poststructuralist critics, and it would be self-contradictory to write a study on the necessity of
remaining ignorant and abandoning the pursuit of knowledge. My goal is not to argue for
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the loss of all meaning or the relative equality of all interpretations, nor is it to condemn
the production of knowledge or the work of the academic as futile. Rather, it is to
encourage a rethinking of our own critical subjectivities. As academic subjects, we often
define ourselves in relation to the types of knowledge we pursue, and our personal and
professional well-being relies on making assertions of our own expertise: writing articles
and books, presenting papers, pursuing research money to fund the study of new topics
and the preservation of old knowledge. These are all activities which are necessarily
positivist in nature, and all may be said to work against ignorance, to attack the unknown
and to seek to colonize it.
In the more politicized disciplines there is often an assumption, sometimes made
explicit, that the study of the unknown forces of which humans are normally ignorant will
empower and liberate the subject, making one more fully oneself and in control of one’s
being and nature. For example, Marx viewed his work as part of the inevitable movement
towards revolution that he believed to be a natural result of the operations of capitalism.
An understanding of capitalism, Marx believed, would assist in the process of revolution;
by understanding the machinery underlying the economic hegemonies that fix humans
into distinct class identities, he believed that humans would be able to take control of
their collective selves without subjecting them to the authority of class hierarchy and
economic exploitation. Feminist, queer, post-colonial, and critical race theorists, among
others, operate from similar positions, attempting to trace previously ignored operations
of oppression in the hopes of effecting their upheaval.
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A positivist understanding of the human self in part underlies such arguments, a
belief like Hegel’s that the pursuit of knowledge is directly related to the fullness of and
control over one’s subjective self. Certainly, these projects should not be abandoned, nor
are their goals misguided. If anything, my work here is intended to support such work by
furthering the development of our epistemological, or rather agnotological, tools: the
study of the exclusionary practices of knowledge and subject formation and their
interconnectedness and mutual reliance. As a critical intervention, my work is more a
reminder to apply such analyses self-reflexively, to examine the incomprehensible and
contradictory idea that, like Cartesian ignorance, defines negatively the scholarly cogito
of one’s academic pursuits. One must, in other words, be devoted to one’s own
ignorance; this means not to grant equal weight to every opposing viewpoint but to
extend one’s own knowledge by always examining its exclusions. To draw upon the ideas
of Roland Barthes, the duty of the critic is writerly rather than readerly; instead of reading
the text as a “classic,” the scholar should let the text occur and work in conjunction with
it, looking always to extend rather than constrain. 64 This means at times acting in
rebellion against prevailing critical methodologies by, for example, questioning the
delimitations imposed by historicist analysis and challenging the fixity and nature of
historical context. In the terms articulated by Badiou, it means being in the event. The
event is a site and a process, an ongoing temporal field and a specific moment of rupture;
to be in it, according to Badiou, is to be “immortal,” to live not within the temporal
64
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confines of the material condition and to subject oneself to the “encyclopaedia” of the
situation but to exist in thought, in the process of radical, unpredictable creation.65 For
the academic, this means to be always in the process of construction, deconstruction, and
reconstruction of one’s own theses, challenging knowledge with ignorance, seeking out
new knowledge in ignorance, and ignoring the old, static knowledge that reifies,
stabilizes, and ultimately stagnates. The forgetting of the self, in the world of academia as
in “Il Penseroso,” abandons the known for ignorance, but in the process, engages the
subject in the true process of radical, ongoing, and unsettling education.
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